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293.1 Excerpt from Keshf-ul-Ghummeh: “Book I”\fn{by Sirhan ibn Said ibn Sirhan ibn Muhammad of the Banu Ali [tribe]
(before 1728; c.1650- )} Izki, Ad Dakhiliyah Region, Oman (M) 4\fn{In what follows, I present book one of an otherwise
anonymous work whose contents present an enhanced chronology of Omani history from its earliest beginnings to 1728. Its editor says:
“The abrupt manner in which it terminates tends to show that the work was not written much later than that date” and that “the work now
translated may fairly be considered, as far as it goes, the most authentic and coherent account of the history of the Oman that has emanated
from native sources.” Noting that “the name of the author was not inscribed on the pages, and no one at Muskat [where Ross secured his
copy of the MS] seemed able to supply the omission … at length, one of the Kadhis wrote to certain learned persons at Nizwa [the largest
city in the Ad Dakhiliyah Region] who replied that the author was Sirhan-bin-Said, a native of Izki.” The form of his name given above
appears in the modern Introduction to Ross’ translation written by one Philip Ward on page vii of the reprint of Ross’ original (1874) book
(Cambridge, The Oleander Press, 1984). He also gives the title of the book as: Kashf al-ghummah al-jami li akhbar al-Umma; I have
reproduced the title as given by E. C. Ross, which I assume is a shortened form of the Ward title. As usual in Romanized Arabic, I have
refrained from reproducing the diacritical markings used by the various translators of these works when quoting proper names; and I have
further subdivided the text in the interests of clarity. No narrative, of course, has been eliminated or modified. I have also assumed that the
author was probably born c.1650 or thereabouts; certainly he must have been born at some time in the 17 th century, and judging from when
his chronicle ends, earlier in it rather than later.:H }

It is said by el-Kelbi that the first of the el-Azd who came to Oman was Malik-bin Falam-bin Ghanim-bin
Dows-bin Adnan-bin Abdullah-bin Zahran-bin Kab-bin al-Harith-bin Kab-bin Abdullah-bin Malik-bin Nasr-bin
el-Azd, the Azdi, the Dowsi.
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Now the cause of his emigrating to Oman was as follows: his nephews, the sons of his brother Amru-bin
Fahm, were wont, when taking the flocks to pasture and returning at evening, to pass by the house of a neighbor.
The latter had a bitch which used to bark at them and scatter their flocks, and one of them killed it with his spear.
The man, who was under Malik’s protection, complained to him, and Malik being angered, said he would no
longer remain in a country where a person under his protection suffered such treatment; and went forth and
separated from his brother against the wish of the latter.
Another story is, that a herdsman was set on by a savage dog belonging to a bondsman of “Dows,” and slew
him with his spear, on which the owner of the dog slew the herdsman. That upland is named “Nejd-el-Kelbeh.”
*
Malik then went forth from el-Sarat with those of his tribe who bore obedience to him. When he was well on
the road, his camels yearned for their pasture grounds, and turned wistfully toward el-Sarat. But he journeyed on
towards Oman. And he passed not any tribe of the tribes of the Arabs, of Maadd or of Adman, but they sought his
friendship, and formed alliances with him, on account of his dignity and the number of his fighting men.
He marched on until he reached Rahut, a valley in Hadhramowt, where he halted awhile for rest. Then he
learned that the Persians were in Oman, inhabiting it. So he drew up his forces and reviewed them, and it is said
they were upwards of 6000 in number, horse and foot.
They then arranged themselves in order before proceeding onwards to Oman, Malik placed his son Honat, or
as some say Ferahid, in command of an advanced guard consisting of 2,000 horsemen of the bravest of his army.
When they arrived at el-Shihr, Mahrah-bin Hidan-bin el-Haf-bin Kadha ah-bin Malik-bin Himyar separated from
Malik, and stayed behind at el-Shihr. Malik marched onwards until he entered Oman with his numerous and well
equipped army. He found the Persians holding Oman for the king Dara, son of Dara, son of Bahman; and at that
time they were the inhabitants of Oman and the dwellers therein. In those days their leader was the Marzaban,
who was Lieutenant for their king.
Malik drew aside with his followers to Kalhat on the coast of Oman, as being a more secure position against
the Persians. He there left the families and heavy baggage with a guard to protect them against the enemy’s force,
and advanced with the remainder of his army; his son Honat leading the advanced guard of 2,000 horsemen. He
proceeded in this manner until he arrived at the district of el-Jowf, where he pitched his camp on the plain. Thence
he sent to the Persians asking them to allot him land in Oman to settle on, with water and pasture, so that he might
dwell amongst them.
When his messengers arrived, the Marzaban and his subordinates held an earnest and prolonged consultation
which resulted in their unanimously deciding to refuse the request of Malik, so they replied:
“We do not wish this Arab to settle amongst us, that our land should become straitened unto us; we have no
need for his neighborship.” When their answer reached Malik, he sent a message to them, saying:
“I must positively settle in a district of Oman; if you accord me willingly a share of the water, produce, and
pasture, I shall settle in the country and praise you. If, however, you refuse, I shall remain in spite of you. If you
attack me, I shall resist you, and if I prevail against you, I shall slay you, and carry off your offspring, and shall
not allow one of you to remain in Oman.”
They, however, refused him permission, and prepared to make war on him. Malik on his part remained in the
district of el-Jowf until his people had rested, and he prepared for the struggle with the Persians.
*
Meanwhile the Persians had made ready to attack him, and the Marzaban ordered the trumpets to be sounded
and the drums beaten, and set out with all his host from Sohar. It is said his army numbered more than 40,000
men, and some say 30,000, and he had with him elephants. He proceeded towards el-Jowf to encounter Malik, and
halted at the plain of Selut near Nezwa.
When Malik received intelligence of this, he set out for the plain of Selut with 6,000 men, and encamped
opposite the army of the Marzaban. They remained in their respective positions that day without fighting.
Malik-bin Fahm spent the night drawing up his forces in order of battle, forming them into right and left
wings, and centre, and stationing the horsemen of the el-Azd in position. He placed his son Honat in command of
the right wing, gave the left to his son Ferahid, and took his station himself in the centre with chosen men.
The Marzaban also was similarly employed, and both sides were prepared. Malik mounted a pie-bald charger,
clad in his armor over which he wore a red robe, and on his head was his iron helmet encircled by a yellow
turban. His sons and the warriors of the el-Azd were similarly accoutered in armor and helmet, their eyes only
being visible.
When the ranks were formed in order of battle, Malik went around and addressed his followers troop by troop,
encouraging them and exhorting them to stand firm and warning them that if they fled, they would be pursued and
destroyed by the Persians.
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*
The Marzaban then advanced with all his forces under their commanders, placing his elephants in front.
Malik met them with his followers crying out to his men of the el-Azad to charge with him, and to ply the
elephants with their swords and javelins.
Thereupon he charged and his men charged with him, and they attacked the elephants with sword and spear,
piercing them with darts until the elephants, goaded by their weapons, turned in flight, trampling under foot many
of the Marzaban’s men.
Malik then fell on the army of the Marzaban with all his men, piercing the ranks of the Persians. The latter
rallied together, and the two forces continued to fight with fury, and nothing could be heard but the clashing of
their weapons. The battle was kept up the whole of that day until the fall of night separated the opposing armies,
and they retired to their respective positions leaving many dead and wounded.
The nest day the conflict was renewed and kept up until night, the Persians losing many of their men.
On the third day the battle was again renewed and, the Persian commander having been slain by Malik in
single combat, the Persian army gave way and fled, leaving an immense number in killed and wounded.
The Persians then sent to Malik suing for a true and demanding a year’s time to evacuate Oman and return to
their own country. Malik agreed to this and promised not to molest them unless they recommenced the war. The
Persians thereupon returned to Sohar, and Malik withdrew to Kalhat.
It is said that the Persians during the period of this truce destroyed a great many water channels. Suleiman-bin
Daud had constructed 10,000 aqueducts in Oman.
*
The Persians then wrote to Dara-bin Dara informing him of the advent of Malik and his followers to Oman,
and the struggle that had occurred between him and themselves, how his general the Marzabin had been slain with
many of their companions. Then telling him of their weak and helpless condition, they asked permission to return
to their own country with their families.
When their letter reached the king and he read it, he was incensed, and burned with a desire to avenge he
slaughter of his soldiers and generals, so he sent for one of the greatest of his Marzabans, and giving him
command of 3,000 of his most renowned warriors and commanders, dispatched them to the aid of his subjects in
Oman. They proceeded first to el-Bahrein and thence to Oman.
All this while Malik was in ignorance of what was going on. When this reinforcement reached the Persians,
they commenced reparations to renew the war as soon as the period of truce should expire.
*
When Malik heard of the arrival of the succors,\fn{ Those who provide relief} he wrote to the Persians informing
them that if they did not quit Oman, he would march against them and expel them by force, and seize all their
property. But they, confident in their strength and in the comparative smallness of Malik’s army, returned a defiant
and insolent answer. Malik accordingly marched against them with his whole army and entered their territory. The
Persians on their side prepared for battle.
When the two armies met, Malik drew up his army as before, placing his son Honat in command of the right,
and Ferabid of the left, he stationing himself with the remainder of his sons in the centre. A fierce and prolonged
battle was fought, in which the Persians employed their elephants. One huge animal was killed by Honat and his
brother Man-bin Maik.
After a fierce struggle, the Persians were routed and fled, pursued by the el-Azd horsemen, who slew an
immense number and made many prisoners. The remnant of the Persian army embarked in their ships and passed
across the sea to Persia.
*
So Malik conquered all Oman and took all the property of the Persians. He made many of the latter prisoners
and kept them a long time in prison after which he released hem, and caused them to be conveyed to the ships,
with their clothing and provisions, and sent back to Persia. Malik then ruled over Oman and its adjacent districts
and governed it wisely and well. The journey of Malik and his sons to Oman and their battle with the Persians
have been celebrated in many poems and traditions from which I have only given an abridged account.
Then came to Oman many tribes of the el-Azd. The first of the el-Azd to join Malik was Imran-bin Amru-bin
Air-Ma-el-Sema with his sons el-Hajr and el-Aswad. From the two latter many tribes in Oman derive.
Afterwards Rabiah-bin el-Harith-bin-Abdullah-bin Amir-el-Ghitrif went forth with his brothers, also Maladisbin Amru-bin Adi-bin-Harithhah came an entered Hudad, also Arman-bin Amru-bin el-Azd, then came elYahmad-bin Homma, also the sons of Ghanm-bin Ghalib-bin Othman; and Ziyad or el-Nadab the junior. Then
Mawalah, the sons of Shams, an el-Nadab the senior went forth, also el-Dheyyak, and some of the Benu-Yashkar
and of the Benu Amid, and men of Khawaleh.
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All these tribes went forth, each tribe with its banners. As they journeyed on, the consumed the substance of all
by whom they passed, until they reached Oman. They extended themselves throughout Oman, and settled in is
rich and spacious lands.
The el-Azd named it Oman, because their dwellings had been in a watered valley in [Yemen] which was
probably called Amman, and to which they likened their new home. The Persians called Oman by the name of
Mazun. As an Arab poet has said:
The Kesra named Oman Mazun,
And Mazun, O friend! Is a goodly land,
A land abounding in fields and groves,
With pastures and unfailing springs.

The tribes of the el-Azd ceased not to migrate to Oman, until they became numerous therein, and their power
and fame increased. At length, they overran the country and extended as far as el-Bahrein and Hajar [el-Hassa].
Then came to Oman Samah-bin Loweij-bin-Ghalib, and settled at Towwam, which is el-Jow, in the vicinity of
the el-Azd. There were also in that place some of the Benu-Sad, and Benu Abd-el-Keis. Samah married his
daughter to Asu-bin Imran bin-Amru. Some of the Benu-Tamim also settled in Oman, the Al-Kha-zaah-bin Hasem
settlers, too, arrived from the Benu-el-Nabat, whose abodes were at Ohri and el-Seleyf, and Tenam, and el-Sirr.
Some of the Benu-el-Haraith-bin Kab came and settled at Dhank. About one hundred persons of the Khadhaah
also settled at Dhank. Some of the family of Benu Ru-abeh-bin Katiah-bin Aba came to Oman, amongst them Abu
l-Hishm
The rule of Malik became strong in Oman and his wealth increased, and he was feared by all the tribes of the
Yemen and Nizar. He was more daring and adventurous than any other Prince. He chiefly resided on the Kalhat
coast and at Yankal.
*
One of the princes of the el-Azd, named Malik-bin Zoheir, settled in the vicinity of Malik-bin Fahm, and being
a chief of great renown, well-nigh rivaled the latter in power. So Malik-bin Fahm, fearing that mutual jealousy
and strife might arise between them, demanded his daughter in marriage, and Malik-bin Zoheir gave his daughter,
but stipulated that her offspring should have precedence of all Malik-bin Fahm’s sons by other wives.
Malik-bin Fahm assented and married her on these conditions. By this marriage he had issue Salimah-bin
Malik.
Malik reigned over Oman for seventy years, during which time neither Arab nor Persian opposed his rule. His
age was 120 years.
*
It is said that Malik-bin Fahm was slain accidentally by his son Salimah, in the following manner:
It is said that Malik used to require his sons to keep guard at night, each in turn with a body selected from
Malik’s most trusty nobles and followers. Now Salimah was more beloved of his father than any of his brothers,
and had higher rank and dignity assigned him. His father had taught him archery until he excelled in the art. His
brothers envied him on account of the preference shown him, and sought to lower him in his father’s estimation,
but found no opportunity to find fault with him.
At length, one day some of them approached their father, and accused Salimah of leaving his post when on
watch and retiring apart to sleep. Malik, however, reproved them, and told them he knew that envy prompted
them to traduce his son Salimah, and that he judged the latter by his knowledge of him, so they were forced to
withdraw without gaining their object.
Afterwards, however, misgiving entered Malik’s mind, and he resolved to put the charges against his son
Salimah to the test. He accordingly went forth in disguise and secretly, on a night when it was Salimah’s turn to
keep guard.
Now it was Salimah’s custom to withdraw from his comrades and keep watch close to his father’s house. On
this night he had taken his usual station; and sleep had overtaken him just at the hour his father came out. His
mare seeing the form of Malik in the distance neighed, on which Salimah started from his sleep in alarm, and saw
his mare with her ears erected.
Now it was the habit of the mare on seeing anything approaching to point her ears in the direction of the
object, and the rider would aim his arrow accordingly. So Salimah discharged his arrow between the mare’s ears
towards Malik, not knowing it was his father. Malik heard the sound of the arrow as it left the bow, and called out,
“Do not shoot, my son, I am your father.”
It was too late, however, and the dart pierced the centre of his heart.
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*
Salimah, after having slain his father, fled to the Persian coast in fear of his brothers, and abode at Jashk, where
he married a native of the land named el-Asfahiyah. Salimah afterwards removed to Kerman which he made
himself master of after a series of adventures, and reigned as king until his death. By a marriage with a Persian
lady he had ten sons, named Abd and Himayah and Sad and Ruaheh and Majash and Kelab and Asd and Taher
and Aswad and Othman.
After his death, his sons were disunited, and the Persians expelled them, and some went to Oman. The majority
of the children of Salimah, however, remained in Kerman, where they were numerous and powerful.
*
The Persians did not return to Oman after their expulsion by Malik until his reign terminated, and his children
reigned in his place, and the kingdom of Oman came into the possession of el-Julanda-bin el-Mustatir el-Mawali,
and Persia fell into the hands of the Benu Sasan. There was peace between them and el-Julanda in Oman, and the
Persians kept a force of 4,000 warriors in Oman and a deputy with the kings of the el-Azd. The Persians abode on
the sea coast, and the el-Azd ruled in the interior plains and hills and districts of Oman, the direction of affairs
being entirely with them.
The Persian monarch used to send persons who had incurred their displeasure or whom they feared to their
army in Oman. So it continued until God caused el-Islam to be manifested. …
295.1 Memoirs Of An Arabian Princess\fn{by Sayyida Salme aka Emiily Ruete (1844-1924)} Bet il Mtoni Palace,
Zanzibar Island, Oman (F) 112\fn{In what follows, the chapter numbering is that of the author; but only those footnotes of a
clarifying or descriptive nature have been retained. }
1
I was born in the year 1844 in Bet il Mtoni, the oldest of our palaces on the island of Zanzibar, and there I lived
until the age of seven.
Bet il Mtoni lies on the sea coast, at about eight kilometers from the city of Zanzibar, in a most delightful
scenery, well-hidden in a grove of magnificent coconut palms, mango trees and other giants of tropical vegetation.
My place of birth is called “Mtoni house” after the small river Mtoni, which rises at a couple of hours distance in
the interior, runs in numerous, basin-like extensions through the whole palace, and discharges behind its walls into
the splendid and animated inlet, which separates the island from the African continent.
Only one large courtyard stretches between the numerous buildings which form Bet il Mtoni. On account of
the heterogeneous styles of these constructions, built gradually and according to need, the whole, with its numberless passages and corridors which bewilder the uninitiated, must be called ugly rather than beautiful.\fn{ The original
house was built at some time before 1828 by an Arab named Salih ibn Haramil al-Abri. He is reputed to have introduced the clove tree into
Zanzibar from Reunion, and to have established the first two plantations at Mtoni and Kisimbani. Sayyid Sa’id ibn Sultan confiscated the
property from him for an alleged contravention of the Moresby Treaty of 1822, which forbade Omani subjects to trade in slaves with
subjects of Christian powers, and himself first took up residence there when he visited Zanzibar in 1828. He enlarged it greatly, and it is
said to have accommodated 1,000 dependants. It was partly demolished in 1914, some baths only remaining. }

The number of rooms in our castle is also limitless. Their arrangement has escaped my memory, but on the
other hand I can recall perfectly well the spacious bathing houses at Bet il Mtoni. There were six bathing houses,
3 all in one row at the extreme end of the courtyard, so that when the weather was rainy these popular resorts of
refreshment could only be reached with the help of an umbrella. Separated from them lay the so-called “Persian”
bath, in reality a Turkish steam bath, whose artistic architecture was unequalled in Zanzibar.
Each bathing house contained two basins, about four metres long by three metres wide, and just deep enough
to let the water come up to the breast of a grown-up person.
These bathing houses with their refreshing baths were enjoyed by all inhabitants of the house. Most of them
used to stay there every day for many hours, praying, sleeping, working, reading, and even eating and drinking.
From four o’clock in the morning till midnight the coming and going did not stop; day and night one might see
people leaving and entering.
On entering the door of one of these bathing houses, which are built in the same way, one observes to the right
and left two raised resting-places, which are covered with the finest variegated mats on which one prays or takes
rest. Nobody is allowed to mount these raised places wearing shoes since this is considered unholy. Car pets and
all other articles considered luxurious are banished from these rooms.
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For prayers, every Muslim needs a separate, perfectly clean dress, only to be used for this purpose, and even, if
possible, completely white. Of course, this rather inconvenient precept of religion is only followed quite closely
by the most devout person.
Narrow arcades separate these places of repose from the bath-basins, which are entirely in the open air. Two
arched stone bridges with gradually rising steps lead to other rooms lying apart.
Each bathing house had its own occupants; woe to the person who took a rather broad view of the differences
in this respect. A rigorous caste spirit reigned at Bet il Mtoni, to such an extent that high and low alike observed it
in all its forms.
Orange trees as high as the largest cherry trees in these parts throve in dense rows along the entire front of the
bathing houses. In our youth, we often enough sought shelter and refuge in their branches, for fear of our awfully
strict female teacher.
Everywhere in the large courtyard, man and beast lived together quite amicably, without in the least inconveniencing + each other. Peacocks, gazelles, guinea-fowls, flamingoes, geese, ducks and ostriches roamed about in
perfect liberty and were cherished and fed by young and old. For us children it was always a great joy to collect
the eggs that lay about here and there, especially the large ostrich eggs, and to hand them over to the chief cook,
who used to reward us for our trouble with all kind of sweets.
Twice a day, early in the morning and in the evening, we children over five years old had riding lessons from
the eunuch in this courtyard, during which the inhabitants of our little zoological garden roamed about freely. As
soon as we had been trained sufficiently in this art, each of us received his mount from our father as a present.
The boys were permitted to choose for themselves from the stables, while we girls received large, snow-white
donkeys from Mesket,\fn{Muscat in Oman} which were often more expensive than normal horses. These handsome
animals were of course also provided with a complete harness. Almost all of the bridles consist of heavy silver
chains and appendages.
In family houses of this type, riding is indeed the chief amusement since there are neither theatres nor concerts
for entertainment. Frequently, races were organized in the open country, which unfortunately ended rather often in
an accident.
Such a race nearly took my life. In my eagerness not to be overtaken by my brother Ham dan,\fn{Said ibn Sultan’s
twenty-third recorded son. He died of smallpox at the age of 16 in 1858 } I had paid no attention to a mighty crooked palm-tree
which suddenly blocked my way. The unexpected obstacle attracted my attention only when its stem was already
right in front of my forehead.
In sudden fear I threw myself backwards and in this way escaped the menacing danger as through a miracle.
A characteristic at Bet il Mtoni were the numerous flights of stairs, unequalled in steepness and with steps
which seemed to be destined for a Goliath. They mostly went straight up without interruption, turning or landing,
so that the only way to mount in fact was to pull oneself up by the rather primitive railing. Traffic on them was so
busy that the railing needed constant repair.
I still remember the horror of all the inhabitants of our wing, when one morning both railings of our stone staircase, already difficult to mount by itself, had collapsed overnight, and I am yet surprised that no one came to grief
on these stair-cases, notwithstanding the intense use day and night.
Statistics being unknown in Zanzibar, nobody of course knew how many souls actually lived in the house. If I
want to make an estimate, I don’t think I exaggerate in assessing the inhabitants of Bet il Mtoni, taken all together, at one thousand.
To understand this, it must be remembered that everywhere in the Orient it is customary to employ very large
numbers of servants if one wants to pass for being rich and of high rank. Our father’s other palace, situated inside
the town and called Bet il Sahel or “Beach House”, counted no fewer inhabitants.
*
My father, Seyyid Said, Imâm of Maskat and Sultan of Zanzibar,\fn{“Sayyid” was the only title ever used by Sa’id ibn
Sultan, although the titles Imam and Sultan were often used for him by Europeans } lived in the wing of Bet il Mtoni near to the
sea with his principal wife, who was a distant relative of his. However, he stayed only four days a week here in
the country, the reminder he resided in his town palace Bet il Sahel.
The title “Imâm” is a religious dignity, which is but very rarely conferred on a sovereign. Originally we owe
this distinction to our great-grandfather “Ahmed”.\fn{ Ahmad ibn Sacid Bu-Saidi. He took Oman from the Yarubid dynasty in
1749.} Since that time the title has become hereditary in our entire family, for everyone of us is authorized to use
it in his signature.
Being one of my father’s youngest children, I only remember him as having a venerable, snow-white beard.
Above middle-height, his features had something extraordinarily fascinating and engaging; moreover, his whole
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appearance commanded respect. In spite of his war-like propensities and his delight in conquest, he was a model
for all of us both as head of the family and as sovereign.
There was nothing he valued higher than justice, and in the event of a transgression there was for him no
difference between his own son and a simple slave.
Above all he was humility personified before God Almighty. He did not know of inflated pride like so many
high-born people. Unassuming and modest in his own person, he was generally charitable and generous. He also
liked to see his associates well-dressed, cheerful and in good humour.
I never saw him angry or abusive. He mostly had a sense of humour, and loved to joke. But he was also a solemn authority for adults and children.
Above all, he disliked waste. It not rarely happened that he had his horse saddled to ride all by himself to the
wedding of a simple slave, who by many years of loyal service had gained his regard, to offer his congratulations
to the young couple in person. He always used to call me “old woman”, as I was very fond of cold milk soup
(farni in Arabic), which among us is the favourite meal of toothless old people.
*
My mother was a Circassian\fn{Circassian slaves were recruited in the Ottoman empire from villages near the Russian border.
The women are of striking appearance, black-haired, blue-eyed for the most part, with very pale, ivory complexion } by birth, who in
early youth had been torn away from her home. She had lived peacefully with her parents and her brother and
sister, her father gaining a livelihood as a farmer.
A war broke out, marauding bands marched through the country and the entire family fled into an underground
place, as my mother said. She probably meant a cellar, unknown to us in Zanzibar. Later, however, a wild horde
invaded this place of refuge, slew the parents, and three Arnauts carried off the three children, galloping away on
their horses. One Arnaut soon disappeared out of sight, taking away her elder brother; the other two, with my
mother and her three year old younger sister, who constantly cried for her mother, kept together until the evening
when they too parted, and my mother never heard any more of her brother and sister.
Still a child, she had come into my father’s possession, probably at the tender age of seven or eight, as she lost
her first baby tooth in our house. For her education, she was given as playmate to two of my sisters,\fn{ Salme uses
'”sister” and “brother” where we would say '”step-sister”, “step-brother”. } who were of her own age, and she was educated and
treated in the same way as they were. Together with them she also learned to read, an art which raised her a good
deal above her peers. The latter came to us mostly at the age of sixteen to eighteen, if not older, and then of course
were no longer in a mood to sit with very small children on the rough school-mat.
My mother was not very pretty, but tall and strongly built, she had black eyes and black hair that reached down
to her knees. Of a gentle disposition, her greatest pleasure was to be able to assist other people and procure them
joy. When somebody became ill, she was the first to care for the sick person and nursed him if necessary. Still
now I see her before me, going from one patient to another, her books in her hands, to read religious passages to
them.
She was always in great favour with my father and her wishes, mostly concerned with others, he never refused.
When she came to see him, he used to rise to meet her, a very rare distinction. Of a kind and pious disposition, she
was very modest and frank and open in all her dealings.
Intellectually speaking, she was not exceedingly gifted, but on the other hand she was very clever with needlework.
She had had only two children, besides myself another daughter who had died quite young. To me she was a
tenderly loving mother, but this did not at all stop her from punishing me severely when necessary.
At Bet il Mtoni she had many friends, which is rare in an Arab women’s house. Her trust in God was as unshaken and firm as ever may be. I still remember a fire breaking out during a moonlit night in and around the stables,
very close by, while my father and his retinue were in town.—I was perhaps five years old at most—. When a
false alarm spread over our house that this too was in imminent danger of being caught by the fire, the good
woman had nothing more urgent to do than to take me on one arm and her large hand-written Kurân (thus we
pronounce the word) on the other, and to hurry into the open air. The rest was of no particular value for her in this
hour of danger.
*
As far as I can recollect, my father, during my lifetime, had only two wives of equally high birth; the other
wives or saran, numbering seventy-five at his death, had all been purchased gradually. His main wife, Azze bint
Sêf a princess of Oman by birth, was the absolute mistress in the house. In spite of her very small size and of her
quite plain appearance, she possessed an unbelievable power over my father, so that he always willingly submitted to her arrangements.
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Towards the other wives and their children she was extremely imperious, haughty and pretentious. Luckily for
us, she had no children of her own, for their tyranny would certainly have been unbearable. All my father’s children—not numbering more than thirty-six at his death—were by his concubines.
Consequently we were all equal and had no need to carry out investigations about the colour of our blood.
Bibi (mistress, lady) Azze, who had to be addressed as “Highness” (Seyyide), was feared by young and old, by
high and low, but liked by no one. Even now I can remember her well, stiffly passing everybody and seldom addressing anyone in a friendly way.
How totally different my dear old father was! He knew how to say a friendly word to everybody, no matter
whether the person in question was of high or low rank.
My exalted stepmother knew very well how to keep the station due to her, nor did any one dare to approach her
too closely without being encouraged by herself to do so. I never saw her walk without retinue, except when she
visited the bathing house, which was destined for the two of them exclusively, in the company of my father. All
who met her in the house were as overcome by respect as a recruit is before a general in Europe.
Thus the pressure she emanated from above was felt by all, without however taking away for the residents too
much from the charm at Bet il Mtoni in general.
Custom required that all my brothers and sisters, young and old, went every day to wish her good morning. But
all were so highly prejudiced against her that only seldom did someone go to her before breakfast, which was
taken in her rooms, was served. And so the pleasure of enjoying the submissiveness which had to be offered to her
as she required, was denied to her.
My eldest brothers and sisters lived at Bet il Mtoni. Some of them, like Shêcha\fn{ Said to have been very religious }
and Zu8ne, could easily have been my grandmothers. For the latter already had a son, All bin Suud, whom I never
saw but with a beard mixed with gray.
She was a widow and had sought refuge in her paternal home after her husband’s death.
*
What so many people in these parts believe, namely that sons are particularly privileged over daughters, was
unknown in our family circle. I do not know of one single instance in which father or mother liked a son better
than a daughter, or preferred him merely because he happened to be a son. Nothing of all that.
Though the law in many cases favours the boy more than his sisters, and grants him important advantages, as,
for instance, in the division of the inheritance where sons receive twice as much as daughters, yet the children are
everywhere loved and treated alike.
It is, of course, only natural and certainly also human, that down there in the South as well as here, one child,
whether boy or girl, is preferred to the other one, even if not openly but secretly. Thus it was also with our father;
only, the favourite children closest to him were certainly not sons, but rather two of his daughters, Sharife and
Chole.\fn{The daughter of an Assyrian mother, Chole was a wonderful beauty; nevertheless, she refused all offers of marriage. That the
mother was of Assyrian origin is probably to be taken to imply that she had been of Christian origin. She had many liberal ideas, among
which her giving a warm welcome to the French Roman Catholic missionaries on their first arrival in Zanzibar in 1860. Thereafter she
bestowed many presents on their mission.}

Once when I was about nine years old, I was wounded in the side by an arrow from the bow of my very playful
brother Hamdân, who was about my own age; fortunately, the wound was not very dangerous. When my father
heard of the affair, he said to me:
“Salme, go and call Hamdân.”
Hardly had I arrived with my brother when he had to listen to very serious admonitions\fn{ The most terrifying
invectives} which he recalled for a long time after.
In this matter people here are very badly informed. It stands to reason that everywhere a good deal depends
upon the children themselves, and it would certainly be more than unjust to treat unloving children in the same
way as good ones, and not to make an appreciable distinction between the two groups.
*
The prettiest spot at Bet ii Mtoni was the bendjle, a large round balcony situated close to the sea in front of the
main building. One could easily have given a great ball on it, had such a thing been known to or common among
us.
The entire structure looked like a gigantic merry-go-round, for the ceiling of the bendjle, matching the
construction, was also round. The entire framework, the floors, the railings as well as the tent-like ceiling,
everything consisted of painted wood.
Here my dear father used to walk up and down, often for hours, in deep thought and with head bent. He limped
a little; a bullet which he had received in battle and which had settled in his thigh, caused him frequent pain and
hindered the step of the powerful\fn{Stately} man.
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All around the lofty bendjle there were a number of cane chairs, certainly some dozens of them, and besides
there was also a strong telescope for general use, but nothing else. The view from the high bendjle was overwhelmingly beautiful.
Several times a day my father, Azze bint Sêf and all his grown-up children used to take their coffee here. Anyone wishing to speak to my father privately would look for him nowhere else but here, where at certain hours he
usually was alone.
Opposite the bendjle, a man-of-war, Il Rahmâni, was anchored all year round, destined exclusively to give,
through a cannon-shot in the month of fasting, the signal to get up, and also to man the many rowing boats we
needed. Underneath the bendjle was a tall flagstaff on which signal flags were hoisted to give orders to a greater
or smaller number of boats and sailors on the beach.
As for the kitchen, at both Bet il Mtoni and at Bet il Sahel meals were cooked in the Arab as well as in the
Persian and Turkish fashion. In both houses the various races were indeed living together and the most fascinating
beauties as well as their opposites were abundantly represented.
But among us only the Arab fashion was permitted, and among the negroes the Swahili one. When a Circassian woman arrived in her clothes of ample shirts, or an Abyssinian woman in her fantastic attire, within three
days she had to lay aside everything and to wear the Arab clothes assigned to her.
More or less in the same way in which every respectable woman here has to have a bonnet and a pair of
gloves, these items being absolutely necessary, we for our part had our ornaments. Ornaments are considered
necessary for the toilet, to such an extent that even beggar-women may be seen plying their trade decked out in
them.
My father had his special treasure chambers in his two houses in Zanzibar as well as in his castle in Mesket, in
the realm of Oman, amply stocked with large Spanish gold coins, guineas and louis d’ors. In addition, and for the
greater part, they contained assortments of feminine trinkets, from the simplest to a diamond-set diadem, all
procured to serve as presents.
Each time an increase to the family took place, either by the purchase of sararl or by the frequent births of
princes and princesses, the door of the treasure room was opened in order to give the new arrival a present according to rank and station. When a child was born, my father used to visit child and mother only on the seventh
day and he then took a trinket with him as a present for the baby. Immediately after she had been purchased, a
newly-arrived surle also received the necessary jewels as a present; at the same time the chief eunuch assigned
her servants to her.
Though he liked for himself the greatest simplicity, my father was very peculiar about all people around him.
None of us, neither his children not the youngest eunuch, was permitted to appear before him except fully dressed.
We little girls wore our hair just in thin plaits (often as many as twenty); on both sides the ends were tied together
obliquely, and from the centre a heavy gold ornament, often set with precious stones, suspended on the back. This
hair-ornament usually had the form of a full moon with a star inside. Sometimes a gold coin with holy sayings
was attached to each plait, and this is considerably more becoming than the above-mentioned coiffure.
At bedtime just these ornaments were taken away from us, and the next morning re-attached.
Up to the time we had to go about continuously veiled, we girls wore our hair in a fringe, in the same way as it
is now worn here.
One morning, without waiting for the hair-ornament, I ran unobserved to my father to fetch the French sweetmeats which he regularly slipped every morning into our hands. But instead of obtaining the longed-for sweetmeat, I was promptly sent back because of my unfinished toilet, and a servant had to bring me nolens volens back
to where I had ran away from. Since then I wisely took good care never again to appear before him without full
toilet.
*
My mother’s most intimate friends were my sister Zeyâne\fn{ Devoted to the care of the sick and beggars } and my
stepmother Medine.
Zeyâne, the daughter of an Abyssinian woman, was of the same age as my mother, and both loved each other
very dearly. My stepmother Medine was a Circassian too; hence her friendship, for she, my mother and also Sara,
another stepmother of mine, came from the same region.
Sara’s two children were my brother Madjid and my sister Chadudj, the former being the junior by some years.
My mother had made an arrangement with her friend Sara that she, in case Sara was to die first, would take over
the care for Madjid and Chadudj as a second mother, and vice versa. But when Sara died, both Chadudj and
Madjid were nearly full-grown and, as long as they lived in the paternal house, they could do without my
mother’s help.
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Among us, that is to say in our family, it was the custom for boys after they had grown up, to remain some
time with their mothers in the paternal house, up to the age of eighteen or twenty. Until then they had to submit
fully to the house rules.
Having reached this age, a prince sooner or later was declared of age by my father, depending upon his good or
bad behaviour. He was then permitted to count himself amongst the grown-up people, an honour to which people
over there were also looking forward with great impatience. On this occasion each prince was assigned his own
residence, servants, horses, and everything he required, including an adequate allowance which was paid monthly.
My brother Madjid had now obtained this honour; he earned it more on account of his personality than of his
age. Madjid was modesty personified; by his kind, friendly manners he everywhere won the hearts of all those he
had to deal with. Not a week passed without him riding over to us from the town (just as his mother before him,
he did not live at Bet il Mtoni, but at Bet il Sahel). Though my senior by about twelve years,\fn{ Therefore born
c.1832} he was able to play with me as if we were of the same age.
One day he came to us greatly delighted to tell my mother that our father had declared him of age, had made
him stand on his own feet and had assigned him a house of his own. He then quite urgently requested my mother
that the two of us, she and I, should move to his new house to live there forever with him and his sister Chadudj
joined him in this request.
My mother begged the impetuous one to consider that she could not possibly accede to his wishes without my
father’s permission; she would discuss the matter with the latter first and then inform him of the result. On her
part, she declared herself quite willing to live with them as long as he himself and Chadudj wished so.
Madjid meanwhile offered to speak with his father himself to save my mother any formalities. The next morning he indeed informed us that his father, who was just staying at Bet il Sahel, had consented to his requests.
Thus our move was settled. After some consultation, my mother and Madjid agreed that we would move in
after a few days only, when he and Chadudj had made some arrangements in their new house.
2
My mother did not find it easy to reconcile herself to the prospect of the impending move. With heart and soul
she was attached to Bet il Mtoni, for she had lived there from her childhood. The separation from my stepsister
Zeyâne and from my stepmother Medine in particular was not easy for her. Moreover, she did not like change.
But, as she told me herself later, the feeling that she might be useful in some way to her deceased friend’s
children, outweighed any personal hesitation.
The moment my mother’s decision to move to town had become known, people called to her wherever she
showed up:
“Djilfidân (this is my dear mother’s name), do you have no heart left for us, that you are going to leave us for
ever?”
“Oh, my friends,” she replied, “it is not my own will to leave you; it is my fate to go away.”
I am sure a good many people will in spirit look at me compassionately when reading the word “fate”, at least
will not abstain from shrugging their shoulders.\fn{ “Maybe such persons have hitherto shut their eyes to the will of God, and
have spurned to take any notice of it, laying a far greater stress upon weak chance”: textual note} It should be borne in mind that
the present writer was a Muslim and grew up as such.
I am, moreover, speaking of Arab life, of an Arab home, in which, that is to say in a real Arab house, two
things above all are unknown: the word “chance” and materialism. The Muslim not only perceives his God as his
Creator and Preserver, but he also feels at all times the Lord’s presence. He is convinced that not his will, but the
will of the Lord is done, in little things as well as in great ones.
A few days passed, during which we applied ourselves to our arrangements; then we waited for Madjid’s
return, who wanted to attend to our journey himself. At Bet il Mtoni I had had two sisters and one brother as
playmates, all nearly of my own age. I was very sorry to leave them, little Ralub\fn{ Probably a childish nickname for
Sa’id ibn Sultan’s twenty-first son, Abd al-Rabb, of whom nothing else is known except that he died during the reign of Sultan Barghash
(reigned 1870-1888)} in particular, who had attached himself closely to me. On the other hand, I was quite happy to

say farewell forever, at this occasion, to our new, excessively severe woman teacher.
Because of our imminent separation from so many friends and acquaintances, our large room looked somewhat
like a beehive. In proportion to his means and the degree of his affection, everybody brought us a parting gift.
This is a custom very much in use with us. No true Arab, even if he has but the merest trifle at his dis posal, will
deny himself the pleasure of presenting a parting gift to his friend.
Even the negroes follow such an example. I remember a case in point which occurred in my very early youth.
We had made an excursion from Bet il Mtoni to our plantations and were just about to step into the numerous
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boats to return home, when suddenly something tugged me from behind. I saw a little old negro woman beckoning to me. She gave me some small object, wrapped in plantain leaves, with the words:
“This trifle is my parting gift to you, bibijangu; it is the first ripe fruit in front of my house.”
I quickly undid the leaves and found in the wrapping one single, freshly plucked corn-cob. I did not know the
little old negro woman at all, but afterwards it turned out that she was an old protégée of my dear mother’s.
At last Madjid arrived and informed my mother that the captain of the Rahmâni had received orders to send a
cutter for the two of us next evening, and another boat for our personal effects and for the people who were to
bring us to town.
My father happened to be at Bet il Mtoni and so, when the day of departure had arrived, my mother went up
with me to bid him good-bye. We found him walking up and down the bendjle and when seeing us he came at
once to meet my mother. Soon both were engrossed in a serious talk about our journey. Probably to stop the
eternal questions I was putting to him, he ordered a eunuch standing at some distance to bring me sweets and
sherbet. As can easily be imagined, I was of course extremely eager and curious about our new home and in
general about everything that had to do with life in town. If I remember well, I had up to then been in town only
once, and for a very short time only. I therefore neither knew all my brothers and sisters nor all my numerous
stepmothers.
We then went to the apartments of my august stepmother to take leave of her as well. Azze bint Sêf was
pleased to dismiss us standing, an honour with her since she always remained seated when receiving and dismisssing people. My mother as well as myself were permitted to bring her delicate hand to our lips before turning our
back upon her forever.
We now went upstairs and downstairs to shake hands with all our friends, but we hardly found half of them in
their apartments. My mother decided therefore to say good-bye to all of them at the next prayer-hour, when
everyone would be present.
At seven in the evening our cutter, a big boat which was only used for special occasions, halted under the
bendjle. It had a crew of fourteen sailors as oarsmen; at stem and stern it was decorated with a large, blood-red
flag, our flag, which has no further insignia. Over the boat’s stern a big canopy was stretched, with side-curtains
as shelter for women, and also against possible rain. On the silk cushions underneath ten to twelve persons can be
seated.
Old Djohar, a trusted eunuch of my father’s, came to report that everything was ready. He and another eunuch
were to accompany us on the journey on my father’s orders, who was watching our departure from the bendjle. As
usual, Djohar took the helm. Our friends, in tears, accompanied us as far as the front door, and to this very day the
words wedá, wedá! “farewell, farewell” ring in my ears.
Our beach is rather flat and there was nowhere a landing pier. So there were three different ways to get into the
boats. One either sat in an easy chair and was carried by sturdy “slaves”,\fn{ Sailors} or simply mounted their
backs, or walked over a plank leading from the boat to the dry sand.
My mother mounted the cutter in this last easy way, supported on both sides by eunuchs who walked alongside
in the wet sand. Another eunuch carried me on his arm into the boat and placed me at the helm next to my mother
and old Djohar. In the boat some coloured lanterns were burning, casting a really magic gleam jointly with the
glittering stars.
No sooner had the craft then started to move, when the fourteen oarsmen kept time by their melancholy Arab
songs.
As usual, we steered along the coast while I, resting half on my mother and half on my cushion, soon was fast
asleep.
*
Suddenly I was roughly roused by many voices calling out my name confusedly. Very much frightened and
still half drowsy, I gradually understood that we had arrived at our destination and that I had passed the whole
journey asleep.
We halted right under the windows of Bet il Sahel, all lighted-up and occupied by innumerable heads. All these
onlookers were my stepbrothers and stepsisters and their mothers, most of them still unknown to me.
Many of these brothers and sisters were younger than me, and no less curious to make my acquaintance than I
was to make theirs. As my mother told me, it was they who had started to cry out my name from afar, when our
craft had come in sight.
The landing took place in the same way as the embarkation and I was received in a more than lively manner by
my young brothers. They wanted us to go with them at once, but my mother of course declined because otherwise
Chadudj, who was already standing at the window of her house, would have had to wait for us still longer.
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I was certainly very sorry that I was not allowed to join my young brothers and sisters at once, which I had
been looking forward to for many days. But I knew my mother too well not to realize that what she wanted and
said could not be changed. In spite of her incomparable, unselfish love for me, she was always and in everything
very, firm and determined. Meanwhile she consoled me with the promise that we would go for a whole day to Bet
il Sahel as soon as my father came there again.
And so we passed Bet il Sahel and moved on to Bet il Watoro, Madjid’s house. It was very close to Bet il Sahel
and, like the latter, it had a splendid view over the sea.
When entering, we found my sister Chadudj waiting for us at the bottom of the staircase. She bade us a very
cordial welcome to Bet il Watoro and led us first upstairs to her room, where her personal eunuch Emân soon
afterwards entered with refreshments. Madjid was below in the reception room with his friends and only after
having been informed about our arrival did he come up.\fn{ Only at Chadudj’s bidding and my mother’s permission was he
permitted to come up} Oh, how delighted he was, the good, noble Madjid, to welcome us in his home!
Our own room was of moderate size, and looked out on a mosque close by. It was furnished like most of the
Arab rooms, and nothing was wanting for our comfort. We needed only one room because dresses are changed in
the bathroom and our night-clothing is in no way discernible from our washable day-clothing.
Thus there is no need of separate rooms as in Europe; with high and low, the night’s lodging is in the livingroom.\fn{As the same dresses are worn day and night, separate bedrooms, in view of the strict cleanliness of the high ranking Arabs, are
superfluous}
With rich and distinguished people, rooms are furnished more or less in the following style. Persian carpets or
the finest soft mattings cover the floor. The whitewashed walls, which are rather thick, are always divided into
several partitions by matching deep recesses which reach from floor to ceiling. The recesses are again divided by
shelves of wood, painted green, forming a kind of elagèren.
Upon these shelves the choicest and most expensive objects of glass and china are symmetrically ranged. To an
Arab, nothing can be too costly to decorate these recesses. A handsomely cut glass, a beautifully painted plate, an
elegant jug may cost any price: if it only looks pretty, it is sure to be purchased.
One also endeavours to cover the bare and narrow walls between the recesses. Large mirrors are placed there,
reaching from the divan, which is only slightly elevated above the floor, to the ceiling. These mirrors are all
expressly ordered from Europe.
As a rule, pictures, as they are imitations of Divine creation, are prohibited to a Muslim; of late, however, they
are tolerated now and then. On the other hand, clocks are in great favour and often the richest collection is found
in one single house. They are placed partly over the mirrors, partly in pairs on each side of them.
In the gentlemen’s rooms the walls are decorated by trophies, consisting of all kinds of costly weapons from
Arabia, Persia and Turkey, a decoration with which every Arab is accustomed to adorn his house, according to his
rank and riches.
In one corner of the room is placed the large double-bed of so-called rosewood, very prettily carved all over;
East Indian workmanship procures this. White muslin or tulle covers the whole.
Arab beds have very high legs; to get into them easily, one first mounts upon a chair, or makes use of the
natural step of the chambermaid’s hand or that of a lady’s maid. The lofty space under the bed is often used as
sleeping-place by others, for instance by small children’s nurses or women attendants of sick people.
Tables are rarely found, and only in the houses of the highest-placed people, but there are chairs of the most
various kinds and colours. Wardrobes, chests of drawers and the like are not in use; instead, we had a sort of chest
or trunk with usually two or three drawers, and inside a secret hiding place for money and jewelery. These trunks,
of which there usually were several in each room, were very large, made of rosewood and beautifully adorned
with thousands of small, yellow studs with brass heads.
Windows and, during the day, doors stand open all year long; at best the former are occasionally shut for a
short time during rainy weather. Consequently, the word “draught” is totally unknown in those regions.
*
At first I did not like the new residence at all. I missed my young brothers and sisters too much, and Bet il
Watoro appeared to me depressively small and narrow compared to gigantic Bet il Mtoni.
Here you are now to live for ever? I incessantly asked myself during the first days. Where will you sail your
boats? In a washtub perhaps? There was no Mtoni here, and the water had to be fetched from a well outside the
house.
When my dear good mother, whose greatest pleasure was to give to others everything she possessed, advised
me to give the beautiful sailing-boats, which I liked so much, to my brothers and sisters at Bet il Mtoni, I at first
did not want to know of that. In short, for the first time in my life I felt very unhappy in deed, and I was deeply
downcast.
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My mother, on the other hand, found her vocation right away, and was so busily engaged all day long together
with Chadudj in directing and arranging things that I got nothing from her either.
The kind-hearted Madjid cared most about me. The very next morning he took my hand and showed me over
the house from top to bottom.
But nothing could please me. I was perfectly indifferent to everything and urged my mother to return soon with
me to Bet il Mtoni, to my dear brothers and sisters. This was of course impossible, the more so because she really
was a great help to my brother and sister.
Fortunately, I discovered Madjid to be a great animal-lover, who had a great collection of all sorts of living
creatures in his house. Among them were large quantities of white rabbits, much to the an noyance of Chadudj and
my mother, because they spoiled the new house completely. He also kept a great many fighting cocks of
allcountries. I have not seen such a fine collection even in a zoological garden.
I was soon Madjid’s constant companion on his visits to his pets. With boundless good-heartedness he let me
share in all his interests. Before long, I found myself through his kindness in possession of almost an entire squadron of fighting cocks, which helped to ease my loneliness at Bet il Watoro.
Nearly every day we found ourselves before our champions, which some servants had to lead up and down. A
cockfight is indeed not an uninteresting affair; the spectator’s attention is continuously claimed, and the whole
performance is really entertaining, often intensely comic.
Later Madjid gave me fencing lessons with swords, daggers and lances and, when we went into the country, he
taught me to practise with gun and pistol. In short, because of him I became half an Amazon, to the great distress
of my dear mother, who did not want to know anything about fencing and shooting.
All this, of course, did not improve my taste for needlework; handling all possible weapons was much more to
my taste than sitting quietly for a couple of hours at the lace-pillow.
All these new occupations, along with perfect liberty—for a new teacher had as yet not been found for me—
made me soon feel in better spirits, and so the original aversion against “lonely” Bet il Watoro vanished.
Nor did I neglect riding. By Madjid’s orders, the eunuch Mesrir had to take over my further training.
My mother could not pay too much detailed attention to me, for she was too intensely involved with Chadudj.
And so I attached myself in the course of time more and more to an experienced Abyssinian woman by the name
of Nuren, who also taught me some Abyssinian, all of which, of course, is now forgotten.
*
We kept up a lively exchange with Bet il Mtoni, and whenever my mother took me there, we were always
received and attended to by our friends most affectionately. Apart from such trips, the communication was limited
to verbal messages, carried to and fro by our respective slaves.
In the Orient no one likes letter-writing, even when able to write. Every person of note and wealth keeps some
slaves who are able to run fast and who are exclusively employed for this purpose. Each of these runners has to
cover a certain number of miles daily, but they are well treated and taken care of. Their masters’ welfare, and even
more important matters, often depend upon their discretion and honesty since they have to convey the most
confidential messages.
It is by no means a rare occurrence that relationships are forever severed by an act of vengeance on the part of
such a messenger. In spite of this drawback, only a few are induced to learn to write and to make themselves
independent for life. The saying “leave the world to take its course” is nowhere more meaningful than with us.
My sister Chadudj was very fond of socializing. Hardly a day of the week passed without us having the house
full of guests from six o’clock in the morning until midnight.
The guests who came for the whole day and arrived at six o’clock, were received by the house servants and led
to a room prepared for this purpose. Only towards eight or nine o’clock were they welcomed by the lady of the
house. Until that hour, the ladies who had come used to continue their interrupted sleep. I shall have occasion to
say more about these ladies’ visits in a separate chapter.
While becoming close to the good Madjid, I did not at all succeed in achieving this with Chadudj. Domineering and stern by nature as she was, I never could bring myself to love her with my whole heart. There was too
great a contrast between her and Madjid’s noble character.
Nor was I the only one of this opinion. Everybody who became more intimately acquainted with them, knew
clearly which of the two was the more amiable.
Above all, she could be very cold to strangers, even repudiating, and because of this she made enemies. She
greatly disliked all novel and foreign things and, in spite of her well-known hospitality, she was always most
reluctant when a European lady had herself announced, though the latter’s visit on the whole lasted hardly longer
than half or three-quarters of an hour.
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In other respects she was, considering our relationship, very circumspect and practical; she was seldom idle,
and when she had nothing else to do, she sewed and embroidered dresses for the small children of her married
slaves as assiduously as she used to work on the fine shirts for her brother.
Among these children were three very charming boys whose father was in our service as superintendent of
buildings. These boys were called Selim, Abdallah and Tani. A few years younger than myself, they soon became
my daily companions as I had no others of my own age, till I came to know my other brothers and sisters at Bet il
Sahel.
3
The day on which I was to go to Bet il Sahel with my mother and Chadudj, and which I had been awaiting with
an indescribable yearning, had finally come. We were to stay from early morning till the evening.
It was on a Friday, the Muslim Sunday, that we left the house at half-past five, wrapped in our large, black
silken shawls with a broad golden border (called shele). We had not to go far, only about one hundred paces, to
get to our destination.
The faithful but irritable gray-haired steward did not receive us in a friendly way. Crossly he told us that he
had been on his feeble legs for the last hour only to admit lady visitors.
Said il Nubi, as the grumbling gatekeeper was called, was, as his name already indi cates, a Nubian slave of my
father’s. His white beard—I cannot express myself otherwise, as it is custom and usage among the Arabs to shave
their heads—had grown gray with honour in our service. My father thought very much of him, since Said had
knocked the naked sword out of his hand when he was about to commit, though in righteous wrath, an act of
rashness, and thus had spared his master pangs of conscience for the rest of his life.
But we small children did not know this, and our great bravado often induced us to play the wildest practical
jokes on the grumbling faithful servant. Our designs were chiefly directed against his enormous keys, and there
was no spot in all Bet il Sahel where we had not, at one time or another, hid them. My brother Djemshid\fn{ Said
ibn Sultan’s twenty-second son, a man of blue eyes and “golden” complexion: his mother was a Georgian } showed great skill in
making them disappear so completely that even we, his accomplices, could not surmise the hiding place.
When arriving on the first floor, where the living apartments were, we found the house and its occupants
already all astir; only the particularly devout were still engaged in their morning devotions and thus completely
inaccessible to the outer world. Nobody dared to disturb such devouts, even if the house were on fire.
Our good father was one of these, and so we had to wait for him. Our visit had been planned on this very day
since he would be there, and many others had come for the same reason, to the annoyance of old Said.
The ladies who had arrived were not all acquaintances or friends of ours. On the contrary, many were perfect
strangers and unknown to our family. Most of them had come from Oman, strictly speaking our native country,
with the only purpose to obtain from my father some material help, which was hardly ever denied them. Our
native country as well as our kinsfolk there are very poor, and our prosperity dates only from the time of my
father’s conquest of rich Zanzibar.\fn{Zanzibar was acquired for the Al Bu-Said dynasty under Ahmad ibn Said around 1750}
Even if Muslim law generally forbids a woman to speak to a strange man, an exception is made in two cases:
she is permitted to appear before her ruler and before a judge. Since thousands and thousands are unable to write,
and written petitions consequently are out of the question, there is nothing left for such needy women but to come
themselves and to take the short journey from Asia to Africa into the bargain.
Here they receive presents according to their rank and position, without being asked the hundred questions to
which the poor applicants in Europe are usually subjected. Everyone received what he needed and what could be
given to him.
In general it is also taken for granted in these parts that no respectable person will ask for assistance merely for
the sake of begging, and in many cases this proves to be quite correct.
I was affectionately received by my known and unknown brothers and sisters, especially by my unforgettable
beloved sister Chole. Having so far concentrated my entire youthful love on my dear mother exclusively, I now
started to adore from my very soul this ray of light in our house.
My sister Chole soon became my ideal; she was admired by many others too, and she was our father’s
favourite child. Anyone who judged fairly and without jealousy had to admit that she was a rare beauty indeed.
And where should I find someone who would remain quite insensible to beauty?
In our house at least there was no such oddity. There was no one in our whole family to equal her; her beauty
had indeed become proverbial. As is well known, beautiful eyes are no exception in the Orient, but she was called
nidjm il subh, i.e. Morning Star.
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On a certain feast day, a mock-fight, so popular among us, took place in our courtyard as was the custom. An
Arab chieftain was unlucky enough to stare at a window as if drawn by an invisible power. He failed to notice the
blood which gushed from his foot and the pain, until one of my brothers drew his attention to it.
It was our Chole who was standing at that window. The Omani, who by chance had looked at the window in
question and had been stricken by Chole’s beauty, had stabbed himself in his foot with his iron-tipped lance and
thus caused the wound.
For years after, innocent Chole had to endure a good deal of teasing on the part of our brothers.
Bet il Sahel, relatively much smaller than Bet il Mtoni, lay close to the seashore. It possessed a bright and
friendly atmosphere that influenced its residents. All the rooms in the house offered the most splendid view of the
sea with its ships, a picture which has impressed itself deeply upon my soul. All doors on the upper floor (the
living rooms were here) opened upon a long, wide and open gallery. The ceiling was supported by pillars reaching
down to the ground and connected by a high railing, along which numerous chairs were placed. A great many
coloured lamps, suspended from the ceiling, threw a magic glow over the whole house at dusk.
Across the railing one looked down upon a multi-coloured lively and noisy courtyard not easily to be equaled.
Later, the market in the musical comedy Der Betteistudent\fn{The Pauper Student, by Karl Millöcker (1842-1899)}
reminded me, if only on a small scale, of the colourful bustle prevailing there.
Two large, separate flights of stairs provided access to the living-rooms on the first floor and the courtyard.
Day and night people went up and down uninterruptedly and often there was such a crowd at both ends that one
had to wait before being able to wriggle through to the staircase itself.
In one corner of the courtyard much cattle were slaughtered, stripped en gros and cleaned, everything for the
requirements of our house only, because every house there had to provide its own meat.
On one side, negroes sat to have their heads shaved. Next to them, more than one water-carrier could be seen
stretching out in full length his tired, but certainly not lazy limbs and turning a deaf ear to all calls for water until
one of the feared eunuchs arrived to remind them, sometimes rather roughly, of their neglected duty.
Often these gentlemen, at the mere sight of their severe superiors, galloped away with their big mtungi (water
jar) in such a hurry, that a general laughter broke out.
Not far from there a dozen or so nursemaids would be sitting, basking in the sun with their charges and telling
them all kinds of stories and fairy tales.
The kitchen was put up in the open against one of the ground-floor pillars. Since there were no chimneys, the
smoke whirled up merrily. Quite indescribable, enormous confusion surrounded it. There was an almost endless
quarrel and fighting amidst the innumerable multitude of the cook’s boys. The male and female head cooks were
exceedingly generous in distributing well-aimed slaps in the face, in case their male and female helpers were not
as quick-minded as necessary.
Enormous quantities of meat were boiled here, the animals being cooked whole. Fish of so large a size that
they had to be carried by two sturdy negroes, were often seen disappearing into the kitchen. Small fish were only
accepted by the basket, and poultry only by the dozen. Flour, rice and sugar were only counted by bags, and
butter, imported in liquid state from the north, especially from the island of Socotra, was counted by jars of about
a hundredweight each. Spices were taken by another measure, the pound (rattil).
The quantities of fruit we consumed were even more astonishing. Thirty to forty porters, sometimes even as
many as fifty, came in daily laden with fruit, not to count the many small boats which brought the deliveries from
the seashore plantations. I don’t think that I exaggerate when putting the daily need of fresh fruit at Bet il Sahel as
equal to the load of a railroad car.
There were also many days, as for instance at the harvest of the mango, which we call embe, in which well
over double this quantity was consumed. Extreme carelessness prevailed in the conveyance of this big harvest.
The slaves entrusted with this dropped the soft baskets, filled with ripe fruits, from their heads down on the
ground, so that half of the contents were bruised and much was often completely crushed.
The oranges found there\fn{In Zanzibar} mostly remain green on the outside, even when totally ripe. There are
also two sorts of mandarins, one as big as a typewriter key, and the other as the normal Italian ones.
In order to protect the house against the sea, a long wall, about two metres deep, had been built. Behind it, the
most beautiful pomegranates grew and thrived.
Every day at low tide several of the best horses were fastened in front of the wall with long ropes, so that they
might exercise and roll to their heart’s content in the soft sand. My father took great delight in his thoroughbreds
from Oman. He wanted to see them every day, and when one of them fell sick, he tended it personally in the
stable.
Just an example of how tender an Arab can be with his favourite horse: my brother Madjid had a cost ly brown
mare, and did not wish anything more ardently than to obtain a foal from her. When time arrived in which his
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wish concerning “il Kehelle” was about to be fulfilled at any hour, he ordered his head groom to inform him of
the event immediately, be it night or day.
One night between one and three o’clock, we were all actually roused from our beds because of this happy
event. The stable-hand who brought the glad news received a reward of fifty dollars from his overjoyed master.
This was by no means a single instance. In the interior of Arabia the personal attachment to horses is said to be
carried much farther.
After prayers had ended and my father had returned to his room, the three of us, my mother, Chadudj and
myself, went to see him. Fond of joking as he always was, he turned to me after a while and said:
“Salme, tell me, how do you like this place? Would you like to return to Bet il Mtoni? Do you get your milk
soup here?”.
Between half past nine and ten, all my older brothers came in from their houses to take breakfast jointly with
my father. No surle (purchased wife) was permitted to take meals with my father, no matter how favoured she
might be over the others in other respects. Besides his children and grandchildren, who were not ad mitted before
the age of seven, only his wife of equally high birth Azze bint Sêf and his sister Aashe\fn{ Said to have been a goodnatured woman, often employed to patch up harem quarrels} sat at his table.
In the Orient social distinction is on no occasion more sharply noticeable than at meals. Towards guests, one
was friendly and kind often more affable than persons of rank in this country, but at meal-time one departs from
them with all courtesy. This custom is so deep-rooted, that nobody considers such a separation as a personal
affront.
Even the sararl introduced a classification among themselves. The beautiful and expensive Circassians, well
aware of their particular value, did not want to take their meals with the coffee-coloured Abyssinians. And so each
race, following a certain tacit agreement, took its meals by itself.
As remarked above, separation based on the colour of the skin did not apply to children.
The life style at Bet il Sahel gave me the impression that people here were much happier and more cheerful
than at Bet il Mtoni. Only later was I able to understand why this was so. At Bet il Mtoni only Azze bint Sêf was
in command; she ruled over husband, stepchildren and their mothers, in short over everyone and everything
within her reach, whereas here, at Bet il Sahel where Azze appeared only rarely, everybody, including my father,
felt completely free and relaxed and could do as they pleased.
With the exception of my father, who was indescribably good and gentle, there was no one to give orders. The
feeling of being able to be free and unconstrained enlivens all people and makes them happy, whether they live in
the north or in the south of the terrestrial globe. My father must also have been conscious of this, because for
years he had not sent anyone to Bet il Mtoni to live permanently unless someone wanted this himself, although in
the latter many rooms were empty while Bet il Sahel was always overcrowded.
This overpopulation grew so bad at last, that my father conceived the ingenious idea of having wooden pavilions built as further living-rooms on the gigantic aforementioned gallery. Finally, he was obliged to have a third
house built, which received the name Bet il Râs (Cape House). This lay a couple of kilometres north of Bet il
Mtoni on the sea and was available particularly for Bet il Sahel’s younger generation.
In our gallery at Bet il Sahel a painter would have found many subjects for his brush. The scenes for genrepainting offering themselves here at any time were manifold and colourful. At least eight to ten shades of colour
could be found in the faces of the multitude fluctuating up and down, and an artist had to paint in the most vivid
colours to be able to present a faithful image of the many-tinted garments.
No less disconcerting was the noise in the gallery.
Children of the most diverse ages were running, quarrelling and fighting in every corner. In between resounded
loud summons and clapping hands, which in the Orient is the equivalent of ringing a bell for the servants. Add to
this the rattle of the women’s wooden sandals, the kabakib, five to ten centimetres high and often richly adorned
with silver and gold.
For us children the babel of languages in this society was particularly diverting. In fact only Arabic should
have been spoken and in my father’s presence this order was strictly followed. But no sooner had he turned his
back, than a kind of babel-like confusion of tongues prevailed. Persian, Turkish, Circassian, Swahili, Nubian and
Abyssinian were heard promiscuously next to Arabic, not to mention the various dialects of these languages.
All this noise did not disturb anyone, only a sick person occasionally complained of it. My good father had got
quite accustomed to it, and never manifested his displeasure.
On the day of my father's visit, all my grown-up sisters, dressed in festive array, presented themselves on the
gallery, partly because it was the Arabic Sunday and partly in honour of my father. Our mothers walked about,
stood together in groups, and talked eagerly; they laughed, jested, and were in such high spirits that a stranger,
unfamiliar with the circumstances, would not have believed these were all wives of one and the same man.
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From the staircase resounded the clashing of arms of my numerous brothers and their sons, who also wanted to
visit my father; with the exception of short interruptions, they stayed with him all day.
At Bet il Sahel there was much more luxury and grand style than at Bet il Mtoni. The handsome and graceful
Circassian women were much more numerous than at Bet il Mtoni, where my mother and her lady friend Medine
were the only members of this race.\fn{Here I also found many more handsome and more graceful figures than there, where, besides my mother and her lady friend Medine, was no other Circassian woman} Here the majority of the women were Circassian,
who without any doubt are much more distinguished in appearance than the Abyssinians, though among the latter
also quite unusual beauties are to be found.
This natural superiority was the cause of a good deal of ill-will and envy. One Circassian woman, favoured
with an aristocratic appearance, was avoided and even hated by the chocolate-coloured Abyssinian women
through no fault of hers, but simply because she looked majestic.
Under these circumstances it was bound to happen that occasionally a kind of ridiculous “racism” broke out
among my brothers and sisters. In spite of many good qualities, the Abyssinian often is of a fiery and hottempered character. Her passion, once roused, seldom knows restraint, let alone decency.
We, the children of Circassian women, were usually called “cats” by those of our brothers and sisters who had
Abyssinian blood in their veins, because some of us had the misfortune of possessing: blue eyes. Derisively they
called us “Highness”, a proof of how annoyed they were about us having been born with lighter skin.
My father was of course never forgiven the fact that he had chosen his favourite children Sharife and Chole—
both by Circassian mothers, Sharife even being blue-eyed—from the hateful race of “cats”.
Under Azze bint Sêf’s pressure, there had reigned a kind of monastic life at Bet il Mtoni. At Bet il Watoro I felt
even more lonely. I was happier with the lively atmosphere at Bet il Sahel. I soon attached myself to my brothers
and sisters of my own age.
To our inner circle also belonged two of my nieces who were of the same age as I was, Shembüa and Farshu,
the only children of my brother Châlid. Every morning they were brought from their house to Bet il Sahel, and
fetched in the evening, to receive instruction together with their uncles and aunts, and to amuse themselves in
games afterwards.
Churshit, Châlid’s mother, and a Circassian by birth, had quite an exceptional appearance. Very tall, she possessed an uncommon strength of will combined with a natural, great common sense. I never in my life saw
another woman who might have compared herself with her.\fn{ Churshit had a reputation for courage and sharpness of
tongue, and liked to engage in trade. For this she was nicknamed “the Banyan” (Hindu trader). She died of tuberculosis in 1854. Given the
attachment of the Georgian nation to Orthodox Christianity, she probably was also of Christian origins. }

Later, when Châlid represented my father during his absence, it was said that it was she who actually governed
the country, and that her son was only her tool. To the entire family her advice was indispensable; much depended
upon her decisions. Her eyes examined and saw everything in one moment as sharply as Argus’s hundred eyes; in
important matters she always proved to have a kind of Solomonic wisdom.
We, small children, did not like her, and we gladly avoided coming near her.
*
In the evening we were ready to return to Bet il Watoro. At that moment my father told my mother, to my great
dismay, that I was still to go on with my lessons, i.e. reading. At her objection that as yet no suitable woman
teacher had been found, he decided that every morning I had to be brought to Bet il Sahel like my nieces and to be
fetched in the evening, so as to receive instruction together with my brothers and sisters.
This news was highly unpleasant to me; I was much too wild to take any fancy to sitting still; besides, my last
woman teacher had thoroughly ruined my taste for learning. However, the idea of being permitted to be in the
company of my brothers and sisters every day (except Friday) from morning to evening, consoled me for the time
being, the more so because my fascinating sister Chole readily volunteered to my mother to take me under her
protection and to watch over me.
She did this faithfully and took care of me as a mother.
My dear mother, however, was very much downcast at my father’s decree that she should separate herself from
me six days of the week; yet, she had to resign to this as well, but she ordered me to appear several times a day at
a certain place, so as to be able to at least see me and nod to me from Bet il Watoro.
4
All I want to say of my new woman teacher is that I owe eternal thanks to the Almighty for having given me
such a faithful friend in my youth!
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She was a strict but just teacher. I was often quite alone with her, as my brothers and sisters did not like to
enter her darkened sick-chamber and preferred to keep out of her reach instead, taking advantage of her helpless
state. But I could not bear to see the poor, wretched creature, asking me a favour and not fulfilling her wish.
It is true that my obedience brought me not only her satisfaction, but also much mockery on the part of my
brothers and sisters who had run away, and often I had to suffer a thrashing from them as well.
I liked Bet il Sahel better and better; here I was able to romp much more than at Bet il Watoro. Nor were we
short in playing foolish pranks, only that I generally escaped eventual punishments as my guardian Chole was far
too kind-hearted to punish me.
Here are a few examples of our pranks.
There were at the house some splendid peacocks, one of them being very headstrong and quite unable to bear
the sight of us children. One day five of us were walking round the cupola of the Turkish bath, which was
connected with Bet il Sahel by a suspension bridge and by a second one with Bet il Tani, to a certain degree a
house adjoining the first, when that peacock suddenly and furiously darted at my brother Djemshid.
With lightning speed we threw ourselves on the monster and conquered it. But our fury, especially Djemshld’s,
was too great to make us decide to let the animal go without further ado. We resolved to take a really cruel
revenge on it, and tore out its beautiful tail feathers. How miserable did the pugnacious, colour-displaying animal
look now.
Fortunately my father was just at Bet il Mtoni, and at his return the affair was hushed up.
In the meantime two new Circassian women had arrived from Egypt and after a time it appeared to us children
as if one of them was rather haughty and indifferent to us. Our self-esteem was rather offended by this and we did
our best to find out an appropriate punishment for her. It was not easy to get near her because she never crossed
our paths and we otherwise had nothing to do with her. Our resentment grew because she was only a few years
older than us.
In such a mood, we once passed her room, the door of which usually stood open. The poor thing was seated on
an extraordinarily light Swahili bed, which consists of four posts held together only by coconut linen and a mat,
while singing a merry national song at the top of her voice. On this occasion my sister Shewâne was our leader; a
glance from her sufficed and was immediately understood by us congenial souls. In a trice we took hold of the
legs of the bed, hoisted it as high as we could together with its inmate, to drop it then sud denly to the fright of the
unsuspecting person.
It was a very childish trick indeed, but it was successful. The concerned was cured of her indifference to us;
henceforth she was amiability personified and more we did not want.
In my bravado I also played tricks by myself. Once, soon after our move to Bet il Watoro, I nearly broke my
neck on such an occasion. As happened frequently, we had gone to one of our many beautiful plantations. One
morning I managed to escape from my attendants, and in a moment I climbed unseen up a tower-high coconut
palm as nimbly as a cat and without taking along the pingu, a thick rope, used as fetter for the feet, and without
which even the most skilled climber cannot be prevailed upon to ascend a palm-tree.
In full bravado I began calling out to the unsuspecting passers-by and wishing them good morning in a loud
voice.
What a fright! Immediately a full throng of people stood below, entreating me to come down very carefully. It
was not advisable to send someone up. In climbing palm-trees, everyone needs his own hands and cannot carry a
child of seven or eight in addition.
I was, however, quite happy up there and only when my mother stood below me, in despair, wringing her
hands and promising all kinds of beautiful things, did I slowly slip down and arrive below happily and unhurt.
That day everybody spoiled me and loaded me with presents, though strictly speaking I had deserved an exemplary punishment.
These and similar pranks we played daily, and no punishment could deter us from new ones. We seven, three
boys and four girls, placed the entire house in perpetual unrest and alas! often put our poor mothers in annoying
situations.
Sometimes my dear mother kept me at home at Bet il Watoro on days other than Friday, and the kind-hearted
Madjid most eagerly availed himself of these occasions to spoil me thoroughly. On one of these days he greatly
alarmed us.
The poor man suffered from often returning spasms,\fn{ Of epilepsy} and for this reason he seldom or hardly
ever was left without immediate assistance. Even when he was taking a bath, Chadudj and my mother, not completely trusting the reliability of slaves, stood alternately at the door, to exchange from time to time a few words
with him, and he liked to tease them with the words:
“I am still alive.”
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One day, while Chadudj was thus walking up and down at the door of the bath, she suddenly heard a heavy fall
inside. When she rushed in with others, frightened to death, she found the beloved brother lying on the raised
platform, convulsed by a terrible attack; it was the worst he had ever had. A messenger on horseback was at once
sent to Bet il Mtoni to fetch my father.
Because of ignorance of illnesses in general, we were in all such cases exposed to shocking quackery. Now
that I have come to know the natural and reasonable treatment of the doctors here, I unfortunately often am
induced to think that in many cases our numerous dead might not have succumbed to the disease, but rather to the
barbarous treatment. Had we not the irrefutable, unshakeable belief in our “destiny”, I really would not know how
we would have borne so resignedly so many cases of death in our family and in our neighbourhood.
Poor Madjid, who was lying there senseless for hours in the most frightening convulsions, had to inhale on his
bed an atmosphere which would have been unwholesome even to a person in good health. In spite of our great,
natural predilection for free, fresh air, patients were hermetically shut out from the outside air, especially when
there was any suspicion of the devil. In addition, the room and the whole house were thoroughly fumigated.
To the surprise of everybody, our dear father arrived an hour afterwards in a miumbi, a small fishing-boat
holding only one person, and hurried into the house towards us with quick steps. The relation of my father with
his children was plainly that of a patriarch: he loved each single one in the same way while being venerated by us.
More than forty children the old man called his own, and yet he was deeply affected by the illness of a single one!
Brilliant tears ran down his cheeks as he stood at Madjid’s sick bed.
“O Lord! O Lord! preserve my son for me!”, he incessantly prayed. His prayer was granted by the Highest, for
Madjid was spared.
Afterwards my mother asked him why he had come in such a miserable vessel.
“When the messenger brought me the news”, he said, “there was not a single boat on shore; one would have
had to be signaled for, and I had no time to wait. To have a horse saddled for me would have taken too long. At
that very moment I saw a fisherman pass under the bendjle in his mtumbi. I seized my weapons, called to him and
when he had disembarked, I immediately jumped in and rowed here by myself.”
It should be known that such a mtumbi is a miserable vessel, made of a hollowed-out tree trunk, seldom holding more than one person and not propelled by oars but by a double-edged paddle. It is narrow, pointed in front
and comparatively short, and thus, in this respect, not unlike the so-called whalers of this country.
In opinions prevailing in this country, it certainly may seem very strange that a father, anxious about his child’s
life and setting aside recklessly all regards of etiquette, nevertheless finds time to think of his weapons. This
proves the saying: Other countries, other customs. Europeans may find it difficult to understand the great attachment a true Arab has for his weapons, but it is no less difficult for an Arab to understand many customs of the
Europeans.
So I went to school at Bet il Sahel daily, to return always at night to my mother at Bet il Watoro. When I finally
had learned by heart about one third of the Kurân, at the age of nine, I was considered to have outgrown school.
After that I only went to Bet il Sahel on Fridays with my mother and Chadudj, when my father was there.
5
For about two years\fn{1853-1855} we lived well and peacefully together at Bet ii Watoro. Such times,
unfortunately, as a rule, do not last long; days and events arise which in general are least expected and fore seen.
This was our case too.
The mischief-maker in our life this time was a creature, a more lovable and friendly one cannot possibly be
imagined. Aashe, a distant relative of ours, had recently arrived at Zanzibar from our native country Oman. It did
not take long before she became Madjid’s wife. All of us loved her dearly, and rejoiced at the happiness and
gladness of my brother, all except his own sister Chadudj.
It really grieves me to have to admit that, from beginning to end, Chadudj was entirely wrong regarding Aashe.
As said, the latter was a charming person in every respect, and still very young; but, instead of being instructed
and trained for her station by Chadudj, as should have been the case, she was simply ignored by the latter, even
shown enmity. Since her marriage to Madjid, she should have been the mistress of the house, but Chadudj nevertheless patronized her in such a way, that poor Aashe, gentle as she was, often came to my mother in tears to
complain of the wrong done to her.
From then on my mother found herself as it were between two fires, and her position became more and more
difficult. Chadudj did not want to give up anything of her presumed right, and continued to treat Aashe as a dependent child. In vain my mother endeavoured to explain to her the rights and the position of Madjid’s wife; in
vain she begged her to avoid, for Madjid’s sake, all that might cause him anger or displeasure.
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All was to no purpose; circumstances at Bet il Watoro, once so pleasant and happy, became worse and worse,
so that my mother finally decided to leave the house so dear to her, in order not to witness the constant discord.
Madjid and his wife would not hear of this; Aashe in particular, who never called my mother other than umma
(mother), was quite inconsolable. Chadudj, on the other hand, remained perfectly indifferent, and this only confirmed my mother’s decision.
Aashe too could not stand Chadudj’s authority any longer; she sued for and obtained a divorce from Madjid.
Notwithstanding her youth, the poor creature took this bitter experience so much to heart, that she did not want to
hear any more of Zanzibar and its inhabitants. And when the south wind set in, with which our ships used to sail
to the North, Aashe came to us to bid farewell. She wanted to return to Oman, to the region of the capital Mesket,
to an old aunt of hers; she was a poor orphan and had neither father nor mother.
*
My mother and I had already moved from Bet il Watoro and had settled in Bet il Tani. My sister Chole was
greatly pleased with this, as we now lived almost in one and the same house. She had also procured the new
quarters for us and arranged them.
Because of the overcrowding in our houses, it was very difficult to obtain a room for oneself. More often than
not, several people had to share a room, and only when death occurred could another allotment follow.
And so it had gradually become a custom\fn{ For those concerned} to obtain a kind of consolation at an eventual
case of death, similar to what happens in many institutions in this country. It often was revolting indeed to see
how one or the other woman, spying on the slightest coughing of her neighbour, immediately believed that she
could smell out the malignant consumption; she then at once began in her mind to arrange to her taste the room
that was to be inherited.
Sinful thoughts indeed; but the overcrowding was too great. We ourselves were really indebted to Chole for
obtaining immediately a fine, large room at Bet il Tani, without having to wait for someone’s death first.
After that we saw but little of Chadudj; she felt offended by our move and reproached my mother with want of
affection, very unjustly indeed! My mother’s sense of justice neither could nor would be a witness of this unfair
treatment of a defenceless, inexperienced woman, the more so because poor Aashe’s only offence had been to be
so bold as to become Madjid’s wife.
Madjid, on the other hand, as before came to see us very frequently, and he remained the dear and true friend
he had always been.
*
Bet il Tani was next to Bet il Sahel and connected to the latter, as already mentioned, by a suspension bridge
which ran over the Turkish bath in the middle of the two houses and was originally common to both.
Now Bet il Tani retained but the shadow of its former splendour. On the first floor of this palace there once
lived, many years ago, a second wife of my father’s, of equally high birth as he himself, called Shesade, a Persian
princess of entrancing beauty. She was said to have been excessively extravagant, but to have nevertheless loved
her step-children fondly.
One hundred and fifty cavaliers, Persians of course, who lived on the ground floor, formed her retinue; with
them she hunted and rode in broad daylight—this went rather too far for Arab views. As to physical exercise,
Persian women enjoy a kind of Spartan education; they are free, much more so than Arab women, but also more
rude in mind and action.
The luxury which Shesade carried on is also said to have been indescribable; her dresses (she always wore
them after the Persian fashion) were literally embroidered with real pearls from top to bot tom. When in the
morning her female slaves, while cleaning her rooms, found a great many fallen pearls, the princess never wanted
to take them back.
Not only had she wantonly exploited our father’s cash-box, she had also violated many a strict commandment.
She had married my good father for his rank and his wealth only, while her heart belonged to someone else, and
she made no secret of it.
One day, when she came home with her retinue from one of her outings, my father met her in great anger, and
only the faithful Said il Nubi guarded him against an ill-advised rash action. Such a scene could, of course, only
end in divorce; fortunately, Shesade had remained childless.
Later, after some years, when my father was waging war in Persia and had the good fortune to conquer the fortress of Bender Abbâs on the Persian Gulf, the beautiful Shesade is said to have been seen among the enemy
troops, while taking aim at the members of our family.
*
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Here, in this princess’s former house, I also began to make myself familiar with writing, all by myself and in a
very primitive way. This had, of course, to be done secretly, as women never received writing lessons and were
not allowed to show their skill therein.
As guide I simply took the Kurân, and tried to copy the letters faithfully on a kind of slate, made from the
bleached shoulder-blade of a camel. It succeeded with me, and my courage rose. I finally needed only some
guidance in proper calligraphy.
I then paid one of our so-called educated servants the rare honour of appointing him as my writing master.
When the affair became known, I was reprimanded, but this did not trouble me much.
Oh how often have I, in the course of time, blessed this decision, which has enabled me, even if in a defective
way yet directly, to be in correspondence with those loyal to me in my far-away home!
6
Many, many times have I been asked:
“Do tell me, please, how can people in your country manage to live without being occupied with anything?”
At one rather large party I had the pleasure of treating the same theme at least six to eight times, a conversation
which in its repetition was of course highly attractive and charming for me.
To be sure, this question coming from a Northerner is quite justified. He is unable to imagine a life without
work and, moreover, is firmly convinced that an Oriental woman does nothing but dream away her days in the
secluded harem, at most just cheered up a little by luxury objects for a short time.
Natural circumstances differ everywhere; our views, customs and habits develop in different ways. In the
North, one has to work just to exist, or rather to be able to enjoy life; for the blessed Southerner it is completely
different.
Yes, I once again repeat the word “blessed”, because contentedness is a great and priceless boon for a people,
and because the Arab, so frequently described in books as lazy, possesses a great contentedness, the like of which
is perhaps only to be found among the Chinese.
Nature itself brings about that the Southerner may work, while the Northerner must work. North erners like to
be conceited, and look down upon their antipodes proudly and contemptuously, a quality which does not exactly
seem very commendable.
Moreover, it is too easily overlooked in this country, how unavoidably necessary northern industry and northern activity are unless hundreds of thousands perish. The Northerner has to work, and one should not make too
much of a virtue of this necessity.
Are not Italians, Spaniards, Portuguese also less industrious than Germans and English? And where does this
come from? Simply from the fact that the former have much more summer than winter, and therefore have to
struggle much less for their existence. Cold causes ever so much need and necessity, that the day vanishes like a
short dream because of activities which are necessary for life, of whose meaning, even existence, the Southerner
has no idea whatsoever.
In fact, luxury plays the same role everywhere. Those who possess the necessary means and inclination can
become obsessed by it. This is true in the north as well as in the south. Therefore, only the essen tial needs of each
area will be compared.
If the newborn child in Europe needs hundreds of objects to protect its frail life against the inclemencies of the
ever-changing weather, the brown-skinned newborn Southerner lies almost totally naked and slumbers in a
continuously warm draught of air.
If in Europe a child of about two years old unavoidably needs for instance shoes, stockings, drawers, a dress,
two shirts, gloves, a bonnet, a hat, a scarf, gaiters, a muff and a small fur muff, no matter whether of a royal
family or that of a workman—only the quality differs accordingly—the clothing of even a prince’s son at that age
there consists only of two articles: a shirt and a koppehen.
Should an Arab mother, who needs so very little for herself and for her child, work as much as a German
housewife? She has not the slightest idea of darning stockings and gloves, above all not of all those numerous
tasks which a German mother has to carry out continuously for her child.
Laundry, great essential of any European household, is completely unknown; in Zanzibar, what has been worn
is washed daily, dried in little more than half an hour, smoothed flat (not ironed), and put away. Furthermore, the
burdensome curtains, which hold off every sunbeam and whose upkeep and washing take so much time here, do
not exist there. Even the most fashionable Oriental lady suffers but very slight damage to her clothes.
This is very naturally explained by the fact that people there move but little, and do not go out much.
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All this and much more contributes to render life much easier and bearable for Oriental women, almost without
distinction of rank. It is necessary not only to have been there, but to have lived there for a “longer” period to
learn all these details of domestic life. No reliance is to be placed on tourists, who do not stay there for long, who
are unable to comprehend these details, who, if possible anyway, get their knowledge from waiters in a hotel.
European women, who have actually been admitted to a harem, either in Constantinople or in Cairo, have never
seen a real harem, but only its outward appearance, in fact the state rooms already licked by European influence.
The magnificent climate, moreover, is so exuberant and blessed, that it is hardly ever necessary to provide for
the next day. I do not deny that people over there, taken as a whole, are relaxed; but if one calls to mind the days
in July and August of a hot summer in Europe, one might surmise what influence the tropical sun is able to exert
on people.
The Arab is all but born industrious; the art of war and husbandry comes before everything else. Only a few
take up a handicraft. As a merchant, the Arab is very insignificant though he is obliged to do much barter-trade; of
the Semitic talent for trading not much can be perceived with him.
His frugality makes it easy for him to manage with trifles hardly worth mentioning and as a rule he pro vides
only for the direct presence, the more so because he continuously is aware that death may call him away at any
moment. This constant expectation of his last hour removes the inclination to make plans for the future. He but
rarely plants what he cannot reap himself soon. Someone who acts otherwise, he considers to be the foolish
farmer.\fn{Of Luke 12:18: “I will pull down my barns and build greater.”}
I remember a case, when a rather aged minister had leased his plantations for many years. Because of this, he
was considered impious since he had disposed of them for longer than he could expect to live.
In this way life of the Oriental passes with not much labour and peacefully; this I had to emphasize and to substantiate before giving details about daily life in an Arab house. But I stress explicitly that I talk only of circumstances in Oman and Zanzibar which, in many respects, differ from those in other Oriental countries.
*
The day of every Muslim is regulated to a certain extent by the prayers. They take place five times a day and,
if observed according to the Holy Script with all that is prescribed: ablutions and changing of dress, they require
at least three hours.
Persons of rank are roused for the first prayer between four and half past five a.m., and after its execution they
lie down to return to sleep. The pious, however, say another voluntary prayer at sunrise.\fn{ Which always follows at
six o’clock. This, of course, holds good for persons of high rank only } For the common people daily work begins with the first
prayer.
In our house, with its hundreds of inhabitants, a firm rule was hardly possible, because everyone wanted to and
could live as he pleased, according to his convenience. Only the two principal meals and the regularly recurring
prayers forced the community to a fixed firmer order. The majority thus slept on till about eight o’clock, when
women and girls, in order to take a bath and to dress, were roused by a slave-girl through gentle, indescribably
agreeable kneading.\fn{A type of massage, popular amongst the Swahili}
The law of the Muslims requires that one is allowed to take a bath and to wash in running water only. Since at
Bet il Tani there was no river running through the estate as was the case at Bet il Mtoni, people managed with
great stone-built receptacles or water-cases made of tin which, constructed at a certain height and provided with a
big tap and shower-head, discharged the water over the bathers’ body, who, standing on wooden sandals on a
marble floor provided with a drain, accomplished their ablution.
The evening before, the slave-girl on duty sprinkled the wardrobe with jasmine- or orange-blossom, fumigated
it with ambergris and musk and prepared everything that had to do with the mourning toilet. Two to four slavegirls would accompany the Arab woman of rank to the bath and wait at the doorstep in case they could be of
service.
One has to have been in the tropics oneself to be able to understand what an exhilarating feeling a cold bath
can bring to the entire person. It refreshes and strengthens extraordinarily, and the cunningly combined fine
odours enliven the mind in a most pleasant way.
After finishing toilet, which usually requires an hour, everybody went to our father to wish him good morning.
Soon afterwards we sat down for breakfast, the first of our two principal meals. Since everything had already
been served before a beat on the drum called us to breakfast, our meal, notwithstanding its copiousness, lasted
much shorter than those in this country.
From this hour onwards real life began; time was of course exploited differently. The gentlemen got ready to
go to the audience-chamber; the women who had not to work, sat down at the windows to watch the crowds in the
street, especially the notables who came to the meeting, probably also to catch a greeting only understand able to
the addressee.
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These entertainments were highly amusing and varied; often one would be interrupted, dislodged from one’s
place or even cleverly removed from the lookout by a cautious mother or aunt.
Two to three hours thus flew by without being noticed.
Meanwhile the gentlemen paid and received their reciprocal visits, and the ladies sent each other their oral
invitations for the evening.
Serious and sensible characters, who could not take a fancy to this stir, sat down alone or in groups in their gay
rooms and occupied themselves with needlework, embroidered their face-masks, shirts or pantaloons with gold, or
also the cambric shirts of their husband, brother or son with red or white silk, which required particular skill, or
made pillow lace with silk and gold lametta. Others read novels, visited healthy and sick people in their livingrooms and employed themselves with their other private affairs.
In this way one o’clock arrived without being noticed. The slaves arrived and announced that it was time for
the second prayer. The sun at this time is at its hottest, and after prayer everybody was glad to be able to dream
away a couple of hours pleasantly in a cool and light dress, sitting on a handsomely plaited soft mat, into which
sacred texts are woven. With sleep and conversation, with eating cakes and fruit, this time too passed quickly.
At four o’clock everybody performed his third prayer, and then put on the splendid afternoon-dress. Our father
was called upon again to wish him good afternoon; our grown-up brothers and sisters were allowed to call him
father, we little ones and our mothers addressed him only as hbâbi (sir).\fn{Or habibi (beloved), as a term of respect, often
used as an alternative to sayyid (lord, prince} in addressing descendants of the Prophet Muhammad (blessings and peace be upon him). The
word effendi (lord, master) is historically “a title of respect or courtesy in Turkey,” but may also be applied to “a man of high education or
social standing in an eastern Mediterranean or Arab country”:W,H }

At about this time, life and bustle were most lively among us; the principal meal followed, at which the entire
large family came together with our father for the second and last time that day.
After the meal the eunuchs carried European chairs into the open hall before our father’s apartment, of course
for the grown-ups only; the small children had to remain standing in deference to old age, which probably is nowhere as highly respected as in the Orient.
The numerous family grouped round our usually somewhat grave-looking father, and at some distance stood,
along the gallery, the dressed up and well-armed eunuchs in rank and file. Coffee and all kinds of fruit-syrups,
imported from southern France, were handed round; we children partook freely.
Accompanied by the tunes of a mighty barrel-organ, conversation ensued. For a change, one of the large musical boxes sounded its melodies, or a blind Arab woman by the name of Amra and gifted with a delight fully
beautiful voice was called in to sing for us.
About one hour and a half later the family separated again and everybody sought occupation and pastime according to mood and taste. Chewing betel-nut played a great role at this time of day. It is a Swahili habit and
therefore the Arabs born in Arabia proper do not take a fancy to it. But we, who had seen the light of the world on
the East coast of Africa and had grown up with negroes and mulattoes, readily took over this habit, notwithstanding the scorn of our Arabic brothers, sisters and relatives; only we should not be caught at it by our father.
As soon as we had departed from him, we sinners indulged in chewing betel-nut, though I myself only many
years later.
Amidst all kind of pastime the short interval slipped by until some gunshots and the drum roll of the Indian
guard reminded us of sunset and our fourth prayer. Of all the daily prayers, none was performed in such a hurry as
this one. For those who did not wish to go out themselves (we and our mothers always required the special permission of our father or his representative, which by the way was refused only very rarely), and those who were
not expecting visitors from outside, were surely invited inside the house itself or received visits from brothers and
sisters, stepmothers, stepchildren and concubines. Coffee and lemonade were served, fruits and cakes eaten, there
was joking and hearty laughing, reading aloud, playing cards (but never for money or any other gain), singing,
listening to negro music played on the sese,\fn{A kind of viol with a single string, the greater part of a coconut shell being used
for a sounding box, known in Egypt as a kemengeh} sewing, embroidering, making lace, according to everybody’s mood.
It is therefore quite a mistake when people here suppose that a lady of rank in the Orient does absolutely
nothing. That she does not paint, nor makes music nor dances, is known everywhere. But can people divert themselves only with this?
People over there are quite easily satisfied; the feverish rush of this country\fn{ The author wrote her book whilst
residing in Germany} in search of continuously changing amusements and pleasures is unknown to them. Judged
from the point of view prevailing here, the Oriental may indeed appear unimaginative.
In the evening male servants were dismissed; they went to their homes which were outside the house, and to
their families. The eunuchs too slept outside.
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The oil lamps were usually kept burning all night in the rooms and passages, only the candles being extinguished when people went to bed. Small children above the age of two were no longer forced to go to bed at a
certain hour; it was left up to them in accordance with the need they felt for rest. It therefore often occurred that
such children, overcome by sleep, lay down anywhere and soon were asleep. Some slaves had to pick them up
carefully and to carry them to their couches, sometimes over quite some distance, without them noticing this
transport.
Those who did not go out or receive visitors usually retired at about ten o’clock. But on moonlit nights many
liked to take a walk until midnight on the flat roofs of the house, which were kept clean, a pleasure unique in its
kind.
At about half past seven the day’s fifth and last prayer ought to take place. But around this time many were
prevented by visits or in another way. There exists therefore a regulation according to which this prayer can be
postponed until midnight; as a rule it is then performed before going to bed.
When finally lying down, the wealthy lady found two slave-girls waiting for her, both appointed to quicken the
falling asleep and to watch. One kneaded all the limbs, just as in the morning, the other swung the fan to and fro,
until they could softly sneak away. High-ranked and rich people had their feet also washed with Eau de Cologne
and water, which had an extraordinarily refreshing effect.
It has already been mentioned that women go to bed fully dressed and with all their jewels.
7
As mentioned before, we had two meals a day. Our brothers and nephews, who lived outside the house, took
part in breakfast, even when they were married, but of course only when our father was in our midst.\fn{ Towards
nine o’clock all of us entered our father’s hall-like apartment to wish him good morning and kiss his kind hand. Our brothers and nephews
who lived outside the house usually also too part in this breakfast, even when married, but of course only as long as our father stayed in
town in our midst} On the other hand, I cannot remember that he, in his turn, ever took a meal at his sons’ or any-

where else outside.
The dishes were served up on the long sefra, a kind of billiard table on short feet, only much longer, with a
ledge of about a hand’s breadth. The height was ten to fifteen centimetres at most. A separate dining-room was
unknown; the sefra was set up on the gallery. Though now and then we had European furniture, such as sofas, all
kinds of chairs and tables, even a solitary wardrobe (especially in my father’s room there was a great deal of European furniture, all these serving however more as show-pieces than for real use), at meals we were full Orientals
and sat on the floor, that is to say on carpets or mats.
Precedence according to rank was strictly observed. Our father always took his place at the upper end of the
sefra; next to him, on his right and left, sat my elder brothers and sisters; we little ones (but only from seven years
onwards) took the lowest seats. Alternating order of men and women, or taking somebody in to table were
unknown.
The dishes themselves consisted of various courses, often as many as fifteen. There was rice at every meal,
prepared in manifold ways; of meat, mutton is liked most, of poultry, fowls. Besides this, there was fish, Oriental
bread and all kinds of cakes and dainties.\fn{ Contrary to the custom in this country [Germany], all these dishes were served up
together before people sat down at table. Therefore attendance at table is not needed }
The numerous eunuchs usually drew up in line at some distance, to await eventual specific orders. In particular
they often had to present plates to my father when a dish seemed particularly pleasant to him. He then filled the
plates with this himself, to send them to the younger children who were not yet allowed to take meals with him, or
also to sick people.
At Bet il Mtoni he always ordered me to a fixed place, where I received these filled plates. We indeed got the
same dishes as the grown-up people; but it was of course much more pleasant to receive them selected by our
father’s hand, and this always gave him a great deal of joy.
On sitting down to table, everyone said as grace, in an undertone but audibly:
“In the name of God the Merciful:, and accordingly on rising:
“Thanked be the Lord of the universe”, etc.
My father always sat down and rose first.
A specific plate was not put before every single person, as is done here, but all the various courses (except the
rice) were served on a great number of small plates, which stood all in a rigid symmetry along the sefra, so that
two people always used to eat from one plate. Rice was served pyramid-wise on a kind of great platter for five to
six persons at a time, and everybody helped himself from his place with his fingers.
Vegetables were seldom served.
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At meals themselves drinks were never taken; only after the meal sherbet or sugared water was available.
During meals, there was seldom any talking, in fact only when our father addressed one or the other of us;
otherwise a calm reigned which is not to be underrated and which has its good side too.
Flowers or fruit were never placed on the sefra.
A few minutes before and after the two principal meals, smartly dressed male and female slaves stood not far
from the table, keeping water-basins, washing equipment and towels ready for us to wash our hands before and
especially after meals.
At meals we exclusively used our fingers. Knives and forks were only brought out from their hiding-places to
entertain Europeans. Meats and fish were of course already chopped up in the kitchen, fit for consumption; only
liquids were taken with a spoon.
The upper classes, having washed their hands, used to perfume them to remove any smell of the food.
Fruit was never taken immediately after the meals, but either before or some time later. Each person had an
appropriate quantity of fruit brought to his room, the kinds being in accordance with the season.
On the other hand, a quarter or half an hour after the meal, real Mokka was handed round by eunuchs in the
well-known Oriental cups which rest in gold or silver holders. The coffee was thick, boiled down like extract, but
filtered completely clear; it was always taken totally pure, without sugar and milk; nor was anything eaten with it,
at most one enjoyed some very finely chopped “areka nut”.
Coffee was always poured immediately before it was taken; this pouring required a very particular skill, since
the slaves poured it into the small cup in a long, quick stream, not unlike beer on tap. They lowered the stream
downwards as far as possible with a quick jerk of the pot’s spout and brought it back as quickly, without being
permitted however to spill one drop.
The coffeepot is made of tin and has brass clasps. Behind the server went his assistant with a tray full of empty
cups and a big reserve coffeepot. If they found the company still together, they could perform their duty in a short
time, but if people had already departed, they had to search everywhere for each person in order to offer more of
this delicious beverage.
As is well known everywhere, coffee is highly valued in the Orient; consequently it is treated with painstaking
care. As proof of this, the simple remark suffices that coffee is only roasted, ground and boiled for the immediate
need, that it thus is enjoyed completely fresh several times a day. Neither roasted beans nor boiled coffee are ever
kept; as soon as both are no longer fresh, they are thrown away or at most go to the lower house servants.
The second and last meal was taken in the afternoon at four o’clock precisely; it resembled breakfast in every
respect, and so any further description is not necessary. Except for coffee and fruit, seldom was anything eaten
until the next morning at nine o’clock.
8
Although the birth of a prince or a princess was not saluted by thundering cannon-shots, it was nevertheless
always an important event, which caused much joy, but unfortunately much envy too.
Our father and the mother in question were always delighted at the birth of a new child, and we small children
always sincerely shared their joy, for the ceremonies, which a newborn small brother or sister had to undergo,
were many, and all turned out to be family festivities at which we small creatures found ourselves very well. Such
birth ceremonies repeated themselves in our family circle four to six times annually.
Obstetricians are unknown to the Muslims; only midwives are consulted, but they are ignorance itself. The
majority of them come from Hindustân, and are much preferred to the native ones; why, I do not know, for a
midwife from Hindustân has learned in the way of science as little as an Arabian or a Swahili.
So it is certain that a woman in childbed and her child, if they stay alive and remain healthy at all, owe this to
God and to their own firm health alone, and in no way to their very stupid midwives. Later I heard much about
their barbaric methods from my married lady-friends. I must, of course, refrain from passing this on.
After the newborn child has been washed thoroughly in warm water, a bandage is wound around the body;
neck and armpits are powdered with some strongly perfumed vegetable powder, and the child is dressed in a small
shirt of washable cotton or muslin. The little thing is then placed on its back, hands and legs are straightened out
to the utmost, and it then is entirely swathed, up to the shoulders, in a broad bandage which thus also firmly
encloses the tiny arms and legs.
For forty days the child remains in this confinement, day and night, and is only exempted from its fetters for a
short time when given a bath, which happens twice a day, and when changed.
The purpose of this bandaging is said to be that in this way the child will have a faultless, straight posture. The
mother always watches affectionately over the child herself notwithstanding the numerous servants. The very spa25

cious cradle, artfully carved, made of the finest wood which is imported from East India, is continuously rocked,
often quite vigorously indeed, by some slaves relieving each other. Dependent on the season, the cradle is covered
with a lace or muslin curtain.
The mother herself nurses the child very seldom, and if this happens now and then, it is considered as a pastime. For every child always has one or two wet nurses at its disposal until it has reached the age of two.
If the newborn child is a girl, at the seventh day of her life holes are pricked in her ears with a needle and a
thread of red silk, generally six in each ear, which after a few months have to accept forever the heavy gold rings.
Those who do not wear earrings mourn a beloved.
On the fortieth day follows a truly curious ceremony, namely the shaving of the first hair. The shaving is
carried out by the chief eunuch using a certain ritual, at which strong fumigation with a species of gum-arabic
(similar to the incense used in Roman Catholic churches) is always used.
The first hair plays a special rôle indeed; it must not be burnt, nor thrown away with the refuse, but buried in
the ground, thrown into the ocean, or hidden in some crevice of a wall. Some twenty to thirty persons are always
present at the festive ceremony.
The chief eunuch, who only on this occasion acts as a barber, continuously runs the risk of crushing the tender,
soft spot on the head by some imprudence. After this dangerous work he and his numerous assistants always
receive an appropriate present of honour.\fn{ As unbelievable as this may seem at first to many a blonde, it should be taken into
account that in the South many things are different to what they are here [in Germany]. There a bald-headed child would be as great a curiosity as a child here who would appear in the world with a few tufts of hair. How astonished my nurse in Hamburg was at the long black
hair of my little daughter, that came down to her neck, and she had no rest until my late husband brought home for her a small soft hair
brush, with which she then delightfully began to curl the hair of the little, two days old baby }

On this day the swathing band is removed from the child forever; it is covered with arm-, feet- and earrings,
and dressed in a silk shirt and the kofîje, a cap made of gold stuff and provided with earflaps. Only from this day
onwards may it be shown to everybody, for up to that time, apart from the parents and the slaves, unavoidably
necessary for attendance, only the most favourite lady friends who are absolutely devoted to the woman in childbed are permitted to see it.
The general belief in the evil eye, in witchcraft of all kinds, leads to this measure.
Beyond any doubt little Oriental children, especially at this age, look much nicer than European children, and
this because the latter are too often dressed in white. I have been in Germany for many years now, but notwithstanding that I cannot judge otherwise. Even my own children looked dull to me in their baby clothes. When I
thought of my little brothers and sisters, nephews and nieces in their becoming attire while seeing before me my
children in European dresses, the contrast was too great.
Even the smallest children are strongly perfumed. Everything destined for them—small dresses, sheets, bathtowels, swaddling cloth—is during the night sprinkled with the lovely fragrant jasmin (another kind as the one
known here), then before use fumigated with amber and musk and finally with attar of roses. At this it should not
be forgotten that windows and doors are open day and night almost all year long, and that in this way any harm
that could be caused by this fondness for fragrance is disseminated.
In order to protect the child against the imaginary evil eye, on the fortieth day it is provided with amulets. They
are called hamâye or hâfid and consist of all sorts of things, especially among the lower classes: on the upper part
of the left arm little children wear for example an onion, a bit of garlic, small shells, a piece of bone and other
such things, stitched up in leather.
Among the upper classes, the amulets are replaced by selected verses from the Kurân, engraved upon gold or
silver plates, which hang down from the neck on chains of the same material. Boys keep these verses only up to a
certain age, whereas girls very often wear them later on. The latter especially like the hurs (guardian), a miniature
book in extremely small print, about seven centimetres long and four to five centimetres wide, enclosed in a
tastefully worked gold or silver locket and attached to a necklace. With such an amulet, upon which God’s Holy
Name is engraved, an unclean place may never be entered, a proof surely of the limitless reverence of the
believing Muslims for their God and Creator!
Besides mother’s milk, the child very soon is given several times a day milk soup, boiled for a very long time
with rice flour and some sugar. It drinks this from a long spouted cup. The sucking bottle was quite unknown
there in my time. This remains the only food the child is given until it cuts its teeth and may enjoy anything from
that moment onwards.
Children are carried only rarely; people prefer to put them on the floor which is covered with carpets, where
they can bustle about to their heart’s content.
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As soon as the child makes its first efforts to sit up, another festivity takes place for the exclusive benefit of its
little brothers and sisters. To increase our participation in the festivity of the sitting up of our little brother or sister, something special was always boiled or baked on this day.
The mother, the nurses and the child are then dressed in their best outfits and wear their most costly jewels.
The child is put into a medium-sized, square carriage which rests on very small wheels and is stuffed on all sides
with soft fabrics and cushions. Over the shaft a small pole arises, the legs of the celebrated being steadied on both
sides. The other children all stand around.
Meanwhile grains of Indian corn have been roasted in a peculiar way, till they get as large as a thimble and as
soft as wadding. With these a quantity of very small silver coins are mixed, and this medley is poured over the
child’s head.
Immediately the children rush upon this, to plunder the little brother or sister; at this, the latter evidently often
hovers in danger of his life. Other four to ten-year old children from our circle are also often invited to this
festivity.
As long as the child does not have enough strength to wear sandals (the wooden ones for girls and women are
called kubkâb, the leather ones for boys and men are called watje), it runs about barefooted. Because the watje are
considerably lighter to wear than the kubkâb, very small girls initially are made to walk on the former until they
have acquired the necessary skill to wear the kubkâb forever.
Neither children nor adults of both sexes wear stockings; only more aristocratic ladies use them now and then
when riding, as custom requires one to cover the ankles.
Already at the age of two to four months, two or three slaves, besides the wet nurses, were allotted to the child
by our father. From then on they remained its property. The older it grew, the more slaves it received for its
personal attendance. If one of them died, our father replaced him, or gave an appropriate sum of money.
Up to a certain age, little girls wear boys’ caps in the house.
Until his seventh year each prince at home stays among the women. At this age the mosaic rite\fn{ Of circumcision} is performed on him. Ceremonies of course play an important role on this occasion, the closing of which,
after the child’s recovery, forms a peculiar festivity, in which all dignitaries and high officials are allowed to take
part.
This deed, if in any way possible, was enacted in the country and in the presence of our father. A public
entertainment, usually lasting for three days, also accompanied this.
From this time onwards, every boy received a quiet mare of his own. His escort could take their mounts from
the stables, where a couple of hundred Arabian horses were standing. In this way the boy, at a very early age,
learns to ride well and acquires a very outstanding skill and nimbleness, which only a trained circus rider is
otherwise credited with.
Since we had neither a true saddle nor stirrup, it required of course much more dexterity to gain a firm seat
than in this country. Our father followed a characteristic custom when his sons ran into some mishap while out
riding. In that case not only they themselves, but also their escort could expect punishment. For our father assumed that the latter, with the tight warrants and instructions which he had conferred on them, must have behaved
much too indulgently towards the princes.
Not one of us was spoiled in any way. My father’s high sense of justice and unparalleled generosity was combined with an equally firm consistency which did not know any weakness. All of us had to obey our teachers and
educators on the strength of their word.\fn{ Be they Arabs, Abyssinians or simple negroes } If occasionally we complained
to our father, we certainly left his presence in tears or shame for our behaviour.
This severity taught us the reverence due to such people, and with increasing age the appreciation of how deep
our moral indebtedness to them was also grew.
The nurses, even if they had served as such for a very short time, were particularly honoured and enjoyed
special esteem for the remainder of their life. By birth they were always slaves, but as a rule they were freed in
reward of their fidelity and devotion. The black wet nurses especially distinguished themselves by extraordinary
fidelity and attachment. Even the most cautious mother might in all confidence leave her child with the wet nurse,
who usually considered herself as its second mother and acted accordingly.
How the lack of interest and the heartlesness of the wet nurses in these parts stand out in stark contrast with
this! Often enough have I felt myself forced to give, on a public walkway, a good talking to such a charac ter,
totally unknown to me, for her brutal treatment of the little thing entrusted to her.
This contrast between the wet nurses of these parts and our Arab ones may possibly be explained by the fact
that the former are forced by their poverty alone to entrust their own beloved child to complete strangers under
much sacrifice. Only for money’s sake they serve their masters; whether the child to nurse is called Tom or Dick
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is indifferent to them; their thoughts and feelings naturally linger with their own child. And which mother would
hold this against her!
How very different is a black nurse’s attitude towards her mistress’s child entrusted to her. For years she is in
the latter’s service, she may even have been born in her house; it then is understandable that she does not have
many private interests, that she makes those of her masters into her own.
Moreover, there is the most important fact that a black wet nurse only very rarely, if ever, is required to part
with her child, but may quietly retain it. The wet nurse’s child then receives the same nourishment as its little
master or mistress, the same milk soup, part of the same fowl, etc.; the same goes for the bath, and the used
dresses fall no less to its lot. When its mother stops serving as a wet nurse, her child continues to be the playmate
of her second foster-child. Though remaining a slave, it is always preferred to the rest of the slaves, and only bad
people offend against this attachment to the foster-brother.\fn{ All these, I might say patriarchal relations bring about that our
wet nurses are so much more devoted than those here. I have often reflected how terribly hard it must be for the poor wet nurses, notwithstanding their bad qualities, to have to part with their little children without more ado for the sake of wages only. I have often been told that
people do not experience this in the way I imagine, but this I simply do not understand. Should I entrust my beloved, helpless child to a
person completely unknown to me, and this with a certain indifference? Oh, not for the world! }

The black wet nurses, however, have one very bad habit. They know how to tell the little children of three to
five years old very dreadful stories and fairy-tales, partly to amuse them, partly also to keep them quiet. The lion
(simba), the leopard (tshui), the elephant (tembo), and the numerous witches (watshawi)\fn{These are Swahili words}
occupy of course the first place in these often also for adults horrifying fables.\fn{ And this proclivity can in no way be
dispelled from them}
On the whole, rearing a child in the south is unquestionably much easier than here in the north: above all, the
everlasting colds and everything they usually entail are rare. Notwithstanding all indolence, children there are
very independent and adroit, for they are allowed to play and jump freer and more unconstrained (both in space
and in dress) to their heart’s content.
Though gymnastic exercises are completely unknown, it is no rarity that a boy of ten to twelve in playing takes
a stiff run and leaps over one or even two horses. High jumping in general plays an important role and everybody
strives as much as he can to surpass the other.
Swimming in the sea was practised no less eagerly, and everybody taught himself without any guidance.
Shooting too began early and was pursued with great passion. Mock-fights were extraordinarily favoured; from
youth onward many an hour was devoted to them. Though the boys went about armed to the teeth and carried as
much powder and lead as grown-ups, one hardly ever heard of an accident caused by imprudence.
Up to a certain age only, the young princes, as already mentioned above, lived in their father’s house. Then a
house of their own was assigned to each to keep independently, as a rule with their mother if she was still alive.
As maintenance he was granted by our father a certain monthly allowance, and then he had to “cut his coat according to his cloth”, which was certainly matching the needs.
At marriage, at an increase to the family, or also for exceptional conduct, he might count on an extra allowance, but in no other case. Only when our father’s ships arrived annually with the new purchases, did all my
brothers and sisters living outside the paternal house come with their families to receive each the share belonging
to him, whether he needed it or not.
If any one of them had the great misfortune of spending more than what his allowance brought in, it was never
made easy for him to pay his debts; nothing was more hateful to our father, and the one who had brought this
disgrace to himself, was very much on his guard not to incur the same a second time.
If a war broke out, as unfortunately was so often the case in Oman, all the princes, the half-grown included,
had to take the field too and to take part in the fight like any common man.
On the whole, discipline was strict, but it only raised the respect and reverence of the sons for their father. As a
child I often saw with astonishment how my elder brothers, anticipating the slaves, hurried to put in readiness the
sandals my father had left at the door of his room. The elder brothers appeared also in the paternal house several
times a day, as soon as our father was present, and then took part in the meals.
There is but very little to say about the education of a princess; the first years it is the same as that of her
brothers, with the exception that the latter at their seventh year obtain a much greater freedom outside the house.
The only thing deserving mention at a princess’s birth is that, in accordance with the hairdress in our country, a
broad comb, generally of silver, is placed under the back of the newborn to give it a flat shape for later age. When
a princess is married to one of her cousins, who to be sure are more numerous in Oman than in Zanzibar, she of
course leaves the paternal house in exchange for that of her husband.
The former, however, the sole and real bulwark against all hardships of life, remains always open as a place to
live. But if she prefers, she can also go and live with a brother.
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Every sister has her favourite brother, and vice versa; in joy and sorrow these two stick together and support
each other by word and deed. As praiseworthy and, for those concerned, as much a blessing as this habit was in
such a numerous family circle as ours, it understandably created many jealousies among brothers and sisters, and
it often required a strong character to overcome all these.
Often such a loving sister had to intercede with our father for some imprudence of her favourite brother, for he
liked to favour his daughters and rarely left their requests unheard. To his elder daughters in particular he was
extraordinarily obliging; he usually went to meet them from afar and had them seated by his side on the sofa,
while the grown-up sons and we little people stood respectfully before him.
9
Schooling (madrasa) is of very little importance for the Oriental in general and consequently for us too.
In Europe school is at the centre of State and Church, without distinction for prince and citizen; for both the
formation of his character and his prospects for the future, the individual depends essentially upon it for his
success. But in the Orient the madrasa is altogether a matter of secondary importance; for a good many people it
does not exist at all.
But before engaging in further discussions, I wish to say something about what we called school in our house.
At the age of six to seven, all my brothers and sisters, boys as well as girls, had to enter the madrasa. We girls
were only required to learn to read, the boys to read and write.
For teaching there was at both Bet il Mtoni and Bet il Sahel only one lady teacher, whom our father had sent
for from Oman. When the teacher fell ill and was confined to her bed, there was always great joy among us; no
replacement could be procured for her, and so we had holidays.
There was no specific school room; lessons took place in an open gallery, to which pigeons, parrots, peacocks
and ricebirds found free entrance. From there we also had a free view of the courtyard and were able to amuse
ourselves with watching its busy life down there.
The furniture of the schoolroom consisted of a single, immense mat only. Our school equipment was equally
simple: we only needed a Kurân with its stand (marfâ), a small inkstand with ink, a bamboo quill and a wellbleached shoulder-blade of a camel. The latter is the substitute for the slate; writing with ink on this is quite easy,
and the nerves are certainly less assailed than at the scratching on the slate.
Our slaves usually took care of wiping off the blades.
The first thing we had to learn, exactly as is done here, was the very complicated Arabic alphabet. Then, for
want of any other school-book, we started reading the Kurân with which, as mentioned above, writing lessons
were connected for the boys. When one was able to read a little, one joined the others who all read in a chorus and
mostly very loudly.
But that was all, for what is read and learned is never explained.
Hence there was at most only one among thousands who understood word by word all the meanings and
precepts of the Holy Script of the Muslims, and who was able to explain them, though probably eighty out of one
hundred had learned half of it by heart.
Reflecting upon the Holy Script was even considered irreligious and unauthorized; people should simply believe what they were taught and this maxim was rigorously carried out.
Having enjoyed some fruit, we had to assemble at seven o’clock in the morning on our mat, which had been
rolled up during the night and was now swept clean, and had to await the arrival of our severe lady teacher. Until
she arrived, we whiled away the time to our heart’s content with wrestling, boxing, jumping, climbing the railings
which was life endangering, and other favourite amusements of the children’s world.
We set a watch at the bend of the gallery, who by simulated coughing announced the teacher’s arrival from
afar. In no time we were all sitting on the mat, an image of the greatest innocence, and only when her steps came
near, did we rebound like India rubber balls, to shake hands respectfully with the dreaded one and to wish her
good morning.
She always carried the detested bamboo cane in one hand, and a large brass inkstand in the other. We stood in
file before her until she had taken her seat; only then were we permitted to follow this example. All of us sat
cross-legged on the mat, flocked together in a circle around the teacher.
She now would begin to recite the first sura of the Kurân, the Muslim Lord’s Prayer as it were. We prayed in
chorus after her and concluded with the well-known Amîn (not Amen). Then we repeated what we had learned the
day before, and after that we were given a new piece for reading or writing. Lessons regularly lasted until about
nine o’clock, and then, after breakfast, again till about noon, the time of the second prayer.
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Each of us was allowed to bring some of his slaves to school to take part in the lessons; they sat at some
distance behind us, while we grouped ourselves as we pleased, for there were neither fixed places for us nor
division in different forms.
People had not the faintest notion of school reports, which a few times every year occasion feverish excitement
in this country. If someone made particularly good or bad progress, distinguished himself particularly through
good or bad behaviour, this usually was reported orally to the respective mothers and to our father.
From the latter the lady teacher had the explicit order to punish us severely, if there was any cause. And our
great wildness obliged her to use the evil bamboo cane.
Besides reading and writing, we were taught a little arithmetic, numbering up to one hundred in writing and up
to one thousand orally; what is beyond that is believed to be from the evil one. With grammar and orthography not
much pain was taken, and the rather complicated Ilnahû\fn{Arabic al-nahw, “grammar, syntax”}was only acquired by
much reading over the years.
At home I never heard of all such sciences as history, geography, physics, mathematics or how they are all
named let alone that I learned them. It was only in this country\fn{ Germany} that I had the pleasure to become
acquainted with all these fields of knowledge.
But it still remains an open question to me whether, with the little wisdom laboriously acquired here, I am now
better off than the others over there. That I have never been more deceived and swindled than in the time of my
greatest knowledge, this is certain.
Oh you happy people at home!, not even in your dreams do you surmise all that is connected with holy
civilization!
With the entire style of our tuition, there was of course no question of so-called home-work, which takes so
many hours in this country.
The lady teacher herself, feared as she was, stood in particular high esteem with everybody, especially with her
male and female pupils; they would never be wanting in due reverence towards her and they always behaved with
the greatest respect towards her, also at later age. It often happened that somebody, not capable of accomplishing
something with another person, finally invoked the intercession of the latter’s lady teacher. This relation has a
certain similarity with the one of devout Catholics to their spiritual adviser.
There is one thing, however, that Oriental schoolchildren have in common with European schoolchildren: the
natural instinct of gaining the teacher's favour by presents, of bribing her. When my children here so often asked
me for a few pence to buy a nosegay or a flower-pot for Miss So-and-So, I instinctively had to think back to my
own schooldays. Such a thing is innate to people, not to one particular nation. For even before I had any idea of
the existence of Germany and of all its schools and schoolchildren, I dragged, together with my brothers and
sisters, every possible thing to our lady teacher, especially all sorts of sweets, to gain her invaluable favour; the
most beautiful French bonbons, which our father used to give us daily, we put at her feet.
But the receiver who, I am sorry to admit, suffered, to our joy, much from tooth-ache and was therefore often
obliged to let us go, was not always overjoyed at these gifts; she thought that we only wanted to make her ill and
to increase the torment of her tooth-aches even more.
To be frank, I am convinced that at that time we never wished that the poor woman might find effective help
against her hollow teeth.
The duration of school time was not determined at all. What there was to learn, had to be learned in any case,
whether the child could assimilate this task in one, two or three years. It only depended upon its natural ability.
Instruction in fancywork\fn{In sewing, crochet, embroidery, knitting, etc.:H } did not belong to the school curriculum,
if I may use this term. This task fell to our mothers, almost all of whom possessed a relative, even a great skill in
sewing, embroidery, and lace-making. Consequently, in this respect we received a quite different training, the
more so because learning depended much on fancy and taste.
For example, I have sisters who, when in a situation in which they had to earn their own bread with the work
of their hands, would in no way be embarrassed, because they are very skilled in needlework; for others it would
be completely impossible even to sew on a button.
There existed also public schools, but only for boys of needy parents. Everyone who was in some measure
well-to-do, always kept a private tutor or governess. Sometimes the secretary to the gentle man concerned took
care of the lessons, but for the girls, of course, only as long as they were quite young.
This is all I have to say about our schools. It is of course quite natural for me to draw comparisons between
this school and the German one, between the over-cultured European schoolchildren and the ignorant Arab ones.
There I was born, brought up, and grew up, so I can judge from my own experience; here I am living for many
years now, am sending my children to school, and thus have every opportunity to form, to a certain extent, my
own judgment. Perhaps I even have in this some advantage over the indigenous who, for being used to it, does not
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see many things which immediately catch the eye of an unbiased observer who grew up in different surroundings.
I am by no means entitled to pose as a judge; but for this reason it may be of interest to many to become acquaint ed with my views.
In general it seems to me that the Europeans demand too much from a school, and the Arabs demand too little.
As yet, neither has found the right middle course, nor will find it; such contrasts will last and not let themselves be
put aside, as long as the world will exist.
There is hardly anything which the children are not taught here, and in such a profusion that it is impossible for
the childish intellect to retain everything. As soon as they begin to go to school, the parents do not get anything
from them any more. Outside school hours they are overloaded with so much homework that often there is hardly
any question of living cosily together, of a consistent, regular influence upon the formation of their character.
All day long there is an eternal race and chase from task to task. And how many tasks are there, which have no
lasting value for the children! How much has to be learned laboriously which seems only to be destined to fall
again into oblivion as soon as possible. To steal away with such things the children’s time, which they could better
pass in the family circle, is certainly unjust.
Moreover, the poor things are cooped up every day for five and more hours in a cage-like room, called school
room, where there is heat and close air that cannot be described.\fn{ In one school, which counted over two hundred
children, there were only four tumblers for drinking water! Who would then not feel ill at ease, when he wants to kiss his child returning
from school?} Why exactly are people astonished when a schoolchild falls ill? The little ones are cherished and

protected at home as much as possible, but the school room air ruins these efforts.
How do many of these school children look; one’s heart aches when one sees the pitiful creatures! Was our
free, airy gallery not better? And what is the use of the highest education, if the body is destroyed in gaining it?
*
With us, respect for age, and not only for parents but also for teachers and educators, was practised in a way
which is unknown here.\fn{Not too much is to be perceived here of the respect which in our youth was inculcated into all of us, my
brothers, my sisters and myself, for parents, teachers and educators, for age in general. The religious lessons too are, in my opinion, not
sufficiently effective. All sorts of stereotyped matters are learned here; the children are overloaded with endless dates from church history
instead of having their hearts warmed and of being incited to regular attendance at church, where they may cer tainly take much more profit
or receive stimulation from a comprehensible sermon than from learning church history by heart. We too learned only by heart; but next to
that, the heart did not come off badly, something which is too easily forgotten here because of the great amount of material which the
intellect has to grasp.}

In my opinion, learning here is carried much too far. Through education, everyone wants to climb higher and
higher until in the end no workmen are left any more; the greatest importance is attached to education, to knowledge.\fn{And yet people are astonished that everywhere piety, reverence, sincerity and contentedness are replaced by an alarming ungodliness, by disdain of everything holy and existing, by ruthless career-making}
The majority’s needs and just and unjust claims to life increase of course with the superficial education thus
attained; consequently also the increase and aggravation of the struggle for life with all its contingencies. Indeed,
the mind is educated in an extraordinary way, the heart is left disregarded and put aside unheeded.\fn{ The word of
God and His holy commandments should be taught more and less time be spent on musing over power and matter }
I was really horrified when reading once statistics on insane people, from which it was clear that by far the
great majority of these unfortunate creatures consisted of former students of high schools and establishments of
higher education; many of them surely had fallen victim to pressure of education. I could not help thinking of my
native home, where lunatic asylums are not needed, where I saw only two lunatics and never heard of any others;
and of these two, one was a negress, the other a native of Hindustân.
As said previously, I have no desire to judge European education as a whole, for I am not able to do so; I only
wished to express some of my observations, which convinced me that school and education here have many bad
sides.
At any event, it must seem understandable after this, that for me it always is and will remain an open question,
whether it is indeed justified for Europeans to deplore a people as “unenlightened”, and whether they are allowed
to forcibly impart their enlightenment on such a people.
Many will sneer at this and shrug their shoulders; but nevertheless! In any case I can state categorically that all
those who believe that it is in the interest of these peoples themselves to bring them education and enlightenment,
are very mistaken. Born and brought up as an Arab woman in an atmosphere which, according to European ideas,
is totally uncultivated, I know best with how little approval a general European education will meet with the
Muslim Orientals.
With people who have another creed, who long for European education like the Japanese, the situation is
different; may they see their way into it as well as they can. But the Muslim will find in a European education an
infinite amount of elements which is absolutely incompatible with his strict, religious views.
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How often do people here deride the Turkish half-education; and yet the Turks have striven much harder to
become civilized, even if only to a certain extent, than is at all good for them. By that they have only weakened
themselves and yet have not become civilized, because European civilization is at variance with and opposed to
all their basic views.
Civilization cannot be enforced, and one should also fairly concede to other peoples the right to cultivate
further their national views and institutions freely and without hindrance, as they have developed them in the
course of centuries, certainly not without the influence of ripened experience and practical wisdom.
Above all, the pious Arab would be hurt most deeply if his enlightenment were to begin with learning natural
sciences, without which knowledge there can be no question of higher education here; it would shake his whole
being violently and cause the severest dissension if one were to talk to him of the laws of nature, he who always
sees with unshakeable belief but one thing in all life of the universe, down to its most infinitesimal details: the allguiding and all-directing hand of God!
To penetrate nature, the entire creation down to its innermost secrets, will forever remain a vain wish of the
limited human mind.
I once read in a book a truly appealing reflection. There the human being, in view of his short existence in this
world, was compared with a dayfly, which saw the light of day in the Strasbourg minster; as, in one day, the fly is
able to only look superficially at all the parts of the entire glorious construction, so too, the short span of human
life is not sufficient to permit knowledge of all the world’s wonders, let alone to understand them.
Let wise men continue to investigate and study; but let people draw a line here too and, I again and again come
back to this, let people above all not forget the heart for the head.
10
If here in Europe the paterfamilias usually is exempted from any further care for his wife’s and his unmarried
daughters’ clothing after paying out a monthly or quarterly allowance, in my father’s house the case was completely different.
There is no industry at all in Zanzibar, and therefore no factories either. Articles of cloth ing and fabrics for the
entire population are exclusively imported from abroad.
For the colossal requirements of his houses, my father carried on an imposing barter.
Depending on necessity, several of his large sailing ships, loaded with our products (especially cloves), went to
England, Marseille, Persia, the East Indies and China to procure, against the proceeds of the freight, what was
required from there through the mediation of our agents in these places. For this purpose, the captain concerned
always took an endless list of the goods required, the greater part of which had always to do with our clothing.
The day on which the yearly distribution of the clothing took place, depended upon the return of these ships. It
is but natural that in our house these ships were expected back with ever increasing im patience; their arrival
signified for us, to a certain extent, the beginning of some kind of new season; our complete finery for a whole
year depended upon the contents of their cargo.
For us children too these ships were surrounded by a special charm for they brought all our beautiful toys from
Europe. When on such an occasion my father presented me for the first time with a beautifully dressed doll, which
could cry and had front teeth, I was beside myself with joy.
After the ships had safely arrived, the day on which the cargo was to be distributed among all in our house, old
and young, high and low, was fixed soon afterwards. But even before that day the younger brothers pressed and
beleaguered the captain on his ship to find out what kind of toys she had brought.
There were always twenty to thirty cases containing nothing but horses, small carriages, dolls, whips, fishes,
and ducks following the magnet, music boxes of all sizes, concertinas, flutes, trumpets, small muskets etc. If the
goods were not to our taste, things were bad with the captain; he was responsible for everything, had the most farreaching proxies, and with this only the general standing order: always buy the most beautiful thing you can find,
and do not shun any costs.
Finally distribution began at Bet il Mtoni as well as at Bet il Sahel.
It always took three to four days before every one of the hundreds of people had correctly received his share.
The eunuchs were entrusted with the unpacking and sifting; distribution itself was undertaken by my elder brothers and sisters. Envy, grudges and jealousy unfortunately were never greater in our house than during these days
of joy.
The fabrics, whether costly or simple, were distributed in complete pieces, and it was left to each individual to
change with others for other things what he had in excess. This was done profusely, often lasting a full fortnight.
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Since there were no tables, the fabrics were cut up while sitting on the floor, and it then did not seldom oc cur that
a lady, in her eagerness, cut up inadvertently her own garment together with the fabric.
Furthermore were distributed musk, ambra,\fn{Ambra grisa; ambergris} countless oriental oils, attar of roses and
rosewater, saffron (which, mixed with other ingredients, is necessary for the ladies’ hairdressing), silk of all colours, gold and silver thread (lametta) for making pillow lace, woven gold and silver buttons, in short everything
which belongs to an Arab lady’s attire, and, to refund the outlay of other trifles, a certain sum of money in Maria
Theresa thalers, broken down of course according to rank and age.\fn{ Thalers, or Austrian crowns, were already current in
Arabia, Ethiopia and eastern Africa in the eighteenth century. After Maria Theresa’s death in 1780, her final issue retained its popularity to
such an extent that the Imperial Austrian Mint continued to mint thalers bearing the date of her death, and to distribute them in those
countries. At the same time her successors also minted their own thalers, but, although these were received as currency in the Yemen, they
did not enjoy the same popularity as those of 1780.}

It occasionally happened that the women, very fond of dress, spent more in the course of a year than they had
at their disposal, and thus had to appeal to father or husband for an extra allowance. Such requests were only
brought forward with the greatest discretion, because with the Arab heads of family an extravagant wastefulness is
no more favoured than here, and because the lady petitioner, besides the requested, also received an unwished-for
rebuke.
Like everywhere, in our house also there were no less thrifty than extravagant characters. They held the praiseworthy view that one is not allowed to keep slaves for luxury only, as is done by the notables and rich, but that
one should use them for one’s own benefit too.
They therefore had them instructed in all possible different handicraft, for instance the young girls in dressmaking, embroidering and lace-making, older boys in becoming saddlemakers, carpenters etc. The woman who
proceeded in this way did of course not lose her pin-money so easily, while the others had to pay their ready
money mostly to strangers and often were not capable of keeping receipts and expenditures in balance.
Slaves trained for special achievements were more highly valued than others and, when eventually freed, were
better able to provide for themselves. In Oman, where but a few slaves are kept, it is a standing custom without
exception to let them learn a specific trade, so that they can be of use to themselves as well as to their masters.
That is why slaves were frequently sent from Zanzibar to Oman to have them, so to speak, educated and trained
first. The price for such a negro or negress of course went up considerably.
If someone happened to be on visit with us on the day of distribution and our father heard about it, this guest,
according to his rank, likewise received his share of everything that was delivered for distribution, even if it were
ready money. The residue of a ship’s cargo was stored up and in the course of the year occasionally distributed
among the Omâni members of our family.
Because eternal summer reigns under the equator, and because the four seasons exist only in name, our yearly
outfit was of course adapted to this and considerably simplified accordingly. It would indeed have caused many
problems if one had had to provide for autumn, winter and spring all at the same time. The rainy season, which
lasts six to eight weeks and during which the temperature goes down to about 18° R.,\fn{ Réaumur = 700 F, 21º C. after
René Antoine Ferchault de Réaumur (1683-1757) who proposed such a scale in 1730} is the only winter known there. During this
season, which is more wet than cold, we usually wore velvet and other stout fabrics; people also used to take their
tea and cake early, and not just at nine o’clock.
Everything that had to do with clothing was hand-made; at that time nobody had any idea of sewing-machines.
The dresses rejoiced in a simple cut, completely alike for gentlemen and ladies. To the benefit of their vital parts,
the Oriental women did as yet not know the unbearable, noxious, tight lacing. The garments, therefore, did not
distinguish themselves through cutting, but only through fabric and adornment.
Here, people are pleased to consider unvarying monotony in a dress as tedious; whether this is right with respect to Oriental dress, we will leave here undecided. One thing, however, is certain, namely that “fashion” and its
constant change in no way encourages economy, on the contrary! Everybody knows how much family distress,
how many domestic scenes could be prevented if a greater restraint were to prevail in the demands of fashion.
Unfortunately, the rage to dress always after the latest fashion has become so general, that one has to go along
nolens volens, whether one is able and willing or not.
I do not at all intend to turn back the irrational fashion, or to win the enlightened Europeans over to unimaginative routine; I only want to state that, in the matter of extravagance, the European woman by far surpasses the
Arab one. Much is needed here to be able to follow fashion even up to a certain point: overcoat or cape for spring
and for “so-called” summer; for winter water proof clothes in great number, many hats (there are ladies who have
a specific hat for every dress), a number of umbrellas, which in their turn are fitted to hat and dress, etc.
How modest the wardrobe of an Arab woman presents itself in comparison!
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To whatever rank an Arab woman may belong, her dress consists of only one shirt, reaching down to the
ankles, pantaloons (no baggy trousers), and a kerchief as can be seen on the frontispiece.
The fabrics vary widely. Rich people prefer gold brocades in the most manifold patterns, richly trimmed velvet
and silk, but, during the hot season, plain light calicoes and muslins. Shirt and pantaloons are never of the same
pattern. One also takes care that the shirt is not too long, in order not to cover the rich embroidery of the pantaloons and the two gold foot rings, one of which is hung with numerous bell-like gold coins, which make a petty
tinkling sound at every step. From the band which is wound round the forehead, two long heavily tasseled ribbons
hang down over the back or on both sides of the head. The silk kerchief itself reaches down to the ankles.\fn{ Miss
Labuske, Reise-Erinnerungen, describes the dress of an Arab woman of high rank as follows: “The dress is extremely costly and consists of
tight knickers made of satin or silk; the morning dress, consisting of the same fabrics, reaches only down to the knees. The head is adorned
with a kerchief equally made of satin or silk. All the fabrics are interwoven, embroidered and sown with gold and silver, mostly in attractive
patterns. Moreover, neck, ears, arms, even feet are hanged and covered with every conceivable gold jewelry; in the nose, the small button
may never fail.”}

When an Arab lady wants to go out, she puts on her shele, which takes the place of shawl, overcoat, jerkin,
rain- and smock coat all in one. It is a large shawl of black silk, trimmed with gold or silken borders, according to
the wealth and taste of its bearer. This only wrapper of an Oriental lady is always worn out completely, without
ever coming out of fashion; even the greatest and richest ladies usually do not possess more than one shele.\fn{Is it
not more pardonable that an Oriental woman, who is rendered notoriously easy-going and indolent by the great permanent heat from her
very origin, is it not more pardonable that such a woman's heart and thoughts cling to external attire, than that a carefully instructed, enlightened European woman has nothing better to do than to occupy herself day and night with her clothes? Though being an Oriental woman myself, nothing is more awful to me than running into the misfortune of having to converse with a real fashion-lady, who often does
not know to speak about anything but the most recent dresses and what belongs to them. I often must ask myself how it is ever possible that
a creature of such a degree of education can be completely absorbed by such vanities! } During the rainy season the Arab ladies of

rank wear at home the djocha, a kind of overcoat which reaches down to the ankles and is made of cloth with
much gold or silver embroidery. The djocha is worn exactly in the same way as the overcoat here, that is to say,
never by itself, but always over the other usual garments. In front it is open from top to bottom, and it is only held
together over the breast with gold laces. The elder ladies prefer a stout, costly Persian shawl to the djocha.
This then is the only garment which calls to mind some sort of winter; otherwise we do not need to protect
ourselves in a particular way against the cold, because, as said, in the humid season it never gets colder than
eighteen degrees.
In any event we had, to mention this right away, a kind of heating apparatus, indeed a very pleasant one. A
brass bowl, some twenty centimetres deep and thirty centimetres wide, standing on three legs fifteen centimetres
high, was filled with burning charcoal and placed in the centre of the room.
This coal fire spread an extraordinarily mild and pleasant heat, so that everyone felt himself drawn to the place
where the mankal usually stands. In the same season the harvest of Indian corn takes place, which enjoys great
popularity with us and is prepared in the most various ways. People particularly like to shuck the fresh cobs,
which grow considerably larger than here, and to put them on the glowing coals of the mankal for roasting; in five
minutes they become edible.
As soon as the grains inside the cob begin to get well roasted, they pop continuously; it was always a special
joy for us to hear this.
Notwithstanding this limited heating, windows and doors almost always remain open.
11
I mentioned already that my father owned forty-five plantations, scattered all over the island. On each of them
were fifty to one hundred slaves (on the larger ones up to five hundred) as labourers under an Arab overseer. Only
two of these plantations had real palaces, six to eight had rather large villas, and the remainder merely had houses
for the officials and farm-buildings. For a stay of some length, only the first were accessible to us.
When my father was in town, we could not make an excursion to one of the plantations all together, because
part of the royal household had to stay with him, and because he was too much engaged in affairs to be able to
accompany us.
For children and grown-ups, however, it was always a great joy to visit a plantation. My elder brothers and
sisters seldom left our good-natured father in peace, until he gave permission for some of us to ride out without
him.
Preparations for such excursions were always rather extensive. It was not a small thing to take plentiful care of
the maintenance of such a number of people on a plantation often one or two German miles distant, where
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everything was conveyed on the heads of negro slaves. Three days before, several hundred slaves prepared for
carrying off all that was requisite.
To the annoyance of the cooks and chief eunuchs, who had to take care of the entire company, so much was
lost and spoiled during the transport that they were regularly forced to take along double the quantity actually
required. The overseers of the plantations we visited came off best at this, because they were permitted to keep for
their own use what remained of the goods brought along.
Most of us passed a sleepless night before the excursion, because of the joyful anticipation. In the evening the
snow-white donkeys, whose tails had especially been dyed with a vegetable colouring matter called henna, had
been inspected. Those of the ladies who did not possess a riding donkey (namely the saran) borrowed one from
their acquaintances and friends, or were supplied by my brothers and the eunuchs. But a lady who had not
provided this means of transportation in good time, often had to stay at home, for my father did not trouble
himself with such matters; in this respect everyone was left to his own resources.
If the plantation which we wanted to visit was on the seashore, matters were of course much easier. In that case
nobody had to stay at home for need of transportation; our ships then always put a sufficient number of rowing
boats at our disposal. Transportation over water was to the benefit of our provisions as well; quietly stored in the
boat, they of course reached their destination easier than when tossed around inconsiderately by the slaves at a
great number of resting places on the land road.
Such excursions seemed particularly destined to further the fondness for all kind of finery which the Orientals
possess. Everything was produced, everything made use of, in order that one did not remain behind the other.
And if one of the fair ones was struck by the great misfortune that clothes, destined for this excursion, had not
been made ready in time, she preferred to exclude herself from it, and stay lonely and alone.
Half past five in the morning, immediately after the first prayer, was usually the time fixed for setting out.
Already a confusion, a roaring mixture of voices and noises of all kinds, could be heard in our courtyard; a
nervous person would have been reduced to despair. Fortunately people over there are provided with unusually
strong nerves; the regular way of life, freedom of care and the delicious sea air keep this affliction far from our
shores.
Circulation on our two staircases stopped incessantly; people called upward, called downward, shouted,
pushed each other as much as they could. The slaves exchanged rude insults and finally resounding cuffs.
The animals, saddled for an hour already, had become restless and started to sound their pleasant donkey
voices together with the general noise. They seriously tried to indulge in their favourite tendency, that is to roll on
the ground, irrespective of their rich attire and the delightful saddlery; the slaves, who supervised them, had their
hands full to prevent them from doing this.
Impatient people meanwhile had already mounted. Everyone having inspected his riding-animal in the courtyard, the donkeys were led across the high threshold into the road and mounted here by the owner. The delicate,
weak eunuchs likewise rode, while the more sturdy negro slaves must move alongside on foot.
And so began the most pleasant ride one can imagine. Foolish, but mostly harmless tricks were played with
brimming jokes, so that with all the laughing one often had difficulty staying in the saddle.
The snow-white donkeys with their rich trappings of small gold and silver plates, pleasantly jingling at every
movement, and with their rather high saddles on costly saddle-blankets, looked very picturesque. Our runners on
foot, with their exceedingly shiny arms and their clean white robes did not stand out less.
As the sun rose higher, each lady of rank had at her side such a black quick runner, who hurried along with a
large opened parasol and tried to protect his mistress against the blaze of the sun when it grew too strong. Other
slaves trotted along with small children astride on their shoulders; children who were somewhat older, but not yet
capable of riding by themselves, rode with a eunuch on his horse.
We had to ride through the town at dawn and during that time the entire company always kept close together.
But as soon as we found ourselves in the open country, all restraint was over and everyone rode forward at will.
The eunuchs tried in vain to reestablish a closed train. People who felt a fiery animal underneath, only reluctantly remained behind for the company’s sake and let the eunuchs call and shout in their thin voices as much as
they wanted. Having set out together in a great throng as if under command, we arrived at our destination in separate groups.
There we were received by the first and oldest of our slaves and by the family of the Arab overseer, if he was
married. He himself, as a well-mannered man, was not allowed to show himself during the entire duration of our
presence.
At such excursions we always rode off from the house with an empty stomach and now, after arriving, we
immediately could refresh ourselves with all the more appetite with the countless beautiful fruits which were
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available. The first copious main meal, which the company took in various groups according to rank as at home,
followed immediately afterwards.
After the meal, all separated at will and enjoyed themselves to their heart’s content; for here, where no onlookers were to be avoided, where, at most, the dear cattle bustled about, here we were completely uncontrolled,
and everyone could do as he pleased.
The entire company gathered again only at the hours of meals and prayers. For at each prayer an ablution is
compulsory, and since water was not available everywhere on the island, one had to come to the house if only for
that reason.
In the course of day several invitations arrived from the adjoining estates, and other ladies from the neighbourhood announced their visits. Invitations and calls were always intended for our entire family; guests were received
exclusively by my elder brothers and sisters, but whoever took pleasure in accepting an invitation was free to do
so.
These mass excursions of ours prove how in the beautiful south one knows how to live easily and is averse to
all formalities. It was impossible to provide the necessary bedding; everyone, whether high or low, lay simply
down to rest on the many coverings of his saddle, and instead of a pillow (which with us is always round, simi lar
to the French one), he put his arm under his head.
What was consumed on such occasions defies description. I have already mentioned the enormous quantity of
provisions conveyed by hundreds of slaves for several days. This was not enough; our kind neighbours insisted on
sending us cooked and uncooked food in great quantities, as proof of their friendly feelings. As a consequence all
kinds of suffering became noticeable afterwards, similar to Christmas sicknesses here.
Dear old Ledda, tenant-general of customs,\fn{ Ludha Damji, Customs Master and agent of the leading business firm Jairam
Sewji.} since being of another religion, was allowed to greet us, something which was strictly forbidden to an
Arab. He was of rare loyalty and was touchingly attached to our entire house.
To us small children in particular the gray-haired star-worshipper brought joy and amusement wherever he
could. He always took care to present us with all kinds of pleasant and wonderful items from his Indian home
country on his own feast-days and on ours; above all, he always sent all kinds of sweets and several baskets of fire
works (fetâk). As soon as he heard that we intended to go out to the country-side, he made us particularly happy
with such gifts. Every evening we enjoyed letting off the most varied works of the able Indian pyrotechnicians.
Failing these, the evenings were filled with watching the games and dances of the negroes, which took place in
the garden and in the open air. Negro dances are by far not as ugly and uncouth as many an Africa-traveler judges
in his books; on the other hand, I was initially not pleased at all with the European dance; the eternal turning
round of the couples made me feel giddy, even when I was sitting in my chair.
Often Hindustani male and female dancers were also taken along to the plantations, and had to show their
skills in the evenings. In their profession they were extremely capable and, even if not as handsomely paid as in
Europe, they very quickly became well-to-do people regardless of their style, so that they could return wellpleased to their native land.
They were, however, held in little esteem among us.
Such evenings in the Orient are highly romantic. Fancy a numerous company, showing the most varied complexions one next to the other, dressed elegantly but gaudily and fantastically, standing, sitting or squatting
around, while the Southerner’s spontaneity expresses itself in hearty laughing and harmless fun; all this in a snug
green under the most magnificent trees, bathed in the intensive light of the tropical moon.
One must have experienced this personally, otherwise one cannot form an image of it. Only late, very late did
people separate and the lady guests mounted their donkeys to ride home.
An amusing small French girl, called Claire, and her two wild brothers, fourteen or fifteen years old, the children of a French consular doctor who all spoke Swahili very well, were often taken along on such excursions and
knew how to amuse us with their songs. One evening Claire caused a general outburst of laughter when she slept
with us for the first time and showed herself to us after the European habit, in a white nightgown.\fn{ Such a thing is
just not known in the Orient, because people go to bed exactly as they are dressed during the day, but of course in washable dresses only,
not in the heavy garments made of velvet or gold brocade. }

If our stay was protracted somewhat longer, our father now and then came to visit us, but he always returned to
town in the evening. Horsemen were then continuously kept coming and going, to establish an uninterrupted
communication between ourselves and the town, to form thus a kind of postal service.
At harvest-time the undertaking of such excursions was avoided, because otherwise the slaves would have
been disturbed too much in their work. For the harvest of cloves sets in so suddenly and quickly, that one has
trouble to reap the entire blessing in good condition within the short space of time given for it.
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The harvest of rice too must always be finished quickly, whereas a postponement with sugar-cane, coconuts,
sweet potatoes and other produce of the country is not so dangerous.
Cattle are never used for farming purposes; agricultural implements exist hardly at all, not even the most
simple plough is known. Everything requires manual work. For digging the soil one has spades; the spikes of rice
are laboriously cut in sheaves with common small, straight knives.
Often the master or mistress take part in the cloves-harvest amidst their slaves, to stimulate them to greater
zeal. As is well known, the negro is very work-shy and has to be supervised very sharply and continuously, if he is
indeed to achieve something.
But with the cloves-harvest such permanent control is impossible. Then one has to make do with requiring
daily from each slave a certain quantity of cloves, according to his age and strength. Those who bring in more
receive extra payment for this; an appropriate punishment awaits the lazy, who neglect their duties.
Thus it is only the bringing in of the harvest which requires labour; people have indeed very little to worry
about harvest. The soil is so extraordinarily fertile, that no manure whatsoever is need ed, except that it is protected instinctively from drying up by burning the straw on the field.
The length of our stay on a plantation was exactly determined by our father; he fixed the day on which we had
to find ourselves back in town, in the evening between half past six and half past seven, af ter night had fallen. On
our departure, the overseer’s family received suitable gifts, selected by our father, and our closest lady neighbours
usually accompanied us for some distance.
As an escort, our father always sent one hundred to one hundred and fifty soldiers, who walked alongside the
long train. In spite of their heavy load of weapons (all were always carrying musket, shield, lance, sword and
dagger) they managed to keep pace with our riding animals.
On this occasion too, evening prayer at six o’clock was not permitted to be neglected, and so the entire company halted somewhere, usually at Ngambo, or at Mnasimodja,\fn{ Still a large public gathering place, used for parades and
other public celebrations, on the outskirts of Zanzibar town. } and alighted for prayer. Everyone carried a small mat, kept
particularly clean, on which he performed his prayer in the open air. If, as often happened, the mat was lost or left
behind at the house through the carelessness of the servants, one of the giant leaves of the moz-tree (banana tree)
was sent for, because prayer may only be performed on vegetable substance.
Finally, darkness fell in quickly; the great number of colossal lanterns were lighted, we again mounted our
riding animals and entered the town in almost fabulous brightness.
12
When I was about nine years old,\fn{ c.1853-54} the time came again for my father to travel to his old realm in
Oman.
This he did every three to four years to inspect the situation there personally. My eldest brother Tuêni,\fn{Born
in 1831 of an Ethiopian mother. After serving as governor of Muscat, he succeeded his father as Sultan of Oman (1856-1866). At his accession Zanzibar was separated from Oman } (often also called Suêni, but this is less correct), represented my father in Mes-

ket as regent and head of the family.
This time my father had a particularly urgent reason for traveling to Oman. The Persians had made several incursions in the neighbourhood of Baender Abbâs on the Persian Gulf which, though of little account in
themselves, might easily cause warlike complications. This small patch of land in Persian territory, certainly
important enough because it commanded the entrance to the Persian Gulf, brought us only trouble since the time it
had been conquered, and cost my father a very great deal of money. It was taken away from us at a later
date,\fn{The Persians seized Bandar Abbas and expelled its Omani governor in 1854 } which was certainly not a matter for
regret, because before that the Persians never left us in peace, for which they were not to be blamed at all.
We had as yet no steamers, only sailing ships. Thus we had to rely heavily on the wind and depend completely
on its caprices, which often delayed the voyage. The traveling preparations demanded at least eight to ten weeks
before everything finally had been baked and provided for.
The baking of the so-called captain’s biscuits took up much time, as about some one thousand persons had to
be provided for during ten weeks. Salt beef we did not know, and we would not have been allowed to enjoy preserves, even if we had had them, since they are harám (unclean, not in accordance with the dietary laws); it was
therefore necessary to take along an immense quantity of live stock, including a dozen milk cows. The quantities
of fruits which were embarked altogether cannot be estimated at all. All our forty-five plantations had to supply
fruits for the ships for days on end.
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All sons had permission to join in the voyage, but only few of the daughters on account of the inconveniences
usually caused by a woman in traveling. Of the saran too only a couple were taken along, just the most favoured
ones.
Not many of us cared much about going to Oman; the proud Omâni ladies treat those of Zanzibar as uncivillized creatures. This arrogance even prevailed among our brothers and sisters; a member of our family born in
Oman felt and imagined herself particularly aristocratic vis-à-vis us “Africans”. They are of the opinion that we,
who grew up among the negroes, must also have something from them. Our greatest uncouthness, they think, is
that we, (how awful!), speak another language besides Arabic.\fn{ The author was fluent in Swahili as well as Arabic:H}
As already mentioned several times, a great many of my brothers and sisters, and many more relatives, lived in
Oman. They were rather needy and just managed to live because of our father’s support. All of them expected to
receive presents at my father’s arrival, and so the luggage increased even more.
On this occasion everyone liked to think of his friends in distant Asia, and so the rather feeble correspondence
came somewhat to life, but ignorance of writing stood in the way; one must have seen people’s perplexity to have
an idea of this misery. One had one’s letters written by a third person, and strangers would read these to the addressees.
My brothers, and the male slaves conversant with writing, were more than overloaded for this purpose, and
when they were not able to do this, or did not want to (this happened also), one had willy-nilly to have the letters
written outside the house by utter strangers. It is obvious that such letters only very rarely have the ca pacity to
serve their purpose.
Here is a case in point.
A young lady calls to her slave:
“Feruz! go to such and such a kadi and tell him to write a beautiful letter to my lady friend in Oman; pay him
whatever he asks for.”
Then an abundance of details are commissioned to Feruz, which the kadi is to put into the letter. The kadi,
however, is pressed for time as he has a dozen or so such letters to write, and it is no wonder that he jumbles the
different orders. Feruz returns in triumph to his mistress:
“Bibi, here are the letters!”
The lady, however, being cautious, addresses herself to some literate person and has the kadi’s performance
read to her. Soon she is astonished and her terror rises with every word. The letter is drawn up completely false;
where she wanted to express her condolences, there is a congratulation and vice versa, etc. And so each letter has
to be rewritten several times and by several people, until it is just relatively fit to be sent.
At last everything was ready. The three-master Kitorie, i.e. Victoria (called after Her Majesty the Queen of
England), was for my father and his family, the two or three other ships for the retinue, the servants and the
luggage.
The number of travelers thus was very big in relation to the number of ships; however, the Oriental needs but
little room, he does not require a cabin of his own; when night falls, everyone looks out for a small place on deck
for himself and lies down there to go to sleep on the mat which he has taken along.
The retinue and the slaves embarked first; towards five o’clock in the morning they were followed by the
women, and towards midday by my father and his sons. My brothers Châlid and Madjid and the smaller ones
accompanied the travelers to the ship and remained there until the ships weighed anchor. Twenty-one cannonshots were my father’s last farewell salute to the country and to his family that remained behind.
Immediately a seldom-known quiet settled down in our house, though the overcrowding remained the same as
before. Everyone felt that the head of the family was absent and, in spite of the multitude of people, there reigned
a kind of loneliness.
My brother Châlid, as the eldest son in Zanzibar, was my father’s deputy; he came to our house several times a
week to make inquiries about our welfare and went as often to Bet il Mtoni to visit the inhabitants there, in particular to receive any wishes from our exalted stepmother.\fn{Azze bint Sêf}
As head of the family, Châlid was very strict, and we often had reason to complain of his harsh measures. Two
instances of this: once a fire broke out at Bet il Sahel, which was fortunately extinguished soon. As was quite
understandable, panic seized all of us at the outbreak and we rushed to the doors, but found them locked and
strictly guarded by soldiers. Châlid immediately had ordered them there so that it was impossible for us to expose
ourselves carelessly to the eyes of the population in broad daylight.
Another time he rudely turned a distant relative of ours, who was very influential in Zanzibar, out of a mosque
because he had dared to propose to him there for one of our sisters. For months the poor suitor was not permitted
to show himself, either in the assemblies which took place daily or in that mosque in which Châlid used to pray.
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But destiny chose that the rejected one brought another sister of ours home as his bride a few years later, after
Châlid’s and my father’s deaths.\fn{Châlid died in November, 1854}
To the annoyance of many, my father had appointed Chole as lady superintendent at Bet il Sahel and at Bet il
Tani for the period of his absence. It is understandable that this bright star of our house felt anything but happy in
her role of lady superintendent. How could she, since her office brought her only envy and ingratitude.
In spite of her good nature, it was impossible for her to please everybody; she too was only a human being,
like all of us mortals. The impossible was required from her, and nobody thought of the limits of her position. She
could not help much that she was my father’s favourite; but envy was too strong and took away all clear reason
from the envious ones.
In the meantime our three-masters often sailed to and fro between Oman and Zanzibar and we frequently
received news and presents from our father. Understandably, great joy always reigned at the arrival of such ships.
One could then always watch precipitation, noise, lively gestures, as are to be seen only with the Southerner.
Unfortunately, our brother Châlid shortly afterwards was called by the Lord. Regency fell to Madjid, now the
eldest son, who succeeded in winning the hearts everywhere through his amiable character.
One day a ship at last arrived which brought us the glad tidings that our father was about to leave Oman and to
return to Zanzibar. The news spread soon and put the entire country in a joyful state of mind. For our father had
been absent for about three years, and had been missed quite often. Even those who were not attached to him by
true love, at least rejoiced about the endless presents which he always used to bring along from Oman for young
and old. And so everybody was in suspense, and preparations were being made everywhere as for our greatest
feasts.
However, the time in which the travelers could easily have reached Zanzibar passed, and yet no ship was to be
seen. Gradually people in the house and in the country began to feel uneasy.
The Arab is fond of searching out so-called clairvoyants about the hidden future and in Swahili country, in
Zanzibar, this habit is particularly prominent. The Hungarian gypsies could very well go to school with their Swahili colleagues. The latter’s practice of falsehood and deceit is totally indescribable; on the other hand, credulity is
unbounded.
It is understandable that no means was left untried which might procure us an imaginary explanation about the
fact that the three ships were overdue; and so the soothsayers in our house came and went in groups. Often they
were fetched from the most remote nooks of the island, many miles off, especially from the tribe of the Wachadimu;\fn{Correctly, Wahadimu; they are often considered to be the original inhabitants of Zanzibar } if old, they were put on a
donkey and brought in triumph.
There was an unusually strange appearance of a prophetess, about whom the story went that she, or rather her
unborn child, foretold the future. Such a monster had never been heard of before, and had therefore to be procured
and interrogated.
It was on an afternoon (the scene has impressed itself indelibly upon my memory) that this woman soothsayer,
or rather holy person who was of a quite unnatural corpulence, passed by me. The child, whom she allegedly had
carried under her heart for years, was rather omniscient; it could tell about everything that was going on on the
heights of the mountains and to be seen in the depths of the ocean. Now it would tell us about our father’s state of
health and explain why his arrival was so much delayed.
In an audible, but very squeaking voice the monster reported its observations, while the entire, numerous gathering was spellbound. It pretended to see several three-masters on the high sea steering for Zanzibar, and to be
about to mount on the mast of my father’s ship to see everything that was going on on it. After a while it depicted
in detail what every single person was doing at that moment. Finally, it ordered plentiful sacrifices to be brought,
to secure the further favour of the spirits of the sea and to protect and shield the travelers in this way from pos sible evil.
The commands of this unique example of a child were of course executed with the strictest exactness, and for
several days the professional beggars, legions of whom are harboured on our beautiful island, could indulge in
abundance of meat, fowls and rice, which we caused to be distributed among them, as well as clothing and ready
money.
Ashamed, I later perceived that all of us had simply fallen victim to a ventriloquist. At that time all of us
believed firmly in the miraculous child that was able to unveil the invisible, that which is completely concealed to
human observation. It is not quite clear to me whether the woman was a swindler and as such was bent on fraud in
full consciousness. No one there had ever heard of a ventriloquist and so nobody was able to think of such a
possible explanation. Perhaps the woman herself had no clear understanding of the affair and believed herself to
have an educated and particularly privileged child when hearing these enigmatic sounds for the first time, and had
become a cunning swindler only gradually.
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People in our parts are fond of everything mysterious; the more secretive and impenetrable an affair appears,
the more it is believed. Everybody believes in invisible spirits, good and evil. When somebody has died, his room
is fumigated intensively for days with incense and, since people believe that the deceased’s soul still often has a
longing to return and especially likes to dwell in the death-room, one is very reluctant to enter it, and not at any
price at night.
Superstition indeed reigns in Zanzibar. In sickness, at betrothal, in pregnancy, on all possible occasions, the
help of female soothsayers is called in. One wants to learn from them whether the disease is curable and how long
it is to last; whether the betrothal will be crowned with happiness; whether the expected child is a boy or a girl,
and so on.
If, as obviously happens endless times, the very opposite of the prophecy occurs, the soothsayer always has her
plausible answer at hand; she declares to have had her evil star that day and … trusts to be more successful next
time.
This is accepted. The man or woman who fling themselves into such a business, are not in a bad way at all and
have succeeded.
13
Day after day, week after week passed without my father arriving; only the eternal doings of the female soothsayers somewhat shortened the time for us, so that they did at least something good, even if their prophecies did
not come true.
Finally on an afternoon, many still being engaged at prayer, the joyful news spread that a fisherman had seen
several ships on the high sea bearing our flag, but had not dared to approach them on account of the stormy
weather.
That could be no one but our father! All hurried to put on state- and joy dresses, prepared now for weeks. In
this way we always dressed and decked ourselves out when some beloved one was to be received on coming
home from a voyage or from a victorious campaign, while on a day of parting, we also outwardly expressed our
sorrow through our plainest and most unadorned garments.
While the fisherman again and again had to assure us that he had spoken the truth, a mounted courier was sent
to our exalted stepmother at Bet il Mtoni to inform her too of the news. In the courtyard slaughtering, cooking and
baking took place, the rooms were perfumed most profusely and everything was prepared in the best way. By the
fisherman’s report, the arrival of the ships was to be expected within two or three hours.
Madjid and his retinue hastened to meet our father. They pushed off in two cutters, battling against a heavy
storm, which threatened to destroy them and their crafts every moment. They hoped to be back in our midst
together with our father by seven o’clock in the evening at the latest.
But man proposes and God disposes.
Time went on, seven o’clock had long since gone by and not the least trace of the ships could be detected. An
unusual unrest took possession of the entire town, but mainly in our house. There was a foreboding of something
evil, but not that which we were to learn so soon.
It was feared that Madjid and his company had lost their lives in the raging storm, and that my father’s arrival
naturally had been delayed somewhat by this terrible discovery. Then gradually the belief gained ground that all
vessels, both large and small, had foundered in the storm. Conjectures were heaped upon conjectures. Nobody
cared to go to bed, not even the smallest children, until the expected ones had arrived safely.
Suddenly a rumour spread, which at first no one would believe. The whole palace was said to be surrounded
and strongly guarded by several hundred soldiers. Everyone rushed to the windows to convince himself.
The night was pitch dark, and everywhere around we only saw the glimmering of the slow-matches of the
soldiers’ muskets, a sight which could not work soothingly on the minds already frightened to death. It was
moreover reported that no one was permitted by the soldiers to go in or out.
What has occurred? Why are we locked in?, all asked themselves. Above all it was again and again debated
who was the originator of these measures. As far as was known, Madjid had not yet returned and his own house,
in which we very well could discern shapes walking to and fro with burning lights, was no less guarded by sinister
forms than our own.
As all the eunuchs and other male slaves sleep outside the house, we were the worst off; the whole house
lodged only women and helpless children. With great courage a few brave women pressed forward to the front
hall in the ground floor, where only one door separated them from the large guard-room which lay directly behind
the portal. From there they could easily speak with the guards.
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But the latter showed themselves stern and merciless and refused all information, in obedience to their instructtions. When the shrieking and questioning of the female slaves became too much for them, they swore by all that
is holy that they would simply shoot them down if they did not keep quiet.
People cried and accused the invincible power, which certainly must be an evil one; the children cried and
shrieked everywhere, without letting themselves be comforted; the pious prayed to the Almighty. In short, our
house imparted a spectacle which defies all description. Anyone suddenly transferred unsuspectedly into the
dreadful confusion during this frightful night would undoubtedly have thought himself in a lunatic asylum.
Morning began to dawn, and still we did not know why we were treated as prisoners, nor what had become of
Madjid. However, in spite of all anxiety and excitement, the groups broke up at a fixed time to perform the duty
of morning prayer.
But then, who could describe our horror, when at last we clearly saw our fleet cast anchor, flying mourning
flags.
Lamentation was immense when early in the morning our gates were opened and our brothers came to us,
without our father!
Only now did it become clear to us for whom the ships were mourning, what an irreparable loss we and our
country had to bewail. Our dear father was no more!
During the voyage from Oman to Zanzibar, amidst only a small number of his children and faithful, the Lord’s
call had overtaken him, the Lord Whom he had always served with the greatest humility! The gunshot wound in
his leg, from which he had suffered so long, finally had put an end to his dear life.
The deceased not only had been the most loving head of the family, he was also the most conscientious prince
and true father for his people. The general mourning of his death proved how sincerely he had been loved by all.
From every house black flags were hanging, even the poorest huts had displayed a small black flag.
From Barghash, who had been with our father on the same ship and had been present at his death, we learned
details about our father’s illness and dying hour. To him we also were indebted that the dear remains had not been
sunk into the bottomless sea, as is in fact ordained by Muslim law. He had insisted that they be taken along to
Zanzibar; he even had had them preserved in a coffin to render the transport possible.
It was natural piety for our dear father which inspired all this in him, and yet he thereby trespassed not only
against our customs and usages, but against our religion. For a coffin is completely inadmissible for us; all of us,
whether prince or beggar, should immediately and directly be lowered into the bowels of mother earth, to become
once again that from which we have been taken.
We now also learned why we had been so strongly guarded the night before.
Madjid and his retinue had suffered severely from the storm and had given themselves up as lost. Their small
boats were only built for coastal service, and had to sail out far into the high sea, before they reached the ships.
But they did not find Barghash there; as the eldest son on the flotilla, the latter had taken over command and
had quietly gone ashore with the body, to have it interred secretly and unobserved in our burial-place.
There is an old tradition according to which disputes on the succession to the throne are settled in the presence
of the corpse of father or brother, under the supposition that natural piety as a rule will come to the legitimate
successor’s aid.
But Barghash wanted to seize power himself. He knew that at such a solemn transaction everything would be
in favour of the elder brother Madjid, and decided to thwart such a situation completely. He relied more upon
overt violence and above all upon a quick surprise attack on the persons shaken by the death news.
That is why, on landing, he immediately had ordered our house and Madjid’s to be surrounded with the
intention to capture him there.
But his plan miscarried because Madjid had put to sea already. Afterwards he tried to explain his measures by
saying that he had wanted to prevent a possible revolution.
Madjid who, as mentioned before, had already reigned in Zanzibar as deputy since Châlid’s death, thus kept
the government and proclaimed himself sovereign the same morning. But we all were in anxious suspense whether he really now was our chief, or whether our eldest brother Tuêni, who again had remained in Oman, would
not want to forcibly obtain the position to which he was entitled.
14
Our mourning was full of tradition.
In the first place, all of us, young and old, had to lay aside our costly garments and were only allowed to wrap
ourselves in the most common black cotton dresses; the richly embroidered masks had to be replaced by those of
plain black material. Anointing or perfuming of any kind was strictly avoided, and the woman who just once
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sprinkled her garments with some attar of roses or only just rosewater, was considered heartless, or was at least
decried everywhere as coquettish.
At least during the first days, none of the grown-up people slept in beds; since our father slumbered directly in
the earth, his relatives, if wishing to cherish him and to show piety, should not enjoy such ease.
For a full fortnight our house resembled one of the greatest inns in the world. For during this period anyone
was permitted to come and eat his fill, prince as well as beggar. According to old custom, the deceased’s favourite
dish in particular was always cooked and put before the poor in enormous quantities.
All the wives of the deceased without exception, the legitimate female slaves as well as the purchased ones,
have to submit to a special religious mourning, which lasts a full four months. These unfortunates have to mourn
their husbands or masters in a dark room; they are not allowed to step out intentionally into the brightness of the
day, let alone into the sunlight. If a terîke (widow) has to leave her artificially darkened room and pass a bright
gallery, she must throw a thick, black cloak over her mask, and cover herself in such a manner that she is just able
to see her way. In consequence, the eye becomes quite lucifugous, and can only cautiously and gradually be
exposed again to the light after the expiration of the term of mourning.
Right at the beginning the widows are formerly bound over to their state of widowhood by the kadi, a kind of
priest, with certain ceremonial words; they, of course, show themselves to him completely covered. With equally
fixed ceremonies, the kadi must release them again formally after the lapse of the four months.
At the day of their release, the widows have to go through many other ceremonies, originating from dark
superstition. Before everything else, they have to wash themselves all at the same time from head to foot; as long
as this lasts, a female slave stands behind each of them, beating together two sword blades over her mistress’s
head in a regular rhythm (poor people clatter at least with a pair of nails: it must be iron). Because of the great
number of widows left by my father, this ceremony could not take place in the baths which, in spite of their size,
were yet too limited for that; the washing of all these women took place on the beach, and a very peculiar, lively,
curious spectacle it was.
The widow now puts on other clothing. From that moment onwards she is allowed to think of re-marrying. If
the male members of our family and our own slaves had access to us before, our mothers, during these four
months, could only be seen by our brothers.
During the first year of our mourning some of us visited our father’s tomb regularly on Thursday evening, on
the eve of the Muslim Sunday that is. The tomb was a square building covered by a large cupola, in which several
of my brothers and sisters were resting. After the recital of the first sura of the Kurân (in some way the Muslim’s
Lord’s Prayer) and of other prayers, and after the Almighty’s mercy had been implored for the deceased and for
the forgiveness of their sins, costly attar of roses and rosewater was sprinkled over the graves, which were also
fumigated with amber and musk, all this under repeated, loud lamentations about the loss suffered.
Muslims have an unshakeable belief in immortality, and so they also think that the deceased’s soul is allowed,
unobserved of course, to visit the abode of his former existence and his relatives on special occasions. For this
reason people like to go to a favourite grave to impart joy and trouble to the deceased’s immortal spirit, who also
in the hereafter takes such an intimate interest in our condition.
As long as our mothers were mourning, everything in our houses remained unchanged, for no business matter
whatsoever could be transacted during this period. Moreover, we first had to come to terms with our brothers and
sisters in Oman.
Immediately a ship was dispatched there to convey the message of the misfortune which had hit us so hard.
Which attitude would Tuêni adopt to all this, he who, as our father’s oldest son, should be his legitimate successsor? Would he come to an understanding with Madjid, or was a warlike family feud threatening us? Such questions were discussed daily.
Some months later our brother Mhammed\fn{ Mhammad ibn Said ibn Sultan, born in 1826 of an Ethiopian mother, later
governor of Sumail in Oman.} arrived in Zanzibar as the representative of all our brothers and sisters living in Oman,
to arrange the division of the inheritance in particular. When he had settled his task, he returned to Mesket as soon
as possible.
Mhammed was considered the most pious of our entire family; from his early youth he had cared little for the
world and worldly interests. Averse to all outward glamour and all outward goods, he had never been happy in his
station as a prince. He attached little value to wealth and never dressed ostentatiously; on the contrary most
plainly and simply.
He was struck most unpleasantly by the exuberance of Zanzibar, because people in Oman were unaccustomed
to such wealth; he honestly felt unhappy in this splendour. Thence his great hurry to turn away from this to the
simpler circumstances of our Asiatic native country.
The question of the succession remained unfinished.
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Madjid, who had the power in Zanzibar in hand, did not trouble himself at all whether Tuêni, who now fully
took over the government in Oman, was satisfied with this illegal limitation. The latter had not ac knowledged him
formally as Sultan of Zanzibar. A kind of arrangement was afterwards entered into through English mediation,\fn
{This is a reference to Lord Charles John Canning, at the time First Earl Canning, and Governor-General of India, and his Award of April
2, 1861; he died scarcely a year later } according to which Madjid should pay yearly a certain sum of money to the elder
brother.
But Madjid bound himself to this for a short time only, and soon discontinued the payment, because this might
easily be regarded as a kind of tribute, and he himself as a vassal of Oman. Tuêni was not in a position to do
anything about this; he had to fight his way through many battles in Oman itself, and his means were by far no
match for those of the rich ruler of Zanzibar; he would not have been able even to try to assert his rights through
force of arms.
Since then Oman and Zanzibar have remained two distinct sovereignties, independent from each other, without
a formal stipulated pact.
On the other hand, the brothers and sisters, with Mhammed’s participation, came to terms about the division of
our father’s private estate.
A State according to European standards does not exist in Zanzibar; therefore, everything that follows from
this concept is missing; above all one does not know anything of public revenue and public expenditure. All the
proceeds arising from customs duties simply were the ruler’s, our father’s, neat private property. From these and
especially from the yields of his plantations, he being the largest landowner on the island, he defrayed all
expenses and filled his treasury. In return for that, there were, at least in my time, neither income tax nor any other
taxes, of which there is such an abundance in this country.
This entire private property was divided between us brothers and sisters; even the men-of-war were treated as
private property and they were charged at a certain valuation to Tuêni and Madjid, who took them.
In matters of inheritance, Muslim law considerably favours sons over daughters. This is substantiated by the
fact that a man is obliged to maintain an entire family, which a woman is not. Consequently, we sisters each
received only half as much as our brothers.
My brother Ralub, my former playmate at Bet il Mtoni, and I were then declared of age, though neither of us
was quite twelve years old. This was unusually early, even for our customs, but the times were unusual too for our
family, and one change followed the other. Both of us therefore also fully received our share of the inheritance
and stood now at twelve years on our own feet. Our brothers and sisters who were still younger remained under
Madjid’s guardianship, who therefore administered their property.
In his last will, my father had directed that his childless women should be taken care of for life. The mothers of
his children, however, were paid a relatively small capital once and for all. He may have assumed that we ourselves might take care of our mothers; thereby, however, they became completely dependent upon their children.
But our father had judged his children correctly; to my joy and to the honour of all my brothers and sisters
(there were thirty-six of us alive at the time of his death) I can assure that none has disap pointed his fine trust.
Everyone loved and honoured his mother as before, no one has ever taken advantage of his privileged position in
relation to her.
It would have been highly damnable indeed. Mother remains mother, whether she is a born princess or a purchased slave; in relation to her child she needs neither rank nor wealth, she always is duly entitled to the greatest
respect.
Shortly after the inheritance had been divided, our house, so overcrowded before, became lonely and empty, at
least in comparison with previous times. A great number of my brothers and sisters, together with their mothers
and their personal male and female slaves, moved from my father's houses to set up house for themselves. Chole,
Shewâne, Aashe, my mother and myself did not want to follow this example immediately, and so I continued to
live with my mother and with them at Bet il Tani for some time more.
At Bet il Mtoni too changes took place, because Semsem moved to her estate until she married, and Mettle
soon afterwards to hers. It was indeed necessary that some of us left the large house, since all of us were in a
position that we could live henceforth independently and without limitations according to our taste. The housing
shortage should be alleviated somewhat on behalf of the younger brothers and sisters under age.
While during our father’s lifetime we had all been fed in common from one large pot, enormous indeed, this
now was changed of course. All those who had received their inheritance had from now on to take care of
themselves. Circumstances remained only the same as before for the brothers and sisters under age as well as for
their mothers and slaves, and for the women who had no children.
Madjid had to look after all of them, for which purpose their fortune and its revenues were of course at his
disposal.
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In the course of my narrative I have already spoken of my brothers and sisters, in detail about some of them,
more succinctly about others. How many brothers and sisters I have had in all, I do not know; a great number
certainly had died before my father; I don’t think that I err when I estimate that their total was about one hundred.
When my father died, thirty-six were alive, eighteen sons and eighteen daughters.
It would hardly be of interest for the European reader if I were to enumerate all of them separately and depict
the character and fortunes of all of them. On the other hand, I cannot refrain from saying here somewhat more
about at least some of them, and I would like to call special attention to a series of charac ters and features, which
seem appropriate to illustrate more clearly and sharply life, customs and images of my home country.
*
My father, who directed government himself and watched over everything personally, found little time to
occupy himself with his small children; with great love he devoted himself to the grown-up ones. Thereby he
often roused the greatest jealousy among the group of the little ones who, like the older brothers, had to remain
standing straight like sentries, while the elder sisters were allowed to sit on the sofa by his side. My childish
jealousy turned against my sister Sharîfe in particular, that of my brothers against Hilâl.\fn{ Hilâl, Said ibn Sultan’s
eldest son, was made governor of Muscat in 1830. His father disinherited him in 1844, and banished him to Aden, where he died in 1851.
The reasons have never been made wholly clear. }

Sharîfe, the daughter of a Circassian, was a dazzling beauty with the complexion of a German blonde. Besides,
she possessed a sharp intellect, which made her into a faithful advisor of my father’s. In war-time as well as in
peace-time he discussed everything with her and, as I was told later, he was said to have hardly ever had reason to
complain about her advice. Certainly more proof that a woman in the Orient is not a mere cipher at all.
For a short period only, she was not on good terms with our father.
Following the promptings of her heart she married a cousin who, in the eyes of our father, did not seem to
possess the qualities of character which he desired in the husband of his darling daughter. Afterwards she kept
aloof from the paternal home, until finally our father’s displeasure subsided.
She had made a happy choice, and remained the only wife of her husband. Her only child, Shnun, an extremely
pretty boy whom she loved passionately but brought up very strictly, was my playmate. Every Friday when he
came to us with his mother, he brought me some trifling gift, in particular at the time when the monsoon (mossem)
directed the ships from Mesket to us.
Sharîfe had many connections there; she loved Mesket above everything, and ended her life there as our
father’s companion on his last voyage.
*
When I came to know Bet il Sahel, Chole, as already mentioned, became my ideal. She too was particularly
close to our father; her enchanting personality, her cheerfulness and charm won him over completely.
I have never met with another woman whose appearance possessed such a complete, beautiful harmony as
Chole’s did. She knew how to dress very elegantly, and everything suited her well. If everyone appeared in the
finest Lyons velvet and she wore only cotton garments, she still set off to advantage against the others like a born
princess against her subjects. Her judgment in all matters of fashion was considered as infallible as that of the
Empress Eugenie\fn{Doña María Eugenia Ignacia Augustina de Palafox-Portocarrero de Guzmán y Kirkpatrick, 16th Countess of Teba
and 15th Marchioness of Ardales (1826-1920), known as Eugénie de Montijo, the last Empress consort of the French, from 1853 to 1871, as
the wife of Napoleon III, Emperor of the French (1852-1870)} for the European world at her time.

Chole’s mother, who was from Mesopotamia, was so prudent and clever that our father entrusted her with the
superintendence of the household at Bet il Sahel. Chole had always much to suffer from her full sister Aashe, who
was considerably older, but she bore it with touching patience. If sharp tongues wanted to slander Aashe in her
presence, she always dismissed them coolly. I alone, to whom she confided all her pain and from whom she did
not withhold any secret in spite of my youth, I alone knew how deeply she was hurt by her sister’s behaviour.
“Oh my God, Salme,” she often burst out in tears, “what have I done and how can I help it that my father is
pleased to favour me? Do I not share with her all his presents? Is it my fault that our father always requires my
services?”
Unfortunately, so many others in the house persecuted her with equal envy. If people wanted her intercession
with our father, they flattered her; but soon everyone had forgotten the proofs of her love.
She assisted her mother in superintending the household, and later our father entrusted her with it in complete
independence. This gave rise to all kinds of new complaints; it was impossible for her to satisfy everybody in the
overcrowded palace.
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If, with the great heat, a hen, a piece of meat, a fish had decayed, if fruits from the plantations ar rived overdue
or mashed, if goods purchased for distribution did not turn out satisfactorily, if there had been a failure in the crop
of roses in Turkey so that we were not able to cover our great need of rosewater and attar of roses: Chole was to
blame for all of it; she was held responsible for everything.
But she was even more blamed for the fact that our father took her with him into his treasure-chamber or sent
her there by herself. Her enemies would have liked best to search her on the threshold, in the same way as is done
with the pearl divers in the Persian Gulf, to prevent her from secretly taking out something for herself. Unfortunately, jealousy and envy went that far.
Moreover, these numerous adversaries one day were startled by the horrible news that our father had made her
a present of a splendid, very precious diadem, which he personally had ordered for her from Persia.
This indeed magnificent diadem was made of palms of pure gold, richly set with diamonds, a big one in the
middle and the others decreasing in size down to the coping stones. The shape was such that Chole could not wear
it with the hair-dress we have; it was rather a valuable treasure for times of scarcity of money.
In view of the fondness every Oriental woman has for any kind of jewelry, it is understandable that the present
of such a magnificent piece only increased the number of Chole’s enemies. Such a preference was even bitterly
taken amiss against our father himself, who was in no position at all to satisfy his big family in all their wishes.
And how did Chole meet this envy?
That was her best side: she always remained equally amiable, equally obliging towards everybody. A thought
of vengeance or retaliation never crossed her mind; her word always was:
“If only my father is satisfied with my doings, that is enough for me.”
As long as I was a child Chole faithfully took care of me, and afterwards she became my dearest friend.
Especially from the moment she moved from Bet il Sahel to Bet il Tani after my father’s death, our relationship
became extremely intimate.
We were continuously together: I dined at her place, or she at mine; our talks continued until late at night and
we sought our rest by each other’s side. It will be shown further on how great an influence she gained over me.
She kept her love for me all her life. In 1871, after my husband’s death, she had a letter written to me—since
she was unversed in writing—that I could send her one of my children, whom she wanted to adopt. As the child
would have had to embrace Islam, I could not accede to that.
Her liberality and kindness had become proverbial. Her subordinates were very well off in her service; she
forgave every fault in them, and always interceded for other persons’ slaves. For instance, I had a Nubian female
slave, who had learned the culinary art admirably well with her former Persian mistress in Oman. But no matter
how well she cared for my physical well-being, she soon became unbearable because everything which came near
her disappeared. All warnings and unmaskings were to no avail, and so I finally decided to sell the thief. When
Zafrâne, as the monster was called, heard this, she escaped under cover of darkness to my Chole’s plantation to
beg for her amiable help. She indeed managed to receive her compassion and, for my sister’s sake, there was nothing else I could do but keep the dangerous person.
After our father’s death Chole (who did not receive more than the rest of us) obtained with her inheritance one
of our most beautiful plantations,\fn{ It has not been independently identified} which our father used to visit most.
Because of the beautiful palace with the magnificent furniture that went with it, the plantation became very
expensive and yielded only little. But her piety for our father, who had loved her as the apple of his eye, made her
overlook all such counting; she willingly made the greatest sacrifices only to possess his favourite resort.
Every year she went for two to three months to Sebe, as the plantation was called, around the period of the
clove harvest. Unforgettable for me are the days in which I strolled hand in hand with my Chole under the deliciously fragrant trees of the garden in which we conversed harmlessly and unrestrictedly with the numerous children of the slaves or, sitting in the deep embrasures, watched the doings of the people. Our father’s magnificently
furnished room was not used at all, and only opened for distinguished guests at their special request.
She practised hospitality in the most grandiose way, and the beauty of Sebe always attracted many visits. The
rarest plants, otherwise unknown in Zanzibar, embellished the garden and everything was faithfully cultivated by
the highly esteemed overseer, just as it had been in our father’s time.
In front of the solid high wall which enclosed the garden, there was a very pretty stone building in the shadow
of a magnificent tree, surpassing the biggest oaks here. It contained one hall only, paved with marble, furnished
with wall mirrors reaching up to the ceiling, with coloured lamps in great quantities, and with numerous bamboo
chairs. When staying in Sebe, our father used to meet here with his gentlemen and to have coffee in the evening.
Now we could visit undisturbed this beautiful, cool spot, could enjoy ourselves here like children and remember
our dear father.
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The much-loved, much-envied and much-hated Chole is no more of this world; I was to lose her in 1875. It is
said that she fell victim to a treacherous poisoning, on which no true light could ever be shed. She always remains
close to me in spirit.
*
Seldom indeed did nature, at endowing two full sisters, show such whim as with Chole and Aashe.
If Aashe was small and of dark complexion, Chole was tall and of clear complexion; if Aashe was completely
disfigured by pockmarks, Chole represented the perfect beauty of an Oriental woman; if Aashe displayed a
formal, reserved, even cold character, Chole enchanted because of her natural amiability and kindness, though
intellectually Aashe was superior to her.
The contrast could not have been sharper. Asiatic relatives who visited us could therefore not believe that with
Aashe and Chole, full sisters were standing before them.
Poor Aashe was fully aware how terribly her face was disfigured by pockmarks, and for that reason she hardly
ever showed herself unmasked; even amongst her brothers and sisters and before her servants she was always
covered. It is understandable that she did not care much about her outward appearance. For her station, she always
dressed very plainly and, in comparison with her brothers and sisters, she appeared almost austere. One single
Abyssinian female slave, very capable for cleaning and hair-dressing, served her as hair-dresser, milliner and
chambermaid all in one.
On the other hand, she was reputed far and wide as a first-class gourmet and indeed, one could have made
one’s rounds among us without running into an equally fine table as the one found at her house. Young people,
therefore, were gladly placed under her proved kitchen staff to acquire the many secrets of the culinary art
properly. Even my brother Madjid had partly boarded with her; every day he had five to eight dishes prepared by
her, for which he paid a fixed sum monthly.
Because of her cleverness she frequently was called in as arbiter and, in all modesty, she always managed to hit
upon the right thing. This keen mind was to the advantage of her finances in particular; she actually managed
exemplarily, a praise which only a few of us deserved. Her cash-box was never at an ebb, not even at harvest time,
when our purses had to be filled in the first place. Extravagant people, on the other hand, chided her now and then
for being miserly.
Her favourite brother was poor Hilâl. With rare devotion she was attached to him, and after his death she in
every respect took a motherly care of his eldest son Suud.
*
Chadudj, Madjid’s sister, is already known to the reader. In our house she was better liked than Aashe, but she
was less in touch with us because she lived with Madjid, whom she loved above all.
In later years she took a mother’s place with our youngest brother Nasor, who was an orphan twice over. After
Madjid’s death, thoroughly weary of life, she went with Nasor to the last refuge of the Muslims, to Mecca; there
both were called away soon from this world one after the other.\fn{ Nasor perished whilst only in his twenties}
*
When I went to Bet il Sahel, Shewâne became my playmate; though older than myself, she was, of all my
brothers and sisters, closest to me in age.
Endowed with a keen mind, muscular strength and a glance which might have subdued a lion, she could not
but play an important role in the house. She simply selected me as her errand-boy; everyday she made me feel her
hand, and as a reward for my services I was rewarded at most with the flattering compliment:
“You white ape!”
For she was the daughter of an Abyssinian worman, a people known with us for both their hot temper and their
shrewdness. I originated from a “white” mother, which fact exposed me to many an attack from my dark-skinned
brothers and sisters. My brother Djemshid had still more to suffer from them, for he had inherited from his blond
mother not only her hair, but also her blue eyes.
Soon after our father’s death, Shewâne also lost her mother and her only full brother Ali,\fn{ In 1870} who was a
completely different character and therefore enjoyed greater popularity. Half-grown, she was alone in the world,
so totally different from what she wished it to be. Among the numerous brothers, she could take at most a lively
interest in Madjid, and this only out of piety for Ali, who had entertained intimate friendship with the former.
Her indeed majestic figure and the almost classical beauty of her features lent her a dignity which impressed
everyone. The main trait of her character was a pronounced feeling of self-reliance. She never could bring herself
to take advice of anybody, and so nobody knew exactly what she had in mind.
Unversed in writing, she was thoroughly exploited by a cunning negro slave. In spite of her rough manners,
she was extraordinarily charitable, and for her subordinates she was a severe, but always just mistress. She tried to
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possess the most handsome and selected slaves, and loaded them with the most costly weapons and jewels.
Everything about her breathed love of splendour and wealth, like in a fabulous world.
Notwithstanding all the bad treatment which I had to endure at her hands in my youth, I was the only sister
who got on with her to some extent. When, in a favourable moment, I now and again told her how people found
fault with her because of her high expenses, in particular because of her numerous train of slaves, she quite pas sively answered she knew very well that she would not have long to live and that she wanted, during her lifetime,
partly to give her fortune to the poor, partly to dissipate it as quickly as possible, so that there would be nothing
for us to inherit.
She was rich; besides the paternal inheritance, Ali’s considerable fortune had also fallen to her. Nevertheless,
she continued to live in the paternal house, something which was generally judged unfavourably.
Shewâne did not care at all for the opinion of others. Though residing under the same roof with hundreds of
people, she took notice of nobody and only lived for and among her numerous slaves.
hus it came to pass that we were informed too late of her severe illness. Angered at the presumed unkindness
of Chole and myself, she did not wish to receive any more visits; much as our hearts bled, we could not act
against her wish. She always carried her will through.
When she saw that her blooming life faced decomposition as a result of an irresistible, galloping consumption,
she made her slaves solemnly promise that no one should see her in death except the female corpse-washer. Her
order was strictly carried out. Hardly had Shewâne died when her room was firmly locked. Only after the corpse
had been washed, sprinkled with camphor, wrapped sevenfold with white linen which also covered the face
according to the prescriptions of the law, only then were we admitted to her.
Completely upset, I knelt before the corpse and embraced her, unmindful of the scared souls who tried to drag
me away while warning of the contagion. At such moments selfishness, which governs us so much, withdraws
from us, even if only for a short time.
In spite of the difference of our characters, I was devoted to Shewâne with all my heart; I always defended her;
those who took no notice of her rough manners and eccentricities had to love her even more. Her pride and
ambition exposed her to many enemies; especially elderly people did not wish to tolerate them. Pride in particular
was one of the many riddles in her character, since her soul was impregnated by a firm, complete faith.
Even in dying she took care of her town slaves and the upper country slaves. She not only set them free, but
also bequeathed to them all their costly arms and jewels, besides one whole estate for their maintenance. Those
who had given themselves so much trouble should not have to work for money after her death.
*
Like Shewâne, Mettle was the daughter of an Abyssinian woman, but of so fair a complexion that one would
not think of her descent by looking at her. As long as I was living at Bet il Mtoni, she was my playmate, together
with her brother Ralub. Following an illness, her mother was totally paralyzed and could not devote herself much
to her two children; this, however, had not harmed them at all; both became excellent, worthy persons.
The poor sufferer was obliged to live on the ground-floor, where otherwise only the huge store-rooms were to
be found, and so the room was anything but suitable as sick-room. Mouldy cellar smell filled the room in which
my brother and sister grew up.
In front of this room, directly on the bank of the murmuring river Mtoni, a special resting-place had been
erected, not a meter high and three to four square metres in surface. Here the patient sat or lay all day long, and let
herself be nursed by her good children and her slaves.
Her step-children and their mothers also liked to visit and entertain her. My mother in particular used to read to
her from the Kurân and other holy books, because the patient, like most other women who came to us as adults,
was unversed in reading.
Mettle and Ralub were an unusual couple, full of the most heartily childish love of their mother and always
bent on pleasing the poor woman. Mettle in particular, who was my senior by some years, was amiable; she
always gave in to our whims, the best playmate in the world.
After our father’s death, Mettle became my nearest neighbour on her estate. During our stay on our estates we
visited each other daily. The joyous Ralub delighted to disturb this calm, because, together with his friends, he
often used to surprise us. This always caused a hopeless confusion, since we were not allowed to show our selves
to strangers, and to watch this was Ralub’s main purpose.
The rest of the year Mettle lived at Bet il Mtoni, also after her mother’s death, until she married a distant
cousin in town. Two charming twin boys formed her only delight. Whenever I went to see her, she always carried
one boy on the arm or held both together on her knees. In our house there was no other character so unassuming,
contented with everything; she was the very opposite to Shewâne.
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But this too did not please many people; they thought that such a modesty was not fitting for a princess. She
then declared that she would always remain the same, whether she frequented a prince or a beggar, her distinction
would in her eyes not suffer at all from that.
“That I do not like to always walk around in velvet and silk, that is my business; am I for that reason worth less
than my brothers and sisters? Do I not remain my father’s daughter at all times?”
To my shame, I must confess that at that time I had no understanding at all for this philosophy; only later did I
have the opportunity to reflect on this wisdom and to appreciate it fully.
*
Zeyâne and Semsem are full sisters, children of an Abyssinian mother. When we were still living at Bet il
Mtoni, there existed, as already mentioned, an intimate friendship between my mother and Zeyâne. The latter had
a small weak spot for me, in any case spoiled me more than my mother approved of.
Our rooms were far apart, so that I had to pass two staircases and the entire courtyard before I could reach
Zeyâne and Semsem. But then I stayed all the longer with them, often five to seven hours of the day, to my
mother’s despair. Frequently messenger after messenger arrived to fetch me, but to no avail until finally my
mother set out herself, and then also stayed with the sisters for the afternoon or evening.
To Zeyâne I owe the first instruction in pillow-lace making; in this she had acquired a quite peculiar skill.
Alone or with my mother, she invented the prettiest designs, which no one was permitted to see until they could
be denoted as completely successful.
Because of her amiable character Zeyâne made friends everywhere; in particular she never tired of attending to
sick and helpless persons and of comforting them. When our father was not staying at Bet il Mtoni with his
gentlemen-companions, the women could go out at will. Zeyâne could then often be seen walking, accompanied
by one or two loaded slaves, to this or that family of officials, whom she always left behind, their hearts filled
with gratitude.
When the day of our move to Bet il Watoro arrived, my mother and Zeyâne cried bitter tears; they were aware
of the fact that they would see each other only rarely. Zeyâne hated the town and could not often bring herself to
visit it; my mother was prevented from paying frequent visits to Bet il Mtoni by all kinds of obligations.
The last day, my mother being very occupied, I very early went to Zeyâne to be with her as long as possible.
She broke out in tears, overwhelmed me with all sorts of farewell presents, gave me boiled eggs as I liked them in
particular, in short, she sought to demonstrate her love to me. At this, she admonished me to behave well, to be
religious and to cause true joy to my mother.
It is impossible for me to describe the farewell. My childish mind was the more impressed because immediately afterwards I went with my mother to our mightily unbending stepmother Azze bint Sêf to bid her farewell
too.
*
By far prettier than Zeyâne, Semsem possessed all the good, noble qualities of her sister, who was taken away
soon from us by death. I only came to know her later, when we became neighbours on our estates.
By nature she was extraordinarily practical; averse to exaggerated luxury, she only liked things simple and
solid; everything prospered under her hands, something which rarely happens in an Arab house; if I may express
myself in this way, she on the whole came nearest to the German ideal of a housewife.
Towards me she behaved quite motherly, as I had been her dearly beloved Zeyâne’s favourite. When I did
something wrong, which unfortunately happened frequently, she always looked at me with her large, tender eyes
for a long time and in silence.
“What a pity,” she then said, “that your dear mother had to leave you alone so early in this wicked world.
Indeed, if Zeyâne were still alive, she would have been your second mother and you would have remained a child
for still a long time. For after all you are a child yet and do not have common sense at all.”
Appeasingly, she finished with the following words:
“Don’t be angry with me for speaking to you like this; I do it only for love of my Zeyâne, to whom you were
so dear; others, you see, commit the same follies but it never occurs to me to reproach them with these.”
She was of particularly great assistance to me in farming; for hours she rode with me over the plantations and
pointed out to me this or that advantage. Once she turned directly to my nakora (a kind of inspector):
“Your mistress is a mere child (mtoto, Swahili) and does not understand anything of such matters; you must
therefore care the more for her, and what you do not understand, you always can learn from my nakora.”
This was not very flattering to my conceited self-assurance, but she meant it so well that I could not be angry
with her.
Semsem married rather late in life our distant cousin Humud.\fn{ He died during the reign of Sultan Barghash (1856-66) }
(It is custom with us to marry as much as possible inside the family, so that the blue blood is maintained.) He was
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the same man who once had dared to ask Châlid in the mosque for the hand of another sister of ours and had been
so harshly repulsed for his bad taste.
His offended ambition could not suffer to play for a long time the scorned lover; he turned to Semsem, and the
latter gave a favourable hearing to his proposition. The marriage was celebrated immediately afterwards, but very
modestly and unostentatiously.
For Humud, though belonging to the richest people in Zanzibar, was exceedingly stingy. He even did not entertain the traditional hospitality of the Arabs. Moreover, he was fanatically orthodox and made a display of his
rigorous devoutness, which was however considered as pure hypocrisy by most people, because he was capable of
committing the greatest cruelties for the slightest reasons.
It thus was natural that nobody loved him, that many despised him; but people shrank from showing enmity to
the rich and influential man.
After her marriage I saw little of Semsem. But she seemed to be happy in her marriage to this so unpopular
man; in her practical way she must have understood how to deal even with him.
*
I will say a few words about a sister who had been treated very badly by nature and deserved to be generally
pitied.
Nunu was the daughter of a Circassian, who among us was called Tadj (crown) on account of her radiant
beauty. Tadj had been particularly distinguished by our father and had therefore brought down upon herself much
envy and jealousy. When her child was born with an equally great beauty but completely blind, many looked upon
this as a punishment imposed upon the mother because she had brought down upon herself the great guilt of being
favoured by our father.
The poor mother suffered bitterly from this, and only the firm belief that God had so willed it, was capable of
soothing her grief somewhat. Not for long was she given the sight of her blind child, a kind of dropsy carried her
off soon.
Poor blind Nunu was now quite alone. But here too it proved true that man’s extremity is God’s opportunity.
An utterly trustworthy Abyssinian female slave solemnly vowed to the dying Tadj to look conscientiously after
Nunu and never to desert her as long as she lived. She kept her promise in an exemplary way and shielded her
little mistress from all the hardships of life.
The nurse took orders from no one but our father who, because of his love and in accordance with nature,
cared much more for the poor blind girl than he was able to do for all his children. On this there was of course
again all sort of envious talk.
Nunu was the wildest and naughtiest child I have ever seen: she was the terror of all mothers with little children. For at the age of six to ten, she waylaid all her younger brothers and sisters—incredible as it may appear—
in order to scratch out their eyes. As soon as she heard that a little brother or sister had been born, she immediately asked whether it could see and had sound eyes.
Gradually it was preferred to delude her on this point, and the pleasure she felt about the fact that others too
would not be able to see sun and moon, could clearly be seen. The child's heart was filled with the bitterest
envy.\fn{A little brother of mine, who was extremely pretty, was particularly admired for his beautiful long eyelashes. One day, when his
mother had gone to dinner and his nurse too had retired for a moment, a terrible scream was heard, and when all came rushing, it was found
that Nunu had cut off the eyebrows and eyelashes with a pair of scissors. Since then no child was ever left unguarded in our house. [This
vignette was in the original version of this book:H]}

Nunu possessed a knowledge of locality hardly credible in a blind person, and she moved about with the
greatest ease. She was to be found everywhere, and everywhere she caused mischief, not unlike a small ravaging
hurricane. Whatever she could lay hands on, chinaware, glasses, our pretty Asiatic water carafes in particular,
everything she smashed with the greatest pleasure.
One of Nunu’s peculiarities I have yet to mention. She wanted to be treated as if she possessed full visual
faculty. As soon as the gunshot announced sunset, she wanted her room lighted up. She insisted on selecting her
wardrobe alone, and she was always standing before the mirror when her female slaves dressed her.
When she heard that one of us had beautiful hair, eyes, eyebrows, she was quick to touch the praised part of the
head and submit it to an often very dangerous examination. Quite passively she then remarked that her
expectations had been disappointed or also surpassed.
As she grew up, Nunu, to the joy of all, became more reasonable and sedate, so that people did not need to be
continuously afraid of her, but could enjoy her good qualities too and become fond of her. After her father and
mother, the poor, unhappy person also had to lose her faithful nurse. As it was not possible at all for her to live
alone, and as she needed a certain guardianship, our sister Aashe took charge of her and kept common house with
her.
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*
Two nieces of mine, Shembûa and Farshu, should not remain unmentioned here.
Both went to school with me, were my playmates and later belonged with me to the same [political] party. At
that time they lived opposite me and, as streets in Zanzibar are very narrow, it was possible for us to converse
personally from window to window without having recourse to the sign language which we had figured out, to
discuss questions of fashion, household matters and also to talk politics to our heart’s content.
Only in the last case did we employ precautionary measures in that we stationed innocent-looking servants at
the corners of our houses who, at the approach of an inimical person, warned us by dropping their stick, by
coughing, or by a low whistle. I shall turn later in more detail to this exciting time.
Shembûa and Farshu were my brother Châlid’s only children; already in their childhood both had been so fond
of each other that they did not want to be separated. This brought them frequently into conflict with their two
mothers, who were exceedingly jealous of each other. Shembûa, who was a few years older than her sister, was of
a gentle and modest nature, quite the opposite of Farshu, and besides so sensible that she cared for the other
almost like a mother.
By particular favour of our father, Châlid possessed a great fortune, which was inherited by his two daughters,
his only children. In their great liking for each other, they did not want at all to divide the inheritance, but lived for
ever in joint property. This increased the envy of Farshu’s mother, an Abyssinian, who finally demanded that her
daughter put an end to this joint property. Farshu, quite determined by nature, did not agree to this, and decidedly
declared that she and her sister would not divide their fortune as long as they remained unmarried.
At this, her mother felt deeply hurt by her child, the more so because relations in other respects too had come
to a great crisis. Completely unobserved, she left house and child for good, taking only a small parcel and little
means.
At first no one knew where she had gone, and people found consolation in the idea that she might come back
to Farshu as soon as she had calmed down. But this was in no way the intention of the offended; she did not want
to see her daughter again, let alone live on her mercy. She decided to provide for her maintenance by her own
manual work. I have already mentioned how the widow, at her husband’s death, is almost entirely dependent on
her children.
The unhappy mother remained completely lost as long as her scanty means lasted; only after she had spent her
last pesa\fn{The small Indian copper coin, the pice} did she go to see my elder sister Zuêne at Bet il Mtoni, who had
once been on very friendly terms with Châlid. Henceforth she stayed with her but on the condition that Zuêne in
no way would try to reconcile her with her daughter before the latter, by herself and spontaneously, realized and
acknowledged her wrong.
Inconceivably, this news left Farshu completely indifferent, and she never took a step to be reconciled with her
mother, not even when the latter started to be in poor health. The general blame which met her because of this was
to no purpose, as was to no purpose my repeatedly reminding her of her filial duty; she remained stubborn and
obdurate.
One would hardly have imagined such a hardness in a small, pretty being; but her magnificent eyes also
revealed the unbending firmness of her decisions. Soon after my departure from Zanzibar, the evil consumption
carried Farshu’s life away and I have never been able to learn whether she was reconciled to her mother before
her death.
My nieces’ finest property was the grand, superb plantation Marseille; Châlid’s predilection for France and for
everything French had made him select this name for it. Except in the rooms set apart for prayer, the walls were
all covered with mirrors, which had really marvelous effects in the shimmering of light. The floors of the rooms
were paved with white and black marble slabs, the coolness of which cannot be estimated highly enough in the
South. An artfully worked clock, from which upon the striking hours playing and dancing figures stepped out,
round toilet-mirrors which reflected the forms in the most various distortions, large round quicksilver balls which
can be seen here now and again in gardens, and other works of art made the palace Marseille into a real museum
for the simple people who had been introduced only a little to civilization, especially for our relatives from Oman.
How often did I hear expressions of surprise in this place:
“By God, these Christians are real satans.”\fn{Devils}
Marseille and life there were best suited to present the unbiased with insight into the real Orient. Many a happy
day have I spent there. Free circulation prevailed because my nieces were fond of emancipation and were considered as being very tolerant, and the house was always full of guests. The coming and going never stopped. The
forerunners’ or outriders’ cry Sumila!, sumila! (room! room!, Swahili) or the voices of slaves announcing guests
were heard without interruption.
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Only cheerful people were found here, those who did not seem to know worries. Those who had originally
meted out their visit for three days\fn{A Qur’anic mandate:H} were not rarely kept for a fortnight by the amiable
hostesses, whereby the fathers and husbands came off second-best.
The entire day one enjoyed the greatest ease; everybody could do as he pleased without being considered impolite. This indeed is the only true hospitality, which does not limit, but grants full liberty. Only towards evening,
at sunset, did the company gather to spend the time until one or two o’clock in the saloons, lighted with innumerable candles and lamps, or in the park under brilliant moonlight. When there was no moonlight, piled-up stacks of
wood, saturated with palm oil, were kindled on different spots, and eagerly kept alight far into the night.
This place of splendour and joy soon afterwards fell to destruction.
My brothers Barghash and Abd il Aziz\fn{ Born in 1850, he was banished from Zanzibar in 1865, and sent to Muscat, where
he died in 1907} fortified themselves in the castle during our rebellion against Madjid; here the decisive battle took
place. The estate was entirely ruined, and my nieces lost very much. But their great wealth made them get over
this loss and they did not mind when it was much talked about; as if it was not worth mentioning!
*
Of my brothers I will bring here into prominence only two, both unhappy men, one by his own fault, the other
a victim to his own son, namely Hilâl and Tuni.
As is well known, religion forbids the Muslim the pleasure of all alcoholic beverages, and our sect,\fn{ The
Ibadis} which also forbids smoking, is in this respect much more rigorous than the Turks and the Persians. In our
family the sad rumour spread that our brother Hilâl (New Moon) had taken to drinking, seduced by Christians, in
particular by the then French consul.\fn{ M. de Belligny, a French Creole from Ste-Domingue } He suddenly began to suffer
from inexplicable attacks of giddiness and soon the smell of wine was noticeable.
The unfortunate man did not have the strength to free himself from the evil spirit which had taken possession
of him. Hilâl was one of the favourite sons of our father and caused him bitter anguish; to reform the seduced one,
he at first confined him to the house, but soon had to banish him altogether from the family circle.
Our sister Chadudj suffered most from this, as she was particularly close to Hilâl. Even after his banishment he
visited her frequently in the paternal house. Only with great difficulties and under great danger could he break in
secretly, and then passed the night with her and his other faithful companions in the dark room, for no light should
betray him.
No one ever found the heart to apprise our father of these touching visits. Since our father kept him very short,
so that nothing was left to him for drinking, Chadudj always supported him plentifully, unfortunately not in his
own interest.
Hilâl became more and more addicted to his evil passion; he was less and less lucid and soon death put an end
to his sad existence. In spite of all that had occurred, our father grieved unspeakably for his favourite. He often
locked himself up in his prayer room, and afterwards the traces of his tears could be seen on the place where he
used to kneel in prayer before his Lord. Indeed, he gave vent to his grief even in words, something which had
never happened with him before, and repeated again and again:
“Oh my misfortune, oh my despair for you, Hilâl.”
Hilâl left three sons, Suud, Fesal and Mhammed. The youngest, Mhammed, was adopted by my stepmother
Azze bint Sêf, who was childless.
I do not know how she came to do this; perhaps she did it out of love for our father. Mhammed indeed knew
how to win Bibi Azze over to himself, something none of us had ever succeeded in. Until then she had always
been reported to be very parsimonious and thrifty, and so nobody could believe his eyes when Mhammed, with
her money of course, permitted himself the greatest prodigality.
When none of us had as yet thought of keeping dogs, Mhammed ordered a whole pack from Europe, amongst
them such beautiful specimens as had never yet been seen.
The entire life of their owner was filled with these dogs which, to be sure, were not tolerated in the house itself, and with some really beautiful horses. The favourites were of course not allowed to live on garbage; a special
kitchen was arranged for them, in which variety was not lacking. The fattest fowls, the best joints of meat, the
largest fish wandered into the immense pots.
Fame has it also that these dogs and horses did not get simply water to drink, but ... champagne.
I do not know whether this is true; in any case, many evil things were said of Mhammed out of envy and
jealousy, because he had made many enemies through his extravagance and had only a few friends.
Suud too declared that he took much fancy to life, customs and habits of the Europeans; in his person he most
resembled his father.
*
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Hilâl’s third son, on the other hand, was totally different from his brothers. While Mhammed and Suud were
inclined to luxury and good living, the gentle Fesal appeared so modestly everywhere that he was sooner taken for
a plain citizen than for a prince.
He was of a philosophical turn of mind, was not pleased with material pleasures and thus always remained a
puzzle to his brothers. Afterwards he bought a small plantation in my neighbourhood and frequently visited me
from there. He seldom went to town without bringing back some small present for me, even if it was only a few
bundles of fireworks, for which I had a particular weakness.
Misunderstood by his brothers, the poor man was deeply unhappy; he had a weak, noble character, which is
too lightly overlooked in this world. Only those who came nearer to him were soon won over by his friendly
manners and his amiable social intercourse. He had lost his mother in early youth and so had hardly come to know
love.
“I feel double distressed,” he declared to me, his much younger aunt, “because my brothers too consider me as
quite superfluous and do not want to have anything to do with me. Actually, it is all the same to me whether I live
or die, for no one will ever miss me.”
How my heart bled when I heard the good man who deserved all love speak like that. Would not peace-bringing monastic life be the best for such a weary soul who does not care at all about the world anymore?
When I yielded to my brother Madjid’s request to return to town, no one was more painfully affected than my
poor Fesal. In the course of time he had become so accustomed to telling me of all his worries and thoughts, as if I
really were a sensible aunt, and not what I really was: a very wild, unexperienced girl.
*
Our eldest brother Tuêni was born in Mesket and spent all his life in Oman. He never came to Zanzibar and his
prejudice against this birthplace of most of his brothers and sisters always remained unshakeable.
The Muslim is not allowed to have his portrait painted, and deeply impressed superstition causes this commandment to be kept even more strictly than others; nor were there as yet photo graphs at that time. And so Tuêni
remained an unknown personality for all of us who had never paid a visit to Mesket.
We only heard people talk about his amiability in social intercourse as well as about his courage and bravery in
war. His soldiers almost deified him and his mere appearance inspired them with greater confidence. From childhood onwards he loved war, like our father did, and of his brothers he was the most capable soldier. The greater
part of his days he spent in the camp, to the sorrow of his legitimate wife Ralie, our first cousin who gave him
several children.
Every time our father stayed in Zanzibar, Tuêni was his representative. But the direction of interior affairs, the
real government that is, he as a rule left to our second-eldest brother, the pious Mhammed who, as mentioned
before, was possessed by the same antipathy against Zanzibar. Tuêni had enough to do with the exterior defense
of the realm. Sometimes he had to fight against the Persians about Bandar Abbâs, sometimes he had to ward off
the invasions of wandering tribes from Central Arabia.
These numerous tribes are altogether very poor, and many of them live only by pillage. An Arab of the desert
seldom possesses more than a camel, some indispensable arms (musket, sword, dagger, lance and shield), one or
two iron cooking-pots, a bag of dates, and at best a milk-goat.
At battle all men, adult and young, carry arms, while wives and daughters follow in the distance, to refresh
their men with cooling water, milk and food. Every year such hordes, sometimes strong, sometimes weak, invaded Oman, and kept the country in continuous unrest. Only a resolute and energetic ruler could keep them there.
Such was the state of affairs at the time when our father died on his return to Zanzibar. If death had overtaken
him in Mesket, Tuêni might have been in a position to assure himself also of the rule over Zanzibar, whereas now
Madjid, our fourth-eldest brother, could take advantage of the favourable circumstances to proclaim himself
Sultan of Zanzibar.
I have already mentioned how Madjid committed himself to pay annually a certain sum to Tuêni and how he
soon forsook this duty. For this he was generally criticized, the more so as Tuêni’s position became more difficult
every day.
The continuous campaigns swallowed much money, and just at the worst time the payments from Zanzibar
failed to arrive. Tuêni had to find money at any price and so he was compelled to levy duties on various articles;
public loans, which in our days have ruined many an Oriental State, were luckily unthought of in Oman. But even
these few taxes raised a spirit of discontent, and the malcontents unfortunately succeeded in gaining influence
over Tuêni’s eldest son, Sâlum, and in ensnaring him, so that at last he took on the greatest sin man can commit.
One day Tuêni came from a meeting and threw himself upon his couch, exhausted, to indulge in a short rest.
His son appeared before him and so categorically demanded the reversing of the tax decrees, that his father had to
reprimand him energetically.
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Sâlum flew into a rage, drew a hidden revolver and shot down his own unsuspecting father.\fn{ As recounted this
event took place in 1866. Tuêni was succeeded by his cousin Azsan ibn Qays, but not until the throne had been occupied by Salim. }
The misguided youth was not to enjoy long the fruits of his bloody deed; a speedy retribution was in store for
him. Hardly had he installed himself somewhat as ruler of Oman, when his brother-in-law Azzan decided to dethrone him.
Fully unexpectedly, he one night attacked the capital Mesket, pillaging and massacring. The great exasperation
of the people against the evil Sâlum greatly facilitated this enterprise for Azzan, as no righteous man would take
up arms on behalf of a parricide. And so the wild hordes who had broken in with little resistance carried off
everything portable and destroyed everything they had to leave behind. Sâlum’s palace in particular was sadly
wrecked; he himself succeeded in fleeing with his family on one of his men-of-war only under the greatest peril;
he saved nothing but bare life.
His unfortunate mother Ralie, together with her children, escaped only with difficulty on a ship. She lost
everything.
Meanwhile a young Indian merchant, called Abd il Rab (servant of the Lord), succeeded in picking up the
greater part of her precious jewels from a Beduin for a ridiculously low price (allegedly for three hundred Maria
Theresa thalers), and the honest man simply restored the lost property to the hard-pressed princess as a gift!
Soon after the invader Azzan was driven away in his turn by my third-eldest brother Turki, who then suffered
the same fate at the hands of my younger brother Abd il Aziz (also: servant of the Lord). The latter, a ward of
Chole’s, was much distinguished by intelligence, courage and energy; already at the age of twelve he had taken
our side in the conspiracy and the battle against Madjid, and had lived afterwards for a while in Balucistan,
whence we recruited our soldiers.
In the end he succeeded in restoring peace in Oman for a short period. But he too was not able to maintain
power for long. Turki returned and seized power again, while Abd il Aziz sought a place of refuge in Mekrân in
Balucistan, where he still lives.
Surely a sad picture, these family feuds, which one can only understand if one has come to know personally
the innate lust for power of Oriental princes and the passions of the Oriental in general. Such sad situations were
not to remain strange to me either, I equally have had to struggle through in the first line.
16
Before proceeding with the account of my personal adventures, I would like to insert here a number of
chapters treating various aspects of oriental life.
I do not want to give a detailed description of all customs and habits nor do I wish to write a learned book; I
only want to try to enable the European reader to form a better understanding of the more important views and
customs of the Orient. Some matters will be of less interest yet I do not wish to leave them out; they may after all
be of value to many.
I turn at once to the most momentous of all these questions, to woman’s position in the Orient. I find it rather
hard to speak of this theme: I am convinced that as Oriental-born I shall be considered partial, and I shall indeed
not succeed in eradicating completely the wrong and false views which are in full swing in Europe on the position
of an Arab woman vis-à-vis her husband.
In spite of the fact that communication has become easier, the Orient is still too much of the old fairyland, and
without impunity one may tell about it whatever one likes. A tourist goes for a couple of weeks to Constan tinople,
to Syria, Egypt, Tunisia or Morocco, and then writes a bulky book on life, customs and habits in the Orient. He
himself is never able to get an insight into real family life. He contents himself with writing down the stories
which circulate—and thus gradually become more and more distorted—as he heard them told by a French or
German waiter at his hotel, by sailors, or donkey-drivers, and forms his opinion accordingly!
Not much can be learned in this way; he harnesses up his imagination and replenishes it at his heart’s content.
If his book is written in an amusing and interesting way, it certainly will be read more than those which in
accordance with the truth offer less piquant stories, and it will control popular opinion.
I too have for a long time judged things European by their outward appearance only.
When I first saw the beaming faces in society here, I was, of course, led to believe that the relationship
between man and wife in Europe is regulated much more adequately, and that marriages consequently had to be
much happier than in the Islamic Orient.
Afterwards, however, when my children grew up and did not need my continuous supervision and care any
more, I came into closer contact with the world and discovered more and more that I had misjudged people and
situations, and had been dazzled by appearance far too much.
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I have observed so many relationships which are called marriages but which in reality seemed to have as their
only purpose the causing of infernal tortures in this world to the couple chained together. I have seen too many
unhappy marriages to be able to believe that Christian marriage stands on a much higher level, renders people
much happier, than the Islamic marriage.
I am convinced that it is not religion, not the prevailing customs and views which render marriages happier or
unhappier: it depends on the married couple’s true understanding of each other. Where this is found, happiness
and peace will reign, there will develop that inner harmony which makes a relationship into a real marriage.
Taught by this experience, I will try not so much to judge; I rather intend to report in the following on the
woman’s position in the Orient, in marriage in particular. I have an intimate knowledge of the state of affairs in
Zanzibar, and almost to the same degree of that in Oman.
But Islamic perceptions, which underlie those of the other oriental peoples, have maintained themselves most
purely in Arabia and with the Arab people, and for this reason my description may claim to be applicable to the
rest of the Islamic Orient, apart, of course, from the degenerations and excrescencies which have grown out of
closer connection with the Christian Occident.
It is definitely incorrect to think that women, socially speaking, are in lower esteem than men. The wife of
equal birth stands in all respects on a par with the man; she fully retains her rank and the titles and rights emanating from it. Only the position of the sararis is a subordinate one.
What makes an Arab woman appear more helpless and to a certain extent seem as if she possesses fewer rights
is the fact that she lives in seclusion.
This custom exists with all Islamic (and also with many non-Islamic) peoples of the Orient, and the higher the
rank to which a woman belongs, the stricter she has to submit to it. She may only be seen by father, son, uncle and
nephew, and by all her slaves; when she has to appear before a stranger or to speak with him, religion prescribes
that she wrap herself up and veil herself.
Above all, part of the face, chin, neck and ankles must be covered. If she observes this, she is allowed to move
completely free in the daytime and to walk on the street unlimitedly. But since this covering is ungracious and
disfiguring, the Arab woman of rank gladly avoids going out by day, and often envies the Beduin women, who
among us forsake the above-mentioned prescription. If one asks such a woman whether she does not feel embarrassed for not showing herself covered as prescribed, she answers:
“Such laws are only made for rich, not for poor women.”
Today I fully admit that in the Orient things are exaggerated, but I would not like to say that I therefore find
European customs any better. When a lady of rank is seen here in ball costume, one might not unjustifiably consider her décolleté as an even worse exaggeration.
In certain circumstances seclusion of women can become really annoying and custom can carry things too far.
But one does not need to be as sorry for the oriental woman as people here like to be. Law permits the Muslim to
possess four legitimate wives at one time and, if one of them dies or is divorced from him, to bring home a fifth
one; sarari or concubines he may buy and sell again depending on his pleasure and money.
But I have never seen anyone who really had four wives.
A poor man, of course, can take only one; the rich man restricts himself also; he possesses two at the most,
who live apart and keep house separately.
It goes without saying that there are women in the Orient too who know how to look after their independence.
With a suitor, they look into whether he already has a wife, and in the marriage contract they have a formal
promise stipulated that he will not bring home another wife nor that he intends to buy a sunîe.
Practically, monogamy predominates in most cases. But where someone utilizes the law’s permission to its full
extent, there, of course, often arise unpleasant relationships between the different wives.
It is understandable that all kinds of grudges and envies develop. With the hot-tempered Southerners, most
raging jealousy can evolve. Jealousy can turn polygamy into the greatest torment, and that is how it should be.
Many a rich and notable man shrinks from exposing himself to these daily scenes and therefore does not
embrace polygamy. Thus this bad custom is much reduced. For any sensible man, and above all every woman,
will understand that polygamy can in no way be defended or excused.
But now a question in reply.
What about marriage with the Christian, the civilized European?
I will pass over the fact that, in a Christian state, the sect of the Mormons, who designate themselves as Christians, openly adhere to polygamy. But is marriage always looked upon as so sacred in Europe’s moral society?
The Christian may, of course, marry one wife only, and that is a prerogative of Christianity; Christian law
wants the good and the just, Islamic law allows the evil; but existing usage and practical circumstances mitigate to
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a great extent the evil consequences of the law in the Orient—here, in spite of the law, sin very often has the
upperhand.
It would seem to me that the only difference in position between an oriental woman and a European one is, that
the former knows the number and also the person and the character of her female rivals, whereas the latter is kept
in affectionate ignorance about this.
Of course, only a wealthy man can purchase saran. Slaves by birth, they are considered free as soon as they
have children. Very rarely indeed, and only with quite petty men, does it occur that the master sells the surle again
after the child’s death, from necessity or boredom.
In the case of the man’s death, the saran whom he left are in most cases entirely free; they have no longer a
master. If a brother or any other relative of their deceased master and liberator marries them, they become a
legitimate wife as a free woman.
It is a myth that the Arab treats his wife with less regard than is the case here. This is already taken care of by
religion which recommends her, almost like a helpless child, to the husband’s protection; the believing, pious
Muslim knows human feelings as much as any highly civilized and moral European; the former is perhaps even
more strict with himself, because the omnipresence of the Lord, Who proclaimed those laws, is always in his
mind, and because to his last gasp he clings to his belief in a just reward or retaliation for his good and evil deeds.
Next to the noble characters there are, of course, in Zanzibar as here, tyrants who do not show the amiability
and respect due to their better half. But I can state upon my conscience that I have heard of tender husbands who
thrash their wives more here than in my home country.
It is of course different with the negroes; often enough have I had occasion on my plantations to fling myself
between a couple that energetically set upon each other and to make peace.
Neither is the wife submitted without exception to every mood of her husband. As soon as she does not wish to
put up with such behaviour, she can always find protection with her relatives or, if she is completely alone, she
has the right to turn personally to the kadi with her complaint. She often helps herself.
A lady with whom I was very intimate married at the age of sixteen a cousin of hers who was considerably
older, but by no means worthy of her. An accomplished man of the world, he thought he could offer his young
wife everything, but was not a little surprised when returning home one evening, he found a strongly-worded
message instead of his wife.
I always visited this lady friend of mine on her estate without announcing myself; I knew that the amiable
husband preferred to tarry with the pleasures of the town. But one day she appeared at my place and told me that I
could no longer come to her without being announced, as her husband was now with her.
Repenting, he had followed her and implored her pardon; having experienced once how resolute his little wife
was, he was very much on his guard not to hurt her again. I could report many more similar examples of the
independence of oriental women.
When greeting each other, the married couple kiss each other’s hands. They take their meals together, in
company with the children. The wife performs all kinds of small acts of kindness for her husband; she hands him
his weapons when he goes out and takes them off when he returns; she offers him water to drink.
In short, she cares for all those small attentions which make common life more affectionate and warmer. They
are mere voluntary acts of kindness, and she is in no way subjugated.
The whole household is entirely under the control of the wife; in this realm she is the absolute mistress.
Housekeeping money, with which the husband here provides his wife, is unknown; both run the house always
from one and the same purse except that the husband divides his revenues when he has two legitimate wives, who
live apart and keep their own houses.
How far the area of the wife’s control extends differs of course according to the married couple’s characters.
Here is an example.
I had invited a large company to one of my plantations. Since my invitations had been sent out rather late, I
feared many would decline because for many guests the time to order their mounts from the country-side had
been too short. One of my lady friends offered to put at my immediate disposal a large number of Omâni donkeys,
fully harnessed that is, and even with the necessary drivers. I interjected that she might want to talk first with her
husband about this, whether he agreed with this great offer; but she answered very shortly that she was not used to
requesting her husband’s permission for such a trifle.
Another lady of my acquaintance in Zanzibar had even much greater control over household and property
affairs. She managed quite by herself the large estates which belonged to her husband, as well as his house in
town. The husband did not even know what his income amounted to, and it did not appear as burdensome to him
to receive the money he needed from her hand. Because of her prudence and skill, he was well off indeed.
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The education of the children is entirely in the mother’s hands, whether she be legitimate wife or purchased
slave. In her eyes, her greatest happiness lies here.
While the custom for a mother in England is to cast a quick glance into the nursery once every twenty-four
hours—and this is considered to be sufficient—and the French mother sends her child to the country and leaves its
care to complete strangers, the Arab mother cares quite thoroughly for her children, watches over them and
attends to them with the greatest conscientiousness; she hardly ever leaves them as long as they need motherly
protection.
For her devotion she reaps the fondest filial piety, the most ardent love.
Her relation to the children compensates her plentifully for the disadvantages which polygamy entails, and also
renders her family life happy and contented.
One must have seen the cheerfulness and exuberance of women in the Orient to be convinced of how little
truth there is in all those stories about her oppressed, lowly position, and about her thoughtless daydreaming,
unworthy of a human being. But during a visit which is only intended for a short moment, it is not possible to gain
deeper insight into the essence of these relationships. There can then be no question of conversation; even when a
thing or two are translated more or less correctly, one hardly surmounts the most common phrases.
*
With all his courtesy, the Arab does not like his personal affairs to be looked over by strangers, most of all
when they are of another nation or religion. Whenever a European woman called upon us, she was first stared at
on account of the enormous size of her dress, because at that time ladies wore the hoop skirt, which often took up
the entire width of the stairs. The very meagre conversation on both sides seldom hinged on anything else but the
mysteries of the different costumes. Having then been treated in the usual way, scented with attar of roses by the
eunuch and provided with farewell presents, the lady in question retired as wise as she was when she arrived.
She has entered the harim, has seen the pitied oriental women (but only masked), has wondered at our dress,
our jewelry, our nimbleness at sitting down on the floor, but that is all. She can never boast to have seen more than
other European women who were there before her.
Eunuchs escort her upstairs, serve her and conduct her downstairs again; she is watched all the time. Rarely is
more shown to her than the room where she is received. She often does not even succeed in unraveling who in
fact was the masked lady with whom she conversed.
In short, in no way has the occasion allowed her to cast a penetrating glance at oriental family life and at the
woman’s position.
Another point is also essential for a correct understanding of oriental marriage.
A girl’s wedding changes neither her name nor her rank.
A prince’s wife who comes from a simple, middle-class family will never dream of laying claim to equality
with her husband; in spite of her marriage she remains the “daughter (bint) of N.N.”, and is addressed as such.
On the other hand, a prince or chief in Arabia allows his daughter or sister to marry his own slave, his
reasoning being as follows: my servant also remains her servant, and thus she is his mistress as before. Only, with
his marriage does he cease to be a real slave, but, of course, always addresses his wife as '”Highness” or
'”Mistress”.
If a man mentions his wife in a conversation, which he usually avoids, he never says “my wife”, but he
designates her as “daughter of N.N.” At best he uses the expression Urn Iyali, i.e. “mother of my family”, whether
she has children or not.
It is obvious that a married couple who did not know each other before do not always get on well; there arise
difficult, painful relations, as was my father’s case with Shesade and Madjid’s with Aashe. For such cases,
Muslim law again grants an undeniable advantage by greatly facilitating divorce.
It is after all better for a married couple, when irreconcilably opposed to each other in every way, especially in
the main traits of their characters, to separate peacefully rather than to remain for always chained to each other to
their reciprocal torment, which so often impels one to the most horrible crimes. At the separation the wife gets
back her entire fortune, the free disposal of which also rests with her during her marriage. If it is the husband who
initiates the divorce, she also retains the dowry given to her at the wedding; but if the separation emanates from
her, she has to return it.
I trust that, from the above-mentioned, it is clear that a woman in the Orient is not at all as subjugated and
depressed, as outlawed as people here think; she is by no means a cipher.
What power and influence many a woman is able to gain, was already shown by the description of my
stepmother Azze bint Sêf. She dominated my father completely, court and state not seldom depended upon her
almighty mood. In most cases everything failed which we, her otherwise so frequently divided but on this point
perfectly united stepchildren, attempted in order to weaken her influence.
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If one of us wished to attain something directly from our father he was regularly referred to Bibi Azze first,
without whose consent our father did not decide anything on which she in some measure might claim the right to
be asked. Until his death she knew how to maintain her power in every respect.
Another example: The daughter of the commanding officer of one of our fortresses in Oman came over to
Zanzibar with her husband; they were moderately wealthy and had no children, “fortunately”, as the woman
herself told me. By nature she was clever and witty (nowhere can one have more luck with this quality than with
us), but as ugly as sin.
In spite of this, her husband adored her and bore her numerous moods with truly angelical patience. When she
wished to go out, he always had to escort her, and had to go to meet her like a slave whether he liked it or not. He
was never master of his own time, and even in early morning, after having performed his prayer, he had to wait
for his mistress’s decision whether she deigned to remain with him or leave him for the whole day. He was her
slave altogether.
*
I want to mention a personality of our family who contradicts better than anything else those fables of the inferiority of the oriental woman. My great-aunt, my grandfather’s sister, is to this day considered as the model of a
clever, courageous and energetic woman: her life and deeds are told over and over again, and young and old listen
with true interest.
When my grandfather Sultan, Imâm of Mesket, died in Oman, he left three children, my father Sa‘id, my uncle
Sâlum, and my aunt Aashe. My father was only nine years old and so a regency had to be established. But
contrary to all custom, my great-aunt declared quite decidedly that she would take over the government until her
nephew came of age, and she did not allow any opposition.
The ministers, who had never thought of such a decision and had rather looked forward secretly to playing the
role of masters for a couple of years, had to obey. Every day the regent summoned them to receive their reports
and to give her orders and instructions. She watched over everything and knew about all affairs; to the annoyance
of the disloyal and lazy, nothing remained concealed to her keen eye.
She simply stripped off the chains of etiquette; in the presence of her ministers she covered herself with her
shele only, that is in the dress which a lady wears when going out. She did not care what the world might have to
find fault with that but went her way, unperturbed, with skill and energy.
Soon she was to face the most serious test.
It was not long after she had taken the reins of government when, as is unfortunately so often the case in
Oman, a very dangerous war broke out. The closest of our tribal kin presumed to be able to overthrow with little
effort the “shele government” and thus our house, and to conquer power for themselves.
Burning and murdering, their hordes marched through the land and finally camped before the capital Mesket.
Many thousands of country people, leaving goods and chattels in the lurch, had fled thither to seek shelter and
assistance. Mesket is strongly fortified and well able to stand a siege. But of what use are the strongest walls when
provisions and ammunition are spent?
In this difficult time my great-aunt stood the test exceedingly well and even gained the admiring appreciation
of the enemy.
Dressed in men’s clothes she rode along the outposts at night, always alone; in all the dangerous places she
checked the soldiers and several times managed to escape from an unexpected attack by the speed of her horse.
One evening she rode out particularly concerned: she had learned that the enemy was about to try to penetrate the
fortress at night by bribery and to slay all.
She therefore intended to test her soldiers’ loyalty. Very cautiously she rode up to a guardhouse, disguised,
demanded to speak to the akid (i.e. a superior officer) and made him highly alluring offers on the part of the
besiegers. The honest man’s outburst of anger took away any worry about her soldiers’ disposition, but put her in
the greatest peril of her life. The soldiers were about to strike the supposed spy down immediately, and she had to
summon her greatest adroitness not to meet death at the hands of her own people.
The situation in Mesket grew more and more critical. Famine broke out, and despair took possession of the
hearts. From outside no help was to be expected any more; in order to die at least with honour, it was decided to
attempt one last, desperate sortie.
The powder supply was just sufficient for one fight, but the deadly lead, necessary for muskets and guns, was
completely exhausted. The regent then ordered to collect all the nails that one could get hold of for the muskets
and to look even for fitting pebbles to use in place of bullets. Whatever could be found of iron and brass objects
was dashed to pieces so that the guns would be loaded. The ruler even opened the doors of her treasury and cast
bullets out of her Maria Theresa thalers.
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Everyone and everything was put to use, and lo!, the desperate effort was rewarded. The enemy was luckily
taken by surprise and scattered in all directions, leaving more than half of their men behind, dead or wounded.
Mesket was saved.
Delivered from deep distress, the courageous woman sank to her knees and thanked the Almighty in fervent
prayer for His merciful help.
After that her reign was a peaceful one and she could transfer the realm in such order to her nephew, my father,
that he was able to cast his eye on other, farther aims, and above all to conquer Zanzibar. The fact that this second
realm could be acquired, we thus owe partly to her, my great-aunt.
She too was an oriental woman!
17
In Arabia, the marriages of the children are generally arranged by their father or by the head of the family.
There is nothing peculiar in this, for it occurs also in Europe, in spite of the fact that there is here the greatest
freedom between young men and young girls. How often does one hear that a frivolous father gets so deeply
entangled in debts that he sees no other way out than sacrificing his beautiful or elegant daughter as a sacrificial
lamb to the creditor; or that a pleasure-loving mother drives her child into an unhappy marriage for the simple
reason that she wants to get rid of her at any price.
Amongst the Arabs there are no less despotic parents who, at the marriage of their children, completely disregard their happiness and ignore the warning voice of conscience.
But it is not abuse of power when parents there make the choice on behalf of their children. Women’s seclusion
forces upon them this assistance.
It is not deniable that, notwithstanding custom and law, a woman comes across the men’s world now and then
and that the contact is then carried on.\fn{ As was the author’s case } But the general rule is that a girl does not see her
future husband, except perhaps from a window, let alone that she speaks with him before the wedding evening.
Yet he does not remain a complete stranger to her. His mother, sisters and aunts vie with each other in giving
her as accurate a description as possible and in telling her everything that may be of interest to her. Often the
couple also know each other from youth. Up to their ninth year, girls are permitted to associate with boys of the
same age and in this way get acquainted. It then occurs that the former playfellow remembers his female playmate
and asks her father for her hand, of course after having heard her opinion through his mother or sister. With
almost every courtship the cautious father's first question is:
“But where, after all, did you see my daughter?”
“Oh,” it is then said, “as yet I never had the good fortune of casting a glance on your honoured ( mahshume)
daughter; but I have heard my people talk about her virtues and charm.”
Only when the suitor does not at all satisfy the father’s demands, does he immediately receive an unequivocally negative answer. As a rule, the father reserves for himself a certain amount of time to consider the matter
carefully and to observe his daughter and her mother. With apparent indifference he gives to understand that he
intends to organize a small men’s party within a few days, and when his wife and daughter make inquiries about
whom he has in mind to invite, he resignedly names his friends. If he notices a certain joy with them when the
suitor is mentioned, he is convinced that there exists already full understanding between his family and the other
one. Then he finally reveals to his daughter that N.N. has asked for her hand in marriage, and asks her opinion.
Her yes or no almost always is decisive; only a despotic and unfeeling father de cides behind his daughter’s
back without waiting first for her acceptance or refusal.
In such questions, our father proved his sense of justice and put his children’s lot in their own hands. My elder
sister Zuêne had barely reached the age of twelve when a distant cousin, Suud, asked him for her hand. Because
of her youth, our father was angry about this courtship, but could not bring himself to decline it altogether without
having informed his daughter. Zuêne had lost her mother, who is so irreplaceable at this critical age; unadvised,
still half a child, she considered the idea of being a married woman so amusing that she insisted upon not refusing
Suud, and our father let her have her own way.
Over and over again, it occurs that children are already promised, even married, in very early youth.
Two brothers, for instance, had made a firm arrangement to the intermarriage of their children. It so happened
that both had only one child, one a boy, the other a girl. Hardly had the boy reached the age of seventeen or eighteen, the girl being only seven or eight years old, when the coming marriage was already talked of.
The boy’s mother, who lived on an estate near to mine, a very clever and cautious woman, often complained to
me of the harsh inflexibility of her husband and her brother-in-law, who wanted to lead to her a little child as
daughter-in-law, whom she would have to nurse and educate first. The girl’s mother was no less inconsolable,
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because the men had in mind to snatch the child away from her so soon. But both sisters-in-law suc ceeded only in
causing a delay of two full years. Shortly afterwards I left Zanzibar and therefore am not in a position to report
how this affair turned out.
All acquaintances and friends are formally informed of the engagement. Handsomely-dressed female slaves,
often as many as twenty, go from house to house with the announcement of and the invitation to the wedding feast
and for this message they collect rich presents.
Now there develops an exceedingly lively bustle in the bride’s paternal home, for the wedding often follows
after four weeks. In any case, the betrothal never lasts long, as there is not so much to attend to in the blessed
South. The Oriental hardy surmises even in his dream the many imperative needs of the Northerner, and an Arab
bride would become speechless with surprise at the sight of a European trousseau. Why do people here like to
encumber themselves with so much lumber?
The dowry of an Arab bride is comparatively small; according to her rank and wealth, her trousseau consists of
costly dresses, jewelry, male and female slaves, houses, plantations, and ready money. Not only do her own
parents give her presents, but also the bridegroom’s and he himself.
All this remains her personal property; when at her parents’ death their estate is divided, the trousseau is never
debited to her.
The making of the bride’s dresses requires much time, for during the first week after the wedding a lady of
rank has to change her wardrobe two or three times a day. A specific wedding-dress, like the white robe and veil
here, is not customary in the Orient. The bride has only to wear brand-new things from head to foot; the colour of
the garments is completely left to her taste. Many a bride fluoresces in all the colours of the rainbow, yet her
costume can in no way be called tasteless and ugly.
In addition, special perfumes are prepared, which play an important role at the wedding feast. Like the riha, a
very costly mixture of pulverized sandal-wood, crushed musk, saffron, plenty of attar of roses, which is used as an
ointment for the hair, and a pleasantly scented fumigating expedient, composed of the wood ud (a species of the
aloe), the finest amber and a great deal of musk. The oriental woman can never have enough of perfumes of all
kinds.
Add to all that the baking, the preparing of all sorts of confectionery, the providing of cattle for slaughter; in
short, all hands are fully occupied.
The bride herself has to submit to several unpleasant and annoying customs. During the last eight days in
particular she has to stay in a dark room and to avoid cleaning herself and putting on a more delicate attire. She is
said to appear even prettier and more graceful on the wedding-day.
She is a harassed person at this time; one visit follows the other. All the old women known to her, her nurses in
particular whom she has not seen perhaps for years, come to see her, and all offer gifts. The chief of the eunuchs,
who once shaved off her first hair, refers with particular pride to this service of honour rendered to her, begs to
offer her further goodwill and … to receive a keepsake; he is given a costly shawl, a ring for the little finger of his
left hand, a pocket watch, or some guineas.
The bridegroom is spared the imprisonment in the dark room, but otherwise he suffers no less. All those who
once have served him or his bride come also to him to thus drag away double presents. During the last three days
the bridegroom stays at home altogether, and he can only be seen by his most intimate friends.
But the intercourse between the two families is the more lively. The sending of kind regards and the delivering
of presents between bride and bridegroom do not end.
At last the great day arrives. The wedding ceremony usually takes place in the evening at the bride’s house, not
in the mosque. The marriage is performed by a kadi or, if no such is to be had, by a man generally reputed as
pious. It may appear quite strange to the European that the bride, really the principal person, is not present herself
at the solemn act; she is represented by her father, her brother or some other close male relative.
Only if she has no relations at all does she appear in person before the kadi to be united to her bridegroom with
the customary ceremonial words. In this case, she enters the empty room alone, wrapped up past recognition; only
then are the kadi, the bridegroom and the witnesses admitted. After the act is concluded, the gentlemen leave
before the new bride rises and returns to her apartments.
After the wedding, a sumptuous meal follows for all the gentlemen present, the bridegroom included, at which
there is a thorough fumigation with ud and perfuming with attar of roses.
The surrender of the bride to the bridegroom follows on the third da after the wedding. Innumerable hands are
engaged in decorating her and in dressing her up as lovely as possible. Towards nine or ten o’clock in the evening
she is conducted to her new house by her female servants, and her bridegroom, followed by his male servants,
appears at once. At the door of the private apartments, the gentlemen take leave of the bridegroom, the ladies of
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the bride, with profuse congratulations and good wishes. After that they go to the rooms on the ground-floor,
separated for the two sexes, to start the cheerful wedding feast which lasts for several days.
After the bridegroom has entered his bride’s room, some etiquette scenes take place. If the bride is of a higher
rank than her husband, she remains quietly seated when he enters and waits until he addresses her. She still keeps
on her costly mask, which jealously covers her face; for in order to unmask her, and at the same time to prove to
her his love and respect, the young groom has to place a present at her feet, which is in accordance with his
means. With the poor a few pence suffice; rich people give important sums.
On this evening, as already mentioned, the general entertainment begins at the house of the young groom,
which lasts for three, seven or fifteen days. Friends, acquaintances and strangers are welcome and may eat and
drink to their heart’s content.
Wine and beer are, of course, not served, and tobacco is also forbidden with the sect of the Abadites to which
we belong; nevertheless, people are exceedingly joyous and cheerful. They eat, drink almond milk and lemonade,
perform warlike dances and listen to declaimers. Eunuchs fumigate with ud and sprinkle the guests from silver
dishes with deliciously cooling rose-water, which unfortunately evaporates so quickly.
The ladies remain together until about midnight, while the gentlemen often pass all night in the house of joy
until dawn reminds them of their duty pray.
Honeymoons are unknown in the Orient. The young couple instead stays by itself in the house during the first
seven to fourteen days and is secluded from the outside world.
Only after the expiration of this period does the young wife receive visits and every evening, from seven to
twelve, her apartment is crowded with female friends and acquaintances, who offer their congratulations.
18
I have already repeatedly mentioned how many visits we made to our friends and acquaintances, how many we
received. It may be of interest to learn a little more of such a visit by Arab ladies, of the formalities observed, of
the conversation.
If we wished to call upon somebody, we usually had ourselves announced on the same day by elegantlydressed female slaves; we rarely ventured to go unannounced. In town all visits are made on foot, riding is only
done in the country. In those parts too people embellish themselves particularly on these occasions, not only in
honour of the lady friend to be visited, but also to exhibit their wardrobe and jewelry and, if possible, to outshine
others. Just like here!\fn{“Those parts”: Germany; “here”: Zanzibar:H}
But the Arab woman is not allowed to show her face; it is covered with a mask, often at home and always at
outings. At this one should not think, however, of the Egyptian woman’s mask, which is ugly and renders respiretion difficult; our masks were very elegantly made of black satin and trimmed with splendid lace, made from
coloured silk, and gold and silver threads.
They were in two main parts, joined by a small support; the upper part covered the nose and part of the cheeks.
The eyes and the lower part of the face thus remained completely free. The mask was fastened with silk strings
interwoven with gold or extremely long gold or silver chains which, twisted several times round the head, at the
same time kept the head-dress in place.
Rainy days, rare as they are, bear heavily on people, because no sociability can then be cultivated outside the
house, and one has to stay within one’s own four walls. Not everyone in the Orient owns an umbrella, this indispensable companion in the North, nor is it always easy to borrow one for a walk. The middle classes, and now and
then the negroes, carry immense umbrellas, imported from India and covered with yellow, green, and on occasion
black oilcloth.
I hardly need to mention again that Muslim ladies are as a rule not allowed to go out in the public streets in
broad daylight, but only in the early morning or evening. Street lighting did not exist in Zanzibar in my time; we
therefore had to provide for light ourselves to wind through the small, not exactly even and clean streets.
With lanterns a great deal of luxury was evident, the larger ones being one to two metres in circumference. The
prettiest resembled, as it were, the model of a Russian church: a big cupola in the centre and four small towers
around it. A candle burned in every tower and threw its light on the street through white, red, green, yellow or
deep blue panes.
Depending on the lady’s rank or wealth, her escort had to carry two to six such lanterns before her, a task
which could only be accomplished by selected strong slaves. People from the middle classes satisfy themselves
with one lantern only.
To the retinue of every lady who went out also belonged a whole troop of armed slaves, who looked more
martial than they really were. These people always were costly, because the weapons, with the exception of
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musket and revolver, were all richly inlaid with gold and silver and are expensive indeed. But that did not prevent
the rascals from selling them for a slice of bread or from pawning them for a trifle at some usurer’s (these fine
people usually are Hindus or Banyans), because the frivolous fellows wanted to quench their thirst with pombe
(palm wine). In such cases there was nothing for the mistress to do but to ransom the weapons at a tenfold rate, or
furnish the fiend with new equipment along with a well-deserved chastisement as a warning.
Thus ten to twenty armed slaves, two by two or lined up in rows, preceded the retinue of a lady of rank with
lanterns. Behind the mistress, in certain cases accompanied by an Arab woman, a throng of well-dressed female
slaves formed the end of the retinue.
If a passer-by, regardless whether of high or low rank, was met in the street, he was directed out of the way and
had to turn aside into a side-street, an open door or a shop until the procession had passed. But this could only be
enforced strictly with members of the ruling family; other ladies of rank did not always succeed in asserting their
claims; the rough people of the street in particular turned aside only reluctantly.
The long procession of richly dressed pedestrians and the coloured reflections of the lanterns in the dark, small
streets made an enchanting sight. Though good custom requires in the South too that one should move quietly and
silently in public, lively nature always broke through and people moved along talking and joking in a loud voice,
actually attracting the curious and the eavesdroppers to doors and windows or on the flat, low roofs.
It frequently happened that I met by chance on the street one of my sisters or a lady friend, who were about to
visit me. We then continued together, the length of the procession swelling to twofold or even threefold.
Having arrived at our destination, we had ourselves announced according to custom; but there was no waiting
in dark passages or in a reception-room until the mistress of the house perchance had finished her toilet; we
followed hard on the announcer’s heels. The lady visitors were received in the room or, on moonlit nights, on the
clean flat roof which is surrounded by a parapet.
The hostess is seated on her medde, a kind of cushion some ten centimetres high, usually made of the finest
long-drawn-out brocade, and reclines against a large, square pillow which is placed against the wall, also made of
brocade and called tekje. Going to meet the guest, as cordiality or also courtesy requires here, is unusual; personal
affection for the woman who enters is shown only by rising, by which homage is also paid to her higher rank and
her dignity.
An Arab woman is in general very reserved to complete strangers, whether the stranger be of high or low rank.
With closer acquaintances, things are different; as soon as one has grown fond of a lady friend, any difference in
birth and rank disappears.
After the guests have kissed the hostess’s hands, her head, or the hem of her shawl (persons of equal rank only
shake hands), they take a seat according to rank. Only a lady of the same rank may sit down uninvited on the
medde and enjoy the pleasantness of the tekje, while people of a lower rank have to sit at a certain distance on the
floor, which is covered with mats or carpets.
The mask is retained; no other part of the dress is removed either, even the thin, light shele is kept. Only the
shoes are taken off. In going out, the wooden sandals (kubkâb), usually worn at home, are replaced by richlyembroidered leather kash, a kind of slipper, but with broad heel. This foot-ware is easily slipped off before
entering the room, a custom followed by all, the ruler as well as the slave.
It is the business of the numerous slaves to stay at the door, to sort out the shoes, which in general look very
much alike, into pairs, so that the woman who leaves can slip immediately into her own. Even in this, strict
etiquette rules; the shoes of the lady highest in rank are put in the middle, those of less important ladies round
them in a wide half-circle.
Soon after the arrival of a guest, coffee in little cups is passed round by slaves, and this is repeated whenever a
new visitor enters. Fresh fruits and confectionary are enjoyed besides. Fortunately, the “urging” is unknown.
The hostess is not required to keep up what is often quite forced conversation, which is part of good manners
here and requires great efforts. No, people let themselves go and talk freely and easily about anything that occurs
to them.
There are no theatres, concerts, balls, circuses etc. so that the topics are rather limited; nor do people like to
make witty remarks about the weather. The conversation, therefore, turns mostly on personal affairs, on agriculture and everything connected with that. Everyone, every lady of rank included, occupies herself with farming,
not very scientifically but with great interest.
One is allowed to indulge freely and unlimitedly in good spirits, in laughing and joking, without calculating
whether personal dignity might perhaps suffer a little. Next to so many other advantages, the South has also been
given the privilege of having inhabitants who mostly are cheerful, happy and joyous. Why should they not be,
because nature leads the way with a good example, and always appears sunny and fine? A bright sky, shining in
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full sunlight, never permits gloominess to come up. Besides, nature so lavishly grants people what they need for a
living, that worries seldom come near to them.
The master of the house is not allowed to enter the rooms of his wife, his daughter or his mother during
visiting hours. Only the ruler and his nearest male family members are exempt from this prohibition. But when a
lady cousin of equal rank with us was present, even my brothers and nephews were not allowed to enter unan nounced.
This custom becomes very embarrassing when a lady visits her lady friend for a whole day from five-thirty in
the morning to seven in the evening. The gentlemen then sometimes find it difficult not to encounter the strange
ladies. This is annoying indeed.
But the Oriental himself does not in the least experience the pressure of this custom nor of any other peculiar
customs. He has grown up with these views, he has not come to know any other ones so as to draw comparisons,
and he therefore considers them quite natural and correct. Everywhere the power of custom with its deeply penetrating influences!
I do not at all deny that there are many things in the Orient which, when examined more objectively, seem
superfluous or even exaggerated. But is Europe free from such distorted views and customs? There the strictest
reserve between man and woman; here the most unbridled freedom. There a constant muffling up and masking;
here in the cold North low-cut dresses etc. Those are certainly extreme contrasts; here like there people exaggerate; in my opinion the happy medium has not yet been found anywhere.
The evening visits of the ladies often last three to four hours of the most lively conversation and gesticulation.
Finally the guests leave. Then the main point is to rouse the soundly sleeping slaves and to line up for the procession. The lanterns are kept burning during the visit, to no purpose certainly but it is part of good manners.
After the hostess has handed a present to the lady visitors, even if it is only a trifle, and after good-byes have
been said, the procession moves off to return home.
If I leave the house together with a sister or a lady friend, there always arises a small confusion before the
tangle of the two retinues has been unraveled. Everyone can follow our trail long after we have passed, so
intensively and persistently does the amount of our perfume penetrate the streets.
At midnight everyone has to have reached home; that is the latest one can perform one’s night prayers.
Arab women possess still another great advantage over European ones: they are completely exempted from the
duty to return thanks for a party to which they have been invited. How annoying it is to be bored at a party; and
then even to have to return thanks for that? Quite frequently I have heard how ladies paid the nicest, most flat tering compliments to their hostess on her charming party, and how they then outside the door indulge in the most
caustic criticism.
Oh the loathsome hypocrisy! Would we not be nearer to our merciful Creator if everybody endeavoured above
all to go about with his fellow-creatures openly and honestly?
Why the eternal masquerade?
19
It is an old, established custom that the ruler twice a day, after breakfast and after the fourth prayer, grants free
access to his male relatives, his ministers and other officials, as well as to all those who want to see him or to
speak to him.
In our house the audience hall (Arabic barze) destined for these meetings was on the ground-floor, close to the
sea; at high tide, the waves washed the foundation walls of this wing, and through the windows one had a
magnificent view of the wide, enlivened flatness. It was a large hall and yet the space often was not sufficient to
contain all the visitors.
The furniture was in the same plain style as in all Arab rooms; apart from carpets, mir rors reaching to the ceiling, clocks and a number of chairs ranged along the sides, there was no further furniture.
As no Arab of high rank goes out by himself, the door was always crowded with a few hundred followers;
those who found a place sat down on the stone benches which ran along the walls of the house; those who arrived
later had to wait the return of their masters and friends while standing about in the open court of the palace.
This was always an interesting spectacle for us. The gentlemen always appeared in full state-dress, that is to
say with the turban, in the overcoat reaching to the ankles (djocha), and girded with the scarf.
At home the Arab just covers his head, which is shaven once a week, with a white, often handsomely
embroidered skull-cap; when going out, he puts on the turban (amame). It requires a certain skill to twist it up; it
takes many people more than half an hour to arrange it properly. Therefore one operates very carefully when
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taking it off, because at the smallest negligence it collapses. The man who cares about his appearance arranges it
anew every time he goes out.
The cloth used for the turban is relatively cheap and does not cost more than five to eight dollars. Much more
costly are the materials for the scarves (mahsem), their price varying from twenty to two hundred dollars. These
materials are of silk and richly interwoven with gold and silver threads. A man of rank always possesses a great
many scarves and changes them as people use to do here with ties.
Elder and devout men, who care less for fashion, wear only mahsems of plain white or black silk.
As already mentioned repeatedly, weapons, of course, are part of the full dress of an Arab. They are usually
handed to him by his wife, daughter or son when he prepares to go out.
Before entering the audience hall, the gentlemen remove their shoes, and by the manner in which this is done,
the gradation of the class position can easily be distinguished. The lower classes take off their watjes at some
distance, the men of higher rank just in front of the door.
But this is not due to some despotic decree; it is a fully established, voluntary habit. In conformity with old
custom, the Arab pays to each class the respect due to it; above all he is full of devout, instinctively royalistic
feelings for his ruler and the latter’s entire household.
When the assembly hall is full, the sultan comes out to greet the men of rank. In my father’s time, his festive
procession was always formed as follows: a detachment of negro guards came first; then followed a group of
young eunuchs, the chief eunuch coming after them; finally my father with his sons behind him in such a way that
the youngest closed up the procession.
Below, before the door of the barze, the guards and the eunuchs formed a lane, through which my father and
his sons entered the hall. All rose to greet him, and the same ceremonies were repeated when he left the assembly,
again in ordered procession. In his turn, our father paid due honour to everyone. If a man of rank took leave, my
father walked a few steps with him, all rising during that time.
At the morning audiences, coffee was rarely served, but in the evening it was always handed out. These audiences were at the same time legal proceedings, during which my father quickly and simply settled the main affairs
himself, and knew how to solve difficult cases with Solomonic wisdom.
Everyone was allowed to come and go as he pleased. In this freedom of movement there is a certain contradiction to the otherwise very ceremonial fashion of the Arab. Everybody had the right to bring up his affairs,
requests or complaints. Nearly everything was treated only orally, because there is no written settlement of affairs.
Therefore the petitioners mostly had to come and bring their cases forward personally.
But petty business was usually referred for decision to the ministers, to the kadis (the appointed judges), or to
the chief eunuchs. The audience lasted one and a half to three hours; people whose cases could not be finished
within this time, or who had arrived too late to be able to force their way into the filled barze, got an appointment
for the next day from the chief eunuchs, and their cases were treated first.
From the age of fourteen to sixteen, princes are permitted to visit the assembly, and afterwards they are obliged
to do so. In the same way every notable has to make his appearance daily, out of respect for the ruler, unless he is
prevented by very urgent reasons.
If any such notable is missing for several days running, slaves are sent to him to make inquiries about the reason of his absence. If he is confined to his bed, he can be assured that the lord will come soon himself to visit him.
Even if he suffers from the most contagious disease, from cholera or smallpox, this does not ward off anybody,
since everything is predestined and ordered by God!
The nurses of the patient, his wife, mother, daughter or sister, have of course to clear the room as long as
gentlemen visitors are present. If, however, such a notable stays away without reason, ill feeling, even hostile
disposition on his side is assumed.
Every Arab of rank has a barze on the ground-floor of his house, separated from the ladies’ rooms, where he
generally lives and receives his friends and acquaintances. The floor is mostly paved with white and black slabs of
marble, which are imported from France; there are neither carpets nor mats here, because one does not want to
deprive oneself of the pleasant coolness of the stones.
The gentlemen visit each other during the same hours as the ladies, preferably in the evening after seven
o'clock. The Arab must have a certain reason to go out. It does not occur to him that one might or should go for a
constitutional walk, and if he sees a European pacing up and down on his roof in the evening, he might think that
the latter is saying prayers in his particular Christian fashion.
I need not add anything about the ceremonials during the visits of the gentlemen, nor about their conversations;
all this is analogous to the assemblies of the ladies; only, among the gentlemen more general questions are, of
course, discussed, having to do with the prosperity of the town and the country, and above all with the events of
the last audience, the various petitions, the manifold lawsuits which were settled there.
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Europeans are also readily admitted to the meetings of the gentlemen, the audiences in particular, and so the
patriarchal doings during these meetings, with all their bright and shady sides, are better known in the North than
the secluded life of the oriental women.
20
Everybody may have heard that the Muslims have to fast every day for a whole month, as long as the sun is
visible in the sky.
This fasting of the Muslims cannot be compared with that of the Catholics, which is child’s play in
comparison. Fasting is compulsory for every Muslim, and he has to urge his children to do likewise from their
twelfth year onwards. My mother, being very devout, made me sanctify the month of Rumdán (we pronounce the
word in this way, whereas here it is usually written Ramadan) from my ninth year.
It is certainly no easy matter for a child of nine not to be allowed either to eat or to drink for fourteen-and-ahalf hours every day. Hunger is by far not so trying as the terrible, indescribable thirst of an inhabitant of the
tropics.
At my age, of course, I had only a weak conception of religion, and I must confess to my shame that in the
beginning I secretly was at the water from time to time. At penetrating interrogation, I ruefully confessed this sin
to my mother and obtained forgiveness, provided I should not trespass again against the holy decrees of religion.
During the first days I was completely dizzy, and people tried to make me sleep as much as possible, so that I
should not feel the pressure so heavily. The rules are set in an extremely strict way; not even the saliva should be
swallowed intentionally if one wants to remain faithful to the law.
Thirst drives a person almost to frenzy. One day my poor mother, who otherwise fulfilled every commandment
with the utmost strictness, forgot herself, tormented as she was to the extreme by thirst, and drank inconsiderately
an earthen jug full of water in one draught, in spite of my father’s warning voice ringing from above. The result
was that she had to fast one full day extra.
At four o’clock in the morning, a gun-shot from our ship resounds as a signal that fasting begins. If one finds
oneself in the middle of eating, one has to stop immediately; if one has seized a drinking mug to quench the thirst
for the last time for fourteen-and-a-half hours, one must put it aside untouched as soon as the shot is heard. No
grown-up and healthy person thus is allowed to eat or drink anything from this moment onwards. People like to
sleep a good deal during the day and to stay up quite long at night with all kinds of delights.
At six o’clock the sun sets; the evening prayer is performed, and at half past six the fast is broken. The most
beautiful fruits, and above all costly appetizing water in cooling, porous earthen jars, have already been prepared
to offer the languishing the first refreshment. The family gathers soon to take a truly Lucullian\fn{ After Lucius Licinius Lucullus (118-57/56 BC) a Roman politician renowned for his lavish expenditure on food } banquet, which amply compensates
for the harsh privation. As moderate as the Arab may otherwise be, as simply as he may live, at the meals during
Rumdân he becomes a glutton indeed, and develops a great intemperance in eating and drinking.
During this period, there is much social life, and people like to pass the evenings, or rather the nights, together,
edified by hymns, declamations and stories, but always eating and drinking in between. At twelve o’clock the first
gun-shot resounds and wakes up those who have to prepare the night meal (suhur). This is served up between
three and four o’clock; small children who have been put to bed at nine or ten are roused for this. The suhur is
seldom taken in common, on the contrary, everyone as a rule takes it in his room by himself.
In this manner the whole month is passed. At its commencement, fainting fits frequently occur; people grow
thin and slender almost visibly. But gradually they get accustomed to the pressure of privation, do not spend the
day in sleeping any more and many, who were until then only visible at meals and prayers, appear again regularly
on the gallery.
Everybody must keep fasting strictly, and the master should recommend it to his slaves. Those who are needed
in the household and for personal service, those who can be controlled that is, are urged to keep it. The slaves
working on the plantations on the other hand, who for the most part do not have any religion, are at liberty to fast
or not.
Children and sick people are exempted from fasting. But the latter, as soon as they are recovered, must fast
“uninterruptedly” later, in the course of the same year, as many days as they have missed. The same rule is valid
for those who are on a fatiguing journey. Women, who await their confinement, are also allowed to satis fy their
duty afterwards if continuous fasting is too troublesome for them; but they prefer to avoid this, in order not to
have to sustain the privation alone, which would be so much harsher on them.
If a woman is delivered during Rumdán, she must break the fast immediately and may take it up again after a
fortnight at the earliest. But there is always the strictest commandment according to which one is obliged to fast
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afterwards for every day missed. If somebody gets hurt in such a way that blood comes out, or if a sudden
indisposition befalls him without him being ill, he must continue to fast that day, and also make up for it after the
end of the fasting period.
Fasting, of course, is not a purely external trial for people; during this time the devout Muslim above all turns
in upon himself. He endeavours to discover his moral faults, to correct them, and to pray for forgiveness of his
sins, more or less like the good Christian prepares himself for Holy Supper in Holy Week. In this holy time one
even takes care not to kill dangerous animals and endeavours to do as much good as possible.
Rumdân thus has something gentle about it; people become more forgiving and friendly, as harsh as they
otherwise are; through the long, lasting abnegation in the service of the Lord, they feel as it were closer to Him;
this raises them up and makes them better, some, to be sure, perhaps only for a short time, but others for the rest
of their lives.
Above all, during this time the traditional hospitality of the Arab shows itself at its best, it now being a
religious duty. All those who have a family, a household of their own, entertain as many strangers as they can
possibly find, though they do not even know their names. They simply order the prayer leader of the mosque
which they usually visit to send a certain number of strangers for the meal every evening.
These are not only poor people, but often men of high birth and great wealth, who as strangers miss their home
most during this holy season. It always gives pleasure to the real, hospitable Arab to afford a small compensation
to such people. No one considers it unbecoming to be entertained by a poorer man, and least of all would he ever
think of a recompense to his host; this would be one of the most serious offences.
Indeed, with such principles selfishness cannot take deep roots, and happy are the peoples who still consider
such charity as an inviolable duty.
To a certain extent the month of Rumddn is similar to the time before the Christmas festival here. One has to
prepare all kinds of presents, which should be distributed on the first day of the following month, Shewdi, one of
the two high feast days of the Muslims. Needlework is occasionally presented as a gift, and always to the closest
persons only, never to indifferent ones. Just like here, such works can only be completed under great difficulties.
Quite often did I see a lonely person take trouble and exert herself assiduously and anxiously in a hidden place
with a delicate work in the bright light of the African moon.
In general the presents are purchased ready-made. The best business is done by the goldsmiths. With us trade is
completely in the hands of Hindus and Banyans,\fn{ The name given to Hindu traders throughout eastern Africa; from Hindi,
bania, trader. The earliest attestation of the word is in Vasco da Gama’s Voyages, 1502} who do not leave much to be desired as
far as slyness, falsehood and deceit are concerned. They are very skilful in their branch and have succeeded in
gradually driving all the Arab goldsmiths out of the field.
They have their hands full before the feast; one order follows the other and they take them all. If we wanted to
receive the ordered objects in due time, we usually had to send a couple of armed slaves to the workshop of our
expert to watch him at work and to prevent him from executing other orders.
This sounds very drastic, but only this measure, thought out by one of my sisters, could help us, for, as said,
these Hindus and Banyans are the worst swindlers; their word is not sacred to them and they are at the same time
exceedingly cowardly.
The most favourite presents were all sorts of weapons. It may seem odd to European ladies that an Arab woman presents her husband, her brother, her grown-up son or her chosen one with costly weapons. But the Arabs
consider weapons as their greatest luxury, they try to obtain any beautifully worked piece, and never have enough
of them. They never shun costs when the acquisition of a weapon is at stake.
Thus weapons and jewelry are in the first line among the presents for the feast. But any other thing can also be
given: noble horses, white riding donkeys, and—abomination for the civilized European—even slaves!
Amidst such cares and purchases, the month of Rumdân dwindles away quickly. In the last week, and often
earlier, people start to bake for the imminent feast and to make further preparations in the household. The nearer
the first day of Shewál approaches, the more expectation and general excitement intensify. All are feverishly busy
to get ready in time with their presents or with their household.
The night before the 27th day of Rumdân, the “Night of Merit,” in which Mhamed is said to have received the
Kurân from heaven, is considered as particularly holy. The prayers which ascend to the Lord in this night may
certainly count on being heard.
Finally the last day of Rumdân has arrived, the 29th or the 30th; for, as is well known, we have lunar months of
twenty-nine or thirty days, so that the year has only 355 days. Everybody is now eagerly bent on discovering the
new moon. The new moon must actually have been seen before the end of the fasting period can follow. A good
thing that the almost always clear and bright southern sky arches over the Muslims, seldom being overcast like in
the cloudy North.
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Those who possess a spy-glass or an opera-glass are much envied; the much sought-after instrument passes
from hand to hand; acquaintances and friends send from a long distance to borrow one for a short time. Our father
sent keen-eyed men up to the roof of our fort, which dates from the times of the Portuguese rule, and to the
mastheads, to look out for the new moon over land and sea.\fn{ The Gereza, or Arab fort, in Zanzibar Town occupies the site
of a Portuguese church, its name, Swahili gereza, deriving from Portuguese igreja, church. Nothing is visible of the Portuguese building.
The existing building is in the form of an irregular quadrilateral, with four towers and crenellated walls. During the nineteenth century it
came to be used as a goal, with the result that all goals are known in Swahili as gereza.}

The evening of the 29th of the month of fasting has all in the highest suspense; any moment this one or that one
thinks that he heard a gun-shot, which is to announce to us the happy discovery of the one which we look for. Any
noise is interpreted in that direction, while people in their excitement forget that a shot from our ships, anchored
directly in front of the house, always violently shakes the entire place, so that it is not only heard but indeed felt.
Finally the shot actually rings out; an exulting uproar fills the entire town, and everybody shouts to the other Id
mbarak (blessed feast).
So it is in town. The situation is more difficult in the countryside, where the ruler’s solicitude is not able to
hold sway directly and to give to all a generally valid signal for the end of the fasting period. Those who live on
distant plantations dispatch a horseman into town who, after the gun-shot, can bring sure notice that the new
moon has truly been seen. Others have slaves climb into the highest coconut-palms up to the crown on several
spots of their estate to watch the horizon from there.
It sometimes happens that such a look-out is mistaken and believes that he recognizes the thin crescent where
only a slender line of clouds arises. People break fasting immediately, to learn later that it is still going on in town,
which is the conclusive factor, and that one has to make up the corresponding time in fasting; certainly one of the
direst disillusions which may happen to the Arab who already is in a festive mood.
21
As mentioned above, people have already been baking for a week. During the last days, they have purchased
abundant supplies of fat stock, bullocks, sheep, goats, gazelles, fowls, ducks, pigeons (veal we do not eat, and the
pleasure of pork is strictly forbidden to every Muslim); the stalls are filled with these, and many animals which
will fall victim to the feast, have to be housed in the court-yard.
With well-to-do people, the eunuchs are ordered to change the louis d’ors and guineas for Maria Theresa
thalers, which are distributed at the festive period among the needy and especially among the numerous deserving
poor who have immigrated from Oman and do not know the gold standard.
As soon as the gun-shot has rung out and the happy news has spread everywhere that the so-called “little festival” can indeed be celebrated the next day, life in an Arab house becomes more and more picturesque, exciting
and deafening.
Hundreds of radiant human beings walk very quickly up and down, forgetting their usual measured steps; everyone wants to express his congratulations and good wishes to his beloved ones. At this joyful, religious
excitement two enemies are often seen holding out hands in reconciliation, because they hope to have obtained
this of their All-compassionate God during the period of internal contemplation and examination. The joyful excitement, the hundred-part calling in all sorts of languages, the irritated scolding of the slaves overloaded with
work, all this hardly permits anyone to get some rest during this night.
The servants in particular cannot enjoy any rest. The butchers (slaves) rush hastily upon their bellowing,
shrieking and squealing victims, to put an end to their lives with the prescribed words:
“In the name of God, the Merciful”.
The throat of the beasts is cut in a strictly ritual manner, the head very quickly severed and the slaughtered
animal immediately skinned; in this way it reaches the kitchen and is prepared during the night for the banquet in
the morning. On this evening our slaughter-yard resembled a sea of blood from all the slaughtered beasts, and a
humane vegetarian would have run out across our doorstep in horror.
To the Banyans, our native vegetarians in Zanzibar, our feasts always were an abomination; they shunned these
slaughter-yards. The Banyans are the true dealers in textiles and at the same time, as money lenders, the worst cutthroats of the world. Bitterly hated by their victims, they are cruelly sneered at and derided, particularly on such
occasions.
Under the pretext that this or that lady wishes to buy something for the feast, the lower people are fond of
enticing the Banyans, who never let slip an occasion to do business, into these bloody slaughtering court-yards,
and of handing them over to general derision. This is a bitter insult. For these star-worshippers have one good
side, namely that they adhere faithfully to the vegetarian views prescribed by their religion.
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The ladies, already hardly capable of getting to sleep because of the tremendous noise of these doings, have yet
all kinds of important wardrobe questions. For the three days of the festival, three new complete costumes have
been made.
An important role in the state attire of an oriental lady, particularly during the festivals, is played by hinna,
prepared from the leaves of a medium-sized tree, which serves to dye in red the hands and feet of women and
children. The poor hinna-trees, which can hardly ever rejoice in the fullness of their leaves, look almost like dry
twigs; every small leaf is stripped off, and new ones appear only after six to eight weeks. It is a sad view to see
them standing there so naked amidst the other leafy trees.
The hinna, so totally indispensable for the orientals, is used for two different purposes: as a remedy for boils,
small heat rashes, itching and the like, and as a cosmetic. The small leaves, resembling those of the myrtle, in both
cases are never efficacious by themselves; after having been dried and pulverized, they first have to be enriched
with the juice of several limes, which are smaller than the lemons here but much juicier, and with some water. The
mixture is kneaded to a stiff paste, which is exposed to the sun for a couple of hours, probably to promote the
acidification, and is then processed a second time with lime-juice, so that it becomes somewhat softer again.
Now the embellishment of the lady concerned can start. There she lies on her costly bed, if possible stretched
on her back, and she is not allowed to move. First, the hinna paste is applied flatly, in an ingenious way, on the
feet up to about one inch above the sole, and on all toes separately; the latter have developed natur ally, not
deformed by any pressure of boots; the upper part of the feet remains undyed. Over this, big soft leaves are laid,
and the whole is tightly wrapped in cloth. The hands are dealt with in the same way. Here too the paste is applied
crescent-shaped on the palm of the hand, and thimble-shaped on the fingertips as far as the first joint; afterwards
everything is wrapped up.
And so the vain beauty lies there motionless for the whole night, and is not allowed to move in order not to
deform herself by shifting the paste. For only the spots mentioned may be dyed red; if the back of the hand or
another finger-joint takes the colour, this is considered as extremely ugly.
Even if mosquitoes and flies, attracted by the bright light, dash in swarms upon the helpless one and torment
her seriously, she is not allowed to defend herself.
The ladies of rank are less helpless. Female slaves, who relieve each other, have to be on guard and keep the
annoying beasts away from their mistress by fanning until dawn, when the paste is carefully washed off; the
following night the same torment starts all over again. Three agonizing nights are necessary for this part of a
lady’s toilet if a really nice, deep red colour is to be obtained. It lasts up to four weeks in spite of all washing.
I once read that at one time there had been a fashion in France to have the hair dressed by a particularly artistic
hair-dresser; at great, general festivities the much-sought-after had to start with his work on the previous day to be
able to satisfy all customers; the ladies whose hair had been dressed so early then had the pleasure of spending all
night rigid and stiff on their easy chair if they did not want to ruin the fashionable hair-dressing.
This reminded me vividly of my youth in the Orient, though our vanity tortures were even worse than the ones
just described.
Elder ladies and little children are spared these torments. To them hinna serves only as a cooling expedient by
washing in a more liquid solution.
The festive day has arrived. At four o’clock all are already up and doing. Everyone stays unusually long at
morning prayer; with particular devotion the Almighty Creator and Disposer of the world is thanked for all He has
allotted to us, for blessings as well as for misfortune, which He has imposed on us as trial.
Towards half past five, morning prayer is finished. Dressed-up ladies are already seen running here and there
along the gallery to show their garments and jewelry to the others, for one hour later the splendour and
magnificence is so general that it appears impossible to be particularly prominent and to have oneself examined
and admired more in detail.
The comparison with a full ball-room is obvious but for the fact that, with the wardrobe of the North, faded
and monotonously white dresses prevail too much. In the Orient only the most lively colour combinations meet
with approval.
The eye of the European fashionable lady would certainly be hurt to see an Arab lady of rank in her state attire:
in a shirt-like garment of red silk, interwoven with gold thread in different patterns and trimmed all over with gold
and silver braids, and [add] to that trousers of green satin! Quite naturally she would consider this too odd; the
force of habit is too powerful. I fared in the same way when I saw people in Europe dressing mostly all in gray
and black. I was to walk that way in the future? These civilized colours struck me as extremely unsym pathetic,
and it took me a long time before I was able to submit to the so-called more refined taste.
At six o’clock a first shot is fired from our ships followed in intervals by one shot after the other to celebrate
the festival of the believers. If there are foreign men-of-war in port, they participate in the cannon thunder with
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twenty-one shots. Every Arab expresses his festive mood by shooting, and on such a day powder is not spared. A
stranger would certainly imagine himself in a town that is being bombarded.
All ships are bedecked festively; flags are run from all yards and masts of our ships as well as of the foreign
ones.
One hour later all mosques are crammed; every Arab visits them today, to offer his Lord a special festive
prayer. Hundreds of people, who do not find room in the places of prayer, pray before and next to them in the
open street.
The prayer of the Muslim is connected with a not unimportant bodily exertion, because he continuously has to
bow very low and to put his forehead again and again flat on the earth in the face of the Almighty. Nothing, not
even rain and thunderstorm may disturb a believer in his prayer, and on great feasts it is a special duty to perform
one’s prayer in or near the mosque.
Our father too went always to the mosque nearby, a few minutes before this hour of prayer, accompanied by
his numerous sons and by an endless retinue.
Meanwhile, the activity in our house, already great anyway, has increased even more because, with the gentlemen’s return from the mosque, there now begins the entertainment of the numerous well-wishers who pour in.
Repeated gun-shots announce the end of the hour of prayer, and from now on everybody may indulge unlimitedly
in the daily pleasures of the body, so long done without. During the first hours of the first day of the new month,
fasting is still going on; the fasting time is definitely concluded only with the common prayer in the mosque.
We women were waiting for our father’s return to his apartments. From here we could watch in the easiest way
the flood of the multitude, who had come to see our father and to convince themselves at the same time of our
cooks’ art.
When our father entered the room, all rose and went to meet him, to congratulate him in turn and to kiss his
dear hand respectfully. The hand of a person of rank, be it man or woman, has to endure quite a great deal on such
a day in the Orient, the washing and perfuming of it does not end until far into the night. Only people of the same
rank kiss each other’s hands; the middle classes kiss the higher in rank on the head, bent forward to this purpose,
or rather on the kerchief; a common woman may only press her lips on the feet.
The moment of the distribution of the presents now approached. Accompanied by my sister Chole and by
Djohar, the huge chief of the upper eunuchs, both of whom were not a little envied for this proof of confidence,
our father went into the treasury. All sorts of much sought-after articles appeared: costly weapons, artfully set and
inlaid with stones; all kinds of oriental jewelry for women, from the plainest to the most valuable; the rarest
materials for dresses, especially obtained for this occasion from Persia, Turkey or China; attar of roses and other
fragrant essential oils in large water bottles, whose contents were distributed into smaller bottles; and a great
number of ready money in glittering gold pieces.
Our father, of course, was only generally involved in the distribution; it was impossible for him to keep in
mind what all his wives and children possessed of jewelry, and what they desired for themselves in particular. He
therefore usually asked everyone after his wishes a few days earlier, and whether he or she wished to have this or
that. But besides, one liked to turn to Chole, so that she might remind our father of each person’s desire at the
selection of the presents.
Eunuchs sorted all the presents out in our father’s presence; every piece had a slip of paper on which the name
of the male or female recipient was marked, and eunuchs brought it to the person in ques tion. As can easily be
understood, the gifts received were submitted on the spot to a thorough examination, in fact in the presence of the
deliverer; frequently the eunuchs had to carry the presents back to our father with the pretentious remark that one
could not make use of this or that, but wished that and the other.
And see!, in most cases the desired was received. Our father was exceedingly good-natured and considerate
indeed; those who appealed to his magnanimity never did this in vain.
Our father gave and bestowed with full hands, but he never received anything. It is a beautiful, affectionate
custom in Germany for children, each according to his age and circumstances, to offer presents to their parents at
Christmas and on their birthdays; the head of the family in the Orient does not fare so well. Arab children, grownups and small ones, never give a present to their father.
In the preceding I have only spoken of our father’s presents to our family, but with that his obligations were
hardly fulfilled. On this day everybody expected presents from him: he had to provide for all the Asiatic and
African chiefs who happened to be in Zanzibar at the time, for all the officials of the State, for all the soldiers and
their superiors, for all the sailors and their captains, for the managers of his forty-five plantations, and finally for
all his slaves, whose number was probably higher than 6-8,000.
The presents were, of course, suited to the rank of each receiver; the slaves, for instance, were given plain
materials of clothing.
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Moreover, there came the hundreds of deserving poor, who presented themselves even after a fortnight to
claim a festive gift. The poor had a good time everywhere, for all the well-to-do people did their best to care for
them plentifully.
Activities similar to those in town took place at Bet il Mtoni; here too presents were distributed in enormous
quantities. It appeared almost as a miracle to us that the treasure-room never ceased to com ply with all the great
claims that were put on it during these three days, especially as far as ready money was concerned—proof that our
father must have been an excellent business man.
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The Muslim celebrates yearly only two great festivals, which may seem inconceivable to a Catholic with his
numerous festive days. Two months intervene between the little and the great festival; in Europe and in Turkey
the latter is usually indicated as the great beiram festival.
At this festival, everything is a repetition of what has been described before, only the celebration is still more
beautiful and more grandiose, and people are in a still more solemn mood. It is the time of the great pilgrimage to
Mekke\fn{We pronounce the word in this way} (Mekka), in which every believer tries to participate at least once in his
lifetime.
The fear of cholera and other contagious diseases which often snatch away thousands of pilgrims, does not
trouble the pious Muslim; every year countless new crowds prepare to implore the Almighty for full forgiveness
of their sins in the Holy City of the Prophet. The poor have to wander on foot over long distances; conveyance on
ships, where one lies almost on top of the other, is dreadful. Still they go, trusting in God, their life lying in the
Lord’s hand. Truly, such trust which does not shrink from any exertion, any complaint, any danger, to fulfill a
religious duty, such a trust of faith may well expect granting of the prayer.
This great feast of the Muslims falls on the tenth day of the twelfth month of the year, and lasts three to seven
days. Many people hallow it from the first day of the month by a voluntary fast of nine days, in exactly the same
way as is done by the pious pilgrims themselves in Mekka.
Whoever can possibly afford it procures a sheep, which is slaughtered on the first feast-day and distributed
among the poor. The law prescribes that the sheep intended for the sacrifice be the best to be found, and that it not
have any defect. It should be entirely faultless, have not even one tooth missing. It is, of course, not easy to obtain
a completely faultless sheep, and we used to send slaves a fortnight or more before to search the entire island and
to buy a good sacrificial sheep; if they did not find a suitable one, they had to cross to the African continent and
try their luck there in the interior, where a great assortment was available.
In this way the expenses became rather high and the sheep’s price itself was still higher. The owners of the
herds knew very well how necessary such a perfect specimen is for the Arab of rank, and also that the latter gladly
pays any price for it. Of the meat of this sacrificial animal, neither the sacrificer himself nor his family or his
slaves may enjoy even a small part; nothing of it may remain in the house, for everything belongs to the poor.
For the poor, the great festival is the most important event of the whole year; on this occasion one of the best
customs of the Muslim comes into play: the general self-imposed taxation in favour of the needy.
In the real Orient (Turkey, Egypt and Tunisia with their mixed culture excepted) people have no idea of
government securities and bonds; the word “investment” does not exist there. Property consists almost entirely in
plantations, houses, slaves, jewelry and ready money. Owing to religious prescriptions, the Muslim must give to
the poor a tithe of what at the end of the year remains of his harvest, of the rentals of his houses or of his income.
At the same time he must have all his treasures, consisting of precious stones, gold and silver valued by
experts and give a tithe of their value also to the poor every year. Thus, a property-tax with voluntary statement of
income.
All this is done without any governmental control; everyone is only bound by his own feeling, his own
conscientiousness. But this order of the Prophet is considered as particularly sacred, and only the most wicked
people avoid obeying it. Such acts of beneficence are never talked about; one acts entirely on the precept that the
left hand shall not know what the right hand doeth. Father, mother nor child should learn what I have negotiated
with my good God. With the most scrupulous carefulness people try to satisfy their duty in every respect down to
the smallest details, in order not to be tortured later by twinges of conscience.
Under these circumstances it is understandable that a multitude of people pretending to be poor, if I may
express myself in this way, are actually an unavoidable and indispensable institution in every Muslim state: how
else could the duty of that self-imposed taxation be fulfilled?
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These poor, therefore, can in no way be compared with the pitiable, truly poor people in these parts; perhaps
half of them are people who possess more than they ever need. Begging is their trade, it has become second nature
to them, and without begging they are no longer able to feel happy.
Frequently this profession is directly inherited, and one is then accosted with the following words:
“Why, don’t you know me? I am the daughter, the son, the sister-in-law, etc. of So-and-So, to whom you used
to give so much when they were still alive. I have now taken their place, and when you have any alms to give,
please send them to me at such and such a place.”
At vows, which we had the occasion to fulfill several times every year, such poor people came by the hundreds
from all over, to participate in the distribution of alms, habitual on such occasions. If someone lies seriously ill,
poor people, who relieve each other and who understand very well how to spy out alms, stand under his windows
all day long; they always receive abundant gifts, called sadka in this case.
No Muslim will refuse a beggar on such an occasion, even if he has to give the last he possesses. May it be
pure charity, may he cherish the hope of propitiating the Almighty through such gifts and obtain His clemency, it
is in any case a beautiful custom.
Certainly, very many beggars are covered with wounds and ulcers; many go about without a nose and are
horribly disfigured. They are victims of a serious disease which we call belâs; in most cases hands and feet are
attacked, and the member in question remains snow-white for ever. Nobody wants to have anything to do with
such sick people; they are shunned everywhere, for the disease is thought to be contagious.
Whether this disease is leprosy, I cannot say. These pitiable people always find rich alms which, to some extent, alleviate their difficult existence.
The nine or ten months which follow after the little and the great festivals do not have any other religious feast;
regular life resumes is course, and is only occasionally interrupted by particular festivities, one of which I intend
to describe in the next chapter.
The celebrating of birthdays is unknown with us.
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At the age of about fifteen, I once wore for the first time a new, Damascene dress of red silk; I became ill, and
the next day some kind of inflammation spread over almost my whole body. The elder, experienced people at once
knew with certainty that I was bewitched, or at least that some jealous being had cast an evil eye on the pretty
material.
Having always been somewhat sceptical in this respect, I did not want to part with my new dress and so I put it
on again at the next occasion, in spite of all warnings.
Either the colour contained some poisonous substance, or another reason, a natural one, of course, played a
part, but I became unwell again and had to take to bed.
Now the affair was perfectly clear: I was not allowed to wear the dress any further, and to get some peace I
gave it to a courageous citizen’s wife, who did not believe in witchcraft any more than I did. Strictly speaking, I
should have had a charm said over it, according to the prevailing custom or, even better, I should have burnt it so
as to radically destroy any effect of the bad influence.
This is just one sample of the superstition which is so exceedingly rampant in the Orient. I have spoken of this
subject already, and want to give here just a few more details, in connection with the description of a sacrificial
feast, which originates in superstition alone.
Many springs are believed to possess special miraculous powers: not the water, but the spirit which lives in it
and controls it. If treated correctly, the spirit does everything for its believing reverer: it can cure the sick; bring
back lost people to their homes; lead the eager to marry to the port of matrimony; give a baby to childless couples;
put angry parents, married couples and friends in a conciliatory and mild mood; restore lost things such as gold,
slaves, cattle; bless poor people with the treasures of a Croesus,\fn{ 595-c.546BC, King of Lydia (so Herodotus) from 560,
and renowned in the ancient world for his wealth} in short, it is credited with everything.
The favourite spring of the island of Zanzibar is called Tshemshem; it is a couple of hours distant from the
town.\fn{Now called Chemchem, it is a natural spring which supplies Bet il Mtoni with water } If one visits these miraculous
spots, one gains the impression that the spirit is easily contented and satisfied with truly petty gifts. A small strip
of fabric, two inches wide at the most, which flatters in the wind, or just an eggshell is found there as offering of
poor, indigent believers. The spirit is particularly responsive to all sorts of sweets (called halve), aromatic powder
and incense but to be absolutely sure of success, it has to be offered blood as a tribute.
Many people in distress go to the Tshemshem spring to bring some such offering, in accordance with some
vow. With vows one cunningly employs a small precaution; a certain time is stipulated within which the spirit has
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to fulfill the cherished wish for which this or that offering is vowed to it. If the spirit does not abide by this period
of time, one is completely absolved from one’s promise; the spirit thus better be careful. On the other hand, one
always keeps one’s word to it. If somebody who has made a vow (nadra) dies before the allotted time, his relations assume its fulfillment.
When still a child, I was often taken along to such a sacred spring, and those days were always nice and
pleasant. But from the time I was no longer called kibibi (little mistress) but bibi (mistress), that is to say from an
age in which I was capable of keener observation and clearer thinking, I assisted at only one, quite grandiose sacrificial offering.
My sister Chadudj, who has unfortunately now died, was seriously ill; her anxious acquaintances made the
vow that, if she were to happily overcome the illness and recover completely, she would go to Tshemshem herself
and depose there her offering in return for her retrieved health. Chadudj recovered and was now obliged to
execute the promise made on her behalf.
Four weeks before the appointed day, several of her favourite sisters were invited to the feast by her lady
friends and acquaintances; at the same time the most extensive preparations began.
One had not only to care for oneself and perhaps for a couple of hopeful daughters, but it was also a question
of equipping an entire regiment of slaves of both sexes who, by their dresses and jewelry, represented the wealth
of their mistresses; many troops of riding animals had also to be provided for.
The ladies themselves wished to appear in no less splendour at an occasion where hundreds of people crowd ed
together, so as to outshine their companions, a desire which is likely to recur with all human beings on both the
hemispheres. No wonder that artists and craftsmen had their hands full to satisfy all the demands as far as possible.
The jewelers never keep a stock of ready-made articles, but make every single item to order only; consequently
they were most besieged and overloaded. They also had the task to inspect and polish the gold and silver
ornamented harnesses as well as the slaves’ weapons, studded and adorned with precious metal. Above all, the
riding-equipment had to shine and gleam, for such an offering-pilgrimage always takes on the appearance of a
kind of pageantry; everything is summoned and no costs are shunned, even if many a piece of jewelry has to be
paid tenfold on account of the enormous demand. We had to pay for our vanity with high costs and with many
beads of perspiration for, in spite of the burning hot African sun we were wearing Lyons velvet and other
materials of heavy silk, strewn with abundant embroidery.
Pride just has to suffer constraint!
On the appointed day, I rode as early as half-past five to my sister’s to fetch her. It was not easy to get to her
through the great crowd of people. When all were seated on their richly decorated animals, the signal of departure
was given, and the bright company rode away two by two, jesting and chattering. The ride was long and brisk, but
very pleasant in the morning coolness.
Finally we reached the spring, situated in a delightfully beautiful scenery. We found the necessary preparations
already made; the otherwise lonely and deserted spot was now something from fairy-land, defying every description. For a couple of days, a great number of slaves had dragged out from the town everything that was needed,
had cut the long grass, spread carpets for resting under the mighty trees, nailed mirrors to the trunks of mangotrees, reclined back cushions against the same, and put any requisite implements ready. Slaughtering, cooking and
roasting for the cheerful banquet had taken place the day before.
Soon after our arrival the table was laid and we sat down for breakfast in the shade of the trees; through their
broad foliage the deep blue of the sky was shining here and there. This picture has impressed itself deeply upon
my memory: the company, shining with beauty, with gaily-coloured, glimmering attire and with costly jewelry in
the wildly-romantic, rich vegetation of a tropical forest, in front of a merrily bubbling spring, amidst the richest
virgin nature; indeed a picture which no painter’s imagination can conceive, but completely in accordance with
the fabulous descriptions of Thousand-and-One Nights.
After the lady riders had jumped down in one leap full of bravado, or dismounted carefully using the back of a
bent eunuch as a step, the large donkeys from Oman were unsaddled immediately. Their forelegs were fettered
with a short rope to prevent their straying, and they were driven into the meadow. There they remained the whole
day without surveillance, and were only fetched again in the afternoon.
About two hours after the arrival we got ready to proceed to the offering which had brought us hither. Today
the spirit of the spring would enjoy the blood of a choice, beautiful bull, and rejoice in it, not to mention all the
sweets and the enormous quantities of raw eggs which were broken on the water’s edge. Two flags were also
dedicated to it, a blood-red one, our insignia, and a white one, as signal of peace.
Our camping place was a few minutes from the spot where the spring bubbled up; the whole company went
there to assist at the ceremony. An older female slave of my sister’s advanced close to the spring and delivered a
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short speech to its spirit. She spoke of the serious illness of her mistress and how one had had to reach for the vow
as a last resource. She thanked the merciful spirit that it finally had restored health to her mistress, who now had
set out in person to present the vowed offering of thanks.
The bull was brought forward and slaughtered; the blood was carefully collected and sprinkled over the spring
and its surroundings; rich donations of rose-water were also made. Musk and amber were thrown into the silver
incense burners which were filled with glowing charcoal and spread a pleasant scent. The ceremony proper concluded with some prayers, which were said while standing.
Of the sacrificial animal, the invisible spirit received only the blood and the noble organs, heart, liver etc.,
which were cut up in small pieces and strewn around the spring. By custom, the rest of the meat should be
distributed among the poor, neither the sacrificer nor his relations being allowed to enjoy it.
But since the spring is situated far from town and since there are no poor to be found in the entire immediate
neighbourhood, an implied agreement as it were was made with the spirit at the exorcism according to which, in
view of these difficulties, the sacrificial animal was to be consumed on the spot, and so this meat formed part of
our meal in the afternoon.
As long as we were staying at our resting place, we frequently had occasion to observe how this or that member of our company went invisible for a while, and shyly evaded all questions about the reason of the disappearance. We therefore avoided vexing those persons too much with questions. They quietly had gone to look at the
miraculous spring, to complain to the discreet and mighty spirit of their griefs, their physical and mental sufferings, especially an unhappy love, and to implore its help. They wanted, of course, to be alone at the spring for
that, and it was always very painful when two equally gloomy-mooded souls unexpectedly ran into each other at
that quiet spot.
Not all those vows could be broadcasted, unless one wanted to expose one’s innermost secrets to the inconsiderate tongues of one’s dear fellow-creatures. If a wish which had been kept a strict secret had been fulfilled and
the fulfillment of a vow had consequently become necessary, it was allowed to send a deputy to the spring secretly with the promised sacrifice without attracting attention, but only if, upon taking the vow, this had explicitly
been agreed upon (to a certain extent). On the other hand, if it was a question of thanksgiving for the recovery of a
severe illness, or of imploring the spirit’s help in leading back a beloved who had disappeared, i.e. if nothing had
to be concealed to the world, the sacrificial feast as a rule was celebrated in a grandiose way and with as much
pomp as possible.
Until four o’clock in the afternoon we passed the time eating and drinking (not wine or beer, of course, but
sorbet, coconut water and lemonade), walking, playing, resting and praying. Then the horses and donkeys were
fetched from the meadow to be saddled. A new picture full of life was constituted again. Saddling riding-animals,
especially with side-saddles, requires a specific skill, which perhaps one out of twenty slaves possesses. Not
infrequently did I see how a lady, together with her saddlery, slid underneath the animal in the first quarter of an
hour, and fell victim to roars of laughter. If someone has such an able person in his train, he is wooed most eagerly
from all sides and, with the vivacity and impatience of his lady petitioners, he has much trouble to satisfy them
all.
Patience is put to the test also in another way.
Apart from other bad habits, the negroes mislay and forget most of what is necessary; it therefore takes a good
deal of time before everything is collected. Again and again a donkey succeeds in getting rid of its fetters and in
running away, thus greatly embarrassing its mistress. In short, again and again there is reason for irritation and
new cause for show-downs. An hour easily passes before one can mount.
Then we mounted our animals, took a firm seat in the high saddle (woe the poor wretch who was a bad rider,
she was unmercifully derided and mocked), and rushed off at a cheerful gallop to the town, among the clanking
and rattling of our slaves and the hundred-voiced shouts of applause.
I have already mentioned how fast a negro can run. Especially on such occasions, when ladies not so close to
us were also present with their train, did they give proof of their greatest dexterity. If I wanted to halt for a
moment and wait for a sister or lady friend to chat with her during the ride, I al ways met with the greatest
aversion. For them it was a point of honour to arrive first at the destination. As unbelievable as it may sound: for
such a run the otherwise so careless men could bring themselves to draw the line for once when eating, and not to
eat themselves silly.
We halted again at Mnasimodja or Ngambo for prayer, and after nightfall we rode together into town to my
sister’s door. There a lively confusion started again. People dismounted to take leave of Chadudj and had much
trouble to maneuver themselves through all the donkeys, horses and people. We sisters and close relatives were
privileged; according to etiquette we did not have to dismount.
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As soon as the cluster had somewhat dispersed, and we no longer had to be afraid of injuring somebody with
our donkeys, we rode up to Chadudj and took leave also. And so ended the feast, which for weeks remained the
main topic of our conversation because of its grandeur.
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People in the Orient grow up without conscious attention to their body or their health; only rarely, and then
only in cases of severe illness, do they endeavour to help nature a little; but the remedies used are pure hocuspocus.
A leading role is played by the horrible cupping, a torment which at best very small children are spared. It is
considered as a universal remedy for the most different afflictions and pains, also for smallpox and cholera, for
any possible illness. It is also employed as a preventive remedy, for even completely healthy people who are quite
well have themselves cupped once a year at least, exactly as was the custom in Europe in past days; people think
that in this way the blood is purified and the body strengthened against possible imminent illnesses.
With people of rank, bleeding takes the place of cupping in quite an analogous way. Particular precaution is not
observed at this. Even now I remember very vividly the dreadful sight of one of my sisters one day in a rather
dark passage at Bet il Mtoni. Motionless and pale like a corpse, she was carried away by her faithful servants.
I burst out in frightful screams and alarmed the whole house. Only slowly was I soothed by the assertion that
my sister was not dead as I had feared, but that she had only fainted following a too great loss of blood at bloodletting. The case was critical indeed, and the poor sufferer recovered only after a long time.
Whether such a withdrawal of blood from time to time is beneficial to the body in a hot climate, I cannot
judge. In any case, the method practised can only conjure up great dangers.
Very pleasant and certainly beneficial was the effect of kneading the limbs. I have already mentioned that one
falls asleep and is roused while being tenderly kneaded. I have also spoken of the great skill shown at this by our
female slaves. This kneading is also a very common and favourite palliative for all sorts of indispositions, espe cially all “stomach aches”.
Another remedy is the repulsive vomiting. For this purpose the most horrifying herbs are available. They are
concocted into a terrible brew which one must drink. The mere smell alone usually produces the desired effect.
In cases of severe illness one turns to God, and to this end verses from the Kurân are considered to be salutary.
A person generally considered devout writes the appropriate verses on a white plate with a solution of saffron.
The writing is dissolved with a little water (mostly rose-water), and this mixture is given to the sick person to
drink. Three times a day he has to take this medicine, in the morning, in the afternoon and in the evening; one has
to take special care that no drop of the sanctified liquid drips on the floor. I myself had to take this remedy once
for a long period, when I was in bed for six weeks with high fever.
With a very sick person who was in favour with our father, every now and then an exception was made and a
man was admitted to the bedside of the woman in question, be it a real medical man or a sorcerer. I still remember
that a Persian doctor (Arabic hakim), very famous at the time, was sent for on behalf of my sister Chole, who was
suffering from persistent earaches which would not get better in spite of all the quackeries employed. I was quite a
child then and therefore permitted to assist at the consultation ceremonial.
To this purpose, Chole was wrapped up in a shele so as to be unrecognizable, only the sick ear being uncovered; in this mummery she was placed on the medde, described before, her back reclining against the costly tekje.
On her right stood my father, on the left my brother Châlid; my younger brothers formed a circle round her; the
latter had come all together in going-out dress, having donned many arms. Accompanied by numerous eunuchs,
the Asiatic entered the sick-room, while other eunuchs had been posted as guards in several places in the house, so
as to give to the female inhabitants of the house the signal to withdraw upon the passing of the Persians.
The hakim, of course, was not allowed to speak to the sick woman himself, but had to address his questions to
my father or my brothers, who also answered him.
When later I was taken ill with typhoid fever, had been in bed for several days in delirium, and none of the
Arab and Swahili remedies in use had been of any help, my aunt Aashe, my father’s sister, decided to call in the
help of a European doctor. Our father not being alive any more, I had become, to a certain extent, my own master,
and such a ceremonial as the one with Chole was therefore no longer needed.
The doctor in question, who was well acquainted with Arab customs, insisted upon being permitted to feel my
pulse, which demand, after much consideration, was granted by my aunt who was concerned about me.
Nevertheless, a train of eunuchs had been summoned, and I was wrapped up in my shele just like Chole. On this
occasion I was in a stupefied condition and the event was reported to me afterwards by my aunt.
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When the doctor finally also required to see my tongue, he was addressed so angrily by the chief-eunuch
Djohar because of this, in his eyes, absolutely unheard-of demand, that the Aesculapius’\fn{ Aka in Greek Asclepius,
the God of medicine in Greek religion; numerous statues survive:H } disciple, feeling encroached upon in his profession, left
our doorstep furious but unsuccessful.
Where people try to cure with such panacea, it is evident that defective knowledge or sheer ignorance of the
human body, of its regular functions and disorders, is always at the bottom of it. The Arab does not know anything of all this, and therefore he is unable to classify the diseases. All inner illnesses are simply divisible for him
into two categories: stomach aches and headaches.
Regardless of whether there is a disorder of the stomach, the liver, the spleen or the abdomen, one only knows
the common designation “stomach aches”; everything which attacks our head, even softening of the brain and
sunstroke, is referred to as “headaches”. People are not able to investigate the real origin, the cause of the suffering.
When all the home remedies are of no use, a eunuch is sent to a European doctor at a consulate, and a medicament is requested. This doctor, who is not allowed to see the sick and receives only the most uncert ain information about her illness, is likely to come off badly; it is likewise understandable that the sick woman in most cases
is given a wrong medicine, or an innocuous one at best.
Consequently, diet is not known either. If a person is ill with typhoid-fever, cholera or smallpox and feels like
eating something, he is unconcernedly allowed to satisfy his appetite with everything the kitchen is able to
provide.
The firm belief in divine predestination plays a role in everything. This belief also blinds the Muslim for any
danger of contagion with most diseases; for instance, nobody thinks of strictly isolating a person taken with
smallpox. This so deeply-rooted perception also prevents one from taking any hygienic precautionary measures.
The already described Persian bath between Bet il Sahel and Bet il Tani, over which ran the connection
between the two houses as indicated before, had become dilapidated and was used as a refuse dump.
Nevertheless, when the housing shortage grew worse, barracks were built on this half-ruin; their in habitants thus
lived, so to speak, on top of the garbage.
It is well known how obstructive the belief in predestination is to any progress, and how superfluous it makes
appear the drawing of cholera cordons or the setting of a stricter watch over the large pilgrimages.
I might call special attention here to some details about a couple of diseases.
Smallpox, unfortunately, is prevalent permanently in Zanzibar and takes thousands of victims. The body of the
sick is coated entirely with an ointment of djiso (curcuma)\fn{“A genus of about 100 accepted species in the family
Zingiberaceae that contains such species as turmeric and Siam Tulip. They are native to Southeast Asia, southern China, the Indian
Subcontinent, New Guinea and northern Australia.”:W} and thus placed in the sun. Or the pocks are smeared with coconut-

milk, which in any case is preferable to djiso.
If the body is covered all over with wounds, so that the sick cannot tolerate the warmth of a bed any more, he
is placed on a soft rush mat or on a really fresh, large plantain leaf, whose hard vein is cut out carefully before.
These are the only reliefs which fall to the sick person’s lot; internal remedies are not used.
One only avoids bringing him in contact with water.
Consumption, unfortunately no rare guest either, especially the galloping one, is left completely unheeded,
there is no treatment at all for it. Yet this disease is the most feared and not unjustly so, as the European doctors
assert.
The consumptive is shunned, and thus suffers even more. Nobody likes to take a seat where such a wretched
one has been sitting; reluctantly one holds out a hand to him, and one never drinks out of a cup touched by his
lips.
A young, very beautiful step-mother of mine suffered indescribably of this disease; to the last she was able to
leave her bed in the forenoon and to visit the other inhabitants of the house. It did not escape my child’s eyes how
unwelcome she was to all; I felt very sorry for her and when finally she was completely confined to her bed, I
often sneaked to her to render her this or that act of kindness, but secretly of course. She had just one little son,
but no daughter who might have tended her.
Not a few of my beloved ones have fallen victim to this malicious disease, mostly in the very prime of life!
After death, their property too is treated with great circumspection. Dresses and bedding are washed outside the
house on the beach, gold and silver are heated to bring out any contagious material.
Among children, the dreaded whooping cough is as frequent as it is here. The sick are given quantities of “dew
water” to drink, which is collected every morning from the giant leaves of the plantain. A superstitious remedy is
also used. A number of round slices, of the size of a Mark coin, are cut from the dried skin of a kind of pumpkin,
called hawashi, strung on a thick thread, and this beneficial chain is then suspended round the child’s neck.
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A very common suffering comes from a kind of ulcers, which are very painful. They are covered with the
brown dried skin of an onion, which takes as it were the place of English plaster. To force them to burst open,
warm dough is used.
It is evident: everywhere the simplest home remedies, but no medical treatment, no doctors at all.
People never know how to help themselves correctly; no wonder they clutch at the miraculous; no wonder they
like to turn to female fortune-tellers.
The basarîn, as they are called, are much in demand and do a good business. In cases of sickness, we usually
called in a one-eyed woman, about fifty years old, who came from Hadramot, a Shihrie that is.\fn{A Shihrzyya is a
woman from Shihr, a port in the Hadramawt, a region of Yemen } Her magic implements consisted of a very dirty bag,
containing the greatest variety of things: small shells, all sorts of sea-pebbles, round, bleached bones of some
animal’s cadaver, all possible shards of china and glass, rusty iron nails, bent copper and silver coins, and so forth.
When she had to answer a question, she prayed to God that He might grant her to see and speak the right thing,
untied the bag, mixed its contents well and cast everything before her. Depending on the position of all those
triflings, she then imparted her answer, whether the sick would recover or not, etc. Chance seemed to favour the
basara more than other prophets for, whenever I participated in such witchcraft, her predictions often came true,
and she made good business out of it; she received a small gift right away, but if her saying turned out to be true,
she was remitted a bigger present spontaneously.
Superficial hurts are, of course, cured more easily than internal diseases. The ordinary home remedies, like a
piece of punk to stop the bleeding of open wounds and the like, are effective. More dangerous are broken bones,
as I have experienced myself.
I was still very young and thus not fit to sit at table. My father had again sent me a plate with dainty morsels
and I hastily ran down the staircase to show all the delicacies to my mother; in my cheerful haste I misjudged my
step, fell down and broke my forearm. My aunt, my father’s sister, and my brother Barghash dressed my arm, but
unfortunately did not set the bone properly, so that even today it is somewhat crooked and reminds me of that fall
and of my compatriots’ need for doctors.
A very important subject I have not yet touched upon: Mister Devil!
It is well known that in the Orient nearly everybody believes in the embodied devil; it is perhaps less known
that he likes to take up his residence in human beings. There was hardly any child with us that had not been possessed once of the devil. As soon as a newborn baby cries too much or becomes somewhat restless for one reason
or another, it surely is possessed and steps are immediately taken to exorcize the evil spirit. Very small onions and
garlic are strung on a thread like pearls, and this necklace is suspended from the child’s neck and arms. The
remedy is simple and not quite so foolish as it may appear at first; for if the devil had an olfactory organ, he would
hardly withstand such an attack.
Grown-up people are also frequently possessed, men only very rarely but women quite often; of the
Abyssinians nearly half. The outer signs are frequent convulsive attacks, loss of appetite and general apathy,
preference for solitary stay in dark rooms and other such pathological manifestations. A woman rumoured to be
possessed has a quite peculiar aura, is exceedingly honoured or … feared.
But it must be found out whether such a woman indeed is possessed by a spirit, and to this effect a special
examination is organized. For this ceremonial the women or her relations invite a party that consists mainly of acknowledged possessed persons. These pitiable people form a kind of secret society and prefer to keep everything
they practice secret to the eye of the outer world.
The sick one is put in a dark room and wrapped up tightly in her shele, so that no ray of light whatsoever can
penetrate to her. In the most true sense of the word she then is fumigated in that the censer is held under the cloth
directly under her nose. The party round her begin to sing a strange song and wag their heads to and fro all the
time. An Abyssinian brew, a mixture of corn and dates brought to the point of fermentation, not a bad beverage at
all, is always present.
Under all these influences, the victim begins to fall into a kind of clairvoyance and, as I was told, to talk very
incoherently. Finally she is in full ecstasy, rants and raves with foaming mouth, utters confused words now the
spirit is in her. Those present start to talk with it and to inquire after its intentions. For they are not always evil
spirits that plague the sick, but also good ones that stick to her out of particular love and inclination, and want to
guard and protect her in life.
Frequently two spirits, a good one and a bad one, contest for the same person and both manifest themselves at
this exorcizing ceremonial. Frightful scenes are said to ensue then and only a few courageous people can bear to
assist until the very end at such events.
At the end of the session, the knowledgeable decide whether the woman tested is possessed by a good or an
evil spirit.
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An evil spirit not infrequently is driven out by expert mistresses. With a good one, on the other hand, a firm
treaty is concluded according to which the spirit is allowed to haunt its victim only at fixed times, at which it
always may count on a festive reception; it has to predict to his favourite everything which is in store for her and
her companions, be it good or bad.
With these evil, superstitious acts many other coarse practices are unfortunately connected. Many possessed
women do not tolerate that the sacrificial animals (fowls and goats) which they have chosen for their mysterious
feasts be slaughtered beforehand, because they drink their warm blood. Moreover, they devour raw meat, and eat
raw eggs by the dozen. The wretched women who have been tested whether indeed a spirit is housing in them, are
lying down for days afterward.
In these cases too I was able to observe how the worst examples are the quickest to influence people. Though
all Muslims indulge in superstition to a great extent, the Omâni people are far from believing such nonsense.
When they come to Africa, they at first find circumstances quite Africanized and would like best to return home
immediately. But after a short time they become the most susceptible to everything they just decried, and
assimilate the most absurd views.
Personally I used to know such an Arab woman, so decidedly unfavourable before; she was firmly convinced
that she was possessed by such an evil spirit which, she said, repeatedly had made her ill recently; to propitiate it,
she should organize a feast.
But enough of these sad subjects.
25
This chapter treats of a highly controversial theme; I know that I shall not make many friends by my opinion,
but I consider it my duty to express it. Everywhere I have met with too much ignorance with regard to this
question, and even the initiated often overlook the fact that we are not dealing here with purely human efforts on
the part of the Europeans only, but that political interests lie hidden in the background.
I was still a child when the treaty that was convened between my father and Great Britain expired.\fn{ A
Reference to the so-called Hamerton Treaty of 1845, by which the export of slaves from Said ibn Sultan’s African dominions had been forbidden. Thus they could no more be shipped legally to Oman as had been permitted under the Moresby Treaty of 1822.} After that date,

the slaves of all British subjects living in Zanzibar, the Hindus and Banyans that is, were to be set free.
These were very hard times for the owners concerned; their crying and complaining would not end. The most
important among them sent their wives and daughters to us and implored our intercession, though we were in no
way able to help them. Some of them had a hundred and more slaves for the cultivation of their estates. All these
were set free on one day and their masters were ruined; they had no workers, they could not work their estates
themselves and consequently they had no revenues from them.
And our beautiful island now had the questionable good fortune of suddenly having a few thousand idlers,
vagabonds and thieves on its hands. The freed big children considered the fact that they did not have to work any
more as the essential element of freedom, and they wanted to really celebrate this freedom, totally unconcerned
that they could expect neither lodging nor maintenance from their masters any more.
The humane apostles of the anti-slavery unions were not heard of any further: they had gained their point, had
freed the poor victims from slavery, which is unworthy of the human being; they were less concerned about what
became of them. At the most their ladies, to make the nonsense complete, knitted woolen socks for the inhabitants
of the hot South!
Let the rulers of the countries concerned see how to deal with these work-shy people. For everybody who has
lived for a while in Africa, Brazil, North America or any place where there are negroes, will confirm this: apart
from all good qualities, the black race possesses a quite outstanding aversion to work and requires continuous
supervision.
Only British subjects, I repeat, were henceforth forbidden to keep slaves; Britain could not give orders to my
father concerning his country. One must, however, be careful not to judge slavery in the Orient by what one has
heard about it in North America or in Brazil. The slave of a Muslim is in a quite different, incomparably better,
position.
The worst feature of this institution is the slave trade, which carries off the wretched from the interior of the
continent to the coast; during these long marches innumerable people perish from the hardships, from hunger and
thirst, but their trader too has to endure all this. It is sheer nonsense to impute a particular malice to the slave
traders on account of these harsh privations. For it is to their own advantage to bring the people out in the best
possible condition, as they often have invested their whole fortune in one of those caravans.
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After the destination has been safely reached, the slaves are for the most part well cared for in every respect.
They have of course to work for their masters without wages, but they are also free of all worries, are certain of
their maintenance and their masters have their welfare at heart. Or is every non-Christian by all means a heartless
creature?
Above all, the negro is fond of his rest and goes to work only when he is compelled; so the strictest control is
necessary for him to carry out his part of the work which, in comparison with the requirements set in these parts,
is quite small. He is by no means a model child; there are among them thieves, drinkers, deserters, incendiaries.
What to do with these? One cannnot let them go unpunished; the finest anarchy would rise soon. Imprisonment
is all the same to such a person; he would even be pleasantly affected if he were allowed to dream and to sleep
time away for a couple of days after being fortified. The greater part of all negro slaves certainly would prefer to
try to earn such a pleasant stay.
Under these circumstances there remains only one salutary expedient: corporal punishment.
A great outcry is raised about this in these parts, of course only in certain circles, which always depart from
theories alone, and disdain studying practical situations. Thrashing certainly is inhuman; but let people suggest a
substitute for it! Incidentally, would a sound thrashing now and then of many among the thousands of convicts not
be more practical here than the false humane treatment, which puts everyone in the same category?
Tyranny is justly condemned everywhere, whether it affects the poor negro or the civilized person languishing
in the Siberian mines. But equity must rule; not every institution is just or unjust everywhere. Slavery is a very
ancient institution with oriental peoples and I doubt whether it can ever be abolished completely; in any case, it is
a folly to want to overturn such old customs all at once.
And then, let people set a good example for the Oriental. In my time a good many Europeans in Zanzibar kept
slaves themselves or bought some when their interests were at stake. Of course, this was not report ed home. But
whether the Arab uses the slaves for field or domestic work, or whether the civilized European employs them as
porters, the latter work being in general much harder and heavier, it does not matter: the morality remains the
same.
Nor are these European slave-keepers always humane enough to set the purchased slaves free later, as the Arab
so frequently does; on the contrary, if they are no more useful to the master, he simply resells them.
There was great exasperation among the Muslim population of Zanzibar, when it was learned that an
Englishman, whose government with grandiloquent morality forbade slavery, had not only bought a female slave
himself, but, instead of setting her free, had resold her on his return, and even to an Arab official.
Another case was no less insulting to all Arabs. It had to do with a European’s arrogant interference with the
domestic affair of an insubordinate slave’s imprisonment by an Arab. Let everyone sweep in front of his own
door, and those who keep slaves themselves should not pose as judges as to how the latter must be treated.
Nobody should be surprised if the Arabs, after such experiences, are filled with the greatest suspicion against
Europeans; they wish for those happy times, when they were still unexposed to the latters’ all-subverting ideas.
The abolishment of slavery, so the Arabs think, is only pursued with the aim to ruin them and thus to harm Islam.
They credit the English with all kinds of insidious plans in the first place.
One may object that I am biased in the slave question; that, having grown up myself with such views, I am
unable to disengage myself from them and to judge them objectively. I may therefore be permitted to adduce
some momentous evidence of full-blooded Europeans.
The Africa traveler P. Reichard wrote in 1881 from Gonda:
In the night of the 12th of October I was aroused by the shrieks of a woman who, screaming, desired admittance. I
sent Askari\fn{A soldier in personal service} to discover the reason for the noise and learned that she, because of a quarrel
with her husband, wanted to come into my place, to smash some object of value, by which act she would, by the
custom of the country, become our slave. Three similar cases happened within a short time to an Arab who had settled
down here, but who had compensation paid to him, and it is by no means uncommon that a free man, dissatisfied with
his position, has himself enslaved in this way. This is a clear proof of the exaggeration and one-sidedness of many of
the reports on slavery, which paint their condition in black, as they originate mainly from missionaries, English in
particular …
*
As for slavery, it certainly occurs that slaves, while being transported, are maltreated and arrive near to death from
starvation. But the latter misfortune then almost always also befalls the owner himself, as we were able to verify,
because the resources, at the end of lengthier journeys, easily run short.
*
A sudden and violent abolition of slavery can only bring about the ruin and the demoralizing of the countries
concerned, especially if compensation from another quarter is not cared for immediately; the actual situation on the
island of Zanzibar, so flourishing before, might be an eloquent witness for my view.
*
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If a slave finally is in firm hands, his lot is by no means worse than in his home country; on the contrary, it is as
good as it is there, frequently better. The tribes south of the Tanganika, for instance, are ruled by particularly cruel
sultans, and slaves brought hither would on no account return.
*
With the Arabs, the slave is not at all overburdened with work, and criminals alone are condemned to corporal
punishment, because too great a severity would necessitate many more overseers, who would turn out to be too
expensive. Moreover, the Arabs mostly set the slaves free after they have served faithfully ten to fifteen years.
*
Slaves owned by natives are considered as members of the family, and enjoy their own free will. There is no
question of punishment; on the contrary, violent insubordinations against the masters often occur, and have no further
consequences. Others walk to the coast without the consent of their masters, to come back as pagasi (porters).

An Englishman, Mr. Joseph Thompson, has the following judgment in his book To the Central African Lakes
and Back:
All classes of society show a cheerfulness and happiness which would appear uncommon everywhere, but this is an
ideal land, where four shillings and sixpence suffice all day to live in plenty. Half-starved or ill-treated slaves are
nowhere to be seen; for as soon as any cases of barbarous treatment come to the knowledge of the sultan (of Zanzibar),
the sufferers are at once set free, and protected against the cruelty of their masters. It would seem, indeed, as if this
class here is in a particularly comfortable position, and enjoys ten times more liberty than thousands of our clerks and
shop girls.

Another Englishman, who had lived long in the Orient and who knew the state of things well, expressed
himself to me in a shorter way; he described the anti-slavery movement with its countless meetings simply as
“humbug”.
In conclusion, I should like to call to mind one more fact.
Gordon, who at one time had acted as one of the most resolute adversaries to slavery and slave trade, began his
second so shortly lasting government in the Sudan by abolishing his former laws.
He may not have been convinced of the necessity of slavery in Africa, but certainly of the necessity not to put
aside at one stroke a so deeply-rooted institution, but to pave the way for mitigation gradually and that for abolition only afterwards.
26
As has been mentioned above, I had lived since my father’s death in blessed love and friendship with my
mother and Chole at Bet il Tani. About three years later,\fn{ 1859} a devastating cholera epidemic spread over the
town and the whole island of Zanzibar. In our house too it snatched away human lives almost daily. It was during
the hottest season. One night, I was unable to fall asleep in the high bed because of the stifling heat, and therefore
I ordered my female slave to spread a soft mat on the floor, hoping to find freshness on it and thus sleep, which
indeed I did.
Who can describe my surprise when, waking up towards morning, I saw my dearly beloved mother writhing
with pain at my feet. To my anxious question whether she was ill since she was moaning so much, she only
answered that she had been lying on this spot since midnight, that she felt the cholera had taken hold of her and
that she at least wished to die near to me if it had to be.
It was torment for me to see my beloved, dear mother suffering so from the malicious disease and not to be
able to help her. For two days she withstood the attacks, to be then torn away from me forever.
My grief was boundless; recalcitrant, I disregarded all admonitions and warnings not to cling too tightly to the
dear corpse, so as not to fall victim to the contagious disease myself. For I did not wish anything else than that
God might call me to Him together with my mother. But the epidemic spared me; it was the will of the All-good
and All-wise, I had to resign myself.
At the age of barely fifteen, I now stood there in the world, fatherless and motherless, similar to a ship which
drifts away without rudder on the sea waves, moved by the storm. My mother always had guided me with so
much good sense and prudence, had cared for me and thought on my behalf, and now I was all of a sudden to take
upon myself the duties of a grown-up person, to reflect alone on my welfare as well as that of my servants.
Fortunately God has ordained things in such a way that, with the understanding of the duty, the strength to fulfill
it usually also comes. Gradually I was able to comprehend my situation and to manage my affairs independently,
without the assistance of strangers.
But soon afterwards new trials approached me and I succumbed to them: without knowing how it had come to
be, I suddenly found myself deeply involved in a conspiracy against my noble brother Madjid!
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It was just as if, after our father’s death, only discord should reign among us instead of all of us standing all for
one and one for all, as was seemly for us. Among thirty-six brothers and sisters there will of course seldom exist
full accord, and so with us too there developed different groups of three to four brothers and sisters each, kept
together by closer ties of affection.
To strangers, our relationships were fully inextricable; even our closest acquaintances were not always able to
find their way about the system of our parties, which led to many situations which were unpleasant for them and
for us. A loyal friend of my brother’s, a true lady friend of my sister’s, they must under all circumstances be my
bitterest enemy if they did not belong to my circle, no matter how they personally felt about me.
To any unbiased person it will be clear that such confusion and inner strife was not followed by blessing; yet,
our eye was clouded by passion and without proper reason we in fact pursued each other with blind hatred.
Communication among us soon stopped completely. Numerous spies kept by all of us took care to widen the
gulf by informing us secretly of every word, every intention of our adversaries. These worthy persons showed up
with us at night and netted a reward corresponding to the importance or hatefulness of their news.
At no time did the louis d’ors and guineas flow so abundantly from our hands than in those days. Very often
we did not count the gold coins at all, but grabbed blindly in the linen kîs (bag, satchel) to compensate our spies
for their effort with a whole handful of gold. Sometimes we were roused at a late hour in the night, because a
mysteriously mummified figure requested entrance with the doorkeeper and desired to speak to us personally.
Such nightly conversations always lightened our kîs considerably, rendered further sleep absolutely impossible
and heated the mood by some degrees for the time to come.
All of us were seized by a kind of illness. Everyone tried to outbid the others.
If one of us expressed the wish to buy a beautiful horse, a house, a plantation, his adversaries forced the
purchase prices up as much as fourfold and sixfold, to the joy of the owners of course, only to play a trick on the
other.
If one sister wore a new article of jewelry, immediately orders for a similar one or, if possible, for a still more
beautiful one poured in to the jeweler in question from all sides.
People soon found out this great weakness of ours, and merchants as well as artisans knew how to draw rich
advantages from our discord.
Madjid and Chole were at that time on the best terms, at which I, who loved both of them dearly, was greatly
delighted. Indeed, after I had lost my mother, they treated me as a child of their own.
But these good relations gradually became strained on account of my brother Barghash, and finally the formal
rupture between Madjid and Chole set in. However much I was devoted to Chole, truth requires me to state that it
was she and not Madjid who was to blame for the rupture. It is far from me to enter into all the circumstances one
by one, which little by little conjured up the bad entanglement; we were all as it were maddened and blinded.
For me this period was rich in internal struggle. I lived in the same house with Chole, we took our meals
together and were inseparable all day long. And now she began to avoid Madjid more and more without reason,
Madjid whom I liked likewise; in the end she wished him every possible evil.
At first, I hoped to be able to remain neutral, even venturing to defend my brother who was beyond reproach
indeed, and whose only guilt was that he was the reigning sultan and not Barghash. But in passion the human
being does not know justice and Chole too did not remit her grudge.
For months I found myself between two fires; I wished the best but was unable to achieve anything. I vacillated to and fro between two beloved persons, and when I could no longer stand aside from a decision, I took
Chole’s part for, although in the wrong, she was closer to my heart and ruled me more and more. For what is there
in the world which we finally do not offer to our beloved ones, though not without struggle with ourselves? In the
face of their supplications and entreaties, our views, our principles, even our most sacred convictions drop from
us like the withered leaves of a tree in autumn, without the sound trunk being able to do anything against it.
Madjid, a truly noble nature, enjoyed the heartfelt love of the people. But he was suffering and unable to
intervene everywhere himself; he had to leave a good deal of the affairs to his ministers. One of them, Slêmân bin
Ali, unfortunately knew too well how to make himself indispensable to his master. A crafty, selfish fellow, he
gradually succeeded in making his word of absolute consequence in the country, and in making the other
ministers, in comparison with him, appear like mere ciphers. He was arrogant enough to even play the master
whenever the opportunity suited him.
Moreover, for such a dignity he had not even reached the maturity of age, honoured by every Arab, but was, as
the saying goes here, as green as grass. Besides he was the model of the dandy, who sacrifices everything to his
noble passions. In his vanity and slyness, he sued for the hand of one of my step-mothers who, in view of her age,
could easily have been his mother.
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Fatme, a Circassian, did not refuse his hand, a short-sightedness which she later was to regret bitterly. For
Slêmân's only intention had been to acquire her large fortune for himself.
This evil spirit thus had great influence over Madjid in every respect; he especially incited all brothers and
sisters one against the other secretly to preserve his personal power through their discord. He succeeded only too
well in instigating trouble everywhere; in our family, friction after friction followed, many notables were slighted
and insulted, and relations ultimately came to such a crisis that people began to grumble aloud.
It was a blessing that at least one capable, honest man held out as minister. He always did what he could to
weaken Slêmân’s mistakes or to make up for them. This man was Mhammed bin Abd Allah il Shaksi, very rich by
birth and a generous, noble character, from whom nothing was more remote than committing a selfish act. It is a
matter of course that there could not reign a good understanding between him and his colleague.
My brother Barghash next endeavoured to turn to his own advantage the tension between brothers and sisters
and the dissension of part of the people. Madjid had only one daughter and no son. Barghash therefore was the
nearest to the throne and since my father’s death was generally regarded as the successor. The fact that two elder
brothers were still alive in Oman, Mhammed and Turki, was not taken into account at all: Oman was such a long
way off.
But in the Orient the heir apparents unfortunately are always in a hurry to grasp the reins of government. It
leaves them cold that there may be others at hand who have a better title; to reach their aim, they use all means
and let law and justice retreat completely into the background.
This was also the case with Barghash.
At my father’s death he had failed to usurp the power, but he had not abandoned his plan. After having moved
with his full sister Meye\fn{ Swahili Miye, an affectionate nickname. She died unmarried in spite of many offers } from Bet il
Mtoni to the town, he began to think more seriously of carrying it out. Brother and sister moved to a house opposite to the one Chole and I lived in, and which had once been used as a second house for the cavaliers of my
father’s second legitimate wife princess Shesade (of Persia).
There now began for us a time of the greatest excitement. Sisterly piety does not permit me to tell everything
without missing any detail, although certain acts did not merit any consideration. Even the greatest harshness
shown to me continuously\fn{by Sultan Barghash} may not seduce me at this moment to lift the veil openly. I still
remember too well our Arab saying “that the entire ocean is not sufficient to wash away a blood-relationship.”
Hardly had brother and sister taken up residence in our neighbourhood, when a great friendship developed
between Barghash and Chole, and soon the former spent the whole day with us. On that account Meye felt neglectted, and when she expressed her ill humour to others, there grew a strong tension between her and Chole. It
came to the point where both sisters, when meeting, did not greet each other.
The situation became more and more unpleasant and peace began to disappear forever from our houses, so
serene until now. I was happy not to have anything to do with this new discord between Chole and Meye; but the
murderously enraged sisters, full of grudges against each other, always unburdened their hearts, and so I was
drawn into this too.
With regard to Meye, Chole was in the wrong; in this evil time she was indeed quite unrecognizable. Barghash
was her idol and I, who did not do less homage to her, followed her again and again on all her roads. In secret, I
sincerely pitied the deeply distressed Meye for, in spite of her proud nature, she possessed so much insight and
quiet understanding that one had to sympathize with her. She alone among us foresaw clearly that no happiness
and blessing was to result from these doings against Madjid, and she continuously cried:
“You will see!, you will see!”
My friendship with my two nieces Shembûa and Farshu was soon transferred to Barghash in the same way, and
they joined our alliance. They too lived opposite us, only a narrow lane separated their house from Bar-ghash’s.
Our three neighbouring houses thus formed a very dangerous centre for the conspiracy.
Barghash now endeavoured above all to win over a number of notables and chiefs.
The Arabs are divided into numerous great or small tribes, each of which has a leader who is obeyed implicitly.
It therefore matters much to each prince to entertain close friendships with one or more such chiefs openly or,
more preferably, in secret, to secure their assistance at the moment of action; promising in fluential positions and
other advantages plays, of course, a leading part at this.
No tribe will ever desert its leader, so strong is the feeling of solidarity and attachment. How far this goes is
most clearly shown by the fact that everyone who has learned to write seldom omits adding the name of his tribe
to his own. We, for instance, belong to the Lebu Saidi,\fn{I.e., Al Bu-Sa‘id} a small but brave tribe, and in the full
signature of my name I have always to mention this.
Barghash was dealing more and more with such chiefs, and he gradually formed with them a small court which
caused much talk on the island. The greatest scandal was stirred up by the fact that they mostly were people of
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bad repute, quarrelsome and disputatious, who day and night went in and out of his place, people whom he
decidedly should have kept away from his surroundings. And yet, this grumbling\fn{ Of the people} was so natural;
right-minded, fair-thinking people just did not lend themselves to his revolutionary plans.
The more the number of bad elements in Barghash’s contacts grew, and the more people began to see through
his hidden play, the more all those who had the welfare of our family at heart and did not like adventures,
withdrew.
In their place then came people of whom there are so very many all over the world, in Zanzibar too: ambitious
and important people who feel grieved and overlooked, who are ready to do anything as long as it quenches their
thirst for revenge caused by the supposed injustice they were suffering. Dozens of discontented saw themselves
already as Barghash’s ministers or in other high positions; hundreds reckoned undoubtedly with property and
titles, of which they would not even have dreamed before. Such creatures arrived from far and wide and joined the
conspiracy, apparently to serve Barghash, but in reality to serve themselves.
At this state of affairs it is quite understandable that the most miserable were also received with open arms.
As the number of Barghash’s followers grew, the details of the rebellion came to be considered more definite.
The plan conceived was to take Madjid unawares and to proclaim Barghash immediately as Sultan. But at all
events one had to be prepared for open fight.
Meeting was held after meeting to win over this or that chief, always at the dead of night, sometimes at eight
o’clock, sometimes at four, according to the rising or setting of the moon, and all were presided by Barghash personally. How greatly did we, at that time, curse the bright light of the moon, which so often delayed our plans
because we had to avoid all attention. Feverish excitement and deepest mistrust towards everybody took hold of
us all. We always believed ourselves to be watched and overheard, we often managed our servants’ duties with
our own hands to keep them away from us as far as possible and not to make them guess our evil deeds. We women did not pay visits any more and very seldom did we receive guests.
Barghash became more and more excited.
Hitherto, like all the other princes, he had attended regularly the audiences presided over by Madjid, but now
he began to neglect them; he appeared only once or twice a week and finally stayed away altogether. We consider
this a sign of great discontent, and when a subject ostentatiously avoids an audience, he simply is punished for
this obstinacy.
Now nobody could doubt any more Barghash’s hostile plans, in which many had not yet wished to believe.
Barghash himself, with his quick temper, began to behave very imprudently; he drew the attention of the adversaries and from that moment onwards the success of a surprise attack was hardly conceivable.
In all secret Madjid endeavoured to lead me back from my wrong tracks before it was too late. As he himself
could not come to Bet il Tani any more under the prevailing circumstances, and as I in the same way had avoided
his house for a long time, he begged a stepmother, whom I loved particularly, to come to me and to repeat in his
name the request to remain far from the party intrigues of his enemies and not to let myself be taken in tow by
them without more ado; from that quarter I could never expect any thanks, and I would not be spared regret if I
nevertheless persevered faithfully in the bad cause. In that case I should also shoulder the consequences of my do ings; for, if it came to a bombardment of our neighbouring house, he would no more be able to make an exception
on my behalf.
The noble brother’s warning came too late.
I had already pledged my word to Chole and Barghash, and considered it my sacred duty to keep and fulfill my
given promise. Deeply distressed and weeping bitterly, my stepmother took leave of me. She had meant so well!
At a later date she had the sad satisfaction of recalling to my memory Madjid’s prediction which so rightly had
come true.
In order not to call forth mistrust and not to incur the hateful name of “mother of two faces”\fn{ We thus indicate
false women} through double dealing, I thought it advisable to henceforth strictly avoid any possible association
with Madjid and his followers, and I devoted myself exclusively to the conspiracy.
At this time, now that suspicion had become stronger and stronger, it would still have been easy for Madjid to
have his ill-advised brother and his followers arrested and to imprison them in some fortress for a while until they
had thought better of the affair. But such a decision was impossible to him; energetic severity was not in his
nature. He still hoped for a voluntary turn-about of his brother and therefore did not want to proceed rashly
against him; between him and Barghash nothing indeed had happened which might have justified the latter’s
hostility. Above all, he wished to spare at any price us four women, who were so much implicated in the affair.
Madjid’s indulgence lasted for a long time. Only after whole crowds of figures, completely muffled up in their
barnus, gradually besieged Barghash’s door, did the government consider it advisable to have our three houses
watched. However, only little was gained by this, for the guards were Balucis, soldiers enlisted in Balucistan\fn
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{Now a province of Pakistan, then a part of British India:H } who, filled as they were with a touching devotion to our dynasty, would have preferred to expose themselves to danger rather than compromise one of us.
My adroit and clever brothers and sisters found this out soon, and took their precautionary measures accordingly. We women always carried out the more dangerous missions personally, without regard to custom and
usage; no one ventured to molest us, while others were followed and searched at every step. At times an imprudent person was arrested, but this did in no way harm our party.
Our house resembled an anthill. Nobody sat down idly, all worked towards the success of our enterprise. Our
spies conveyed the information that the government had finally decided to put an end to our conduct and to
imprison all suspect persons or to exile them from the island. When this report arrived, our preparations were by
far not yet completed, and so the efforts had to be redoubled. A kind of durable cake was baked in great quantities
and brought at night to Marseille, the plantation of our nieces, which was to be the main base for the revolt.
On account of my ability to write I, the youngest female member of the conspiracy, became as it were the
secretary-general of the alliance and I had to take charge of the entire correspondence with the chiefs. I was of
course already old enough to be tormented by bitter pangs of conscience. It did not weigh lightly on my soul that
the bullets, the powder, the muskets which I had to order, were intended to kill totally innocent people.
But what to do? Was I to break my word and let my beloved sister down at the very moment in which the
danger grew day by day? Never! I would rather go gladly through fire and water for her. My close relation with
Chole detained me in the conspiracy, much more than my devotion to my brother Barghash.
Barghash, the son of an Abyssinian woman, was extraordinarily talented and much superior to us in intelligence and clever calculation. Proud and imperious in his manner, he understood how to impress everybody. But
how little love he had won for himself is shown by the fact that in our large family, besides us four women, only
one single brother, the twelve-year-old Abd il Aziz, sided with him, and this only because he was Chole’s foster
child.
Nobody wanted to have anything to do with Barghash because he had buried our father’s corpse so secretly
and without any ceremony; when he moreover began to organize his conspiracy, all withdrew from him.
I still remember one evening when two of my sisters, whom I had met on one of my rare walks, accompanied
me to about five hundred steps from my house, and then hurriedly turned back so as not to come near Barghash’s
house.
In spite of the strictest surveillance, we worked on assiduously; meetings were held even under very difficult
circumstances. The day for the open rebellion was already fixed.
*
Then suddenly several hundred soldiers surrounded Barghash’s house. Aptly the soldiers had waited for a
moment in which Barghash was sure to be at home, and they had orders to cut off all communication between the
inhabitants of the house and people outside until they had surrendered voluntarily. Our fright was indescribable,
but it gave way to increased harnessing of all forces.
We expected, of course, to suffer the same fate in our own house; our cause would then have been lost altogether. As we learned afterwards, the ministers and other dignitaries had indeed voted for a simultaneous blockade
of the three dangerous houses; but Madjid could not be induced to do this, for he wanted us women to be spared
by all means.
A few minutes after the soldiers had marched up, we six conspirators stood at our windows, two in each house,
and took council over the narrow street as to what should be done. We were in a very irri tated mood and Barghash
in particular did not want to hear of submission and surrender.
But the need was great. Hardly any of the houses in Zanzibar has wells, so that high and low have to get their
need of water from public wells. For precaution’s sake, a provision of water had been collected in Barghash’s
house but, at the reigning temperature, this water could not serve as drinking water any longer; at best it could be
used for washing and cooking. There was no lack of provision, the besieged had quite enough to live on for a
couple of weeks, but that which is most indispensable in the tropics, water, was wanting. Under such circumstances, it was unthinkable to resist for more than a couple of days.
While the men were at a loss and indulged in empty talk, a woman with an inventive mind found a way out
and saved them from quick defeat. She proposed sewing a hose from canvas and to convey water through it from
our roof to that of Barghash’s house. The canvas was obtained, a few dozen hands got the hose ready in half-anhour and at nightfall the surrounded could refresh themselves with a deliciously reviving drink.
We had, of course, to use great caution in order not to be observed by the enemy. Fortunately, the sentries
mostly guarded only the one door of Barghash’s house leading to the sea, and perhaps they did not want to see our
rescue work.
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If hitherto we women had been of great help, great indeed, we now had to carry on the affair all by ourselves.
It was only through our acting as intermediaries that Barghash, from his window, was able to maintain the connection with his party. Many of the leaders were shut up with him and found themselves in a very awkward situation because, on account of my sister Meye’s presence, they were quite limited in their freedom inside the house
itself and confined almost completely to the assembly-room on the ground floor. But the influential, energetic
chief of the Hurt tribe\fn{A corruption of al-Harthi, an Arab tribe long settled in Zanzibar, who were hostile to any increase in the
power of Said ibn Sultan and his family} was free and able to continue enlisting soldiers.
Our whole plan had to be changed; it was decided to collect all party members at Marseille, my nieces’ magnificent estate, and to entrench ourselves there.
It was not a bad idea at all. Marseille already looked like a little fortress and it could easily hold several hundred people. The stock of arms and the ammunition were carried there, and the soldiers levied were quartered in
the neighbourhood in order to disturb the whole island from this base. Everything succeeded within a short time
because we strained every nerve. There was no general war treasury; we paid alternately from our private purse,
depending on the money at our disposal, and besides everyone of us provided a number of well-armed slaves.
When everything had secretly been transported to Marseille, we began to consider the main attack, this being
nothing less than that we women wanted to free Barghash from his house and thus restore its chief to the conspiracy. He then could conduct all matters personally from Marseille. It is evident that the undertaking was a very
dangerous one, but no danger frightened us; we were resolved to surmount the hazardous enterprise.
Up to now we had not attempted to visit our confined brothers and sisters. We wanted to avoid attracting attention which might harm our cause; on the other hand, we were afraid that the guards might refuse us admittance
and, in doing so, might insult our pride. But well begun is half done! There was no hesitation for us any more, and
so the evening for the planned abduction was fixed, as this was our only escape.
The memorable evening arrived. After dark, Chole and I left our house, followed by a large, hand-picked retinue, joined the group of our nieces who, as prearranged, had set out at the same time, and proceeded to Barghash’s door. Our advance guard was stopped at the watch-post, the soldiers not knowing who in fact was following.
Only intrepid procedure could make our expedition successful.
“Chole,” I said, when people showed signs of receding, “we will go ourselves to the commanding officer and
make ourselves known, surely they will respect us.”
This proposal certainly conflicted with customs and usages, but in such a critical situation we could not allow
ourselves to be deterred by the usual scruples. Did we not find ourselves preparing to accomplish something quite
unusual anyway? Was our whole conspiracy something that was permitted? Our passion made us forget everything.
Chole and I stepped forward from the group, went up to the unsuspecting officers and began to give them a
good talking-to. One may imagine their bewilderment; they could not conjecture such a surprise attack even in
their dreams. For a long time the poor men could not find a word of reply, and when they had regained their composure a little, they launched forth in so many excuses that I, conscious of our evil intentions, felt deeply
ashamed. No one of the whole guard ventured to believe us capable of such a plan, and we behaved so indignantly
that no faint-heartedness could betray us.
We reached our destination, and were also allowed to visit our imprisoned brothers and sisters for a certain
period of time. After we had won entrance, our hope of coming forth happily, together with our brother, grew.
We found Meye and Barghash in a very understandable excitement. They had watched from above the whole
scene with the guard, and had been overcome by anxious fear that in the end we should be obliged to turn back
and leave them to their fate.
But now Barghash raised new difficulties. His consciousness of being a man resisted his having to disguise
himself in the covering of a woman’s dress. But we had to hurry, for we could not know whether the guard had
reported our visit and applied for instructions. In the way Barghash was standing before us, nobody would let him
leave the house; the guard had strict orders to shoot every suspect person on the spot, which is clear evidence that
nobody had even dreamed of our boldness, for if so, other measures undoubtedly would have been taken. We were
standing there as if on a crater which might open at any moment and swallow us up.
Barghash, having armed himself to the teeth, at last consented to be wrapped in a shele, which left free his eyes
only, and Abd il Aziz was disguised in the same way. Only the two brothers were to leave the palace with us.
From our retinue the tallest women were chosen to walk next to us as protection for Barghash. Before setting out,
we thought of the Almighty and said a silent prayer, which for all we knew could easily be our last one.
In order not to draw attention, we again had to practise the same art of make-believe, had to move slowly and
sedately and to chat harmlessly to all appearances, as was our usual manner; even a quicker step could betray us.
And see!, the guard respectfully made way and we were allowed to leave with our booty totally unmolested.
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Anyone who has ever found himself in a similar frightful situation will understand that this evening, down to its
smallest details, will remain unforgettable to me.
We had informed beforehand several chiefs of our purpose and had arranged with them that they were to assemble with their followers outside the town at a certain hour. If we should not arrive within a given time, this
would be a signal that our enterprise had failed; in that case they were to disperse and wait for further news. The
meeting place was far out of town, entirely in the country.
We went through the inhabited part of the town walking at an ordinary pace, but once outside we started to run;
it was a question of reaching the meeting in good time. Like a fleeing column we began to traverse the fields with
our otherwise so delicate feet; we hurried up hill and down dale, totally unconcerned about our slippers, so
beautifully embroidered with gold. The softly whispered warnings of our servants to run more carefully because
we were crossing a thorn field fell on deaf ears; moreover, the night was dark and we had our lanterns extinguished as soon as we were outside the town.
All of a sweat and completely out of breath, we finally received news from our forerunner that we were right
in front of the meeting place. Now we women had to show more reserve. We moved more slowly and soon heard
slight coughing and throat clearing, signals of those who were waiting, though in the reigning darkness we were
not able to distinguish any human being. A soft and careful voice came across to us: “Your Highness, is that
you?”, and the affirmative answer was followed by a general, soft:
“Praised be the Lord!”
We had reached our goal.
Barghash, who had shown great agitation on the entire road but had hardly spoken a word, most quickly threw
off his disguise, bid us a short farewell, took the twelve-year-old Abd il Aziz by the hand and disappeared at once
from our sight. This very night he had to reach Marseille on foot.
For some time we stood still, exhausted and speechless, looking after the running figures. But the late hour of the
night warned us to return home, and so we silently set out on the long way back, not without apprehension. In
order not to provoke attention, we separated when approaching the town, which meanwhile had become calm, and
went to our houses in small groups and by detours.
Having arrived at last, we felt exhausted to the extreme. We were in a very pitiful state of mind; the intense
excitement of the day and the long and quick march, quite unusual for an Arab woman, could not remain without
effect. There was no question of rest, let alone sleep, during this night. All were moaning and groaning; some
fainted, and crying fits shook now this woman, then the other. It was not surprising that the wretched ones lost all
control over themselves; the events of the last hours had been too exciting, had cost too much strength. Twice we
had had to pass through rows of soldiers armed with muskets, carrying live ammunition and fixed bayonets; the
slightest blunder would have sufficed to bring us death. Nobody could know beforehand that the abduction\fn{ Of
Barghash} was to succeed so well, and when we set out, we had to be prepared for two eventualities: realization of
our enterprise or death.
All night long we listened fearfully to every noise. Our burdened conscience made us hear continuously the
tramp of horses and the popping of muskets. At any moment we awaited the enemy’s approach who, after the
discovery of our action, would impose the well-deserved punishment upon us.
Meanwhile, to our great astonishment, everything remained quiet; from above we saw the guard, as before,
going calmly up and down in front of the house in which Barghash had been confined a few hours earlier. At last
dawn arrived and as usual we were summoned to prayer by the slaves. As a rule, Chole and I prayed alone; today,
not knowing yet what surprise the coming day was to bring us, we found ourselves in the same room to offer our
prayer to the Highest in common. After that we gave ourselves up to the joyful hope that Barghash and his
followers might have reached Marseille by now—it was about five o’clock in the morning.
But soon frightful news arrived.
Towards seven o’clock we learned that our adversaries were fully informed about all the events of last night. A
Baluci, whom we had to pass very closely yesterday evening together with Barghash, had recognized the latter in
spite of his disguise. However, out of respect for our deceased father whom he had served faithfully for many
years, he had not wished to give the alarm immediately, thinking that Barghash would use his freedom only to flee
abroad. At the same time, the idea of knowing that we women would be openly compromised, was repugnant to
him.
When the market people, who came into town early, reported that they had seen many Arabs hurrying towards
the Marseille area, suspicion immediately arose that this was connected with the conspiracy; however, only that
Baluci was able to understand the real situation. He now considered it his duty not to keep his observation to
himself any longer, but to bring it to the knowledge of the government. Upon examination he only adduced as an
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excuse that he would rather have given his life than decide to compromise us women. I never learned what
became of the noble man, who through our doings had run into such a hard conflict with his conscience.
The government was now left with nothing to do but to put an end to the open rebellion with open force.
Several thousand soldiers were despatched to Marseille with guns. Our party members had counted upon the
success of a surprise attack and skirmishes; they were no match for an open combat. The cannon balls reduced the
once so charming castle of Marseille to ruins, and after a short, obstinate resistance, the insurgents scattered
before the superior forces, not without the loss of hundreds of lives.
Naturally the reader will ask what befell us women for our so deeply incisive complicity in the rebellion, what
punishment was adjudged to us for this.
No punishment at all was inflicted upon us! We certainly would not have come off so lightly had the decision
not been in the hands of the noble Madjid; our doings had deserved the severest penalty indeed.
We still did not know anything about the result of the fight when one morning we learned to our astonishment
that Barghash, whom we believed in Marseille, had been completely defeated during the night and had returned to
his house as a fugitive. Meye told us everything that had happened. Barghash hoped to remain undiscovered and
therefore avoided showing himself at the window. He still did not think at all of submission and wanted to offer
resistance to the utmost.
In addition to himself and little Abd il Aziz, who had proved himself most intrepid notwithstanding his youth
and never had shown any trace of fear and faint-heartedness, a number of notables and many servants had gradually arrived so that the whole house, especially the lower rooms, were again completely full. With these forces
Barghash still hoped to carry out his plan, though he had failed with far more important ones.
We too, who had lost so much of our property, who had sacrificed a great number of levied soldiers and slaves
on the battlefield, who had forfeited the sympathy of all brothers, sisters and relatives, we did not yet come to our
senses; we were far too blinded by passion to be able to believe in a deplorable shipwreck.
That very day the news of Barghash’s arrival spread all over the town. Everyone believed that he had only
come back to surrender to his brother of his own free will; Madjid himself wished to facilitate the submission for
him. Instead of soldiers, he now sent his nephew, Suud bin Hilâl,\fn{ At one time governor of Lamu} with the message
that he was readily prepared to forget all that had occurred, on the condition that Barghash would give up all such
plans forever. Suud, a very gentle and kindhearted man, should undertake this action quite alone, in proof of the
peacefulness of his mission.
At first Barghash would not admit his considerably older nephew into the house, but requested him to deliver
his message from the street. Suud, of course, resolutely declined to do this. After having been kept waiting for a
long time, the house door finally opened a little for him, so that no one else could sneak in, and then he was allowed to climb up the stairs, barricaded in the real sense of the word. Everywhere preparations had been made to
shoot any intruder straightaway. On the upper landing the staircase itself was closed by a massive, solid trap-door,
a contrivance only found in this house since the times of our stepmother Shesade; this trap-door moreover was
covered with heavy boxes. Madjid's messenger thus found a rather humiliating entrance, and the result of his
mission was no less painful: he had to withdraw without having achieved the slightest result, because Barghash
persisted in refusing most resolutely any kind of compliance.
In the face of such obstinacy, Madjid was only left with using force again, whatever repugnance this might
cause to him. The British consul,\fn{Captain C. P. Rigby} with whom he conferred, convinced him at last that it was
necessary to put an end to the evil doings which had lasted already for so long, and offered his help. An English
gunboat, which by chance was in port and which, owing to her smaller draught, was more suitable for this
purpose than our large men-of-war, should anchor right in front of Barghash’s house and blockade it with marines
after they had disembarked; if the demonstration was to remain without result, the hostile palace, together with all
inhabitants, was to be shot up.
One morning I left my room, which looked out upon the narrow street and did not give a free view of the sea,
and went to see Chole to wish her, the elder sister, good morning as reverence requires. I found her extremely
agitated, walking up and down her room, wringing her hands.
“Salme, dear, what is keeping you so long?”, she called to me plaintively.
She pointed at the ship and the English soldiers, and told me in broken sentences all that had happened. At my
reproach that it would never have come to this if she and Barghash had yielded in time, I had again to listen to the
same old song: that I showed too little interest in the cause.
But, my God, what more could I do? Had I not compromised myself as much as they and the others had? Had I
not given up my property without calculation? Had I spared myself whenever I could be of service to the alliance?
All this seemed to be forgotten now, simply because I pointed out how things in fact were. Never does an
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undeserved reproach hit us more deeply and more painfully than when it comes from people we love and to whom
we are devoted with all our heart!
The marines soon began to fire upon Barghash’s house, at first with their muskets only. Several bullets entered
the windows, and one whistled close by my brother to flatten itself behind him against the massive wall. Now the
seriousness of the situation was recognized, everything having been considered so far as an empty threat. Like all
the inhabitants, Barghash, Meye and Abd il Aziz fled to the back of the house in order not to be hit directly by the
bullets which were whistling everywhere.
At the first shot, Chole broke into convulsive crying, abused Madjid, the government and the English all at
once and accused them bitterly because of the injustice they were inflicting upon us! As the firing increased, panic
seized our house; we lived directly behind Barghash’s palace and thus were ourselves exposed to great danger.
Everybody, high and low, young and old, ran around purposelessly and in confusion. Here people took farewell
from each other forever, there people asked each other’s forgiveness for injustices caused in happier days; more
composed people hurriedly collected their treasures to take them along in their flight; others stood together weeping and moaning, incapable of any thought or decision; many prayed where they found themselves, in the pas sages, on the stairs, in the courtyard, on the roof boarded in by palli sades. Their example was followed by other
members of the household, and gradually the intense agitation was replaced by the so marvelously soothing consciousness that it is not the will of man, but that of the Lord which is done, that our fate is destined by the All good and All-wise since the beginning of the world.
All were now plunged in prayer and bent their forehead to the ground in token of deepest humility before the
Lord. In enlightened Europe one may call this fanaticism,\fn{ Probably fatalism is meant} or whatever else, but such a
faith certainly brings indescribable peace to those who adhere to it, saves them from despair when in need, and
makes even the most impracticable paths of our life appear less dangerous than they really are.
All the hundreds, who after the first terror put such a faithful confidence in the Lord, might have easily fled.
Our door stood wide open and it was possible for everyone to save his life. In such a situa tion, no one would have
blamed us for seeking refuge at Bet il Sahel in broad daylight. But nobody even thought of that.
*
In the face of the menacing danger, Chole at last persuaded the obstinate brother to tender his submission.
Contrary to all etiquette, she herself ran to the British consul to announce this and to demand a cessation of
hostilities. Why did she not go to Madjid to settle everything with him, it may be asked?
This question was also asked by a great many inhabitants of Zanzibar; they could not believe that Barghash’s
and Chole’s hatred of Madjid should be so bitter that they on no account wished to meet him. Perhaps both also
felt too ashamed; they preferred to take upon themselves the humiliation (for a great humiliation it was in the eyes
of all true Arabs) of requesting the assistance and mediation of a foreigner.
At that time the English did not by far hold the strong position they now have in East Africa; they had as little
to do with the inner affairs of Zanzibar as, for instance, the Turks with those of the German empire. It is only
since 1875, thanks to the English slave policy, that the situation has changed considerably to their advantage, and
—to the gradual ruin of our people.
Chole did not find the English consul at home; but, as people at the same time called out from Barghash’s
house “Amân! Amân!” (Peace, Peace!) to the soldiers, the latter immediately stopped firing, and so perdition was
warded off in time. For if the gunboat had indeed started its bombardment, Barghash would not even later have
become Madjid’s successor and we women would have fallen victim to our daring enterprise.
It is likewise certain that none of us would have recovered so well from that enterprise if the decision about us
had not been in the hands of a noble man like Madjid.
*
To prevent the recurrence of such rebellions, it was decided to banish Barghash to British India, to Bombay
that is. This was done upon the advice of the British consul. The English probably wished to have him, the
legitimate successor to Madjid, in their power and to train him properly and in their own interests for their future
plans.
That evening we gathered once more with Barghash and Meye to wish the departing brothers a happy journey
(for Abd il Aziz decided of his own free will to share Barghash’s exile); they were ordered to embark the next
morning. A British man-of-war conveyed them to Bombay.
Barghash lived there for about two years, then quietly returned to Zanzibar,\fn{ 1861} and finally succeeded to
the so eagerly coveted throne in 1870, after Madjid’s death.
*
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Thus ended our enterprise, which had started with such high expectations. It had cost us dearly, especially my
two nieces, who were however able to get over the loss easily enough because of their great wealth; many of our
best slaves had fallen and others, maimed invalids, reminded us continuously of the disaster we had conjured up.
But this was the least we had to expect from our evil seed. Much more oppressive was for us the burden caused
by the fact that we, Chole, Meye, our nieces and myself, were conspicuously avoided and ignored by all our right
thinking brothers, sisters and relatives, and that I, in the bottom of my heart, was not able to blame them for it.
Madjid, however, remained the most magnanimous of brothers altogether. He was repeatedly advised not to let
us go without punishment the way he did, because it was well known that without our cooperation, Barghash
would long since have been in prison and that many difficulties, even the open, bloody fight, might have been
avoided. He then always replied that this was quite true, but that he could not find it in his heart to see us women
punished or even humiliated, a forbearance and a magnanimity which we in no way had deserved, which were
even explained by many of us as weakness.
At least to me it has always remained incomprehensible how it can be called weakness if a brother and uncle
forgives his sisters and nieces with unprecedented clemency, protecting them from further humili ation. Well
informed about all the agitation which depicted our action in an even blacker way, we, of course, tried to give the
impression that we even now considered everything we had done as just and right. Pride prevented us from
lowering our heads even further; but all that was external, for internally we suffered the more.
Many people who bore us ill-will or hoped to obtain something with the government through denouncing us,
meanwhile took great pains to watch us henceforth. We ourselves had nothing to fear from that: our enterprise had
failed so completely that we could not have taken it up again even if we had wanted to; but this spying neverthe less affected us as unpleasant in so far as it kept friends, who had remained faithful to us, from dealing with us
openly. Even the greedy Banyans kept away from our doorsteps for a long time, and only gradually did they again
venture to sneak to us in the darkness and to recommend their Indian valuables with the usual impudence.
Our houses, which before had resembled dovecotes and had always been full of guests, now stood there
desolate and abandoned by the external world.
In the end the situation became unbearable for me. Why live in town, where I only met with hatred and
dissension? The lamentations which I had to listen to every day could not increase the pleasures of life either.
And so I finally decided to go to one of my estates for a longer period.
27
After a few days, the rising sun saw me hurrying to my plantation Kisimbani on my small white donkey. Here I
wished to stay and to wait quietly until the still high waves of enmity and hatred had abat ed. After a short time
Chole, Meye and my two nieces followed my example, left the town also and retired to the country.
Since my mother’s death I had visited one of my three plantations only rarely, and then only for a day or two at
the most. After the restless doings in town, and in view of my inner strife caused by our discord, I enjoyed all the
more the quiet of country life. Especially at Kisimbani I was able to follow everywhere the traces of my dear
mother, who had particularly liked to stay there. I had a preference for all the places where she once used to walk
or rest; everything reminded me of the attentive care of her who had been snatched away from me so soon. Everything which she had managed with an able hand was now incumbent on me, and with the business I had also to
undertake the drawbacks to which unmarried ladies in the Orient are condemned because of the imposed
seclusion from the man’s world.
The tyrant etiquette forbids us to speak personally even with our usual officials if they are free men. Orders
and accounts can only be negotiated with them through our slaves. Very few ladies of rank can write, and there are
enough unmarried ladies who never in their life get to see a written account from their overseers. If the latter
provide for the necessities of the household, and send them in cash so many thousand Maria Theresa thalers after
the sale of the harvest, then the mistresses are fully satisfied.
Cloves and coconuts bring in these sums, but one is too proud to sell potatoes, yam roots and other vegetables
which the earth produces; what is not used of these products in the house may be utilized by the overseer for his
own profit. In this way it is understandable that such people, who mostly immigrate from Oman while quite poor,
can return home with considerable wealth after some years.
When I lived in town, my overseer Hassân, who was living at Kisimbani, came to my house every eight to
fourteen days, to report to me through my slaves about all the events in the country and to seek my eventual
orders. For such events unmarried women always have a special room arranged on the ground floor of their
house, where the men, tired by the ride, take some rest, eat and drink before trotting back home on their donkey.
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Now that I intended to stay at Kisimbani for a longer period, the good Hassân was very much in my way. The
poor fellow did not know any more what to do; every moment he had to escape now hither then thither just to
avoid that he, the free man, might unintentionally lay eyes on us women.
I therefore preferred to transfer him to another estate, which he had also supervised, and I replaced him with an
Abyssinian slave, Murdjân (coral), because the latter could read and write. Besides, he was full of energy, which
was quite necessary for controlling and directing a few hundred country slaves. The Abyssinians as a rule are very
alert people; we were always quite ready to buy them and preferred them to negroes.
I now was able to move and ride about at my heart’s content without crossing poor Hassân bin Ali’s path at
every turn of the road. My domestic animals, whose number I increased continuously, gave me much pleasure;
several hours every day I was busy with them. I greatly enjoyed visiting old and sick people in their small,
humble huts and giving them, through my servants, a share in the abundance of my kitchen.
Every morning I had the slaves’ little children—a sort of “dividend” of the masters—come to me: they were
then regularly washed at the draw-well with rassel, the leaves of an Asiatic tree which, when dried, pulverized
and mixed with water, make a lather and thus take the place of soap. Afterwards these children were fed copiously. They remained in some part of the courtyard and played under the care of a conscientious female slave until
their parents returned from the fields around four o’oclock in the afternoon. In this way the poor little mites were
much better off than when they would have had to pine away all day in the glare of the sun, tied to their mother’s
backs.
This free and untrammeled country life was very much to my taste, and I rejoiced with all my heart at having
reached this coziness, away from the troubles of the town. The wives and daughters of our notables, within a
circle of about two miles called upon me immediately after my move, in accordance with etiquette, and soon I had
guests in the house for weeks and even months. Perfect strangers too frequently stopped at my place to refresh
and rest in the gentlemen’s room of the house after a walk. This is a custom that goes without saying. Kisimbani
stands at the intersection of two busy main roads and thus the number of such visitors was particularly large.
Two sisters of mine and one nephew had estates adjoining mine. The nephew was the early orphaned, good Fesal, Hilâl’s son, as already said a kindhearted but greatly misjudged man. In me he found for the first time somebody who understood him; he attached himself to me with an almost childlike confidence and every day he rode
over to see me.
I was also in regular communication with the town. Two messengers had to set out in turn early every morning
to inform me in the evening about all current events. Besides, I twice or thrice a week sent my chamber-maid to
my brothers, sisters and lady friends to be informed by them about important news. On the other hand, messengers from several persons of rank arrived every day to inquire after my well-being.
In this way I remained in constant contact with the town and it was a great joy for me to receive only such innocent visits, and to be rid of spies once and for all.
The great excitement caused by the miserable failure of the conspiracy had gradually given way to a quieter
atmosphere, though hatred and dissension between brothers and sisters continued. This was another reason for me
not to think of returning to town for the time being; I did not even wish to consent to a short visit, though a ride of
two to two and a half hours would have brought me there. On the other hand, I regularly saw my brothers and
sisters who sided with me.
I felt happy and content, except for one single want: I missed the lofty sea which I, until then, had had before
my eyes every day with only some very short interruptions. All three of my plantations were in the interior of the
island,\fn{Zanzibar is 24 miles wide, so it is possible to be outside of a view of the sea:H } but at that time I did not know at all
what an unfulfilled wish was. And since I wanted to live in the country, I decided to acquire, if possible, a
plantation which was close to the sea.
To my regret this was not so easy because all the estates possessing this advantage were owned by people who,
out of the same taste, had bought them for their pleasure and not because of profita bleness. The dellal (broker),
whom I had entrusted with the necessary investigations through my slaves, swore by all that was holy to him that
he would not rest until he had found a suitable plantation, but he finally had to report that not a single one was for
sale.
He had just arrived at Kisimbani with this unpleasant news and had transmitted this to me through a servant,
when a lady friend called and spoke to me about a country seat of a cousin of hers, provided with a beautiful villa
and lying close to the sea. The cousin, she said, resided in town permanently, made hardly any use of the estate
and therefore I might perhaps buy or hire it.
This problem of mine may appear inconceivable to many people, because in Germany it is generally believed
that our whole country is the private property of the Sultan and his family, and that the subjects possess neither
rights nor property vis-à-vis the ruler; people here imagine that if we covet something, we merely have to take it
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without caring about the consent of the owner in question. But circumstances in Zanzibar were not quite as
primitive in my time; private property was as inviolable as it is here. This can best be concluded from the fact that
it was difficult for me to obtain what I wanted, notwithstanding my willingness to pay with good money.
On my recent visit to Zanzibar,\fn{ 1885} I had to learn to my regret that the legal situation had changed
considerably in recent times. Among other things, I was told that the property of the English consul was a present
from the Sultan, who was said to have taken it away from the former owner without any compensation.
Early that morning we rode to Bububu,\fn{The name is said to derive from the bubbling of the water in the springs near the
village. They provide the main water supply of Zanzibar } the name of the estate, chiefly to have a look at it. We found the
house closed, and it took some time before we could gain admittance. The estate looked as if not much money and
effort had been spent on it, as if it was rather left to nature to take care of it.
The villa was large, massively built and lying in the open. Only on one side was there a large courtyard, in one
of whose corners were the kitchens and the servants’ rooms. A little river, which reminded me vividly of my
much-loved Mtoni, a quite invaluable advantage in our climate, ran right through the court. The most charming
aspect was the lovely view from the first floor of the house. Innumerable large and small palms stood on the sides
and right in front there was the wide flatness of the sea, whose waves frequently rippled against the walls of the
villa.
I decided at once to buy or rent Bububu; the next morning my lady friend hurried to her cousin in town. A few
days later she informed me that he could not make up his mind to sell his property, but that he gladly offered me
the villa to live in. To this I did not agree of course; after long negotiations I finally obtained the agree ment that he
rent me the estate for a certain sum of Maria Theresa thalers per year.
About a week after the contract had been signed—this too is not unknown in Zanzibar—I moved to Bububu,
where I was to have again the lofty sea, for which I feel a special fondness from my earli est youth until this very
day, close before my eyes.
The parting from my nephew Fesal was the only thing which at first cast a gloom over my joy; he took our
separation much to heart and complained that, besides his old stepmother, he would have no one any more with
whom he might talk without hindrance.
All my spoiled domestic animals had to follow me; they were not a little surprised when arriving at Bububu,
driven or locked in cages and baskets, to greet each other all of a sudden in a completely different courtyard.
Evidently they were as satisfied with the change as I was. I joyfully sat there while they drank with great pleasure
from the little river or, in the case of the parrots, ducks and pigeons, merrily walked into it; or I strolled along the
beautiful beach and watched the various ships which, coming from the North and steering towards the town, all
had to pass by, and also the many small fishing boats, shooting forward with their singing inmates. The sea often
resembled a busy street.
I now was also considerably closer to the town and could reach it easily by land and by sea. My three brothers
Abd il Wehab (servant of the Lord),\fn{ 1840-1866; he built the house occupied by Dr. Livingston in 1866, still known as Dr.
Livingston’s house} Hamdân and Djemshîd greatly enjoyed surprising me almost every day at the nearby Bububu;
they came unannounced on horseback or by boat, as they thought fit.
They were only a few years older than I was, and we always were cheerful and joyous. We liked best to sit
down at the beach, talking, eating and drinking; we also played cards or let off many baskets full of fireworks,
everything in the most harmless cheerfulness and high spirits. Djemshîd “with the cat’s eyes” in particular, when
putting to sea alone in the evening, saluted us for a long time with a great quantity of fetâk (fireworks), and we
responded to these farewell greetings with no less lavishness.
Here I lived much more sociably than at Kisimbani. Not a single day passed without me receiving one or two,
frequently up to ten ladies. Sometimes they took a rest at Bububu for a couple of hours while on their way for an
outing further on, sometimes they stayed with me for one or more days. It was a happy, carefree time.
Thinking back on these beautiful days of my youth, when I knew the world only from its good, glorious sides
and still had no idea of the numerous thorns which later would threaten to block my path through life everywhere,
my heart turns heavy. But in the hours of distress, those holy remembrances of my youth, the remembrance of my
parents, brothers and sisters, of my home country, again and again are a comfort to me and almost daily I bask in
them.
I gratefully recognize that everywhere rules the kind hand of the Lord Who, in His infinite wisdom, measures
out happiness and affliction, and also dispenses various joys to the afflicted as a consolation.
My stay at Bububu, however, was to end soon.
One afternoon I was as usual inspecting the sea with a large telescope from the first floor of my house, hoping
to see from afar one of my brothers coming. Indeed one single boat soon steered towards us. This time Abd il
Wehab came alone and his looks betrayed to me at once that he was bringing an unpleasant message.
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“Abd il Wehab, my brother, what news is there?” I called out to him when he entered.
“Sister Salme,” he replied, "today I have been sent with a request which is far from pleasing me. Only guess
from whom!” At my pressing he finally began:
“You know that another English consu1 has arrived here lately.”
“What do I care about the Englishman? Did he send you?”
“No.”
“Well then, speak out and tell me everything without tormenting me any longer.”
“But please, do not be angry with me, Salme!”
“No! No! But now out with your message!”
“I am commissioned by Madjid, who entreats you, if you still love him, to give Bububu up to him. Yesterday
the English consul sent to him to inquire whether he could have Bububu as his country seat.”
This request of Madjid hit me very hard. To any one else I would have given a flat negative answer, but could I
let Madjid down, against whose government and perhaps against whose life I had wickedly conspired? So far I
had not wished to approach him, though I was strongly convinced that in his memory he had long since wiped out
what had happened. Now that the injured and offended one himself approached me with a request , I thought I
might repay a small portion of my heavy debt by granting his request. I informed Abd il Wehab of this decision.
Madjid had also sent me word that he knew that I did not intend to return to Bet il Tani , and that he would get
Abd il Wehab to procure a suitable residence for me in town. But I was not yet prepared to decide so quickly on
this matter. I asked for time to reflect.
This was perhaps the first time in my life in which I was really grieved at a material affair. I felt so happy in
Bububu that it would have been impossible to desire anything better. When Abd il Wehab had left after the meal,
having again requested me earnestly not to return to Kisimbani, I already began mentally to take a tearful leave of
all my favourite spots. I hesitated for a long time about whether indeed I would plunge into the turmoils of the
town; for I had gloomy presentiments that without fail there would be new misunderstandings.
The next morning I wrote to Abd il Wehab that I would clear Bububu within eight days and put it at Madjid’s
full disposal. I made all the necessary arrangements to return to Kisimbani, for I finally had decided in favour of
that. But in the afternoon my three dear brothers appeared and unanimously cried out, as soon as-they came in:
“Salme, this time Kisimbani is out of the question! If you care for us, you must come back to us in town.”
“Or,” the always jesting Djemshîd added, “if you want to hide yourself on your plantation, we will fall upon
you in the night and set your house on fire!”
At the same time they transmitted to me the friendly requests of their mothers (all three were Circassian women) to establish myself in town. For the last time the four of us were together at the pleasant Bububu, and when
we separated, my brothers left in triumph; I had promised them to give up the move to Kisimbani.
28
A few days later, on a moonlit night around eight o’clock, I happened to be on the roof of my new residence
which Abd il Wehab had procured for me. I was talking to an old female acquaintance when Selîm appeared to
announce Chole’s visit.
“Oh, Salme, I never thought you were so bad as all that!” were her greeting words.
“Good evening, Chole, what ill have I done to you?” I asked surprised, while leading her to the tekje, the seat
of honour.
“You really pretend you have done nothing to me? Is it just nothing that you have given up Bububu to oblige
Madjid and the godless kafer (Englishman)?”\fn{Kafir (unbeliever) in Arabic does not mean Englishman, but is used for any
non-Muslim}
“But, my dear sister,” I replied, perhaps a little offended, “that ultimately is my own business, and besides I
explained the matter to you the other day in my letter.”
“I suppose you wished to insinuate yourself with the damned (by whom she meant Madjid)?”
“No, you are altogether mistaken about that; I do not need to insinuate myself with anyone, you know that
yourself for long.”
“Yes, but why did you do this favour to him?” she continued more and more fierce and excited; “I have heard
that he is also to be blamed that you live in this house and not in Bet il Tani. Is that true?”
“No, it was not at his insistence in the first place, but Abd il Wehab, Hamdân and Djemshîd entreated me to do
it.”
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“Well, I see now that you are against us,” she exclaimed, rising and refusing the refreshments offered by the
servant, “from now on you have to choose between Barghash and myself on the one side, and the servant of the
Englishman on the other! Good-bye!”
With these words she disappeared.
Since that day I have never seen Chole again, though for some years after this event I lived with her in one and
the same town, and it was only after my departure that she began to become more conciliatory. Again and again I
asked myself whether indeed I had offended her, and every time I could give myself the reassuring an swer that I
had never thought of an intentional insult, that in giving up Bububu I had only had the intention of alleviating
somewhat my burdened conscience.
What an absurd reproach that I should have wished to insinuate myself! But, when venting her displeasure that
evening, Chole had been so excited that she seemed incapable of any quiet deliberation.
Up to this time I had seen neither Madjid nor Chadudj, and now I resolved the more resolutely to avoid both
without fail, so that Chole’s mistrust might not as yet appear founded. But it was to be otherwise, for hardly had I
been a fortnight in my new residence, when Madjid himself came to see me, followed by a great retinue.
“Good morning, Salme,” he called out to me, “you see that, though being your senior, I am the first to come to
express my thanks that you have not wished to make a fool of me before the Englishman.”
“Oh, brother, that was nothing, really nothing,” I stammered, for no one was more surprised by the visit than I
myself. Kind and noble as he showed himself everywhere, Madjid not even with one syllable mentioned what had
happened, but tried to remove my unsurmountable embarrassment with all sorts of stories.
“You will, I hope, come and see Chadudj soon, will you not?”
“Yes, surely I will come,” was my quite natural reply.
“Our aunt Aashe, who loves you so dearly, has been living with us for some time and will be happy to see you
again.”
Madjid stayed with me for about an hour, and we parted reconciled. That very day the news of the visit became
generally known and it was also reported to Chole.
*
The so much older Madjid having come to me first (something which I had considered impossible before) the
only course left open to me, even if I had remained completely implacable towards him, the good man, was to pay
a return visit to him, to Chadudj and to our aunt Aashe, our father’s only sister.
I could not then surmise that I was to pay dearly for this simple act of courtesy. For even now this step is imputed to me as a most serious crime, whereas my participation in the unhappy alliance, and everything which I per formed and suffered on that occasion, has been forgotten as in a trice.
Such jealousy may appear incomprehensible, yet it was all too well-founded in our family relations of that
time, as I myself recognized too late. Thus I was not allowed to oblige my brother, was not allowed to visit brother, sister and aunt, nor have close contact with them altogether, without incurring immediately and forever the
displeasure of the other brothers and sisters.
The two parties existed as before, and intrigues continued likewise, only more secretly and with less stir than
before the conspiracy. It occurred more than once that, at an unpleasant meeting on a neutral spot, the guests who
had just arrived left immediately, or that those already present departed very quickly, just in order not to be forced
to remain under the same roof with the female enemy. The hostess then always found herself in a most unpleasant
situation, because she was forced to remain completely neutral and to refrain from any form of interference.
What help was it to me that I firmly resolved not to let myself ever again be implicated in party intrigues? The
undoing had taken place and could in no way be changed. The hostility of the parties was particularly difficult to
bear because of the fact that on all sides sentiments were expressed quite openly.
By nature the Oriental is very candid and quite unable to dissimulate in certain situations, as is so masterly understood in these parts. He seldom makes it a secret that he considers someone as his avowed enemy and adversary, and it is all the same to him whether he insults the other bitterly by look, gesture or word. He does not know
how to behave differently from what he feels and thinks; conventional courtesy, which treats everything according to a model, is strange to him. Even the endeavour to dissimulate, which moreover would hardly be successful
with our in-born hotbloodedness, is considered as cowardice. Since that day I heard the following words innumerable times:
“Why should I pretend to be different from what I am? Are not all my thoughts and feelings lying open and
clear before the Lord, my God? Why then should I dissimulate before a little human being, or be afraid of him?”
*
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The engagement and wedding of two of my sisters with two of our cousins caused, to the joy of many, a happy
change in our life and for a few months the eternal quarrel and dispute in our family circle seemed to become
silent.
The two sisters, though married to two brothers, drew a very different lot, as is so often the case in life. One
was very happy, though children were denied to her; the other experienced maternal joy, but did not find in
marriage the happiness she had hoped for. At this, who would not think of a sort of compensation by the Higher
Power, which so wisely and mercifully cares for every individual?
A good many of our relatives who, on account of the precarious position of our brothers in Oman, immigrated
to us from there, increased our circle; I was lucky to enjoy the full pleasure of family life once again.
One lady friend in particular remains unforgettable to me. I am not free to mention her name and may not give
more details about our relationship and our separation. I will only intimate that that faithful friend stayed with me
to the last, when I was about to leave home forever under particularly great risks. Being acquainted with all my
domestic concerns, she could not fail to perceive what I had in mind; still she held out until, half an hour before
my departure, I finally removed her by gentle force for her own safety.
“Your Highness,” she said in taking leave, “the Lord of the universe protect you. I know that I shall have to
give up my life within twelve hours; but for your sake that is not too much at all!” Her words ring in my ears to
this very hour, and I may well exclaim in full conviction:
“Blessed is the one who can rely on good and faithful friends!”
If one wants to know sincere and truly unselfish friendship, one should go to the Orient. It is not that such
friendship is only possible in the Orient and with the Orientals, but it is a fact that the Arab, once he loves, hangs
on to the beloved with such tenacity and devotion that he unconditionally loses sight of every external consideration. Though the gradation of human beings is nowhere carried out so harshly as in the Orient, class distinction
does not play a role there in a real friendship.
A prince associates as heartily with a poor stable man’s son, whom he has become fond of, as with another
friend of noble descent, without making the slightest difference. And a princess associates as amicably with the
wives and daughters of a modest plantation-overseer as with an Arab woman of high rank. My sister Meye, for
instance, who had attached herself closely to such an overseer’s daughter, invited her to move in with her in the
palace, and there existed between herself and the poor, discreet but very clever girl an exceedingly close
relationship which only death could bring to an end.
It is no rare occurrence either that a lady of high rank makes close friends with a foreign female slave, not with
a negress of course, but only with a Circassian or Abyssinian. This usually leads to a happy situation for the
female slave, because she is bought by her high-ranking friend for five or six times her value or is given to her as
a present, so that she obtains freedom from her patroness.
If someone is thrown into prison, it is quite self-evident that his friend has himself locked up with him for
several hours every day.
A banished person is often accompanied by his companions to every place where he directs his steps.
If someone has an accident or becomes poor, his friends assist him faithfully with their entire fortune, and thus
there is never any necessity to appeal to public charity with collective lists.\fn{ This apparently was the practice in
German cities at the time.}
To all this we are accustomed from early youth, and we were brought up with these views, so that it is a matter
of course indeed.
29
During this troubled time, in which discord and dissension reigned in our family, I was made happy by the
affection of a young German who lived in Zanzibar as representative of a Hamburg mercantile firm and who later
became my husband. Untrue descriptions of the events which were connected with this affection and which were
of so great importance to me, have already often been made public. I therefore feel the need to report briefly on
the entire connection.
During my brother Madjid’s reign, the Europeans enjoyed a very respected position with us; in his house as
well on his estates they were met with the most attentive kindness. My step-sister Chole and myself were also on
the most friendly terms with the Europeans in Zanzibar, as was shown in many small attentions, in so far as the
custom of the country permitted. If European ladies were present in Zanzibar, they mostly called only upon Chole
and myself.
I made the acquaintance of my husband soon after my removal from Bububu. My house was next to his; the
flat roof of his house was below my own, and from a window on the upper floor I often was a witness to joyful
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gentlemen’s parties, which he arranged to show me the way in which European meals are organized. Our friendship, from which in time deep love developed, was soon known in the town and my brother Madjid also learned
about it; I have not had to experience hostility on his side, much less imprisonment about which there has been
gossip, because of this.
I was, of course, desirous of leaving my home secretly, where the union with the beloved would have been
completely impossible. A first attempt in this respect failed; but a more favourable opportuni ty soon presented
itself. Through the mediation of my friend Mrs. S.,\fn{ Mrs. Emily Seward} the wife of the English doctor and acting
consul at the time, I was one night fetched in a boat by Mr. P.,\fn{ Captain Pasley} commander of the British man-ofwar Highflyer.
Hardly was I on board when steam was got up and the course steered northward. We reached Aden safely, the
destination of our journey. Here I was received by a Spanish couple, whom I knew from Zanzibar, and I waited
patiently until my betrothed, who needed some more months to settle his affairs in Zanzibar, also arrived in Aden.
My baptism took place in the English chapel in Aden, at which I received the name Emily, after the English
lady friend mentioned above. Our marriage according to the English rite followed immediately after my baptism.
When the ceremony was over, we embarked, via Marseille, for Hamburg, my husband’s native town, where we
were received in the kindest manner by my husband’s parents and relatives.
I soon accustomed myself to the strange circumstances and eagerly learned everything that was necessary for
my new life. My unforgettable husband followed the various stages of my development with vivid interest, and it
was a particular joy to him to observe the first impressions which European life and the customs of the civi lized
world made on me. I have noted down these impressions in devout memory, and I shall perhaps avail myself of a
later opportunity to report on these too.
*
Our carefree, happy and contented life together was to last only a short while.
Little more than three years had passed since our move to Hamburg, when my beloved husband had the
misfortune of falling when jumping from a horse-tram and of being run over. After great sufferings during three
days, he expired his dear life.
I now was alone in the big, foreign world with three small children, the youngest only three months old. For a
time I thought of returning to my native country, but fate decreed that two months after this heavy blow my
unforgettable brother Madjid also died, he who had always been so kind to me.
After my departure he had not hurt a hair of my betrothed and had allowed him to settle his affairs in Zan zibar
without hindrance. Nor did he bear any grudge against me after my secret escape; like a true Muslim he believed
in divine predestination and was convinced that it was this which led me to Germany. He gave me a touching
proof of his lasting brotherly disposition shortly before his death by freighting a steamer with all kinds of things,
which were to be given to me in Hamburg as presents.
The ship was on her way when the generous donor suddenly departed this life. I never got to see the objects
intended for me; at that time I had not received any intelligence at all of Madjid’s generous intention and learned
only afterwards that his kind purpose had been thwarted and that I had been deceived. In Hamburg the rumour had
been spread that the ship had called to port for reparation. Only nine years later\fn{ 1879} did a German friend,
who had been on board Madjid’s ship in Gibraltar and who had spoken to the captain who was also a German, tell
me that its cargo had been intended for me!
In spite of all dissimulation the dusky crew of that ship had figured out how to find my house in Hamburg. The
poor fellows were overjoyed at having succeeded and showed their attachment in a touching manner.
*
I lived in Hamburg two more years; misfortune continuously pursued me here. Through the fault of others I
lost a considerable part of my property, and had then to learn to take my affairs in my own hands. I had now taken
a thorough dislike of the place of my former family happiness, the more so because in many circles of that city on
the sea I did not find as much consideration as I thought I might have expected.
I moved to Dresden, where I met with the kindest reception in all circles. From here I set out on a journey to
London, of which the next chapter will report in detail. When later I felt the desire to live in a quiet place, I retired
for a couple of years to idyllic Rudolstadt.\fn{ Now a part of Thuringia, but at this time (and until 1919) the capital of the
Principality of Schwarrzburg-Rudolstadt; the ruler at the time the author lived there was Prince Georg Albert (1838-1890, Prince from
1869):H}

In the society there I also met with very much love and friendship, especially from the princely highnesses.
Here I soon recovered enough so that I could think of moving to Berlin to give my children a good education
there. Here too I came to know many dear friends, who did their best to make my stay in Berlin a pleasant one;
even in the highest circles I found the most benevolent sympathy, which I shall always remember with love.
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I had always kept up a correspondence with my native country and had never given up hope to see it again. But
the obduracy of my brother Barghash had rendered any approach hitherto impossible.
The grounds for his implacability should in no way be sought in fanaticism, but in obstinacy and spiteful
resentment; he was never able to pardon me that I had again entered into friendly relations with his former adversary Madjid! But the yearning for my dear ones in my far-away home was not lessened by this, and I still secretly
hoped for a reconciliation with them.
Then a report was published in all newspapers—it was in the spring of 1875—which stirred all my thoughts
and feelings most deeply: my brother Barghash, the ruler of Zanzibar after Madjid’s death, was said to be about to
visit London!
At first I remained completely inactive with regard to these rumours and did not show my unrest yet; I had
experienced too many disappointments already to be able to take it to heart immediately. It required the most
urgent eloquence of my faithful friends to move me to active procedure. I finally decided to travel to Lon don; the
then minister von Bülow\fn{Apparently this was Bernhard Ernst von Bülow (the father of the future Prince Bernhard von Bülow)
who was in 1873 made Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in the government of Chancellor Otto von Bismark:H } held out the prospect of diplomatic support by the ambassador Count Münster,\fn{ Georg Herbert zu Münster (1873–1885)} which
unfortunately was to be of little assistance to me.
I employed the short time previous to my departure in learning English, so as to lessen at least somewhat my
otherwise great helplessness. During these six to eight weeks I often sat poring over my books in early morning,
reciting one English dialogue after the other, or learning words. In addition, there was the ever growing care for
my three little children, from whom I had to separate for the first time for an indefinite period.
These and similar thoughts whirred through my already tired brain when I set out on my journey to the giant
city via Ostend. Weak and feverishly excited I happily reached my destination, where a hotel room had been
reserved for me by friends of my husband.
In all London I did not know a living soul, except this married couple,\fn{The Rigbys} and even them I had
hardly seen for an hour when they had visited us, or rather my late husband, during their honeymoon. In my need
I had turned to them, and I have never had to regret this step, for both have devotedly cared for me.
*
I arrived in London some eight days before my brother and I used this time to find my way into the new and at
the same time complex circumstances. Above all I visited Count Münster, who again assured me of his assistance.
On the fifth day after my arrival, while I was sitting in the drawing-room of the hotel, my room number was
suddenly announced, a signal that I was being looked for. The card of Dr. P.,\fn{ Colonel R. L. Playfair} member [of]
Parliament [and] the brother of a dear friend of mine, was handed to me. As a complete stranger I stood before
him and his wife, who is now also deceased, but I came to know them as most noble people, who did everything
to ease life for me there.
They had come to offer me their services and to make the highly welcome proposal of taking my lodgings
henceforth in their house. I had to go for a riding tour with them forthwith, to dine with them and to move to their
house on the next day. And so life in London began as yet to take on a more pleasant aspect and I took fresh
courage.
My friends in Germany did not leave me alone until I had firmly promised to proceed as cautiously as possible
and above all to procure the aid of the British government for my affairs. Since I had suffered a great deal of
affliction in the course of time, and since my existence had been made indescribably difficult because of my ignorance of European languages, customs and usages, I had luckily come to see that in all difficult circumstances
one should rely only on God and on oneself.
At first I had therefore wanted to act completely on my own this time too, but finally I had given in to my
friends’ requests. My fear that I might be kept in suspense with diplomatic courtesies and phraseology, and that
my affair would then simply be shelved, was surpassed by far. Soon enough I was to experience that I found
myself in a world in which fact and fiction were two completely different things.
*
Soon after I found such a friendly reception in the house of the amiable P.’s, the visit of Sir Bartle Frere, the
later Governor-General of South Africa—a personality known to me only by name hitherto—was announced to
me. If ever a presentiment has not deceived me, it was on this day that my most ardent hope and the future of my
children were buried. An indescribable discomfort befell me when I caught sight of the great diplomat, who had
Zanzibar and my brother so to speak in his pocket.
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After the usual greeting formulas Sir Bartle began to make inquiries about my affairs and particularly about the
reason for my stay in London. Although he seemed fully informed in this respect, I told him everything that I
aimed at; there was not much to tell after all, as I had only one thought: the reconciliation with my family. Who
can describe my astonishment when Sir Bartle then simply put to me the plain question:
What was nearer to my heart: the reconciliation with my family or the securing of my children’s future?
Even now I feel much too weak to be able to render the feelings I had at that moment. I had been prepared for
anything but for such a question. Let people reproach my despondency or inconsistency if at the decisive moment
I wavered; my children’s welfare had to prevail over my personal wishes.
Having surmounted the first perplexity about this totally unexpected diplomatic move, I requested my opponent for a motivation and explanation as to this question. Sir Bartle then declared decidedly that the British
government was by no means disposed to act as a mediator between myself and my brother; it regarded him as a
guest and did not want him to be annoyed with any inconvenience.
(It may however be doubted which of the two items might have been more uncomfortable to the Sultan: to sign
the slave treaties, to which he was forced almost with the revolver in hand, and so indirectly recognize the English
protectorate,\fn{On July 14, 1875, Barghash signed a short supplementary treaty to that of 1873, providing that ships carrying slaves
other than those in attendance on their masters or employed in navigation should be deemed as being engaged in the Slave Trade } or to
hold out a reconciling hand to a contrite sister.)
If on the other hand, so ran his positive proposal, I was willing to promise that I would in no way, either in
writing or orally, approach my brother during his stay in London, the English government would take care of the
material part of my children’s future.
I felt deeply distressed and disappointed, like a person dying of thirst who, after a march of many miles, hopes
for a refreshing draught from a cool well which is to compensate him for all the hard ships and torments of the
road, and who indeed finds the longed-for spring, but closed up by a mighty hand.
I was given the choice: either to act on my own account and without any help from the Brit ish government,
and moreover to try this knowing that everywhere insurmountable obstacles would be raised in my way, which
my weak strength was hardly able to cope with, or to accept the proffered hand of the British government in the
interests of my children.
Mindful of the promise I had given to my motherly friend, the for me unforgettable Baroness von T.,\fn{ von
Tettau} not to go to my brother alone and unprepared, though I personally never doubted that he would respect
English law everywhere and especially in England, and though I would have had no hesitation to confront him
suddenly, I accepted the British government’s proposal.
Already at that time England’s procedure inspired a great deal of mistrust. When a friend of mine asked Sir
Bartle Frere openly how it came to be that the British government so suddenly wanted to take care of me, the adroit diplomat adduced no less than three reasons for this, namely: 1. We therewith do the Sultan a favour; 2. We
keep the Princess calm for a while, and 3. We forestall the Chancellor, Prince Bismarck, of any opportunity to
interfere later in these matters.
All this sounded very plausible and reassuring.
To avoid any deliberate meeting with my brother, be it in public buildings to which everybody has access after
paying, or in Hyde Park or in the streets, I carefully studied daily the newspapers, in which his intended excursions were always minutely recorded, in order to be guided by them. I requested my kind hostess not to take me
on her drives any more, for I preferred to stay at home so as not to be in any way unfaithful to my promise. However, she very decidedly told me that I had to ride out with her as before for my health’s sake, but that she would
take the appropriate roads.
And so we drove east when the Sultan was in the west, and vice versa.
Such a precaution, unfortunately, was absolutely necessary for me; I doubted whether I would have remained
mistress of my feelings at a sudden meeting and would not have forgotten my given word at the critical moment.
On the other hand, the danger of recognition on his part was almost completely absent; in my present attire, even
my own dear mother, had she been alive, would hardly have recognized me, let alone one of my brothers, who
only seldom had the opportunity of seeing us without a mask.
I should have preferred to leave the city, where I had seen my longing and hopes destroyed, and to return to my
children in Germany as soon as possible. But even this blessing I was not to receive. Far away from my chil-dren
and always in anxiety and concern about them, I had to stay for weeks full of ineffable torment in the place which
had brought me only grief and disappointment; Sir Bartle Frere so willed it, because a detailed memoran-dum had
to be drawn up and handed in.
Totally unfamiliar with such business-like matters and mentally so depressed that I resembled more an automaton than a rational human being, I gladly accepted the offer of my dedicated friends to draw up the memoran95

dum for me, and lived in the firm trust that the latter could produce only good fruits for me. Only after a dis tressful stay of almost seven weeks was I finally able to leave England\fn{ At the end of July 1875} and to return to
my children in Germany. With what feelings and in what mood this was done is not difficult to guess.
Since Zanzibar at that time was already considered as a certain future British colony, my memorandum should
first be sent to the Indian government, to East India that is. Several months passed before I was painfully surprised
by the arrival of a letter from London; it enclosed the copy of a document which the British government had sent
to Count Münster to be handed over to me, and which contained nothing more than a short rejection of the memorandum which Sir Bartle Frere so emphatically had recommended to me.
As a reason for the rejection the document assigned that, as I had married a German and was residing in Germany, it was more in the interests of the German government to stand up for me.
This tasteless turn was the more ridiculous because I had never approached either the one or the other government for a charity, but had only asked for moral support both here and there. Sir Bartle Frere himself had been the
originator of the memorandum, the same diplomat who shortly before had elicited from me the promise not to
approach my brother by assuring a guarantee for my children! At that time I could not but believe that the drawing
up of this document was only a simple formality and that the other party would keep its promise if I kept mine.
Inexperienced as I was, it could not possibly occur to me that people might be capable of depriving even helpless
widows of their entire hopes in such a disgraceful and deceitful way.
Whether such behaviour towards an unhappy woman is worthy of a power like England, I leave to be judged
by anyone who thinks rightly; I would like to raise just one question.
Did the British government, did Sir Bartle Frere, when approaching me with their offers, not know that my
husband was a German, that I therefore have German nationality as well?
Was this point in any way mentioned when that promise was elicited from me?
And did I not keep the agreement as faithfully, and fulfill my promise as painstakingly as if I was residing in
London and called Mrs. Brown?
Indeed, when I was in the position of approaching my brother, in one way or another, then I was not the German woman, but the Sultan’s sister who might have harmed British interests; but now, after my brother had long
since returned to our native country, now that I was no more to be feared, that card, probably kept in reserve deliberately, was played to get rid of me forever. It was a pretext to disengage from an agreement which from the
very beginning had only been entered upon reluctantly in the first place!
Subsequently I understood better why exactly at that time it would have been viewed with disfavour in
London, if a reconciliation with my brother, so ardently longed for by myself, had come about. Since the Sultan
does not know any European language, nor understand the cunnings of European diplomacy, the English wished
only too much to leave him in this complete ignorance, so that he might not at the very last moment be difficult
about signing certain treaties. But had I indeed been reconciled with him, they assumed that I, with my in any case
somewhat greater knowledge of European matters, might have perhaps imparted to him information about this
and that, information which certainly would have been profitable to him and to Zanzibar, but the more contrary to
the wishes of the English government.
Without suspecting it, I thus simply had become a victim of this “humane” policy.
*
But it would be a great ingratitude on my side if I were not to make here a clear distinction between the
English government and the English society.
While owing my misery to the former, indeed having lost through it true belief and confidence in human
beings, I experienced only love and goodness from the latter.
Up to the highest circles, a warm interest in my fate was manifested in England, and for the rest of my life I
will feel extraordinarily obliged to very many people for their kindness.
31
When I wrote the preceding chapter some years ago, I could hardly believe that a wish would be fulfilled in
which all my thoughts and feelings, my entire existence were absorbed. The, for me, so event ful time which had
elapsed since I had last seen my dear native country, was a period which was more turbulent and miserable for me
than one can possibly imagine.
Meanwhile, my life had gone through the most remarkable changes: I had lived through situations which even
the cruelest of men would not wish on his enemy. During a number of years I was able to defy the by no means
easy life and the bleak climate of the North thanks to my fairly strong constitution; but this too became harder and
harder for me. Exactly two years ago,\fn{1884} I one evening said to my two daughters:
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“Children, for a long time already I have been reflecting whether this would not be the right moment to think
of returning to Zanzibar.”
I then explained my views to them more in detail. One of them reminded me of the unlucky star hovering over
us and of the earlier failures, and was of the opinion that this time too we should have only useless agitation and
disappointment from it. But the other interrupted eagerly:
“No, Mama, you should leave nothing untried in this respect; otherwise you might reproach yourself
afterwards that you have let slip the right moment.” She only expressed what I thought.
Full of confidence I took the most necessary steps and also found the kindest cooperation with the persons in
authority; but for a long time the matter did not progress as it should have. After manifold disappointments and
after it had sometimes appeared as if the longing for my home country was not to find satisfaction, I one day
received a summons from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to hold myself in readiness for departure to Zanzibar.
I was so overwhelmed by this news that I was unable to be immediately pleased with the long-wished-for good
fortune. Next to praise and glory to God for His wonderful guidance, I first of all felt deep gratitude towards our
beloved and revered Emperor William I and his high governmental agencies, for whom I as well as my children
will always preserve indelible gratitude.
This is not the place to report in detail how this matter developed, and I can pass over it the easier because the
parallel political events have sufficiently been covered by the daily papers.
*
On July 12, 1885, I was to be in Port Said; on July 1, I left Berlin accompanied by my children, and traveled
via Breslau and Vienna to Trieste, where we arrived safely on the 3 rd. My children were charmed by the new and
the beauty they saw, but I still felt too weary to be able to take an active part.
Only on board the Lloyd steamer Venus which put to sea at one o’clock of the same day, did I find again the
quiet which had failed me so much during the last weeks, and the ability to enjoy what offered itself to us. The
weather was so beautiful that we were able to stay on deck nearly all the time.
In the morning of July 5 we touched at Corfu. A driving tour of several hours acquainted us with the main
beautiful spots of the lovely island; highly satisfied we again went on board our steamer in the afternoon; past
barren Ithaca on the south point of Greece and the lofty island of Candia, she brought us to Alexandria on
Wednesday [July] 8.
Upon entering this city with its palm-trees and minarets, I was overcome by a delicious feeling of home, a
feeling which can only be experienced but not described, which can only be understood and valued by those who
for a long time have been alienated from their home under similar circumstances. For nineteen years I had not
once laid eyes on the real South, and during this time I had passed winter after winter in Germany by the warm
furnace. Though I was settled in the North, and though the many duties of a German housewife were incumbent
on me, my thoughts were always far, far away. There was no better entertainment and distraction for me than to be
allowed to sit, alone and undisturbed, with a book which pictured the South. No wonder that I, at the sight of
Alexandria, was deeply moved and watched the bustle of the crowd in the port as in a dream!
At the custom-house we were stopped to identify ourselves. Determined not to make myself known but in
cases of absolute necessity, I requested my female traveling companion\fn{ Fräulein Labuske} to try her luck with her
visiting card which, curiously enough, was considered as a sufficient identity card.
Downright besieged by the clamouring crowd, we had the greatest trouble to save ourselves in a hackneycarriage, which was to bring us to a hotel. Some twenty people assembled around us, who all at the same time
pressed their services on us and who were only chased off through the interference of a policeman. Only then was
our hackney-carriage able to move off; one person, however, insisted on jumping on the back and recommending
continuously his aptitude as interpreter. At first he could not understand at all that I spoke Arabic myself and
therefore did not need any further help.
The two days which we spent here in the expensive and dirty hotel flew by too quickly for me. I preferred most
to go and see the Arab quarter, where I did not get tired of watching for hours the colourful folk life. As soon as I
started to speak Arabic with the people, who at first seemed suspicious, their faces brightened and their eyes be gan to shine for joy.
“Mother,” the people on my right and left cried out to me, “where did you learn to speak our language so
beautifully? Surely you must have been to Baghdad; how long did you live there?"
The Arab driver of our hackney-carriage, who was called Mhammed, soon became so fond of us that he finally
besought me to take him with me as a servant; he assured us that he would serve us faithfully till the end of his
life and never touch our bottles of wine. The next morning, when he drove up with his hackney-carriage exactly to
the minute to bring us to the harbour, he was visibly downcast and I had downright trouble to console the poor fellow.
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The short time of our stay in Alexandria passed in the most pleasant way. After a passage of eighteen hours we
arrived in Port Said, where we found the supply vessel Adler of the East African squadron. The same evening we
boarded her. Port Said is a small seaport town, but almost everything can be found here; the shops contain a great
wealth of anything one can possibly wish for.
Here begins already the sandy desert, through which runs the canal which connects the Mediterranean with the
Red Sea and thus the Atlantic Ocean with the Indian Ocean. The channel is rather narrow, so that two ships cannot
pass each other; therefore a sort of passing place has been established at various points, indicated by sign-boards
on the bank as Care Limite Sud or Care Limite Nord. Ships often have to wait here for hours until the ship coming
the opposite way has passed the station.
In Port Said or in Sues every steamer carries a canal-pilot, who brings it safely past all obstacles and understands exactly the signal language expressed by way of balls which, hoisted on halyards, indicate by their
position and number whether one may pass, or how many ships can be allowed through.
No ship is ever permitted to sail in the canal under full steam, because greater waves might damage the weakly
established sandy banks; at night all ships have to remain anchored. The passage nevertheless is rather entertaining, especially when a so-called race between individual ships begins, as occurs regularly when they enter the
large Bitter Lakes; each, of course, wants to be the first to enter the narrow channel.
Near Sues the canal widens and finally we entered the Red Sea “full steam ahead”. The heat, already very great
in the Sues Canal, now became almost unbearable in the arm of the sea enclosed by high walls of rock. Day and
night we were as if bathed.
In this familiar temperature I felt more at ease than ever during the years of my absence, but my children were
not pleased at all with the hot air, they became indolent and often annoyed too. As the sea was running somewhat
high, we could not open the portholes of the cabin. The air became more and more oppressive so that, during a
very hot night, we did not retire to our berths but tried to find some sleep, that unfortunately was not refreshing,
while sitting on our chairs.
The passage to Aden took seven days and we had to remain anchored here for five days in the same heat before
the Adler received orders to proceed on the voyage. Who was happier than myself; in eight days I at last was to
see my home again after a long separation.
Up to Aden we had barely suffered from the sea; but hardly had we left the rocky town when we hit upon the
most dreadful southwest monsoon. We came to those dangerous regions where H.M.S. Augusta had gone down
some weeks before. One morning at eight, when we were just having breakfast on deck with the officers, the first
wave hit the deck and frightened away all the company. Now our rest and comfort had come to an end, for
suddenly the heaviest gale which I had ever witnessed broke out.
Day and night the ship was the play-thing of the enraged sea; the foam of the mighty waves uninterruptedly
broke over the two funnels, so that when the seawater had evaporated after the gale was over, they looked
completely white instead of black. Those who have never seen such a sea are unable to form an adequate idea of
it. Our situation was truly unpleasant; had we suffered the first day greatly from sea-sickness because of the
dreadful pitching and rolling, the next day we were quite miserable because of the agitation and the sleepless
nights.
Water penetrated into all areas; the berths were so wet that we could not lie down; because of the danger we
did not undress for three nights, but camped in the small saloon with the gentlemen, often with open umbrellas
because the water was even dripping through the deck. The window-hatches and the skylight were tightly shut,
the latter was even covered with a tarpaulin, a tarred canvas; how bad the air was here can easily be imagined. We
women looked quite miserable at that time, we were neither able to wash correctly nor to do our hair; all our
garments, kept in the drawers, had got wet and consequently we were unable to change for dry ones the com pletely soaked things we were wearing; our footware was totally ruined so that, for want of dry morning shoes, I
was forced to borrow them from our commander Mr. von D.\fn{ Lieutenant von Dombrowski}
After three days the gale finally abated and, though the waves still broke over the deck at times, we were able
to pass a couple of hours on a raised spot, where the commander had a tent pitched for us.
At first my anxiety had not been little; but the knowledge of being everywhere in God’s hands and of having
my greatest good, my three children, with me, made me soon become calmer.
On the 2nd of August the island of Pemba came in sight; oh! what a meaningful word for me, for from here the
distance to Zanzibar is only thirty nautical miles, a passage which can very easily be completed in three hours.
But because of the falling darkness we sailed only to the north-cape of Zanzibar, since entering the harbour at
nighttime is too dangerous on account of the many sandbanks.
It was a strange coincidence for me that I was to see my native country in the same month in which I had left it
nineteen years before, and on the same day and the same hour in which my husband was snatched away from me
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exactly fifteen years ago.\fn{Heinrich Ruete’s accident took place on August 2, 1870 } I need not picture what my heart felt
on this very day. Earlier than usual I retired to my berth, but until the next morning I hardly closed an eye. My
soul resembled a volcano and only fervent prayer lending hope for God’s hearing gave me now and then a
moment of reassurance.
During the night our ship was drifting slowly not far from the lighthouse. When early in the morning I went on
deck, the palm-trees of my home greeted me already from afar. At the magical sight of them, what else could I do
but retire to my cabin as quickly as possible and thank the Almighty for His great kindness! The events of my life
are all too manifold, and my feelings and sentiments are geared to them. For a great part the human being is only
what life, experience and the commanding circumstances make of him: I left my home a complete Arab woman
and a good Muslim and what am I now?
But at this moment it seemed to me as if my entire youth returned once more to make up for the many miserable and sorrowful years. Everything stood vividly before my soul and the merry pictures of the past rose one
after the other before my mind’s eye.
The first impression may also have affected my children, otherwise happy and vivacious by nature, in a very
earnest way; all three of them could not caress me enough and their eyes continuously were on me, still and
thoughtful. At this moment I could not thank the Lord enough in secret for the so rich substitute which He had
given to replace what I had lost.
On nearing the town we learned to our regret that the German squadron had not yet arrived. As the Adler was
to form part of it, nothing else was left to her but to steam back until it had arrived, and to drift on the east side of
the island. This new delay lasted seven days.\fn{ The Adler arrived off Zanzibar on August 7, 1885, the German squadron put in
at the harbour on August 7 and the Adler, found by the Ebrenfels on August 11, moored on the 12th} Then, on August 11, shortly
before four o’clock, the sailor posted in the yard reported:
“Ship in sight.”
We supposed she was a passenger steamer and hardly paid attention to the report. But soon we saw that the
signaled ship steered towards us; we therefore put on steam, showed our flag and signaled our name. In short time
the counter-signal followed and within a few minutes we recognized the supply vessel Ehrenfels, which soon
came alongside our ship and informed us through signals that she had been looking for us since the morning at the
commodore’s\fn{Carl Paschen} instruction to order us to enter the harbour, where the squadron had been for four
days.
We headed towards the harbour at once, but could not enter for want of steam and because of the falling
darkness. We again had to pass the night near the lighthouse on the northern cape.
The next morning we were already wide-awake by six o’clock. On the horizon emerged the forest of masts of
the harbour. For the second time we sailed close to land along the charming palm-groves, in which small negro
villages lie scattered. Under constant signaling the “flagship” assigned us an anchorage while we were entering,
but half-an-hour later we had to change this again. We saw four German men-of-war: H.M.SS. Stosch, Gneisenau,
Elisabeth and Prinz Adalbert, two English men-of-war, five steamers of the Sultan and several sailing ships.
Commodore Paschen thought it necessary to consider me provisionally as “secret cargo”, a specification which
caused quite particular merriment to the officers of the squadron. But as soon as Admiral [von] Knorr arrived with
H.M.S. Bismarck, the matter changed and I could go on land as I wished.
*
Apart from the feelings which had assailed me when I saw my home again, the fact that I walked now in the
streets in broad daylight and accompanied by gentlemen, something which I formerly did only veiled and at night,
made a particularly odd impression upon me. It may be thought that, after I had lived in Europe for nineteen
years, I should have been able to overlook such a thing; this I had indeed done for a long time, but after many
years it was in Zanzibar that for the first time I was again quite alive to what kind of changes I had had to live
through in the course of time. In Egypt, where I had already been twice, I had not experienced anything of the
kind; I did only on my native soil.
At our first visit to the town, I fancied that I read unequivocal astonishment in the glances of the inhabitants
who flocked around us. Right and left the crowd pressed around us to call out to me in Arabic and in Swahili:
“How are you, my mistress?”
When we entered a stall to go shopping, an immeasurable crowd assembled in the narrow street; they made
room however respectfully when we came out.
Day by day our escort increased in the street and the welcome of the inhabitants became more cordial every
day. This now did not a little annoy the Sultan and his counselor the British consul-general;\fn{Dr. John Kirk} the
former had a number of the crowd, who had accompanied us, soundly whipped.
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Both he and the British consul-general felt compelled to lodge a complaint with the commander of the squadron against these increasing, affectionate demonstrations of the inhabitants towards me. When I heard of this, I
thought I should advise the people not to accompany us any more; but they replied that, in spite of the expected
punishment, they did not want to be prevented from testifying their joy in my favour. Frequently some slaves got
through to me with the greatest caution to transmit their masters’ greetings; the latter begged me not to doubt their
loyalty and attachment; they wished most ardently to be allowed to visit me on board, and let me know that their
houses were at my disposal any time.
Letters, carried by the slaves under their tiny cap—in absence of pockets—were also handed to me secretly. In
passing the houses I often saw some ladies hidden behind the front door, who seemed to wait for our arrival. The
moment I passed, I was addressed by them. They often called a mere short greeting, for instance:
“God be with you and grant you good health!” My brothers and sisters, relatives and former friends repeatedly
requested me to come and see them; but I did not respond to any invitation, not from personal reasons, for my
feelings were too strong to give rise to a personal hesitation, but because the prevailing circumstances forced me
to this discretion.
Whenever we passed the palace in rowing boats, or walked under the windows of the harim-building, the
Aultan’s wives could always be seen greeting us in a friendly way. As we undertook our excursions always in the
friendly company of naval officers, I had to request the gentlemen to abstain from returning the greetings, in the
women’s interest; I myself avoided this, in order not to bring useless ruin upon the short-sighted beauties, for I
had been told that their lord and master often concealed himself at some place in the house, from which he could
overlook the sea and the streets, and thus was easily able to discover the unsuspecting ones so as to punish them
cruelly.
This is not a simple conjecture; it is well known, and the Europeans in Zanzibar can confirm, that less than a
year before the Sultan, when looking out from his hiding-place, saw how a Portuguese, gliding past on the water,
greeted his favourite, a beautiful Circassian, and how he was greeted by her in return. This custom is by no means
new; more than thirty years ago, when I was still a child, we were always greeted by the Europeans, the English
and French naval officers in particular, who not seldom visited our island, and by the resident merchants, and we
always returned the courteous greeting; our male world had always tolerated this and no one saw any harm in it.
But Barghash saw these things differently and whipped his Circassian with his own hands for her serious crime
with such harshness that she expired some days afterwards. He is said to have entreated her pardon on her deathbed, but in vain; even now he regularly has prayers said over her grave.
On our excursions into the interior we often encountered donkey-riders on the country-road; to show their
respect, these people always dismounted when a few steps away from us, led the mount past us, and remounted
only then. In spite of all chastisements on the part of the Sultan, the crowd did not want to desist showing their at tachment, and the loud calling of “Kuaheri, Bibi! Kuaheri, Bibi!” (Good-bye, mistress! Good-bye, mistress)
which always resounded on the beach when we returned to our ship, almost right under the Sultan’s windows, can
of course not have been pleasant for him. I was told that whenever our boats came in sight, people used an empty
biscuit-tin as a signal-drum to call the crowd’s attention.
Evidently there was no lack of spies either who observed us keenly on all sides; they were for the most part
Hindus, who were very angry that we spoke only German among us. Still, on the last evening before my departure
two people loyal to me, who had come on board under the shelter of darkness to bid me farewell, called my
attention to a dark figure who already often had honoured our ship with his visit as a hawker, and who was only
an active tool of the extremely influential former lamp-cleaner and court-barber, the merchant Madoldji PeraDaudji.
This Pera-Daudji, a very wily Hindu, had soared in rank to become the Sultan’s jack-of-all-trades; he, the
former lamp-cleaner, served the ruler of Zanzibar in the highest and lowest positions. All diplomatic negotiations
passed through his hands, and the same hands waited upon the guests of the Sultan’s table. In return, he received a
full thirty dollars a month.
I was assured that everyone in Zanzibar wisely was on his guard not to fall out with the omnipo tent PeraDaudji; very many things were said to depend on him. In view of his costly dresses he could of course not manage
with thirty dollars and he had to procure the necessary revenue in another way. The court-jeweler, who refused to
hand over a certain percentage on all the sultan’s orders to the lamp-cleaner, lost the entire custom; Pera-Daudji
made a more pliable rival happy with those orders.
It was a strange coincidence that my birthday\fn{ August 30} fell during these few days; for the first time I
celebrated it in my native country, where it is otherwise unknown. The gentlemen of the squadron did all they
could to make this day a real day of joy for me, and they suc ceeded completely; I cannot be grateful enough to
them for all their friendliness.
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One thing touched me as quite remarkable: in honour of a woman born as a Muslim, the amiable commander
of the Adler had a pig killed in my native country, which is faithfully adherent to Islam. If this had been predicted
to me nineteen years ago by the most trustworthy of our native fortune-tellers, I would have laughed in their faces,
in spite of all superstition. What an unintentional humour is often revealed in the heaviest fates of our life!
The impression which the town of Zanzibar, viewed from the sea, made upon me was the same as before, even
somewhat friendlier; many new houses had been built and the lighthouse with its electric light, which rises up in
front of the palace, looks stately indeed. The officers always called it the Sultan’s Christmas-tree, on account of
the manifold rows of lamps which surround it.
After the long stay in Germany I may perhaps have become too unaccustomed to the circumstances at home; in
any case I found the inner town in a truly sad condition. Almost from one house to the other heaps of ruins
stretched along the narrow streets, which were kept anything but tidy. Everywhere one saw ruins where weeds
were growing and even big trees were able to expand undisturbed.
No one cared about this; everyone passed with the most indifferent countenance, avoiding waterpools and
stone-heaps. Ash-pits and refuse heaps are totally unknown, the open street acts as a substitute for them. The art of
regular municipal government does not seem to be quite so easy, otherwise the Sultan, who in Bombay, in En gland and in France has had sufficient opportunity to become acquainted with the comforts of walking on clean
streets, would long since have procured relief. For he has introduced in Zanzibar the manufacture of ice, electric
light, a so-called railway and I know not what else, not to mention French cooks and their art.
The evident decay of the inner town struck me as indescribably sad. I had not then yet an idea of the condition
in which I was to find my venerable Bet il Mtoni and Bet il Râs, which had hardly been finished. When we went
for the first time to the house where I saw the light of this world, I was deeply shocked. What a sight for me!
In place of a house I saw a completely decayed ruin; no sound and no noise was able to free me from the
oppressive feelings which convulsed me at this totally unexpected picture; for a long time I was not able to
compose myself; one of the staircases was missing altogether, the other was highly overgrown and so tottering
that it could not be ascended without peril. More than half of the house lay in ruins exactly as it had tumbled
down; the baths, once a favourite and always filled with merry people, had almost all lost their roofs; some of
them revealed a mere rubbish heap; the parts still standing were likewise deprived of roofs or floors. Everything
had decayed or was about to decay! Everywhere in the courtyards weeds of all kinds were rampant. To the
impartial onlooker nothing evoked the slightest idea of the former splendour of this palace.
How completely different from my companions did I look on and feel at this sight! Even my own children
seemed much too joyful at this moment for my feelings and sensations. If I had known of this destruction, I would
have preferred to pay my first visit to this place alone. From every slanting door awaiting collapse, from the rotten
heaps of beams lying one over the other, even from the mountain-high rubbish heaps I thought the figure of a
former inhabitant was coming forward.
For a short while I was transported from the oppressive present, and my mind again lived entirely in the
beautiful years of my youth. The friendly remarks of the officers, the voices of my children who inspected the
various parts of the ruin with an agility which I thought terrifying, awoke me from my troubled reflections.
I have often been confronted with the wrong idea that the Arabs, in token of piety to the dead, allow their
former houses to fall into ruins. This is incorrect; it is not piety that contributes to the decay, it is only the wellknown laissez-faire of the Oriental. Only seldom does the Arab have his house renovated, and so weather conditions, which quickly decompose the bad lime of the island, can continue to exercise undisturbed their damaging
influence. If the house becomes too dilapidated, a new one is built and the half ruin is left where it is. Building
land practically has no value.
My nephew Ali bin Suud, the son of Zuêne, had lived until his death in one part of the house, which still
contained a few relatively well-preserved rooms. He had done this out of attachment to the old ancestral seat of
our family. He had died here only two years before.
When entering the wing, we were greeted by two Arab soldiers who had come from Oman but a few months
previously. They had left their families there to earn something in the wealthier Zanzibar; but they fared so badly
that they sincerely regretted their journey and had decided to return to Mesket as soon as possible. Both com plained to me of bodily afflictions and begged me to cure them. One of them had sore eyes, the other suffered
from some stomach disease.
At my somewhat astonished question why they were living in the ruins, I was told to my very great amazement
that they were not alone here but formed part of the garrison which, incredible as it may sound, had to watch the
ruin closely. This measure can hardly be necessary for a military reason; I should rather think that the evil spirit is
again involved. But for nineteen years I have been remote from this superstition and its adherents, so I may be
mistaken.
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I took with me as a memento some grasses, a few leaves and a stone which stood over the niche where my dear
father used to pray.
On leaving the house a well-dressed, very distinguished-looking Arab came up to us, introducing himself as
the commanding officer of the garrison. He remained some time with us, and finally escorted us to our boat.
On this short way, we saw a venerable old man who was standing in the Mtoni, about to perform the ablutions
for prayer. When we came nearer, we saw that he was completely blind.
Since my arrival in Zanzibar I had strictly avoided being the first to greet someone, so as not to cause him
trouble; but here, face to face with a blind man, piety ordered me to make an exception. I went up to the old man
and wished him good evening in Arabic. Even this I did not do without some misgivings; as a Christian, I was the
last person to disturb him in his holy act and I counted at the most on a surly reply to my greetings, for from our
strangely sounding discussions he must have concluded from afar that we were Europeans.
How surprised I was when he stretched forth both his hands, drew my hand to his lips and pressed it for a
while to his face. I was really touched and wished to free myself from the embarrassing doubt that in the end he
might take me for some other person.
“But do you then know me?” I asked him.
“Indeed, I know you!” he replied, “oh, you are my mistress Salme, whom I have held so often on my lap in
previous years, when you still were a child. Oh, we were so rejoiced when we heard that you were here again,
God preserve and protect you, our dear!”
The poor, helpless blind man addressed to me these and similar words of farewell, coming from the bottom of
his heart. The Arab officer, who had been a witness to this proof of faithful attachment, told me that the longbearded old man was the Muedden (Muezzin) to the colony of Bet il Mtoni and was at the same time appointed by
the Sultan to say prayers over the tomb of Ali bin Suud (who had been so bitterly persecuted during his lifetime
by the former).
This last remark struck me particularly; for I knew quite well how heartless and yet childish Barghash had
behaved towards Ali bin Suud and towards my eldest sister Raye. Raye, Ali’s mother’s full sister, was already
rather advanced in age when she moved several years ago from Mesket to Zanzibar, where the Sultan put a house
and an annuity at her disposal. When Ali, without any real reason bitterly hated by Barghash, was lying mortally
ill at Bet il Mtoni without the care of wife and children, only left to the compassion of his slaves, what was then
more natural than that his real aunt Raye went to nurse him?
But this conduct did not meet at all with Barghash’s approval; he had no understanding of Raye’s Samaritan
service nor of the compassion that inspired her. To make her feel his wrath, he not only withdrew her annuity but,
oh shame, ruthlessly chased her, his aged sister who could well be his mother, from the house which had been
made available to her. He did not appear at Ali’s burial, a disregard which one hardly allots to one’s bitterest
enemy.
And now he has prayers said over his nephew’s tomb. Hardly anyone can behave in a stranger way.
As I am talking about the head of our family in Zanzibar, I feel tempted to lift the veil from another story of his
inner life. It hurts me deeply to expose something wicked of my own blood to the great world, for in spite of all
the years during which I was separated from my people, in spite of the heartlessness and harshness shown to me
by the same Barghash, in whose interest I had risked my life and my fortune, the feeling of indelible solidarity
with my people has remained. But Seyyid Barghash is a man who is not disposed to treat either his subjects or his
own blood with consideration.
It is a well-known fact in Zanzibar that Barghash, as soon as he had ascended the throne in 1870, suddenly and
without any cause cast our second youngest brother Chalîfe\fn{ Subsequently Sultan of Zanzibar (1888-1890) } into prison.
The poor fellow had to languish three long years in the dungeon, in heavy iron fetters weighed with chains!
And why?
No one could say.
It may have been feared that Chalîfe, being next in succession to the throne, might plot the same treacherous
plans as Barghash himself had once tried against Madjid.
Only when one of his sisters, whom he had likewise offended, prepared to set out on the pilgrimage to Mecca,
did Barghash feel alarmed and go to her to beg forgiveness; he did not want to bring down upon himself a curse
pronounced in the Holy City of the Prophet. But his sister did not pardon him before he had set free the innocent
Chalîfe.
In spite of this, he always spied on Chalîfe and his friends. He then learned that the latter had a faithful friend
who was richly blessed with worldly goods. He remembered the time when it appeared to himself a matter of the
greatest importance to be allied to rich chiefs, and he decided to deprive the successor to the throne at any cost of
such a support. He summoned Chalîfe’s friend and briefly addressed him more or less as follows:
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“I have heard that you intend to sell your plantations; tell me how much you wish to receive for them, as I
should like to buy them.”
“That must be a mistake,” the other replied, “I never had the intention to sell my property.”
“But it is to your advantage if you sell them to me; now go and consider the matter.” Some time later, the
unfortunate man was summoned again and was received by the sultan with the words:
“Tell me, how much do your plantations cost?”
“Your Highness, I have never thought of selling them.”
“Well, it is quite indifferent to me what you think. I will pay you 50,000 dollars for them. Here is a moneyorder for the amount; go and get yourself paid.”
Deeply perplexed the poor fellow stole away from the sight of the man who in this manner acts as “father of
his people”.
But an even more painful suprise awaited him; when he wanted to cash the 50,000 dollars, he was informed
that this amount was payable only within twenty years; he was to be paid an annual installment of 2,500 dollars.
Thus the man was ruined; but that was exactly what the Sultan had wanted.
Yet another event occurred, whose mentioning makes me blush with shame and fills me with the deepest pity.
A malicious defamation had been spread regarding one of my sisters: she was said to love somebody whom
Barghash did not want to have as a brother-in-law. When he heard of this, he went to her personally to take her to
task.
In vain she protested that she did not know more than anyone else of the whole affair; the loving brother administered with his own hand fifty strokes with a stick to his own sister. In consequence of the brutal treatment the
poor girl was for a whole month confined to her bed and had to suffer from the effects long after. Meanwhile I
have no doubt that after her death he will have prayers said over her grave as he does over those of his wife and of
Ali bin Suud.
Very often it is said that Europeans praise the amiability of the ruler of Zanzibar; how he in reality is may be
judged from the above. It is in any case certain that Barghash from the bottom of his heart has never hated anything more than the mere name of a European.
It is very painful to me to touch here upon yet another affair, but passing it over could easily be explained
differently.
Anyone who is familiar with Zanzibar affairs knows very well that the Sultan is only ruler in small matters,
while in important ones the British consul-general rules everything. Even the latter’s enemies readily admit that
he is one of the most capable diplomats. If I had been as totally inexperienced in diplomatic arts and moves as I
was ten years ago, and if I had believed implicitly every friendly sounding word, I certainly would have been
greatly pleased when one of the superior officers of the squadron told me that the British consul-general was very
sorry indeed not to be able to do anything at all in my interests; he very much regretted not to have found an
opportunity to meet with the Sultan and to urge my wishes on him.
It was quite good that I did not give credit to such affirmations: this would just have procured me one more
disappointment. Very soon I learned that the gentleman, about a fortnight earlier, had been the Sultan’s guest for
several days on one of the latter’s plantations, in spite of the seclusion of harîm-life.
It is also said that a much-used telephone connects the English consulate-general with the Sultan’s palace.
As far as I know there exists a law in Germany which threatens with severe punishment the unauthorized
opening of foreign letters. I do not know whether such an inhibition also exists in England; if so, it is only valid
for the motherland; in hot Africa—the mail in Zanzibar is English—no notice is taken of that law.
In any case, many letters which I prepared for Zanzibar never reached their address. When in March 1885 I
read by chance an article in the Berliner Tageblatt entitled Germany, England and Zanzibar, I understood where
my letters had been held up:
... Long before there was a question of German colonies, the Sultan was warned and protected against any
connection of this kind; long before the black cross on the white ground\fn{I.e. the jack of German men-of-war: blackwhite-red, with the iron cross as inset on the white field.} fluttered in front of Zanzibar, it was the continuous worry of
the English consuls and officers on the island—for the army too has English instructors—whether letters from Germany reached the court...

From official quarters everything was tried to set the people against me. Some of our officers had asked me to
assist them in selecting and buying articles of jewelry for their relatives at home. Several times we went to a
jeweler who worked also for the Sultan, without being aware of this.
As soon as the Sultan heard of this through his jack-of-all-trades Pera-Daudji, who had to report all the news to
him, he sent for the jeweler and poured out the full measure of his wrath over him for having dared to sell us
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anything. But the otherwise so gentle tradesman quietly replied, that he would be ashamed to turn his ruler’s sister
out of his shop. This did not please the Sultan at all and he threatened to withdraw his very lucrative custom. But
the jeweler did not allow himself to be intimidated by this either; he replied that he had taken a dislike to Zanzibar
anyhow and preferred to return to his native country as soon as possible. Since he did not want to be unfriendly
towards me, he preferred, to avoid all unpleasantness, to close his workshop for the rest of his stay in Zanzibar.
In the same way it was thought that one could punish me severely by forbidding the owners of donkeys to let
their animals to us. Some of my former slaves, who had ventured to visit me out of previous attachment, were
imprisoned for this proof of their faithfulness.
Such absurd measures were not rare, but they had just the opposite effect. The crowd’s opinion was expressed
in the following words: Pija kana kasi ja watoto, Bibi, in English something like:
“He just behaves like a little child, mistress!”
When I was approaching Zanzibar, I was quite doubtful of the reception I should meet. I was confident that my
brother would not hesitate long in respecting Germany’s wishes, and this proved to be true. I was also ready to
accept that he hardly would meet me personally in a friendly way; that he at best would make a virtue of necessity
in deference to Germany. For the bad treatment which he allotted my brothers and sisters was indeed not likely to
make me expect friendly advances on his part.
But another question was: How will the population react to my sudden appearance?
To my very great joy I can only repeat that I found the most cordial reception. Arabs, Hindus, Banyans and
natives again and again entreated me to remain in Zanzibar for good. This confirmed my conviction that there
could not be any question of religious hatred against me personally.
One day I met two Arabs with whom I entered into conversation. When I learned from a third person that they
were relatives of mine—I had not recognized them—I told them afterwards that by no means would I have ad dressed them had I been aware of this, since I did not know how my relatives were disposed towards me under the
present circumstances. Both interrupted me at once: they did not think anything else of me than that I still was my
father’s daughter. When I then mentioned religion, one of them replied that this fate had been destined to me from
the beginning of the world.
“Yes, the God Who has separated you and us from our home,\fn{ The Arabs in question apparently were from Oman. It
also seems that at least these men thought that Salme had returned to embrace Islam again } is the same God Whom all men adore
and praise; it has been His mighty will that you have come to us again, and we all rejoice at it. Now you and your
children will stay with us for good, will you not?”
Such proofs of love and attachment, next to the beneficial feeling of having seen my home once again, have
helped me to get over many a difficult hour. They have yet made my journey into one which makes me happy for
the rest of my life, and I can only praise and thank the Almighty again and again for His kindness.
Not without sadness in my heart did I part from my native country for the second time; my beloved ones,
whom I had to leave again, had the same feelings. There is no better way for me to finish my book than to pass on
a farewell letter in Arabic, addressed to me when I was [back] in Europe. It came from the circle of my friends
and is written in the same state of mind, even if infinitely much of its tenderness and of the originality of its
expression is lost in the literal translation:
They went away but did not tell me they were going;
That tore my heart, and left fire in my insides;
Oh, that I had clung to them the day they left,
They might have sat on my head and walked on my eyes.
They were dwelling in my soul’s sanctuary, but when they went far away,
They hurt my heart as it had never been hurt.
My body is wasted, and incessantly my eye sheds tears
Over my cheeks like the waves of the sea.
Oh Lord, oh Merciful, bring us again together
Before our deaths, even if for one day only.
If we live, we shall meet,
And if we die, then eternal life is with Allah.
Oh, if I were a bird, I would fly for longing,
But how can it fly when its wings are clipped?
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100.3 ¿Ali al-¿Abdalî 2. The Fisherman’s Daughter: Two Folktales\fn{told by Nôra Bint-J. (c.1926Oman (F) 5
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Salâhah,

1
This is a woman: dear to her man. But she would not get pregnant, nor bring forth children. The point is: he
stayed with her in spite of that.
Now, the man has his mother, who has her brother and her brother’s daughter\fn{ The mother’s niece.} She\fn{The
mother.} would say to him in pleading tone,
“My son. Your wife does not get pregnant! What are you waiting for?” He would answer her,
“By God, mother, I saw nothing but goodness from her. She never disappoints me! As she wishes, leave her
be!” She said,
“Here you have your paternal-uncle’s daughter.” He replied in a curt manner,
“I don’t want her!” She said,
“Here you have your maternal-uncle’s daughter.” He replied in a curt manner,
“I don’t want her!” She said,
“Here you have daughters of your paternal-aunts and daughters of your maternal-aunts,” He replied in a curt
manner,
“I don’t want them!”
He traveled (in older times, our men: fathers, brothers, husbands … used to travel and stay away for months or
years at a time: they went to Bombay, Iraq, Zanzibar, and wherever else making a livelihood would have taken
them). He traveled and left his wife with his mother. The point is\fn{ The informant addresses the mother directly: } O you,
mother of his, get up and bring your brother’s daughter, dress her in man’s clothing, dress her up in a man’s gown,
dress her up in a man’s mantle, dress her up in a man’s head-scarf, dress her up in a man’s head-scarf cord, dress
her up in … dress her up in … until she gets to look exactly like a man. Now take her and deliver her to your
son’s wife.
That girl the niece said to the wife,
“Let us have coffee!” She did not think much about the girl’s clothes; she thought:
“Youth’s play.”
Now, O you old woman: get up and run to the neighbors, and run to the imam of the mosque, and run here and
run there saying in a taunting tone,
“My son’s wife! My son’s wife! A man has entered her room! Her husband is away and she has been having
men in her room!!” The women of the neighborhood, and the imam, too, said,
“We have seen her commit adultery! We have seen her!”
Her husband returned. He went first to the men’s public parlor. Meanwhile, she got the house ready for him:
she arranged, cleaned, polished, and hung up flowers; she sat down awaiting his entering.
She\fn{The mother.} sent their slave to him in the men’s gathering place. The slave went to him. Upon seeing
him the master inquired,
“So-and-so, what brings you here, did my mother die?”
“That would have been lighter!”
“Did my maternal-uncle die?”
“That would have been lighter!”
“Did the daughter of my maternal-uncle die?”
“That would have been lighter!”
“Did my wife die?”
“That would have been lighter!”
“Then, quickly, tell me what brings you here!”
He told him that his wife has been unfaithful.
Meanwhile, as her husband was in the men’s gathering place, you\fn{ Wife.} get up, go to him in the men’s
gathering place, and say:
I’ve looked for you till my heart felt sorrow, and folded,
for every early shepherd has returned home but you did not.
If it is a guest, keeping you too busy to see us:
I’m the daughter of the hospitable one-who-finds-excuses-for-guests.
And if it is a treacherous one, having now sown discord between us;
what is the use: the attempts of the treacherous are doomed.

He replied curtly, by addressing her by her first name:
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O Ghusainah, you who have betrayed and fallen:
living with you, O Ghusainah, is a loss.
Clear away from us at tomorrow’s sunrise.
Let morning light not fall on you at our home.

He continued: “Go! You are divorced”
She loaded and packed up on a camel; she took along her men slaves and women slaves, and when the sun was
up, she was already at her family’s home.
The mother of her husband was happy, she affianced to him the daughter of her brother. He took the daughter
of his maternal-uncle for a wife.
Now, O you maternal-cousin of his: get pregnant and do not beget a little boy, but get pregnant and beget a
little girl.
Meanwhile, that other one was taken as a wife by her paternal-cousin. She became pregnant and begot a little
boy.
One day, he\fn{Her son, whose name is ¿Ali.} was cuddling up the little girl. She\fn{His mother.} asked him,
“Do you love the girl, O you who are your mother.\fn{ Probably meaning you who are your mother’s beloved, or a similar
phrase.}
“Yes, by God, I do love the girl.”
“Do you love Ghusainah?” He answered with considerable pain,
“Yes, by God, I do love Ghusainah. But, that which she did to herself … faithlessness, I cannot forget!” She
said,
“By God, my dear little son, I wish to be absolved from a sin committed. Your first wife was more pure than
the doves in the holy shrine in Mecca! I have never seen a thing that may blemish her honor. She was pure. But I
wished you would marry someone else, so that you may have a daughter or a son.” He retorted, in disbelief,
“Does this mean that all that you have told me about her, ‘One man going in and another man coming out,’ is a
falsehood!”
Silence.
He exclaimed in pain,
“All that you have told me about her is a falsehood!” He handed the girl over to her, got on his she-ridingcamel and went looking for her and her family.
He reached her country, and came to her palace. Under her window, he halted. He kept on staring at her
window. Tears filled his eyes. Her slaves went and said to her,
“There is someone outside staring at the palace!”
She looked, and found him. When she saw him, she said:
You, herder of thoroughbreds, that have become waves,
may God pardon; it is a cursed day when you weep for long.
If in debt, payment of your debt is with us;
and if owing blood vendetta, we will transfer the blood you owe to us.
But, if you want me in the manner things used to be,
your desire has gone astray, for your sweetheart has become dour toward you!

He bit on his finger; he dropped dead from sorrow and regret, right under her room. Upon seeing that, she
shrieked and leaped from the height over his corpse: she died right next to him.
2
Plump and silvery she is; if a flea were to walk on her cheek, he would mess it up. He who loves the Prophet
should pray on his behalf.
A fisherman married a woman. She begot for him a daughter. The mother died. So the man brought up his
daughter. When the girl became nine years of age, she said to her father,
“Father, why don’t you marry? Marry someone who would give you comfort.” He answered her,
“I will not marry. I am afraid for you! If I were to marry, I fear that a stepmother would cause you trouble.”
She replied,
“No! Just you marry, and don’t fear for me!”
The man, that fisherman, married a woman and she begot for him a girl! The girl grew up. That woman loved
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her own daughter and hated the daughter of her husband. She made her work: gather firewood, sweep, wash, and
the like. At night she made her sleep next to the cooking area, and the father had no knowledge of his own
daughter’s misfortune.
One day, it was the day for the circumcision of the sultan’s son. The sultan held a party, and all the people went
there! The fisherman’s daughter wanted to go there also to see the playing and the drumming, but her stepmother
said,
“No! You do not go. You would dishonor us!!!” Then she gave her a sack full of wheat and said to her, “Grind
it!” and seven buckets and ordered, “Fill them from the well!” She and her own daughter went to the party for the
circumcision of the sultan’s son.
The fisherman’s daughter: poor she! She sat down and cried. She cried and cried. Finally, she picked up the
first of the seven buckets and went to the water well. She lowered the bucket while her tears were still coming
down. The four women\fn{Evidently jinn or ogresses.} came out to her and said,
“Do not cry. Your stepmother and her daughter have gone to the celebration for the circumcision of the sultan’s
son; and they left you to grind wheat and fill seven buckets with well water. You too must go there!” She said,
“My stepmother would kill me.”\fn{I.e., beat me severely.} The four women replied,
“Don’t be afraid! Just you go. Here take this dress of silk, these earrings and necklace of pearls and coral. Wear
them. Also, take these: a sack full of gold coins and a sack full of camel dung. Scatter the gold over the guests and
spray the dung over your stepmother and her daughter!”
She went to the celebration. There she saw the sultan’s son in the middle of the dance circle. She danced until
she had her fill. All the people there were fascinated by her beauty. When she was satisfied (with dancing), she
wanted to leave, but all the people followed her; so she was unable to leave. She took out the sack of gold coins
and went: whoosh-sh-sh-sh\fn{I.e., cast them out of the sack with such force that they made a whooshing sound .} All the people
rushed to pick up some gold—including the sultan’s son, and were bending with their faces down. She then took
out the sack of camel dung and sprayed its contents over her stepmother and her step-sister. And during the
commotion, she r-a-a-a-an to the house.
When she got there, she found everything ready: the wheat was ground, the seven buckets full, the floor swept,
the dishes washed … everything. Her step-mother and her stepsister returned, covered with camel dung and dirt.
The stepmother shouted,
“Did you grind the wheat!”
“Yes, stepmother!”
“Did you fill the seven buckets!”
“Yes, stepmother!”
“Why did you not wash the dishes?!”
“They have been washed, stepmother!”
The stepmother went to find out. She saw that everything was clean and in its place. The daughter of the
fisherman’s wife her stepsister came to her and said in a taunting tone,
“At the sultan’s son’s, there was that beautiful girl. She danced and sang, and then threw gold coins over
people. When they bowed down to pick up the gold, she disappeared. No one knows who she is, or whose
daughter she may be!”
It happened that the sultan’s son, after picking up some gold coins—when he looked up at her, he could not see
her; she had gone!! He said to the guests,
“Enough today. Come back next week. We will resume the celebration like today\fn{ I.e., the same day.} next
week!”
On the appointed day the stepmother and her daughter got ready. She, the stepmother, prepared her daughter:
silk clothes, gold jewelry, perfume, and made her look like a doll\fn{ Or, like a bride.} As for her husband’s daughter,
she gave her rags to wear and a loaf of oats\fn{ I.e., poor bread.} She said to her,
“Things that you did last time were no good! This time do things well. Here are three sacks of wheat mixed
with rice and fourteen buckets. Separate the wheat from the rice, then grind the wheat; fill the fourteen buckets
with water from the well!”
Then she took herself along with her daughter and went to the celebration.
This time the sultan’s son was determined not to pick up any gold. He said to himself,
“I’ll not take my eyes off that girl who was here last time and threw gold over us!”
She sat alone in the house and cried. The four women appeared to her and said,
“Don’t cry. Don’t be sad! You go to the celebration and do not worry!”
They did for her as they did the time before. They gave her a silk dress, earrings, necklace, perfume and
everything, including two sacks: one filled with gold coins, the other with camel dung.
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She went to the celebration, and as the time before, there was a circle and in the middle was the sultan’s son.
She danced along with those who danced and she had her fill. The sultan’s son did not take his eyes off her.
Now when she had her fill and wanted to go home, she took out the sack of gold and: whoosh-sh-sh!, she
scattered its contents over people’s heads. A commotion ensued; the old and the young trotted to pick up some
gold. Her stepmother and her stepsister also ran to get some for themselves, but she took out the sack of camel
dung and: whoosh~sh-sh!, she scattered it over those two.
She went home and found everything done: the rice in one heap, clean and ready for cooking, the wheat in a
heap, the buckets full of clean water, the dishes washed, the floor swept, and the house fumigated with incense.
The sultan’s son, during the commotion—for people ran with all their strength toward the place where the gold
had fallen—lost sight of her. She disappeared. He ran in this direction and in that direction but to no avail! He
became sad and said to the guests,
“Come back this day next week!”
They left.
The stepmother went home with filth and stench covering her up from foot to head, and her daughter likewise!
They washed up and said to her,
“Did you prepare the rice and the wheat?”
“Yes, stepmother!”
“Did you fill the buckets?”
“Yes, stepmother!”
To everything she asked, “Did you do?” She answered, “Yes, stepmother!”
The woman said in a reprimanding tone,
“No good! Everything is done poorly!”
Again, she gave her rags to wear, and a loaf of oat bread to eat, made her sleep next to the fire pit. Her stepsister came to her and said with some joy,
“At the celebration of the circumcision of the sultan’s son there was a beautiful girl. She danced and played,
then scattered gold coins over the guests and fled. The same thing that happened the previous times, happened this
time; the sultan’s son said to the guests, ‘Come back this day next week!’”
Again there was another party. The stepmother did to her as she did the previous times, and worse. She gave
her sacks of wheat, rice, and fava beans mixed together, and twenty-one buckets, and—as before—told her to
separate the wheat, rice, and the beans from one another, and to fill the buckets. She and her daughter went to the
celebration of the sultan’s son.
Again (poor thing) she sat down and cried. The four women appeared to her and said the same thing they had
told her the previous times. This time, they gave her things more beautiful and expensive than before.
She went to the celebration. This time the sultan’s son had prepared himself for her visit. After she had danced
and played as much as she wanted, then scattered the gold pieces over the guests and the camel dung over her
stepmother and her daughter and ran away, he was ready on horseback. She ra-a-a-an and he galloped his horse
after her. But she dodged him and returned home. While running, an ankle bracelet—one that the four women had
given her—caught on something and she lost it. The sultan’s son took it and found it to be like no other he had
seen before!! He went to his mother and father and said,
“I want to marry the girl to whom this ankle-bracelet belongs.”
Every girl in the sultanate kept on saying, “It is mine! It is mine!” But the sultan’s son would say,
“Show me its match!”
Naturally, no one could bring its counterpart, for it was from the four women; they were from underneath the
ground.\fn{I.e., jinn.}
They began going around the Sultanate—the women folk of the sultan’s house—would go into a house and try
it on all the women and the girls in a household. This one:
“No! It is too large” they would say. This one:
“No! It is too little!”
They did that for thirteen days. On the fourteenth, they entered the house of the fisherman. The stepmother
said,
“I’ll try it on!” It did not fit. Then she said,
“It fits my daughter!” But it did not fit. One of the women of the sultan’s household caught a glimpse of the
fisherman’s daughter, with her clothes in rags and face soiled! She said,
“Try this girl.” Her step-mother shrieked,
“This is a slave-girl. A sultan’s son marries only another sultan’s daughter! She is not suited for him, for she is
a slave-girl!”
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They tried it on anyway. It fit perfectly. They told the sultan’s son,
“It is the elder daughter of the fisherman!” He came and said, holding the ankle bracelet in his hand,
“Do you have its match!?” She replied,
“Yes! Its match I do have!” She showed them its match. The sultan’s son said to his mother and father,
“I want to marry this girl!” They said to the fisherman,
“We want your daughter for our son.”
“Which one?”
“The elder one!”
“All right!”
They agreed on the bride-wealth and the day for the writing of the marriage contract.
On the day of the consummation of the marriage, the fisherman’s wife went to her husband’s daughter and said
to her,
“This heap of beans you will eat!”
“O stepmother! O stepmother!” she pleaded; but the stepmother was determined. The poor girl sat down and
ate the heaps of beans. Any time she would relax a little, her stepmother would say, yelling,
“Eat! Eat!”
She ate until her stomach became like a drum. And they took her to her husband’s home. When she was in the
bridal chamber, the four women appeared to her. They said in a soft, kind, reassuring tone:
“Don’t be afraid! Don’t be afraid!”
They got hold of her, slit her belly, took the beans out and put in their stead pearls and coral. After they took
the beans out of her stomach and filled it with pearls and coral, they put the belly together; it returned exactly as
before!
Her bridegroom entered upon her.\fn{I.e., entered the room.} During the night she said,
“I want to defecate.” Her groom said,
“It is late; you should not go out for that. Here is my head-scarf. Go on it!”
She did. In the morning he called the servants and ordered them to take the head-scarf and wash it. The woman
servant came back yelling in excitement,
“There are pearls and corals! There is no ‘dirt’ in your head-scarf, but there are God’s grants! There are pearls
and corals!”
The sultan’s son was astonished. He told his mother and father, the sultan. He\fn{ The father.} exclaimed,
“What a blessing!”
The younger brother of the sultan’s son heard that his brother’s bride defecated pearls and coral! He went to his
mother and father and said,
“I want to marry her sister!” They brought the fisherman and said,
“We want your younger daughter for our other younger son!!” He replied,
“The younger one: the say concerning her is with her mother! Ask her mother!” They brought her mother and
said:
“We want your daughter for our son!”
She agreed and was happy. But the fisherman’s wife had heard that her husband’s daughter was defecating
pearls and coral. She thought that this was due to the beans she had fed her before the wedding. She got hold of
her own daughter and stuffed her up with beans; then took her along with a great procession to the palace of the
groom.
The sultan’s younger son entered upon her. He kept on waiting for her to speak up. During the night she said,
“I want to defecate!” Her groom said, “Here is my head-scarf.”—\fn{ Informant laughs and pauses.}—but the odor was
unbearable. In the morning he found the filth everywhere!” His mother asked him,
“How is your wife?” He replied with sorrow and disgust,
“She defecates in bed!” They asked her,
“Why did you do that?” She answered,
“My mother gave me a large serving tray full of beans and said to me, ‘Eat it; it will make you drop pearls and
coral!’”
The sultan brought the fisherman’s wife and said to her, “For what purpose did you do so?” And they killed her,
and sent her daughter back home with her!
252.55 Excerpt from Weeping Earth … Laughing Saturn\fn{by Abdul Aziz Mohammed Majid al-Farsi (1976- )}
Shinas, Oman (M) 7
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There exists no one truth on the soil of this village. Everything here is part of a crazy dream from which we will
awake very shortly and go back to our lives before we sleep. I cannot recall, when I fell asleep, in order to have this
dream, but for sure I am living the shortest dream. One night an English officer asked me:
“Do you know how long the longest dream man has ever dreamt lasted?” I took a guess:
“Three hours?” He shook his head, and his lips exploded with the gloating smile of a know-it-all. He looked out at
the sea that stretched out before us.
“Less than a minute!” he answered. “And that was a miracle. Because most dreams last no more than ten seconds.
Can you imagine? These long dreams, those meanderings we live through, the conflicts and dreaded nightmares that
extend to the realm of reality pass in less than ten seconds! Seconds in which the eyelids flicker at great speed, and
then we wake up. That’s life, Muhyan, that’s the way it goes.”
I lived my life imagining that in a few moments I would awaken and find my father standing over me, telling me
to get up and perform the dawn prayer.
“What were you dreaming about?” he would ask. “Your eyelids were fluttering rapidly.”
I would tell him I was dreaming about this village, about this life, about all those who had died along the sides of
this long road, those men with high hopes and noble aspirations, about the first born sons of this earth. I would rest my
head on my father’s shoulder. Perhaps I cried in fear of that terrifying nightmare that extended to the realm of reality in
less than ten seconds!
O, dawn of the village. Who was born yesterday, and who has died? On how many of the most righteous did this light
of yours shine? My feet have tired, O dawn, as have the years deep within me. I’ve grown old before my time. These old
abandoned houses know me well, they know every bead of my sweat. With these two hands of mine I helped to raise
their walls.
Muhyan was master of the people and their servant at the same time. If anyone at the town assembly said “I want to
build a house”, I would say publicly:
“Let’s begin tomorrow!”
The following day I would be the first to show up, the first to draw up a blueprint, and prepare the mud and build. I
found myself building and raising walls from the ground up. I used to feel like I was conquering time whenever I
erected a house high in the air, one that had not existed the day before. Muhyan only wanted to be a builder. He would
bid farewell to his wife in the morning and return in the evening saying:
“I raised the walls of so-and-so’s house.” Power and control did not interest him very much, and Muhyan only died
the day the modern houses appeared. They brought in builders from overseas. They said:
“Their wages are cheaper.” I said:
“Did I ever ask you for a wage? I merely wanted the pleasure of building.”
They only kept these old mud houses standing to yield to my wishes. I argued that we needed to have two kinds of
houses, old and new. In reality, I couldn’t bear to destroy something my two hands had built. I no longer had
anyone to carry on my name. These old decrepit and abandoned houses were like my children. And now they call
out to me, they guide my steps and give meaning to Muyhan.
*
When I entered the mosque I couldn’t believe my eyes. The number of those who were praying approached the
numbers who usually attend the Friday prayers. Was it true we were at this moment waiting for the dawn prayer? Men
of all ages, young and old, had come to pray. It was a congregation that reminded you of funerals, or of catastrophes
that strike mortal blows to the village. What was it that had changed them all of a sudden? I knew that the voice of
Jam’aan saying “Prayer is better than sleep” was enough to awaken the people of our village and of the neighboring
villages, and were it not for the will of God he would have awakened the dead from their graves. But throughout the
past six months he could not coax Walad Shamshuum into setting foot in the mosque, still less to pray the dawn
prayer! But what brought him here today? And what about this Saeed al-Dab’a? He conducted the evening prayer in
congregation, and, according to his weekly schedule, today he’s supposed to conduct the sunset prayer, not the dawn
prayer. I approached him and whispered:
“I believe you made a mistake in your schedule. You’re supposed—” He cut me off abruptly:
“I’m supposed to conduct the sunset prayer in congregation today, but this dawn prayer today is an exception. I
will perform the sunset prayer tomorrow.”
At that moment Imam Rashid saw me and motioned for the prayer to begin. Ubayd and Jam’aan both stood up and
began. The imam stepped forward and led the prayer. When reciting the Obedience to God prayer, the imam added
something new to the usual verses. He said:
“May God purify our land from every evildoer. May God protect us from the evil of sons. And, may God make
their nights lethargic.”
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This creativeness Imam Rashid used in reciting prayers was not considered odd, especially since he insisted that
they were all of them were passed down from generation to generation. Besides, the villagers all memorized his
unusual prayers. However, the use of the dawn Obedience to God prayer for this precise prayer was something totally
new to them. Upon completion of the prayers Hameed al-Dahana lifted his massive body to speak:
“I know that you all came today to complain. Khalid Bakheet has turned our lives into a living hell. We work
and break our backs all day long and not one man among us finds the time to get a good night’s sleep. The
situation is serious and it needs our immediate attention.”
A chorus of voices responded, all of them shouting support for what al-Dahana was saying. Walad Shamshuurn
spoke out:
“We will be patient not one hour longer. We’ll solve this problem right here and now.” Suhayl al-Jamra alKhabeetha followed:
“The village must go back to how it was, and that can only happen when Khalid Bakheet leaves.”
The crowd cried out in agreement. Saeed al-Dab’a added:
“And his poet from Saturn as well!” The din grew louder and one of them shouted:
“And his homeland, too!”
At that moment they all fell silent. Khalid Bakheet, who was himself present, sat laughing. But not one of them
dared to lay a finger on him or hurl insults at him so long as his grandfather, Zahir Bakheet, was there among them. The
old man was powerful and commanded an awesome presence. He was seventy years old and still stood up straight and
tall. He had the piercing eyes of an eagle. He was absorbed in his prayers while his grandson sat by his side. When he
finished his recitations he lifted his hands in prayer. When he was done he stood up and went over to where Hameed alDahana was standing. Al-Dahana stepped back and took a seat. Zahir Bakheet cast his eyes around the room as silence
prevailed. He spoke:
“Peace be upon you.” The congregation replied:
“And upon you, peace.” Then he continued:
“Welcome to all of you. And so, you have convened? You pass by the mosque in the middle of the day as the imam
leads the congregation in prayer. And you go into your homes as if you were deaf and blind. And whenever a matter
concerns your sleep, or a complaint against a good Muslim is lodged, or some kind of conspiracy surfaces, you all
come out and fill up the mosque. Your hearts tremble in joy at this moment, believing that you will punish my
grandson. Rest assured, none of you will harm him. Not even this imam of evil, who added something new to the
Obedience to God prayer. He prayed to God to cleanse the village of him, but nothing of the sort will harm him.
Those among you who seethe in anger will soon find out what the village will be cleansed of.
“Where is Muhyan bin Khalaf? Are you here? This crowd of worshippers will attend your assembly after the
evening prayer to discuss this matter. Whoever has anything to say, let him say it. But for now, go back to your work,
or go to sleep!”
Not one soul dared utter a single word from that moment on. They all departed, in single file, following the lead of
the imam, in silence. As I exited the mosque, I caught a glimpse of the grandfather and grandson sitting alone, staring at
each other.
*
Khadeem brought out the coffee beans and cardamom and started a small fire in front of the open air assembly. He
was totally absorbed in brewing the coffee, the smell of which aroused in me a host of memories and associations. He
then stood up and fetched the small pitcher and cups. I contemplated his thick fingers, his sturdy frame and his dark
complexion. When the coffee was ready he poured it from the pot and into the pitcher. He then proceeded to lovingly
follow the familiar rituals of serving coffee. He handed me the first round. I lifted my eyes up toward him and said:
“You’ve grown a moustache, Khadeem!” I then gave him back the cup and he served me the second round.
“Boy, please, sir.” Again, I gave him the cup and he poured me the third round.
“What are you saying?” I asked. “I didn’t hear you well.”
“Please address me as ‘Boy’, sir, as you have always called me from the beginning.”
“But you’re grown up. You’ve become a man, and your name is Khadeem!”
“I shall remain your boy as long as I live, sir,” he replied.
I had taken hold of the cup while this conversation was going on. I shook it as a sign I was finished and handed
it back to him. He took the pitcher back to the fire and busied himself washing the cups.
“What news of the village?” I asked. “Have you heard anything?”
“I have, sir,” he replied. “Everyone’s preoccupied with getting through tonight’s meeting, and wondering what Zahir
Bakheet intends to do. Hamdaan Tajreeb advised: ‘Fear the patient man when he gets angry!’ Saeed al-Dab’a said that
he was burning up with fever and that he may not attend. Hameed al-Dahana rebuked him, saying: ‘Why don’t you
send your wife in your place? At least she’s more courageous and she doesn’t use fever as an excuse whenever there’s a
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crisis.’ Saeed took offence at that and replied that he would be going after all. Khalid Bakheet went off to the big city
and brought back four new books. He told the worshippers during the dusk prayer: ‘The homeland has fallen asleep in
one of these books. I’ll look for it before I come. Maybe I’ll bring the Saturn poet?’ Suhayl al-Jamra al-Khabeetha
said that he was coming to bestow his blessings on the congregation. Walad al-Saleemi spent the day in silence.
Walad Shamshuum—”
Ubayd al-Deek chanted the call to prayer and Khadeem stopped speaking. We listened and then made our way to
the mosque. We entered and found it nearly full of worshippers, each man whispering to the one he was following. The
prayers were performed and the Imam Rashid recited two short chapters from the Qur’an, Morning Hours and Palm
Fire. When the congregation finished praying they headed immediately for the assembly, where Saeed al-Dab’a and
Walad Shamshuum had been waiting for them instead of attending the dusk prayers.
Not a peep could be heard as we gathered at the assembly. Only the rattle of the coffee cups broke the silence as
Khadeem began to serve the coffee. When he had completed the customary three rounds, again silence prevailed.
Walad al-Saleemi sat to my right, and to his right was Hameed al-Dahani. And on the far right sat al-Dab’a. To my left
was Walad Shamshuum and next to him were al-Jamra al-Khabeetha and Hamdaan Tajreeb. Over to the far right,
away from the congregation, Khalid Bakheet sat by himself.
I inspected all the faces and some of the names escaped me. It seemed to me that some of the men I had never seen
before. The younger men chose to sit on the far edges, typically, to make their escape if the assembly didn’t interest
them. I stood up and spoke:
“This meeting has been called by Zahir Bakheet. Every one of us has the right to speak his mind. But let me remind you
of the tradition of Muhyan’s assembly. No one should raise his voice at anyone else, nor interrupt someone when he’s
speaking. No matter how fierce our disagreements become, bear in mind that we’re still brothers. We have lived and
survived hard times together. Do you remember the flood disaster and the mud houses? The history of our village provides
us with examples of catastrophes far greater than what brings us here tonight. It’s not a very complicated matter, so let’s
proceed with whoever wishes to speak first.”
They all looked at one another waiting to see who would start. When no one stood up to speak, I announced:
“Very well, let’s begin with you, Saeed al-Dab’a.” He took a deep breath and spoke:
“Very well. The fact of the matter is that this case is much bigger than you imagine. It goes beyond being an
inconvenience or a cry in the night, beyond the Saturn poet and the homeland.
“Every one of us has his place in the village, a place familiar to all of us. Muhyan is a builder and an elder to whom we
appeal for legal advice; Walad al-Saleemi is a merchant; Walad Shamshuum is a farmer who grows dates, tomatoes and
mangoes for us; Suhayl al-Jamra al-Khabeetha is a fisherman who brings us fish; Imam Rashid is a pious scholar who gives
us advice in matters of faith, and who officiates at our religious holy days and ceremonies from birth to death; Ubayd al-Deek
calls us to prayer, and Jam’aan as well. All of them have their jobs and their clear-cut roles which have served our village over
the years.
“As for Khaled Bakheet, it’s not clear. It’s never been clear. He lived in our village until he finished high school. Then he
vanished from us for eight years. We only saw him on rare occasions, perhaps a day or two every other month. Even now, he
spends his time locked up in his room. Were it not for prayers, no-one would have an inkling that he was back amongst us. He
passes by someone and doesn’t even bother to greet him. The best of what he had to offer was for the big city. And all of a
sudden he’s come back to us.
“Things have developed and he's started to meet with the young people, offering them books with big white pages. What is
exactly in these books? God only knows. But to be sure, what they contain is nothing like the knowledge of Imam Rashid.
How many of you young men today know of the Feast of the Prophet’s Birth, or the prayer of the opening verses of the
Qur’an? No one! What has Khalid Bakheet taught you! He preaches to you, ‘The homeland, the homeland, the homeland!’ He
recites to you poems which he says are by a poet from Saturn. I’ve never visited Saturn but I know it’s a city located
somewhere to the north of the big city. My own father, God rest his soul, told me that.
“But I also know that I can go to Saturn and ask after the poet himself, and that I can bring him back to prove there is no
relation between him and the poems, and that all this is the scheming of Khalid Bakheet to poison the minds of our children.
But I will not do that. However, we must agree, for what’s the use in just proving it? The matter has reached the point of us
being woken in the middle of the night to lament his lost homeland.
“I’ll say no more. I’ll let Walad Shamshuum take the floor since I see in his eyes much to be said. Please, come up, Walad
Shamshuum.”
Saeed al-Dab’a took his seat. He moistened his parched lips with his tongue. Walad Shamshuum cleared his throat and
stroked his thick beard. He cast his eyes around the room then began to speak:
“What do you want from us, Khalid Bakheet? This is the most important question. Let us all agree here and now that no
one has the right to bother the rest of the villagers, no matter who he is. We’ve always lived our lives respecting each other.
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And what Khalid is doing is flouting the rules of the neighbourhoo4 and disturbing our peace. This is not a question of
disagreement. The dispute here concerns what Khalid Bakheet wants. This is really bewildering.
“What is he bringing to us that we’re lacking? If we ask him that question, what will he say? He’ll say, for example,
‘Development’. And we say, ‘Any progress that removes affection from among us and makes us like big city dwellers is not
what we want.’
“The electricity that connects to our refrigerators and televisions is enough development for us. The more we develop the
farther apart we grow from one another. Where are our youth today? The assembly of Muhyan used to be the destination for
all men in this village. And then when television came here we no longer saw the crowds gather the way they used to,
except in times of crises.
“Take tonight, for example. The young people are here only because we have a problem. Any other night we don’t see
them. Why is that? Because of development, isn’t that so? We don’t want it. You can take the big city, Khalid, but leave us
this village.”
He stopped to catch his breath and then stood silent. All eyes turned toward Walad al-Saleemi who was sitting with his
head lowered, staring at the ground. Then he raised his head and spoke:
“Whoever was born and lived in this village for seventeen years is no stranger to us. He’s one of our people, even if he
went away for eight years. What’s important is that he lived his life between the valley and the sea. So, don’t deceive
yourselves and act rashly in depriving him of his rights. He’s one of you, your kin, from your village.
“The big city will never be a mother to him. Maybe he did wake you up at this late hour of the night for no good reason.
But I don’t think any of this warrants what you’re doing now. There have been many people who did you wrong, and more
serious than what Khalid has done to you. So why all this commotion? The error he’s committed against you doesn’t
deserve him being chased out and banished from the village, nor him being damned to hell. Do any of you think for one
minute that you have been or will be above making mistakes, that you await death, assured a place in Paradise? He woke
you up tonight in fear for his country.
“And you too, your book of deeds is blotched with sins, examples of which you are all aware of. I don’t need to
remind you. But I do say to you: he has erred, but do not be excessive in your punishment. Let’s weigh his errors
against those of all of us.”
Walad al-Saleemi grew silent and Hameed al-Dahana spoke:
“We are not being over-zealous in our judgment. Nothing has happened so far to let us accuse him of excess. We
want a commitment from this young man to safeguard our village’s rights, and to keep pernicious ideas and books
with ‘white’ pages away from our children. That’s all. We don’t wish to banish him from the village.”
Many of the worshippers nodded in agreement. Zahir Bakheet lifted up his head. Everyone in the assembly
realized they were all sitting on the edge of their seats in anticipation of what the old man would say. At his first move
since the conversation had started, there was dead silence.
“Have you finished your comments?” the grandfather asked. “Then let’s speak about Alam al-Deen.”
The congregation was taken by surprise and clear signs of shock flashed across their faces. My heart filled with
rage. Who is this Alam al-Deen? Zahir Bakheet continued to speak.
“I met Shaykh Faraj and he told me he was going to send us a man named Alam al-Deen. He’s a man from the lands
of Bengal, a pious ascetic who studied in his native country before coming here to serve God and educate the children of
the Bengali community. Shaykh Faraj met him and got to know him well. Your Shaykh Faraj came to believe that Alam
al-Deen would be the best assistant to Imam Rashid, who has often complained about how rarely our children attend
religious festivals and ceremonies, and that he feared the disappearance of religious knowledge. And so he made an
offer to Alam al-Deen, and he accepted. He will be here among us the day after tomorrow. And so we beg you to cooperate and offer him food, clothing and shelter. As for his salary, Shaykh Faraj will take care of that.”
I swear to God, that old man is the scourge of our times. A real double-crosser, capable of pitting people against
one another. He’s distracted this anger-filled assembly from its mission by mentioning Alam alDeen. Now all
attention is focused on clothing, food, and shelter, and only Imam Rashid sits despondent. Hameed al-Dahana tried to
bring back the subject of Khalid by asking:
“What is your response to what has been said about Khalid? And, why don’t you defend him?” But Zahir only
replied:
“I’ve asked you to come here to say what’s on your minds instead of polluting God’s house with what isn’t fit to be
uttered. Have any of you heard me say I would respond or defend? Absolutely not. Now, you have all said what’s on
your minds.”
The time came to leave and the assembly dissolved. But the question of Alam al-Deen still remained on our minds
as a matter to be discussed. Khalid Bakheet went out chuckling. Khadeem began to wash the coffee pot and cups and
put out the fire. I myself went home and found loneliness waiting for me.
*
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Cross over, O obsessed lover, and hold my deep breath with you. Blend me with the aroma of light and immerse
me in your veins. Take me into your arms, for I no longer want to live without you. My heart, ablaze, feared for your
life before you set out for the assembly. I heard my mother say they would cast you out of the village forever. My eyes
welled with tears right in front of her although I tried hard not to cry. She gasped as a rush of panic overcame her:
“Why are you crying? What are you hiding from me?”
I couldn’t answer. I covered my face and sat down. She grabbed me by the hand:
“Why are you crying? Is there something between the two of you?”
“I swear to God. We haven’t spoken to each other in years.”
“So, then, why did you burst into tears when I mentioned they’re going to chase him away?”
“I feel his pain. I imagined myself in his place. Just think how hard it is to be banished from everywhere and not
find any place to call a homeland.”
“Good Lord, you too speak about a homeland? Don’t you dare repeat his crazy words in this house! If you do, I’ll
forbid you to go to the university.”
She pulled back but the anger still showed on her face. Whenever she gets mad or worried, my mother walks in a
different way. Her footsteps become shorter, more hurried, and her feet tap the ground more softly than usual. I
always know when she’s angry before I see or hear her.
As she went down the flight of stairs leading to the living room she yelled out, still very much agitated. I could
hardly believe my ears as I heard her repeat the word “university”. I had been very happy being the only female student
from my village to attend college. But these past few days have put tremendous pressure on me. My mother often
thinks the reason for my depression is “studying at that useless university”, as she never fails to repeat whenever she
gets angry. I heard her go into the kitchen slamming the doors. After a few moments I found myself conversing with
the sky, the stars and the little angels as I waited for you, Khalid.
I wished I owned a hood in order to attend the assembly and make sure you stay safe. I would sit next to you and
gently stroke your eyelashes. Then, I would kiss your soft beautiful eyes. I would always be ready to remove the hood
right at the moment they announce your banishment. I would shout out:
“No! He won’t leave alone. I will go with him. We will go as lovers of freedom and development.”
You ignorant people have no idea who Khalid Bakheet is. He’s ignited the university with his rebellion. But he has
not flinched from all the threats of the administration and faculty to change his grades and deny him admission to postgraduate studies. Khalid is too proud and he won’t be humiliated. He stood up to the rector and spoke his mind:
“If we ever need anything from God, we only need to perform our ablutions and to bow in worship a couple of
times in the middle of the night, and He will answer our prayers, for He is indeed Great! But you, you little dwarf of a
man, you made me wait in front of your office for a whole month before I could meet you, and then you tell me ‘I
can’t help you’. Damn you and your university! One day you’ll regret what you’ve done to me.”
It was Khalid who organized the first student demonstration at the university. He cleverly led them from the
campus to poor neighborhoods that surround it. He brought together two disgruntled groups: students rebelling
against their oppressive conditions in the dormitories; and the local poor people, oppressed and alienated in their own
homeland, and searching for a scrap to eat. That day, the two groups joined forces and waged a massive popular
demonstration. Khalid remained unfazed by the beatings he received from the anti-riot squads, and he refused to be
taken to the emergency room at the hospital, protesting stubbornly that he didn’t want their help. This is Khalid, you
people who are submissive because you’re weak, absorbed in your petty dreams!
I swear by God, Khalid, I will go with you if they chase you away. You’re my dream come true and I will
accompany you to the ends of the earth. I know this is your wish. I read it in your lovely handwriting on a scroll at the
Society for Arabic Calligraphy at the university which says:
“Dear God, grant me the health to traverse this earth with purity of heart and peace of mind.”
Come close to my balcony, my sweet dream. You seem giddy and calm. No doubt you have snared them in your
verbal trap and your mad universe. They ran out to escape, wanting only their safe being. They gave up their desires to
bring you down. Come and walk beneath my balcony. If only I could come down to you at this moment and ask:
“How did you beat them this time? I am in love with your bold adventures and wily manoeuvres. I wish I could be
with you forever. This has been my desire for many years, and so how is it that we do not meet?”
I longed to be with you at the same school so that we could share fond memories of childhood. I was obsessed with
following you around. There was something that attracted me to you and at the same time filled my heart with rage
towards you. Whenever I saw you with a toy, I would run crying to my mother, and I’d refuse to eat or drink until they
bought me the same toy. And if you were wearing a new pair of shoes, the same thing! I would not calm down until
they bought me the very same pair. You always avoided me while other boys constantly ran after me. I waited for any
passing moment when we would meet and talk at one of the gates of the campus, but no such moment ever passed.
Every night I’d tell myself, “Tomorrow, we’ll meet and talk,” but no such day ever passed.
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I longed to encounter you at the university, but no such luck. I was accepted at the Faculty of Letters, but you had
already graduated. It’s my fate to be always chasing you. I try to catch up but you always seem to vanish into the dark
distance. You’re wearing a robe stained with blood, and you’re crying. I shout out to you but you don’t turn around or
stop. It’s as though you’re running away, only from me. We continue to run until we exhaust ourselves, and when I
catch you up we’re out of breath, and this nightmare that always robs me of my sleep comes to an abrupt end.
You, my soul, pass by taking my breath away in your company. A halo of glowing light pulls me to you. You hum
your song that captures my essence. Pass by, my indifferent rebellious lover. I have been sheltering you in my veins
since childhood, so take me to you and don’t worry. Why don’t you stop for a moment and look up at the moon? You’ll
be sure to see my face, and you’ll know I’ve been waiting for you for a long time. You pass me by and rush along as if
you’re escaping. Don’t go so fast, I beg you. I’m consumed by fear and anticipation. And there you are speeding past
me as if you’re afraid this balcony of lust will fall on you. Slow down! I beg you to slow down.
I rushed into your house but you left me there alone. Will you turn on the lights and open up your balcony after
a while to look out at the sky above the minaret? Even if I don’t get to see you, I still take pleasure in looking at
the same sky you’re looking at. I find myself swimming with you in mid-air. I untie my hair and go fast, hoping
you’ll keep up with me. I laugh as you pant behind me. I won’t sleep tonight in celebration of your victory over
them. Instead, I’ll go and check on my father, and then I’ll come back to you.
*
I crossed the narrow corridor and made my way toward the room on the other side. I knocked on the door and I
heard the faint voice of my father.
“Come in!” I opened the door and went inside.
He was sitting on the edge of the bed, smiling. I ran toward him, happily, and kissed him.
“How wonderful you look, Abu A’ida. You seem so handsome tonight. Even your laugh is beautiful.”
“Not as lovely as your smile, my naughty little one.”
I brought over a chair and sat in front of him. As usual, whenever we’re together my father looks at me closely
before he speaks. I think a little and then I smile at him and he smiles at me. He begins to speak.
“I thought I was going to die and be deprived of seeing your children. The fever really wore me out.”
“I knew all along how strong you are,” I said joyously, “and so I wasn’t worried about you at all.”
“You’re a good nurse. If only you weren’t enrolled in the Faculty of Letters, nursing would be a very nice
profession.”
“Studying literature is also very nice, Abu A’ida. There would be an uprising in the village if I studied nursing.
They’d say that I had ‘no shame’, mixing with men like that! Would that please you?”
He shook his head to say “no”. I know full well how poorly this village thinks of women. You can plunge a dagger in
the heart of any one of them but don’t dare tell them their wife or daughter has exposed her bare face in front of a strange
man. They still think university classrooms are separated by sex. God forbid one of their daughters sets foot in the
university. Of course, I will be exposed. I draw closer to my father and ask:
“Do you love me?”
He burst into such loud laughter that it reverberated throughout the house. Then I could hear my mother’s ranting
voice bellowing from a distance:
“It’s the middle of the night! Have you caught Khalid Bakheet’s disease?”
I was angry. The message was directed to me personally. This is how I felt but it didn’t prevent my father from being
affected by it. I could see the expression of annoyance on his face. So I decided to avoid the subject with him. I
whispered:
“I’ll let you in on a secret. When you came down with the fever and Mum grew exhausted from applying all the
compresses, she left everything to me and went to relax. You and I were left alone. Just imagine, your delirium was
waiting for us to be by ourselves, and you said many things to me. You blurted out strange names. Luckily, Mum didn’t
hear any of them or else she would have tossed the compresses out of the window.”
I stopped there and let out a laugh loud enough to provoke my mother, who was sitting in the living room. My
father was embarrassed.
“Whose names did I jabber out? I beg you, tell me.”
“How much will you pay? You know, it costs a lot of money to attend the university, with student socials and
all. I need some money.”
“I’ll pay you whatever you want, but please tell me.”
“Very well! You called out ‘Asma, Asma’, you mentioned her name ten times. Then you said, ‘My love’!”
My father was shocked. He looked me straight in the eye and then lowered his gaze toward my feet. He looked
up again and continued to pierce me with his stare for quite some time. I spoke to him in a whisper:
“Follow you heart wherever it wishes to take you.”
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I was playing with the possibilities of distracting him from my mother’s annoying comments. I continued.
“I was able to piece together the whole truth of your mumbled words while you lay stricken with fever. But don’t
worry. I won’t tell a soul. Everything in good time!”
When our eyes met we both broke into laughter. He was no longer able to distinguish between joking and
seriousness. But the fact remained that when he hallucinated he called out her name, Asma, and that of Bakheet Zahir.
The door bell rang three times and it startled us as we weren’t used to someone knocking on our door at this
late hour of night. My mother rushed into the room and addressed my father.
“Go and see who it is! Maybe something urgent happened at the assembly that you don’t know about. Maybe
they decided to kill Bakheet’s son! If only you had gone there and been among the men. Wouldn’t that have been
better for you? What good did it do you to stay with the women?”
My father stared at her for several moments with rage welling in his eyes. He gathered whatever strength he had,
stood up and went downstairs to open the door. …

Masjid Al-Muhallab bin Abi Sufra, Muscat Governorate, Sultanate of Oman
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The Alf Zulfa Mosque near Muscat, Muscat Governorate, Sultanate of Oman: two views
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A mosque in Muscat, Muscat Governorate, Sultanate of Oman
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Sultan Qaboos Grand Mosque, Muscat, Muscat Governorate, Sultanate of Oman

The Sultan Taimur Bin Faisal Mosque (built in 2012), Muscat, Muscat Governorate, Sultanate of Oman
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The Al-Zawawi Mosque, Muscat, Muscat Governorate, Sultanate of Oman

Sultan Qaboos Mosque in Salalah, Dhofar Governorate, Sultanate of Oman
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Sultan Qaboos Mosque, Sohar, Al Batinah North Governorate, Sultanate of Oman

Othman bin Afwan Mosque, Sur, Ash Sharqiyah South Governorate, Sultanate of Oman
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Sultan Qaboos Mosque, Nizwa, Ad Dakhiliyah Governorate, Sultanate of Oman

A mosque at Bahla, Ad Dakhiliyah Governorate, Sultanate of Oman
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Four mosques at Khasab, Musandam Governorate, Sultanate of Oman
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Sultan Qaboos Mosque at Al Burayimi, Al Buraymi Governorate, Sultanate of Oman: three views
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The mosque at Ibri, Ad Dhahirah Governorate, Sultanate of Oman

A beautiful mosque at Haima, Al Wusta Governorate, Sultanate of Oman
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A mosque, Rustaq, Al Batinah South Governorate, Sultinate of Oman: two views
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Caption: “Sultan Qaboos's Masjid in Ibra” [Ash Sharqiyah North Governorate, Sultanate of Oman]

                                    .
*
Our foreign policy is two points:
1. Never interfere in the affairs of others.
2- Cooperate with anyone who sincerely wishes to cooperate with us.
▲
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